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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the process by which areas, of open fields were 
developed into peopled streets in the latter half of the nineteenth 
century, It also considers to what extent the emerging local 
architectural profession was involved, both in this process and in 
detailed aspects of speculative housing design. 
To achieve these aims, part of a suburb of Leeds was selected as 
a representative study area. This area contained housing of all types 
ranging from detached villas to small back-to-back terraces and was 
typical of suburban areas in many other towns. 
The major sources of original and unpublished information comprised 
deposited estate plans, deposited building"plansg and some house deeds, 
all held by Leeds Corporation, 
The basic research method was to examine deposited plans relating to 
the study area, in order to trace the development of the existing 
housing stock, and also to carry out site visits to record buildings 
and their architectural character. The Persons and processes 
involved. coul. d then be analysed and compared with the end product* 
The findings are related to housing development generally in nineteenth- 
century Leads and to other relevant, studies of, the Victorian suburbe 
The study area data indicates three'majoe conclusions. Firstly, the 
tradition that builders of the, period'erected the 'majority of 
speculative houses by using rule of thumb methods and standard 
pattern-books does not seem tenable when the complexities of building 
legislations the type of builder involved and the professional 
advisers concerned are h all, examined. Secondly, 'thet areas of 
speculative terrace housings '; 'although apparently homogeneous in' 
characters were usually carried out on ap- iscemeal basis with no' 
planning policy attempted to relate them to other adjoining estates* 
Thirdly., -that the involvement of the then architectural profession.,, _:, in the design of ordinary housing of the period was far greater, thari 
existing research would suggest, 
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CHAPTER 1 INTROWCTION 
'Houses, we may sayspring up everywhere in the 
outskirts of our great towns. A suburb, in these 
days, is one congeries of crude brick and mortar. 
It is the most melancholy thing in existence. 
Streets, squares, crescents, terraces, Albert 
Villas, Victoria villasj and things of the same 
inviting characters stand up everywhere against 
the horizono ....... I 
The Builde Oct., 1848. 
1.1 The Growth_of Nineteenth - Century Suburbs 
The nineteenth century saw important changes in employment patterns 
in England and Wales as radical restructuring of occupations away 
from staple trades to heavy industrys unskilled labouring and commerce 
took. place. These changes in employment patterns were coupled with 
a dramatic rise in the population which meant that the industrial - 
towns in particular had to expand extremely quickly to accommodate 
the influx of new labour. Thus in 1801 the population of England 
and Wales was 9 millions and by 1901 it had risen to 32f millions. 
In 1801 less than 17 per-cent of the population were resident in 
towns of over 20,000 people. By 1901 there were 9 towns where the 
population was over 2509000, and Leeds was, one of these with a 
population of 428j, 968. 
It was in the major towns that a typical, process of' suburban expansion 
took place in order to house more and more peopleand also to cater 
for the changes in social and economic'conditionse The process of 
suburban expansion was for the town td-'attract workers to the newly 
opened mills or factories. The'first consequence of this was 
overcrowding in existing toWn, centre houses and then occupation of 
whatever space was still vacant in inn yards, gardens and orchards"' 
lying behind or alongside houses that lined the old core of the town* 
This typical form of development invariably led to overcrowding in 
courtyards, which with a lack of proper sanitation and health care, 
in turn led to outbreaks of disease and epidemics, It was the 
development of-the suburb which acted as a safety valve and relieved 
the pressure from the overstressed town centre. An this way the 
tendency to bring people in growing numbers from the country into 
the towns was eventually replaced by scattering them over a wider area 
by the creation of the suburbs from green fields, The retreat to 
the suburbs was often the only solution to the mounting pressure an 
relatively limited accommodation in the central areas of older towns, 
1 
The suburbs have developed in different ways depending upon their 
position in relation to town centress the physical continuity between 
the town and the suburb, the transport developments and the social 
and economic factors which have shaped them. In many northern 
industrial towns the exodus began by the movement of the more 
prosperous upper and middle class forced out of the city centre by 
the proximity on all sides of industrial nuisances. Some moved 
only a short distance to villa plots in their search for an environment 
befitting their status. Others moved further afield in search ;f 
clean air, fresh waters and pninterrupted views, The middle class 
cloth merchant or banker was able to move to the suburbs because 
starting times at his place of work and provision of transport were 
not a problem. However, as office hours changed and the provision 
of transport improvedsthe owners of villas were to be followed later 
in the century by the clerk, the cashier and the manager. They too 
wished to improve their living standards and increased wages coupled 
with improvements in transport gave them the means to do so. -Thus 
occurred the invasion of the suburbs by what was to be termed the 
'brick and mortar crusade' which usually had in the vanguard the 
terrace houses of the artisan and the lower middle classes. As the 
carts loaded with building materials rumbled into the lanes and 
ditturbed the peace and quiet of the original villa occupiers, they 
took heed of the warning and literally began to look for pastures 
new. They moved tos and took a hand in the creation of, new villa 
suburbs even further away from the town centre. There they built 
even bigger and better houses until once again threatened by the 
encroaching tide of ordinary dwellings. The final solution came 
for many of the more wealthy citizens when they purchased estates 
outside the town boundary at around the turn of the century and made 
the decision to commute long distances to their places of business. 
The fact remains that many suburbs of industrial towns contain a wide 
variety of house types depending upon the factors which shaped them 
during the nineteenth century. Although many contain pockets of 
detached and semi-detached villas with leafy lanes and large gardens, 
it is the row upon row of ordinary speculative terrace houses which 
typifies the victorian suburb in the eyes of most observers. 
1.2 The Study of Nineteenth-Century Suburbs 
'In some respects we are more familiar with the physical 
and social structure of Roman Britain than we are with 
the apparatus of suburban society in Victorian Englbnd. 1 
H. J. Dyos 
2 
So wrote Dyos in the preface to his study of Camberwell in 1961. 
Prior to his pioneering work on the suburbp researchers and authors 
had been generally content to remain topographe rs or compilers of 
statistics, particularly relating to the public healthy overcrowding 
or other demographic factors, other studies included work on the 
Victorian Suburb but suggested only the broad outlines of typical 
suburban development. 
The importance of the work by Dyos lies in the fact that he took one 
suburb and scrutinized it, took it apart and minutely described its 
components. Sir John Summerson described the process as 'To explain 
one part is to unlock the whole' and also suggested that Dyas'was 
2 the first to do it. Dyos' work originated from the suburban 
development of Greater London,, south of the Thames and then later 
developed into a more detailed study of the suburb of Camberwell, 
3 
In his book Victorian Suburb he examined the suburb of Camberwell 
from its pre-Victorian beginnings, the conditions of development, 
the formation of building estates,, the business of building the suburb 
and assessed the character of the end producte In doing so he 
answered many questions concerning, among other things, the numbers of 
persons and type of people involved, the role of the speculative 
developer, the provision of finance and the house types involved, 
Following the publication of his book Dyos went on to edit and 
contribute to books or articles on the study of urban history in his 
position as Professor of Urban History in the University of Leicester, 
Most notable among these was the publication of The Victorian City 
in which Dyos and D. A. Reeder combined to write on 'Slums and 
Suburbs. 94 
If Oyas was the pioneer others have taken his lead and one of the 
most recent studies of a London suburb has been a study of the 
Borough of Hampstead by F. M. L. Thompson in 1974.5 Other researchers 
have studied general estate development end the most relevant of 
these was a study of 'Housing Estate Development, 1640 - 19181 by 
S. M. Gaskell in 1974., 
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and a study of 'The Mid-Victorian Urban 
Mosaic' by R&S. Passmore in 1975.7 
The increased interest in the development of the suburb has mainly 
come from economists,, geographerss social scientists and historians, 
No detailed study of a Victorian suburb or estate development has been 
found by a trained architect or architectural historian resulting in the 
fabric being emphasised as of primary importance. In nearly all cases 
the final built form of the suburbs,, the physical fabric of the houses., 
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has usually been of secondary importance to the writees main aim 
of examining demographic2 economic or social trends. Dyos did, 
however, describe the character of the completed dwellings in his 
study of Camberwell. 
1.3 The Study of Nineteenth-Century-Suburban Housing 
In general terms the housing of Victorian Britain'has been well 
researched but u, sually from clearly defined an'd well established view- 
points. Firstly, the large mansions and detached villas of the 
upper and middle classes have been studied 'either from the viewpoint 
of being the home of a historically important person or because the 
building was designed by a particular architect. Secondly, the 
homes of the working classes have been examined from the viewpoint 
of being socialogically important, linked as they were with sanitary 
reformsand the schemes to produce improved dwellings-for the working 
classes. Studies of Victori8n houses tend to'fall into the'se two 
camps: on the one hand works carried out by mainly architectural 
historians who, when describing the well documented public and 
commercial buildings of Victorian towns include the houses of-the 
wealthyp and on the other hand works carried out by a variety of 
people interested in the housing of the working classes* Often 
works on Victorian architecture analyse all types of buildings but 
usually the domestic architecture contained in them covers only 
country houses and town palaces or terraced houses confined to the 
homes of the wealthy* 
Particularly relevant to this thesis are: '_The History of Workincl. - 
class Housing edited by S. D. Chapman, published in 1971, this work 
covers a symposium held on the subject and has much useful information 
an the history of working-class houses in northern industrial towns; 
Cruel-Habitations: A History of Workinq-Cless'Housinq, 1780 - 1918 
by E* Gauldies published in 1974, which clearly illustrates the need 
for sanitary reforms and has useful chapters on public health and 
building legislation; Five Per Cent Philanthropy: An Account of 
Housing in Urban Areas Between 1840-and 1914 by 3,, N. -Tarnpublished 
in 1973, which concentrates an the provision of madel, dwellings for 
the working classes, 
A most useful work on the architecture of the 'period which attempts 
to examine not only the housesýof the opulent and the respectable but 
also those of the middle and working classes is West Yorkshire 
Architects and Architecture by D. Linstrumo published in 1978,9 
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Also 'House upon House's a comparison of estate development in London 
and Sheffield by D. Olsens has detailed information on the house 
types 
erected. 
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1.4 Previous Studies on the Suburbs of Victorian Leeds 
Professor M. W. Beresford has been to the study of Victorian Leeds 
what Dyos has been to the study of London. - He has published several 
works on the development of estates and suburbs of Leeds with particular 
reference to the development of the back-to-back house. In Leedsand 
Its Reqion edited by Beresford and Jones-and published in 1967, he 
traces the historical development of Leeds in, general and its housing 
in particular. 
11 In The History of Workincý-clsss HousinQ he 
contributed a chapter on the 'Back-to-Back Housein Leeds, 1787 - 
19371.12 Linstrum published his Historic Architecture of Leeds-in 
1969 which has some, references to middle-class housing, especially in 
Headingleys" however, this has been largely overtaken by his greater 
work, on the whole of West Yorkshire which has many references to the 
houses of Leeds and will be referredto in later chapters* This 
source is also important for the contribution it makes towards 
knowledge of the architectural profession in Leeds in the nineteenth- 
century* 
The most significant piece of work carried out on estate development 
in Leeds has been the study of 'Building and Estate Development of the 
Northern Out-townships of Leeds 1781 - 1914's carried out under the 
supervision of M. W. Beresford by C, Treen and completed in 1977. 
Treen studied the development of three out-townships of Leeds and his 
thesis examined the process and decisions that went into the sale 
of estates, the resale of land for speculation and the construction 
of different dwelling types. The bulk of Treen's work relates to 
decisions taken prior to, building taking place and in particular to 
the economics of land sales and estate layout, He does,, however, 
comment on the types of houses finally erected. 
The most recent work published on Victorian Leeds in'general is 
A History of Modern Leeds edited by D, ' Fraser, published in 1980 and 
comprising eighteen chapters all compiled by people whop to, use 
Fraser's own words: 'have used Leeds as a popular quarry for 
historians interested in urban developments particularly in the 
nineteenth century. ' The research work carried out by these', 
individuals had remained in university theses., academic monographs" 
and learned articles, remote from the wider public, The main aim 
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of the book was to bring their scholarly work to a broader audience. 
M*W. Beresford has contributed a chapter an the development of Leeds 
concentrating on the development of its housing up to 1914.14 
1#5 The Need for a Study of Nineteenth-Century Speculative Housiua 
It has already been stated that architectural historians have generally 
ignored this type of housing concentrating instead upon the mansions 
and the large detached and semi-detached villas of the period, which 
were usually designed by well known local architects. Other 
researchers have studied speculative housing but from an economics 
social or public health viewpoint. Even when speculative housing 
has come within the scope of existing research, much fine detail 
remains to be filled in concerning the mass of ordinary suburban 
housing, , Linstrum's work covered the whole field of architecture 
of the West Riding of Yorkshire while-Treen reduced the scale to the 
estate development of three out-townships of Leeds. - Although they 
approach each other from opposite directionsP the one on a-micro 
level with the decision to build on a relatively small area of the lands 
the other,, on a macro level with the completed buildings over a wide 
area of land, there remains much middle ground as yet unrecorded. 
If typical-statistics for building'activityýare examined for an 
industrial. town of the period it can be seen that by far the greatest 
effort was put'into'the rapid'expansion of the suburbse The creation 
of new houses was a major activity for the building industry in any 
expanding'town after the middle of lastcentury, In Leeds, for 
example, 66% of all buildings certified as completed and ready for 
occupation were houses in 1678, This figure was to rise to 75% later 
in the-contury, '15 It. is true that other buildings could be of ý- , 
greater value in terms of capital outlay, however, in sheer numbers 
of buildings completed the housing market was the largest, If the 
types of houses built are examined it-will be seen that the majority 
after, 1850 were speculative houses usu ally-built in the form of 
terraces. 'Once more taking Leeds as an examplep out of 46#506 
dwellings erected between, 1886 and 1914, only 4% were detached or 
semi-detached villas. , The. remaining 96%, were built in rows of 
terraceJ houses in one form or another, 16 Comparison with similar 
figures for other industrial towns would show that Leeds is not 
peculiar in the small number of., detached houses built, What the 
figures do show is that any detailed-study of Victorian speculative 
terrace housing in Leeds would also be an examination of one of the 
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major areas of building activity occupying the building industry 
(and possibly associated professions) for over four decades. 
The reasons why this major area of building activity has'l'argely"'been 
ignored by architectural historians, despite the vast bulk of it., 
are probably twofold: firstly, the widely held belief that houses of 
this type were designed and erected by speculative builders using 
readily available pattern books; secondly, the difficulty in 
obtaining original source material concerning their design and 
construction, The stronger the belief in the formers that builders 
and not architects were responsible for their design and therefore 
the end product were buildings and not architecture, the less 
incentive there was for finding the latters source material* 
If the nineteenth-century suburban housing development in Leeds is 
setegainst social change., it can be seen that the great majority 
0f building activity took place in two distinct stages. The-first 
was a gradual movement into the suburbs with only a small number of 
builders and'only a few regulations governing the. erection of new, 
buildings. The second stages in the second half of, the centurys 
was the mass exodus to the suburbs which involved the erection of by 
far the greatest number of houses built during a period of ever 
increasing Bye-Laws and other acts governing their construction. 
The question must be asked whether the builders used empirical methods 
when working in the first half of the century but as'demand for 
social change brought about more 1'egi'slationp did their task of 
building correctly to conform to the new regulations become 
increasingly difficult without professional advice? 
Whether or not this was the case, vast numbers of speculative terrace 
houses were built and still comprise a large proportion of the 
existing housing stock of England and Wales. Terrace and semi- 
detached houses are by far the largest group of any Victorian 
building type, and possibly they more than any other determine the 
character. of Victorian cities. They are one of, the most character-, 
istic, products of, Victorian Britain and they remain in sufficient 
quantities for them still to be a significant element in our, urbAn 
environment. If they are allowed, to outlive their usefulness and 
they are. erased from our towns by the bulldozer, it would appear to 
be illogical thats when detailed research has been carried out in 
so many different aspects of Victorian life, this manifestation of 
so much effort to house the majority should be allowed to pass without 
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a more detailed recording and examination than has occurred 
hitherto. 
There is a final point to consider in the argument. If. as seems 
likely, the world economic scales tip more on the side in favour of 
conservation and rehabilitation of the existing building stock due to 
the store of expended energy which their bricks and mortar represent, 
then such buildings as suburban housing would be classed as economic 
assets which should wherever possible be retained and up-graded* 
Therefore, there could arise a need for as great an understanding, of 
the processes which created them as the end product. This is 
particularly the case where materials and methods of construction 
are concerneds especially if this can be related to original drawings 
indicating constructional techniques not visible in the completed 
buildings. For it has been shown by experience that if the existence 
of a constructional method or techniquep such as the early use of 
iron, concrete or other materials in existing dwellings had been known 
beforehand, estimates for or the method of carrying out conversion 
or alteration would have been revised. -If a detailed study of the 
houses in one nineteenth-century suburb can establish a methodology 
for obtaining original information concerning the construction of the 
dwellings, it may well be possible to follow similar methods for 
other suburbs-in other towns. 
If people continue to live in our inner city suburbs, whether 
renovated and up-graded or nots they will to all intents and purposes 
continue to live in an environment created in the last century, Sir 
John Summerson writing about life in a London suburb in 1961 said: 
'What I find perpetually haunting and, fascinating is the 
bare fact of these people living in an environment which 
they have not made and which was unknowingly prepared 
for them by the dead skulls and fingerbones in the 
cemeteries; and of beingO in spite of themselves 
formed or inflected by it'M 
1.6 Aims and ObJectives 
The city of Leeds is typical of many industrial towns in the way that 
it developed in the nineteenth-century. 
, 
The change from rural-urban 
fringe development to built up suburbs took place mainly after 1850 
and its expansion by means of developing suburbs created areas of 
housing which can be seen in a similar form in other northern cities 
such as Bradford, Liverpoolp Mancheaters Nottingham and Sheffield, 
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The broad aim of this thesis is to examine the process by which large 
areas of open fields in Leeds were developed into peopled streets 
in the latter half of the nineteenth and the early part of the 
twentieth century and to establish to what extent architects were 
involved in the process. The open fields were estates held by a 
small number of private landowners and the peopled streets usually 
row upon row of speculative red brick terrace housing. 
In order to achieve this aim in a city, which by 1911 contained 
1022000 houses, part of a specific suburb, Headingley, was selected 
to serve as a representative study area. 
18 Detailed examination 
of the development of the study area was then. used to produce data 
which could be related to other suburbs and to the City of Leeds as 
a whole. The choice of the study area was an important one if the 
overall aims of the thesis were to be achieved by this method* The 
study area selected contained housing of all types, from large, mansions 
to small back-to-back houses entered directly off the street* 
Significantly, howeverp the majority of the dwellings in the area 
were speculatively built red brick terraces and are therefore typical 
of the period for the whole of Leeds, The thesis examines not only 
the various house types and the housing estate layout within a 
particular suburbs but also by concentrating upon an area where 
speculative suburban housing predominates, it examines one of the 
major areas of building activity occupying the building industry in 
Leeds for over four decades. 
Within the broad aims of the thesis were several specific objectives, 
Achievement of the general aims was seen to be a result of a synthesis 
of data obtained from the fulfilment of the following objectives: 
(1) to indicate the patterns of growth of part of a 
suburb which incorporates various house typess the 
majority of which were built, for speculation, and to 
show the complexities involved in the formation of 
the existing housing stock.. 
(2) to ascertain whether housing estatesýwere largely 
developed at one time or whether development occurred 
on a piecemeal basis, 
(3) to study the effects of existing Wstraints such as 
restrictive covenants, estate boundaries and, 
geographical features an the development of the suburb, - 
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(4) to ascertain whether road patterns and housing layouts 
were confined to the development of individual estates 
or formed part of some overall planning policy. 
(5) to identify building trends: the number of houses 
built, the house types and distribution patterns. 
(6) to study the effects of the introduction of building 
legislation on the design and construction of houses 
and streets within the study area. - 
(7) to describe the housing developers and the role of 
their professional advisers. 
(8) to describe the architectural profession in Leeds 
during the period and to ascertain the extent of' 
their in. volvement in the housing design and estate 
development processes. 
(9) to describe the construction processs the materials 
used., and the role of the builders. 
(10) to illustrate the use of standard house plans and 
their manipulation in order to fit buildings an 
various shaped plots* 
(11) to assess the character of the completed houses and 
comment upon the use of architectural decoration in 
the design process and on completed buildings* 
1.7 The Study Area and other Related Research Projects 
Having made the basic decision to study Leeds on the grounds of 
logistics, the writer proceeded to-select a suitable study area*. 
The suburb of Headingley was selected for several reasons. , 
Firstly, 
it contained a suitable mixture of existing housing stock although 
other areas of Leeds would have served equally as well, Secondlys 
two other research projects had been completed concerning the housing 
stock of Headingley. The one covered the whole of the estate 
development of Headingley from 1781 -. 19142 the other examined the 
changing role of the existing houses within part of it in the present 
century and made recommendations on their conversion for use by single 
young persons, It seemed logical therefore, that a study of the 
speculative housing in Headingley might be beneficial in linking 
together these two pieces of work and the end result being three 
research projects each continuous an the next, each examining the 
same area of housing and each reducing in, scope in terms of the number 
of buildings involved but increasing in depth of detail, 
lo 
C. Treen's work an the 'Building and Estate Development of-the 
Northern Out-townships of Leeds 1781 - 1914; ' covered three townships: 
Headingley-cum-Burley, Chapel Allerton -and Potternewton and examined 
the estate development of virtually all the north-ýwestern suburbs 
of Leads. Treen examined the decision making processes involved 
in the development of building'land for sale, subdivisions and resale 
including the conditions set for building. He also examined the 
role of the developers, the builders, their professional advisors 
and ascertained the involvement,, of the Local Authority in the laying 
out of estates prior to building taking place, . -In short 
he attempted 
to establish the roles played by the decision makers especially in 
the period prior to actual building, His, major conclusion was: 
'It is suggested that the role played by the developers,,. 
rather than the builders was the critical one in 
determining the built form of the suburbs. 119 
The decision to choose Headingley for the study area meant that'just 
one of the three out-townships covered in Treen's work could be 
examined in more detail. This decision inevitably meant that there 
would be a slight overlapping of work, especially an estate 
development, however, wherever possible to avoid duplication of effort, 
findings from his thesis have been used and due acknowledgement 
made to the source. In all other respects than estate development, 
this work is contiguous with and, adds to rather than duplicates the 
work carried out by Treen. 
The second research project based on Headingley was carried out by the 
Research Section of The Institute of Advanced Architectural Studies 
in the University of York (IeA, A, S, ), This project was set up to 
study t-he ways in which existing suburban housing stock could be 
converted in town and cities for use by single young people. Quite 
independently they selected part of the suburb of Headingley in Leads 
to use as a pilot study area, 
20 Commenting upon the choice of 
Headingley and the, character of the area chosen their report stated: 
'The Hyde Park/Headingley area forms an attractive inner 
-residential district; 21 
and on the housing in'the suburb: 
'The housing stock, dating from the 1880's to the 1890's 
was sufficiently varied, in size and type for our purposes, 
and contained many house-.: types common to inner city 
residential districts elsewherg! 22 
The whole of the suburb of Headingley covering 3,100 acres and 
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containing in excess of 10,, 000 dwellings in 1911, still-proved. too 
large an area for detailed study. 
23 Therefore in order to preserve 
continuity of research effort, the suburb of Headingley was originally 
chosen because it formed part of Treees work and the actual boundaries 
of the study area were determined by following as closely as possible 
those selected by the research team at the I. A. A. S. The final area 
selected was approximately 250 acres in extent and contained 
approximately 3000 houses, 
It is hoped that future researchers will: be able to see how the 
whole suburb developed in general terms by consulting Treen's work; 
be able to examine the development of a small area of the suburb 
by consulting this thesis; be able to trace some of the changes in 
use up to the present day by referring toýthe work of the I. A. A. S. 
1.8 Sources of Research Material 
Treen used a variety of sources including land registry recordsS 
estate recordss agricultural estate recordst house deeds, solicitors' 
papers., and local newspaper articles and advertisements. HisIsources, 
had to cover a large area of Leeds and he made extensive use of the 
land registry at Wakefield and local newspapers, This research uses 
similar sources to Treen for general informations howevers the 
writer has avoided land registry and local newspaper sources, 
preferring instead to accept Treen's findings in this respect* 
Use I has been made of the follow I ing*gen eral'sources: 
published workss research theses., street directories; 
periodicals, maps, estate plans and related documents; 
Acts of Parliaments census returns; 
obituary notices; 
local business and professional records; " 
house deeds held by Leeds Corporation; 
annual reports and minutes of Leeds Committees; 
solicitors' papers and estate agents' particulars; 
sale documents and sale plans; 
records at the R, I*B*Ao in Lonýonand the Le I Y. A. S. in Le . ads, 
The major source of original and. unpublished information for this 
thesis has been the deposited architects' and surveyors' plans for 
estate layout and Building Bye-Law approval now in the hands of the 
Local Authority. 24 These drawings have been examined by researchers 
in the past in order to obtain details of specific buildings of local$ 
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, 
historical or architectural interest. They have not been used 
as a source of information on the way in which a whole number of 
buildings have grown up to form an historical grouping, in any one 
particular locality* This is most probably due to the complex 
indexing system which makes consulting a large number of drawings 
a very laborious and time consuming process. 
The estate plans deposited with the local authority for approval 
prior to the laying out of streets and building. lots date from 1836. 
The building plans deposited with the local authority for approval 
prior to the erection of buildings date-from 1868. Information 
has been obtained from both sources concerningýestate layoutp 
developers, architects, surveyors, builders, house typess house planso 
elevations, sections and constructional details. The deposited 
building plans have provided a further source of information in the 
form of the inset location plans required on all drawings after 1870. 
These location or block plans bhowed the proposed new development 
in relation to adjoining streets, existing properties, building lots 
and works in progress. Comparison of these location plans showed 
that they overlapped both literally and chronologically, thus 
providing a unique insight into the building scene in a specific 
locality at any particular point in time or over a number of years* 
1.9 Summary of Conclusions Based an Findings 
The findings and conclusions drawn from them are described in 
Chapter 16 of this thesiss however, the major conclusions can be 
summarised as follows: 
(1) It is suggested that the estates which created the suburbs 
were developed in accordance with current market forces and 
in compliance with current building legislation as enforced, 
No overall planning policy was attempted by the local 
Authority or by individual landowners in order to ensure 
that adjoining estates related satisfactorily in terms 
of road patterns or housing types. 
(2) The development of an area of speculative terrace housing 
although apparently homogeneous in character and appearing 
to have a common style was more often than not carried 
out on a piecemeal basis with many different people 
involved in the process. 
(3) The tradition that builders of the period erected the 
majority of speculative houses by using rule of thumb 
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methods and standard pattern-books does not seem possible 
when the complexities of the sites, the building 
legislation, the type of builder and the professional 
advisers available$ are all examined. 
(4) The involvement of the then architectural profession in 
the design of ordinary housing of the, period was far. 
greater than existing research would suggest. 
(5) The introduction of building legislation, "particularly 
after 1866, not only brought about the typical Bye-Law 
street but also greatly improved the overall standard of 
construction of suburban housing due to the system of, 
inspection and penalties imposed on offending builders. 
Of all the findings. the major involvement of architects in the desiqn 
of suburban housinn, akin to the involvement of architects in the 
desiqo of housing this century. is perhaps the most significant. 
If Leads proves not to be an exception in this particular and the 
practice was widespread in other towns. then the role of the 
nineteenth-century architect needs'to bIa reassessed. 
14 ' 
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CHAPTER 2 LEEDS, THE SUBURB OF HEADINGLEY AND THE STUDY AREA 
2.1 Leeds 
During the middle agess like most other towns and villages_in, the 
districts Leeds was at this time engrossed in the domestic production 
of woollen goods, This was due mainly to the low agricultural yield 
of the area. When the town received its first Charter in 1626, 
it was in the hands of the cloth merchants that both the wealth and 
the running of the town was entrusted. The position of Leeds was 
important in making it an entrepot for commerce, situated as it was 
at the head of a navigable river and forming a centre for the 
transmission of goods from both east and west. Here the pack-horses 
and waggons from the dales and uplands brought their goods for export 
and the agricultural produce of the rich fertile pl'ains'to the east 
came in the reverse direction. The needs of the district were supplied 
by the large number of Leads wholesalers that sprang up in the' 
expanding town. 
By 18009 Leeds was undergoing a striking transfarvation. The 
population in the township, rose sharply from 16,380 in 1771 to 30$669 
at the first census in 1801.1 The rising birthrates large scale 
immigration, an abundance of capital, now technical processes and the 
newly opened foreign markets all led to an enormous expansion of 
industry. The growth of the town itself was promoted by the new 
organinations concentrating manufacture in factories supplied by steam 
power* The latter was a technological advance which favoured Leeds 
because of the readily available coal supplies to the south, 
The factory system in woollon'textiles was pioneered in the 1790's by 
Benjamin Gott of Been Ing Mills, and the machine spinning of flax 
was developed by John Marshall in the 18301s. By 18309 Leads 
industry was widely machanised employing 133 engines using 110,000 
tons of coal a year. Other subsidiary industries flourished, such as 
brewing, glass making, potteri's,, tanneries and printing works, 'By 
the 1850's Leads was the count: iWe most impo rtant contra for the 
processing of sheepskins and the second most important for tanning. 
Leads was. fast becoming a financial and marketing centre for a large 
area with banks, two Cloth Hallax markets and a Corn Exchange together 
with the concentration of solicitors! firms which provided the means 
for regional finance. Despite, its increasing regional importance 
practically no planning was applied to urban growth. A' seventeenth- 
century system of local governments carried out by the pariah vestries 
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struggled with inadequate powers to cope with the problems raised by 
rapid expansion. Street lightingt water supply, sewage and refuse 
clearance were all tackled in a haphazard way. After the Municipal 
CorporationsAct of 1835 public opinion began to be disturbed at the 
worst horrors of unplanned growth, 
The population of the borough as a whole grow from 53,276 in 1801 to 
172,270 in 1851.2 The inhumanity of the conditions experienced by 
the inhabitants of caller dwellings and small courtyards had existed 
since the turn of the century but continuing expansion of population 
further deteriorated the situation, There were cholera epidemics in 
1832 and 1848 and a typhus epidemic in 1847, The continual over- 
crowdings the factory nuisances and the outbreak of, spidemics all acted 
as spurs to the middle classes to move into the suburbs, particularly 
to the northern-fringes of the inner central area. In 1838-9 the 
death rate for the Leeds Township was 34,9 per 1,000 and stabilised 
at around 30 per 19000 between 1800-75: a figure which was persistently 
higher than the national average or that of rural areas* It was not 
until the 1870's that the turning point was reachedp both nationally 
and in Leeds: the death rate at last began to decline* 
3 
The urgent need to improve the health of the inhabitants spurred the 
corporation into action. In 1842 they promoted the Leads Improvement 
Act containing 392 clauses in order to deal with insanitary conditions. 
Unfortunately further action did not follow the legislation, particularly 
in regard to housings and Leads became synonymous with the evil social 
effects of the Industrial Revolution, 
4 Building land was usually 
freehold and bought in small lots by different owners whos at least 
prior to 1850, appear to have been concerned merely with erecting the 
maximum amount of property without regard to amenity. Understandably 
working-class discontent began to emerge and found some expression at 
least in Chartism. 
At this time of awakening social conscience, the reform of the church 
in Leeds was promoted by Dre W*F, Hook, vicar of Leeds 1837-1859, 
There was still only one parish church in the borough in 1837, Hook 
re-organised the parish making parish churches in the other townships 
of the borough and he re-built the Parish Church in order to hold 
larger congregations. Leads was criticised for reorganising the 
religious life of Victorian Leed3 while the evil social effects of the 
Industrial Revolution remained unsolved. The social failures of the 
nineteenth century have to be viewedp-howeverv-againat the background 
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of the enormous problems set by- the growth of population. Leads 
is not untypical of other -boom-towns of the Industrial' Revolution: 
in 1801 the population of the borough was 53,276; in 1851,1720270 
and in 1901,428t968,5 
one of the contributing factors to this expansion was immigration* 
Large scale immigration from the surrounding districts and from 
further afields such as Irelands when workp8Ople were required for 
expanding industriess added to the problems throughout the century. 
Irish labour came into the town in the 1830's and 1840's. particularly 
into the flax-spinning mills and as labourers on building sites, 
In the 1880's and 1890's a now wave of immigration took place, this 
time of Jews from Russia and Eastern Europe, Again they provided 
a great deal of labour required for the expanding tailoring industry* 
The traditional industry of Leads, woollen manufactures declined 
during the nineteenth century as also did the flax trade* The 
once all powerful cloth merchants ceased to dominate the economy of 
Leeds* The decline of flax and other textiles left a supply of 
female labour for the wholesale clothing industry which was destined 
to become so important to Leeds after the introduction of the sewing 
machine in 1856, Leeds soon outplaced almost all other contras 
in England in the production of ready-made clothing. Just as John 
Marshall had pioneered flax spinning in Leades 3oseph'Hopworth 
pioneered the'system of wholesale manufacturers'opening'retail'shops 
to sell their own clothing. 
If many women were employed in clothings the major industry for men 
was engineering which had developed to make the machines which made 
the textile factories prosper, Flax machinerys locomotivesp textile 
machinery$ agricultural engineering a nd a- machine tool industry all 
grow up together with iron founderies and forges. 3ames'Kitson 
and John Fowler were typical of'the men who built up thierfund of 
engineering skills. 
An important factor concerning the industry of Leeds dur ing the 
second half of the last century was its diversity, It ranged from 
all types of engineering through a wide range of subsidiary industries 
to clothings tailorings printing and consumer industries, All of 
these taken together provided some measure of protection against a 
depression in any one trade, 
The urgent needs however, to improve the health and social welfare of 
is 
the citizen was met only after a long drawn out process, Gas 
lighting was introduced into the town centrestrests in 1819, In, 
1837 a now waterworks company was formed in order to supply the town 
with water, In 1843 Eccup Reservoir began to supply the town which 
had previously depended upon water pumped from the polluted river# 
The Corporation purchased the waterworks company and in 1862 schemes 
to bring water from reservoirs in the Washburn Valley north of the 
town were adopted, , 
Adequate drainage was a much slower process* 
Before 1850 the only sewers were the private property of those who 
constructed them for their own houses and as late as 1874 raw sewage 
was still being discharged into the River Aim The gas and 
electricity companies came into. public ownership in 1870 and 1898 
respectively, 
Leeds appointed its first Medical Officer of Health iný1866 when the 
death rate was 33.9 persons per 1,000 compared with London's 25.2* 
An article in The Builder stated "The newly appointed Medical Officer 
of Health has-a heavy task before him, ,, j, 
6ý This-observation"wes 
Probably. based on the difficulties experienced by the Leeds doctors 
Charles Thackrah and Robert Baker to obtain sanitary reforms in earlier 
yearso 
Demolition of slum property began as early as 1870 when the Corporation 
demolished small numbers of insanitary houses in unhealthy areas; 
but it was not until after 1918 that the Corporation began to'build 
suburban housing estates, in Meanwood., Middleton, 
land 
elsewhere, The 
Town Planning Acts from 1909 onwards enabled Leeds to promote clearance 
schemes and road widening schemes which caused much of the central 
area street pattern to disappear. , !,,, ,. ". ,, ýýIIý 
The Municipal CorporationsAct of 1835 led to a council which-had to 
bi'slected by-the ratepayers, In 1832 týe town was I given two seats 
in Parliament; this was raised to three in 1867 and five in 1885, 
In 1893 the 6orough became a city with-on area of 21,593 acres which 
was the same area it had been in 1626 when the first charter adopted 
the ancient parish as the municipal area, Froiý 1912 various 
adjustments of the boundaries increased the, size of the city to 
40,, 619 acras by. 1971., 
I 
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2.2, -Population Growth 
The increase in population for each decade for the borough of Leeds 
can be seen in the following table: 
Table 1 The population of Leads. 
7 1801 192 1 
Leads Other, Total ina 
in-township townships borough 
1801 30., 66q 229607 53,, 276 
1811 35 9951 26.9714 629665 
1821 , 48v6O3 35.9340 83,943 
1831 71,, 602 51,, 946 1230548 
1841 68,9741 63.9313 152,9054 
1851 101,343 70.9927, - '1729270 
1861 1179566 89., 599 207pI65 
1871 139t362 1191850 259v212 
1881 1609109 1490010 309tI19 
1891 177,523 1899982 3679505 
1901 -1779920 251vO48 428.9968 
1911 1639552 2810998 445,9550 
1921 n. d. a. n. d. a. 458,9232 
a Various boundary changes took place over, the years eog* 1912.9 
which produced slight variations of totals in different 
sources. When this occurred those given, by Morgan have been 
used. 
The increase, in population for each decade in percentage terms 
can be stated as follows for the whole Borough: 
Table 2 Increase in Population. 1811 - 1921 
1811 1821 1831 1841 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911 1921 
18% 34% 47% 23% -ý 13% 20% 25% 19%-- 19% 17% 4% 3% 
If the area of the borough is taken. as, 21,450 acres in 1831., as 
21,572 acres in IB61,, as 21-. 593 acres in 1891; '-,, then the riwin' 
population can be expressed in terms of, density-per acre'se-follows: 
8 
Table 3 Population, Donsity in Persons per'Acreý 
1801 1811 -1821 1831- 1841 ; '1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1gol, 1911 
2.47 2.91 3.90 5.75 7,08 
-8.03,9*60,12.01 
14.32 17.01 19*86 20.63 
2,, and 3, the overall pattern of population growth Thus from Tables 1, 
and increase in density can be seen* The rapid growth in population 
due to immigration into the town by factory workers can also be seen 
between 1811 end 184'1. Another increase in'ýths rate of expansion 
was experienced between 1051 and 1871 but not as dramatically as 
20 
before. The important overall trend was that from 1801 to 1911 the 
population had increased eight times, This was, matchad by a 
corresponding increase in the number of houses in the borough. for in 
1801 there were I1,2S8 and by 1901 this-figure had risen to 101,933, 
9 
an increase of nine times, Leeds had been transformed from a. 
county town of about two square miles built around a bridge on a 
river to a sprawling city taking up fifty-nine square milese 
I 
2.3 Transport-Developments 
The turnpike network of roads developed around Leeds during the 
mid eighteenth-century largely because increased demand placed a 
growing strain on existing transport systems. By 1830 theýturnpiks 
network extended from Leeds in all dir actions from Rican in'th'o north 
to York in the easto Sheffield in the South and Halifax in the west, 
Some roads were simply improved following the lines of the"old Pe-ri-sh"" 
roads., now turnpiked, others were now creations. Thus the road 
through Kirkstall to Bradford was an improvement of an old road but 
the Otley Turnpike built in 1841 was a now road Ore , cted in order to 
facilitate traffic going to'Kendal, This road took traffic away from 
the old route through Burley to' the south. '' As roads improved vehicle 
traffic flourished and coach services between Leeds and other towns 
such as Sheffield and Manchester were operating daily by 1785. By 
1830 half a dozen inns centred on Briggete controlled the coaching 
business including Leeds to London mail coaches, At this time the 
newly arrived railways had scarcely affected the coaching and freight 
networks. However, when change did come it came swiftly, The 
Leeds-Selby railway line was opened in 1834 and by 1835 it was carrying 
3,500 passengers a week during the summer months. 
10 
'" 
The stage coaches 
still plied their trade, despite competition from the railwayss but 
the opening of further, railway links betweenLeeds and London, York, 
Newcastle and Manchester rapidly destroyed longý-distanca coaching'. 
In the 1840's a growing number of road haulage firms transferred to 
the railways and long-distance road freight services also gradually 
, 
began to decline, By the mid-nineteenth century Leeds was-linked 
by rail to many of the original turnpike destinations such as Bradford, 
Dewsbury, Halifax and Thitsk# 
As for as the development, of the suburbs was concerned the opening 
up of new, railways was ýnot significant, - 
The, firat, railways*, to 
penetrate the suburbs, did little to make great changes in living 
patterns, As a rule the earlier railways did not. -cater specifically 
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for regular suburban journeys but more for occasional journeys 
between towns. Later in the century it did allow access to town' 
for wealthy villa owners who built near to the railway halts or 
stations along the routes outside the Leads boundary. Merchantsq 
bankers and factory owners did not., however, need to rely upon a 
daily journey to work and they also owned independent means of 
transport. 
The basic method of transport for the wealthy was the horse or the 
private carriage; later to be comolemented by the introduction of the 
horse-drawn omnibus, When roads alone provided the main lines of 
communication the suburbs were reached along avenues of ribbon 
development, behind the villas and other houses lay market gardenav 
too gardens, recreational grounds and farmland entering for the ' 
urban population. The suburbs and the expanding out-townships remained 
in touch with each other with the continuity of the road. 'This 
continuity was further enhanced by the horse-drawn'omnibus and later 
by the tramcar, With each successful development or improvement in 
the tram network there followed an increase in its use and more 
infilling of houses in those estates left behind by'the earlier ribbon 
development. In the words of Dyos: 
'Until the 166019 the daily journsyýto work was 
necessarily governed by the available roads and-. the 
public transport which used them. Suburban road 
transport, it has already become clear, had had a 
long history when the Victorian are opened. , Ancient 
highway, country lane, and turnpike had,, in-both a 
figurative and literal sense, already laid down the 
template of Victorian suburban expansionsill, 
As early as 1818 an experiment was started in Leads to operate horse- 
drawn buses. By 1839 they ran from Leeds to Far Headin'gley Stimes 
each weekday for a through fare of 6d. Soon other services were 
operating to'Chaveltown, Kirkstall and Hunslet. Lose frequent 
services were extended to Whitkirk * Meanwood, Wortley and Roundhay 
As the average working man earned lose than LI per week he could not 
have afforded Is. per day for transport and as the first tram in the 
morning was 8.20 a. m., it was clearly a means of transport for the 
middle classes. 
12 The omnibus continued to operate with little change 
in fares or frequency until 1866 when the Corporation obtained the 
power to abolish turnpike road tolls within the borough, This 
development went some way to reducing the fares of the omnibus because 
the tolls no longer formed part of the rvnning costs. 
22 
The opening of tramways in Liverpool and London in 1869-7'6set, off 
a spate of similar tramway promotions* In Leads horse-drawn trams, 
running an smooth rails set in the road,, were'started in 1871. The 
trams developed rapidly from 1871 from horse-drawn, steam powered and 
finally to electrically operated. The first tram route to open was 
from the centre of town north west to the 'Oak' public house at 
Headinglay; this route began on September 16,1871 The Leads 
Tramways Act of 1872 not only rapidly developed horse tramway routes 
to Far Headingley, Chapeltown, Hunslet and Kirkstall, but attempted 
to introduce workmerfs trams starting at 7.00 a; m. with cheaper fares. 
The cheaper fares and regular workmerfs trams were not to come for a 
further twenty years. 
In October 1877 the first experiments with mechanical traction to 
replace horses were carried out from Hunslet, to Kirkstall with a 
Kitson experimental steam tram engine. The 1880's saw hugsdouble 
dock bogle trailer trams being towed by the smaller steam engines. 
They not only caused damage to the, existing lines but were not liked: 
'They were uglyp smelly vehicles, scaring horses and 
omitting fumes and grit from the chimney,, 13 
The first electric tramway with overhead wires and a trolley system in 
the country was opened to take passengers from the town contra to 
Roundhay Park an October 29,1891, The Leads tramways were taken over 
by the Corporation in 1894 and this led to the rapid expansion of 
routes; cheaper fares and increased services rapidly followed, 
14 
Services on most routes began at 4,30 am, and ended at midnighto 
Workmeý& trams were officially introduced in 1889 and, with the cost 
reductions that electrification producedo regular urban-travel became 
possible for the working classes, The last horse-drawn tram ran on 
a scheduled route in October 1901 and in April 1902 the last steam 
tram ran from Bramley into Leads. By 1908 the electric tram fleet 
had swelled to 282 Passenger vehicles and all routes operated until 
12.30 a. m. and rastarted at 4,30 ame The electric tram began a 
public transit revolution in urban areas perhaps no less significant 
than the railways' had revolutionised inter-urban travel earlier in 
the century, 
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Fig. 1 Horse tram outside the Woodman Hotel, Headingley. 
Fig. 2 Double decker tram car, Victoria Road2 1905. 
2.4 The Back-to-Back Phenomena 
'The characteristic feature of working-class housing 
in Leads is the prevalence of the 'back-to- , 
back' type 
of dwelling, Small'through houses'are being built at 
the present time in considerable numbers but even in 
the case of now dwellings in'the more optlying parts 
of the citythe back-to-back plan has by no means been 
superceded. The continued erection of this type of 
house forms a marked exception to the general rule 
followed by the large towns of the country. 115 
So wrote A. W. Fox in a Report of Inquiry into Working Class Rents, 
Housing and Retail Prices in 1908. Leads was not the only industrial 
town which built back-to-back houses but no other town continued to 
build them for so long or fought so hard to retain them. Few were 
built In London, many were to be found in West Riding*factory towns 
and they were Popular in Manchester and Liverpool* Many northern 
towns never built them, Manchester prohibited"them as early as 
1844, Bradford in 1860, and Liverpool in 1861. Despite a general 
ban on this type of home in the Housing'Act'af 19090 they continued 
to be built in Leads until 1937,16 
Beresford has shown that Leads was peculiar not only In the fact that 
it built back-to-backe long after they were condemned elsewhere, but 
also in the fact that it built so many., His figures show that in 
1801 nearly 10% of all the housing stock in the Leads borough were 
back-to-back houses and that this figure rose'to nearly 71% in 1886 
and was still at this incredibly high figure in 1920,17 Thus by the 
end of the century the predominant house type In Leeds was the back- 
to-backv a type not even seen in some other industrial towns and 
universally condemned. 
The basic house comprised one ground floor,, Iiving7roomv usually 
entered off the street, and one bedroom at'first floor level, 
Variations could take place such as two small first floor bedrooms and 
the addition of attics and collars. The'houses were built in rows 
or terraces of-identical houses and at the'same time put back-to-back 
so that they received daylight from one, side only and had only one 
entrance door. The fact that the rear wall as well as the side walls 
of the house were built abutting or sharing another, meant that, the 
house had three instead of the usual two adjoining neighbours and 
this precluded any possibility of through ventilation, 
The back-to-back in Leeds was usually referred euphemistically to as 
a cottage and drawings referred to them as 'estates of cottages. ' 
24' 
So oonular were theythat many ware built without an, adjoining owner 
to the rear, merely a blank windowless wall. These were called 
blind back-to-backsv half backs or blind cottages and were used to 
fit in houses against boundaries where insufficient land did not* 
allow a road and a full terrace of houses back-to-back. The blind 
house was a useful device for the laying out of estates where high 
density development was required to give maximum rental or dwellings 
to the acre. The blind back-to-back became an acceptable housing 
types so much so'that the writer has found examplesýof blind houses 
erected an sites with no apparent reason for-them-to face only one 
way other then the fact that the house type had become accepted-even 
when there was no longer any need for it, 
is 
The main reasonswhy the back-to--ýbacý house was critict ieJ'by 
iocial 
and sanitary reformers were threefold: firstly, the, small size of 
the early houses often occupying a building plot as Small as five 
yards by five yards; secondly, the way in which thh houses were 
grouped in small courtyards or narrow streets often facing each other 
across a gap of as little as three to four yards wide; thirdly,, the 
lack of through ventilation and the restriction of daylight into rooms 
due to the one wall only having windows. 
The cholera epidemic in 1832 and the regular occurence of typhus. # 
which was called the alum illness, were related by such men as Baker 
to those areas of bad housing with poor drainage and an inadequate 
supftly of water. At the same time medical knowledge began to 
recognise that airborne diseases were more Prevalant'in'h6uies'and' 
alum property with poor ventilation and that certain deformities could 
be related to lack of air and daylight. 
Beresford suggests that the back-to-back becatne-accepted asa tolerable 
way of housing for the urban working classes because of the way in 
which the town of Leeds developed, 
19 From, 1750, onwards. when, extra, 
accommodation was required. a tradition arose for building urban 
cottages in the vacant spaces still leftin inn yards, gardens., orchards, 
and tenter grounds which still lined the old core of the town, The 
now housing built to accommodate incomers was built by lining the 
interior wells of an inn yard or garden with now cottages, and as 
most plats were long and narrow with a narrow main street frontage, 
their was only room for one line of dwellings'along each wall, Thus 
the front and only door-faced inwards to the yard, The space left 
unbuilt upon then became a court which could be paved and some form 
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of archway gave a passage access from the court to the road. Thus 
from the 1750's onwardso incomers to Leads were accustomed to living 
in houses without side or back windows. 
Beresford goes on to suggest that when fields were first developed 
that did not form part of the original burgage plots laid out in the 
town centre in 1207, it became a logical stop to develop them in a 
similar way particularly if the fields were small, narrow and long, 
20 
The back-to-backs gradually changed in character and became generally 
more Pleasing in design'and layout, They grow in size with attic 
bedrooms and keening-ckllars being added but the most sighificant 
change was the increase in width to provide two rooms, This typo of 
back-to-back was usually referred to as a 'scullery house' and its 
increased width to a double bay together with attics, collars and the 
addition of a garden made it more desirable for letting than some of 
the smaller through terraces. In 1906 they could fetch rentals from 
39,9d, to 5s, 6d, per week when through houses were rented at 5s, 3d, 
to 69.21 Older and smaller back-to-backs were cheaper to rent-at 
29,3d, to 39@ 22 
In 1866 a partial restriction came into force with the Leeds Improvement 
Act of that year which restricted the building of babk-to-backs to 
blocks of eight (four front and four back) if the privies were external 
to the dwellings, This produced a characteristic layout of rows of 
short blocks broken at regular intervals by open yards containing 
privies. Another reason why the back-to-back became more pleasing 
was not only that now regulations demanded wider spacing between blocks 
of dwellings but. also because streets became longer. Their increase 
in length became possible because of an increase in size of the 
development unit. By the 1860's very little land which was not 
developed lay within the in-township and the new building grounds that 
became available were situated in the rural fields, particularly to 
the northwest, north and north east, Townships such as Potternewton 
Chapel Allerton and Headingley-cum-Burley had larger fields and 
larger estates which could be developed* 
Leeds rought a long rearguard action to retain its right to build 
back-to-backs. In 1894 when the Leeds Buildeis Exchange met to 
debate a proposed clause to prohibit back-to-back houses in Leeds; 
the committee which had previously visited Hull: 
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'in consequence of the laudation of the, through houses 
for the working classes there,, but, that their,, caraful 
inspection of these resulted in a conviction that-the 
system orevailing in Leads was in every way'superior 
to the houses they saw in Hull. v_23 
At the. annual meeting of the Incorporated Association of Municipal 
and County Engineers held at Brighton in-1896, discussions took' 
place following the. preaentation of eýpaper on the housing of 
the working-classes, It was pointed'out that-a working man could 
not afford to pay 6s. to 7s. par week for rent especially'as labouring 
man in the north of, England earned only 189. to 20s per week. 
It was, suggested that even the weekly rental, of two-storay tenements 
at 49.6d. to 5s. 6d. would be beyond their reach. One Spokesman 
said: 
'the chief difficulty was to get suitable buildings 
at a rent which could be within the reach of the 
poorest of the displaced Population., 
24, 
He was probably referring to the increased overcrowding that'-often 
followed the alum clearance because the persons displaced could not 
afford the. rents of any now housing erected to house them. 
A. M. Fowler who was Borough Surveyor at Manchester but had held the 
same position in Leeds was more specific: 
'Mr. A"M. Fowler (Manchester) was of the opinion that 
the pr: sent system of building large barracks six or 
seven toreya high was a mistake, and expressed a 
preference for the Leads system of back-to-back houses-, 
in blacks of eight, with a water-closet at the and of 
the block., 25 
In The Builder later the same year (1896) a commentl, was madsýlthat. 
back-to-backs continued to be built in Leeds ,, 
'despite the fact-,, that 
they are considered a danger to health. l26 
In 1909 when the Housing, Town Planning Act1aid down a countrywide 
ban on the building of back-to-backs. -the Leeds Master Builders 
Association petitioned against the ban on the, grounds that, the working 
population of the city would not be able to afford the rent of through 
housese 27 Despite the imposition of a national ban, Leeds continued 
to build back-to-backe. because the 1909 Act stated that the. ban did 
not apply to streets where plans had been. approved, by the council 
before let May 1909. Because of this loophole they continued to be 
built in Leeds until the 1930's on estates laid out over two decades 
earlier and back-to-backs were still being built in the years when 
the older back-ýto-backe were being cleared for slum-clearance. 
27 
Beresford attemated to find a reason why the back-to-back Phenomenon 
existed in Leads to the extent that it did. He pointed out that 
they were not just a result of the need for low rentals or peculiar 
to all industrial areas: they had no industrial function and were 
not related to the availability of different building materials. 
Land values were not the key to their popularity because they occurred 
on both cheap and dear land, They were built usually in brick, but 
in many areas local stone was used for all external wells. His 
conclusion was that if economics, use and materials were to be 
discounted then local 'cultural' factors have to be taken into account 
and perhaps the people of Leads actually Preferred tailive in 
back-to-backs, 28 
2,5 Headinglay-cum-Burley 
Headinglgy-cum-Burley was one of the eleven out-townships of Leeds 
during the nineteenth-century and had within its boundaries the old 
villages of Headingley and Burley. The ancient division of the 
borough into the in-township and the eleven out-townships and the 
relative position of Headingl8Y-cum-Burley to the central area can be 
seen in Fig. 5, Situated to the north-west of the town contra, 
Headingley was bounded on the east by Chaoel Allarton, Pattarnewton 
and the in-township of Leeds, and on the south and west by Bromley 
and Armley. 
For many years the in-township dominated all the others; in 1851 
58 per cent of the population lived there. 
29 The in-township's growth 
was mainly due to the attraction of workers to its expanding industry 
and commerce, Other townships where industry flourished also began 
to expand; Holbeck because of the flax trade, Wortley and Bramley 
because of textile production; Hunslat from 1831 expanded rapidly 
to become the most populated out-township because of the expansion 
of the textile and engineering industries, 
Because of the hours of'work end the fact that there was no public 
transport, People who relied on walking as. the means of'getting to 
work had to live near their places of employment, This meant that 
the industrial townships also became the main residential areas, 
In 1851 the industrial townships contained 92 per cent of the 
population of the borough. 
30 
The agricultural townships such as Fernley, Phapel Allerton and 
Potternewton experienced only a modest growth in population. 
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Headingley was different. Its share of the population of the 
borough remained static at around three per cant from 1801 to 1841 
and from then on increased every decade until 1911'(ses Table 4). 
I 
This was due not only to industry at Kirkstall, attracting workers 
but also because Headingloy became a popular'suburb for the middle 
classes retreating from the very same industries in the town contra. 
The river at Kirkstall and ths lasses offered by Sir Sandford Graham 
were instrumental in the Kirkstall area of Heedingley expanding into 
a textilo and ironfounding contra, These industries attracted 
workers into Kirkstall and Burley, 
31 The explanation for the--other 
factor In'the growth of Headingley, its transformation into a middle 
class suburb, lies in its geographical location, . "The village of 
Headingley was 2ý miles north-west of the town contra and situated 
an the Leeds and Otley turnpike road, The village of Burley was 
lower down the hill to the south on the'ald road to Otley which had 
been reduced to lesser importance by the new turnpike* 
The village of Heedingley was above and away from the nuisances of 
local industry, It boasted a healthyrural environment,, visually 
attractive, clean air and fresh water from springs. By 1840 the 
in-township and other industrial townships suffered from both air 
and water pollution* Because of the position of Headinglay an the 
top of a hill and, the direction of prevailing-windso it could be 
readily-observed that smoke pollution would not be's problem for the 
aspiring suburban villa occunier, It also boasted lower taxes then 
other areas of Leads at least before 1841, 'and after that dateg the 
existence of handsome pleasure grounds In the form of the newly opened 
Zoological and Botanical gardens. 
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In 1837 when the first major estAte wee put on the market at Headinglay 
for villa development the vendors claimed: 
'the beauties of Headingley and its neighbdurhood 
and the salubrity of the air are too, well known 
to require any observation. v33 
The 1861 Census Report described the fact that Headingley had become 
a middle-class suburb. as follows: r 
'The sanitary, position of Headingley, with Burley has 
induced a large portion of the mercantile community 
of Leeds to reside in the township. 04 
The move to Headingley was indicative of 
social 
change. 
I After 1851 
Leeds became socially segregated with the middle classes escaping 
29 
to newly created suburbs and the workers being left-to'live near 
their places of employment in the industrial areas. The second 
half of the century saw the decline of the in-township; by 1891ijust 
under half the borough's population lived there, 
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Hunslets, Armley 
and Wortley all grow in population because of the railways and 
engineering which were major employers. There was same suburban 
development in the northern out-townships of Chapel Allerton and 
Potternewtan which caused a modest increase in population, In his 
chapter on the demographic changes in, tbe Leeds townships Morgan 
describes Headingley: 4 
'the only true suburb continued to be Headingley. -whose 
role was strengthened by the development of a public 
transport system of horse buses and trams aimed at 
middle-class clientele, About 60 per cent of 
Headingley's gjgwth between 1851 and 1891 was due to 
in-migrati a n, I 
In 1891 the six industrial townshipo'contained 89, per cent of the 
borough's population2 howeverg this share gradually declined over 
the next twenty years. The change came about because of the growth 
of the suburbs brought about by higher incomes, shorter working hours 
and the development of trams enabling the artisans and baiter-off 
M embers of the working class to join-, the middle class on the movement 
to the suburbs, 
The development of the workmeA tram and the reduction in the cost 
of fares and the extension of new services all aided the'process. 
Chapel Allarton., Beestonp Potternewton and Roundhay all experienced 
rapid increases in population. The Builder in I8q6 reported these 
developments as follows: 
'The development of Roundhay as a residential district 
for business men is likely to be rapid when once'the" 
electric care commence to run through from and to the 
contra of the cityq, 37 
Headingley changed in-characterýas its population grow from 1.9313 in 
1801 to 46,434 in 1911. It lost its select middle-class status', z' 
as estates of terrace houses built in red brick began to,, encroach 
on the large stone villas of the merchants and bankers, Once again 
Headingley was different to other out-townships, back-to-b8cks were 
built before 18509 red-brick terraces had begun to ppear in the 
186019 and its major expansion took place before th: general trend 
of dispersal from the industrial townships, The largest percentage 
increase in the number of now houses erected occurred in the decade 
30 
1821 to 1831, and the greatest number of houses were built during 
the period 1881 to 1901. 
The pattern of distribution of house types can be clearly seen today 
with the larger villas of the middle class centering on the crown 
of what was known as Headingley Hill and to the north of Headingley 
village, The red-brick terraces occur in many parts of the suburb 
but are more concentrated in certain areas such as at Burley and 
adjoining the in-township, Industry is centred around Kirkstall and 
Burley along the low lying land beside. the river Aire forming the 
boundary with the townships of Bramley and Armley. The rate of 
growth of population and of the number of houses erected can be 
illustrated for the whole of Headingley-cum-Burley by the following 
tables: 
Table 
-4 
The Population of Headingley-cum-Burley, 1801 - 19117 
Population % increase 
1801 1#313 
1811 ip670 27 
1821 2.9154 53 
1831 3#849 79 
1841 4p768 24 
1851 69105 28 
1861 9p674 58 
1871 13jp942 44 
1881 19j, 138 37 
1891 a 29#911 56 
1901 419561 39 
1911 469434b 12 
% of total 
borough 
2.5 
2.7 
2,. 6 
3.1 
3.1 
3.5 
4*7 
5.4 
6,2 
8111 - 
9.7 
10.4 
a* The census report gives 30,894, however, the figure given by 
Morgan has been used for this table. 
b. Some sources give this figure as 48,3021 once again the 
figure given by Morgan has been used, 
Table 5 Houses in Hoodinglay-cum-Burlay, 1801-19018 
Inhabited % increase Uninhabited Houses in Persons per 
houses of inhabited houses course of inhabited 
houses erection . house 
1801 256 6 n. d. a. 511 
lell 337 32 2 3 5,0 
1821 390 16 16 4 5.5 
1831 664 70 16 4 5,8 
11341 922 39 76 24 5.2 
1851 1#222 32 35 25 5,0 
1861 2pD24 66 n. d. a. ned, a, 4,8 
1871 3,, 005 48 147 64 4.6 
1881 4s, 026 34 316 50 4,7 
1891 6#723 67 231 117 4.4 
1901 9,, 424 40 489 62 4.4 
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It can be seen from Table 5 that around 1,000 hObses -- were built 
in the suburb between 1801 and 1851 and around 8,000 houses in the 
second half of the century. Note also the high proportion of 
properties uninhabited at various periods (5% in 1871 and 1901, 
aX in 1841 and 1881) and the 20% increase in all houses built between 
1811 - 1821 housed an increase in population of 53A. 
Table 6 Houses in Leeds and Headingley-cum-Burley, 1801 1911 
6 
Houses in Total number of of 
borough of houses in borough 
Leeds a Headinglay-cum-Bur ey 
1801 119258 262 2.3 
1811 130243 339 2,5 
1821 17,1419 406 2,3 
1831 250456 680 2,7 
1841 310626 998 30 
1851 369165 1 
11 
257 3,5 
1861 44#651 b 2.. 105 4,7 
1871 55., 827 32152 5,6 
1881 64s981 4., 342 6,7 
1891 78,9077 6p954 819 
1901 94#760 90913 10,5 
1911 1019933 n, d, ae 
a. Combined total of inhabited and uninhabited houses, excluding 
those in course of erection* 
bo an average figure of 4A has been added for uninhabited houses, 
Thus it can be seen from the above tables that Headingley had its 
greatest percentage increases in population in the decade 1821 - 1831 
and that this was followed by large percentage increases in 1851 - 
1861 and in 1881 - 1891. The increase in the number of houses 
built followed a similar pattern* 
7he area of the township was 2#800 acres from 1831 to 18460 30058 
acres from 1846 to 18919 and 39183 acres from 1891 to 1921,38 
206 The Study Area 
The Census Reports of 1911 show that the borough of Leads contained 
1010933 houses and that Headingley was the township in which over 
10#000 were situated. As outlined in 1.6 above theiahole of the 
suburb was considered too large an area of housing to study in 
sufficient depth to avoid generelitiese A smaller area was required 
and the study area selected covered more or lose the part of Headingley 
used by the 1, A*AoSo at York* 
39 
32 
The position and boundaries of the study area can be seen in Fig, 6 
and Fig. 7* The exact boundaries of the study area followed very 
closely those of the area of study selected by the I*A. A, S, at York 
with only a few modifications, The significant change being, a 
reduction in area to the north-west in order to follow a more logical 
boundary related to the sale of an individual estate, The boundary 
used by York cut across an area of housing which was developed when 
Headinglay House was sold in 1880. A decision had to be taken to 
extend the study area to include all this estate or to reduce it in 
order to exclude it. The latter course of action was adopted, 
The boundaries of the study areas starting at the Hyde Park district 
of Leads, can be described as follows: 
Headingley Lanes North Lanes Kirkstall Lane, The North 
Eastern Railway line to Thirskp Royal Park Road and 
Hyde Park Road* 
The study area measured on the 1971 O*S, maps covered 265 acres and 
contained 30345 dwellings* It has a fall from 275 ft, above sea 
level at the extreme north to 175 fto above sea level at the extreme 
south with the contours running approximately west to east across the 
site, Therefore when the first migrations to the suburb occurred, 
the first building plots'in the study area were developed with large 
villas built on the top'of a south facing slope on land which was 
north-west of the Leads town centre, The new houses were not polluted 
by drifting mill chimney, smoke which tended to originate from the 
south and the'south-west because of the prevailing westerly wind 
direction, 
The study area had approximately 45 existing houses within its 
boundaries in 1831-and was a rural area, The first major sale of 
land for an estate development to house the middle class who wished 
to move out of the town centre took place in 1837, This also caused 
the construction of the 
' 
first now road to be driven into the study 
area in order to cater specifically for villa plots; Victoria Road 
constructed in 1838* This thesis therefore takes 1838 as the 
starting point at which, the creation of housing estates out of rural 
fields began within the study area. By 1914 the majority of houses 
now existing within the suburb had been completed and approximately' 
2,752 houses were in existence by that date, Some infilling took 
place in the 19301s. especially small estates of semi-detached houses 
which were built on vacant plots of land or in the grounds of larger 
houses, These brought the total number of houses to approximately 
33 
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3,, 000,, but despite this the major period of housing development was 
from 1838 to 1914. By the latter date most estates which had been 
put on the market and offered as building land had been developed. 
The start of the first world war brought an interruption to house 
building and when work resumed, new attitudes and house, types emerged, 
Therefore as nearly 82 per cent of the houses existing in 1971 were 
completed by 1914 it was decided to take the latter date as a 
termination point for the in-depth study* 
The period 1900 to 1914 can not historically be described as the 
nineteenth century but the majority of houses erected during it plainly 
were, Estates lai8 out at the turn of the century were developed 
along lines laid down and by techniques learnt before the death of 
QUeen Victoria, For this reason the writer feels justified in 
describing the majority of the houses as nineteenth century although 
some suffered from what may be termed a 'decade lag' which saw them 
erected in the early part of the following century* 
Table 7 Houses existing within the Study rea. 1831 - 1971 
40 
Approximate number 
of houses. 
1831 45 
1846 65 
1866 216 
1914 2,9752 
1971 3, p345-, 
It has already been stated that Headingley'did not develop in a 
similar pattern to the majority of other out-townships, In the same 
way the study area which forms a small part of Headingley differs in 
its housing content from the whole of Leads, It compares only slightly 
lose favourably with the number of houses built in terraces, with that 
of Leads (9DA'compared with 96%) for the period 1868 - 1914, However,, 
it does not contain the same proportion of back-to-back houses, 
Beresford has shown that out of all the housing stock the, number of 
back-to-backs in the borough was nearly 70% during the period 1886 
1920. Within the study area the total number of back-to-backa by 
19U represented only 20% of the totale Thus in this respect the 
study area is not typical of the rest of Leads having a far higher 
proportion of through houses than elsewhere in the township and in 
the borough, 41 
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CHAPTER 3 LAND USE. ESTATE BOUNDARIES AND CONSTRAINTS ON 
BUILDING DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Landowners and Estate Boundaries Prior to 1831 
The majority of land in the Headingley and Burley area of Leeds was 
originally monastic belonging to the monks of the nearby abbey at 
Kirkstall, They used the land as sheep runst-farms and grangess, 
After the dissolution of the monastries by Henry VIIII most of the 
abbey land in Headingley was granted to Thomas Cranmers Archbishop 
of Canterbury. In 1564 his estates were sold by Elizabeth I to 
the Savile family. Sir John Savile of Howley Hall,, near Morleyp was 
an influential courtier in both the court of James I, and Charles I. 
He was six times M, P, for the county and through his influence the 
town received its first charter from Charles I in 1626. - Sir john 
was the first Alderman of Leeds and was created Baron Savile of 
Pontefract in 1628p two years before his death. His son became the 
first Earl of Sussex and his grandson the second Earl. The second 
Earl's daughter married Lord Brudenell in 1671 and in this way the 
Headingley estates passed# along with other estates elsewhere, into 
the he , nds of the Brudenell family, later to become the'Earls ofl. '- 
Cardigan, 
Throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth cent'ury'until the sale of 
their Leads estatess the Earle of Cardigan were lords of the manor 
of Headinglay. Howeverp they were distant landlords who lived in' 
Northamptonshire and employed local stewards in the area to manage 
their affairs, The majority of the Cardigan estates were in 
Northamptonshire and Leicestershire and the holdings in Leeds 
-were 
small in comparison. Neverthelessp at least fifty per cent of the 
township was owned by the Cardigans in the eighteenth centurys 
During the period 1671 to 1888 when the Brudenells and CardiganS 
were lords of the manarga policy of land sales was adopted, 
Periodically, small parcels of land were sold at suctions but'the 
major portion did not come an the market until the late nineteenth 
century, Because of this policy other names can be seen as land- 
owners on maps, showing the township prior to-1831, 
Three hundred acres of land-comprising Headin'gley Hill was purchased 
by John Walker from the Brudenell. family, in 16730 Walker had been a 
tenant of an adjoining farm to the Brudenell's estate., , In 1709 
John Walker II was appointed Recorder tz) the Town. Council of Leedse 
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A partner in a large firm of Leeds cloth merchants# Thomas Lloydq 
purchased the forty-seven acre Hill Top farm from the Earl of Cardigan 
for which he paid L3p4OO in 1785. The farm was situated on i hill 
top which overlooked Burley and in spite of its proximity to the 
town, the estate was hidden from the view of the inhabitants by the 
brow of a hill. Lloyd did not live on the farm but took's lease o'n 
Horsforth Hall three miles further north-west and continued to let 
the farm for agricultural purposes. 
1 
In 1781 James Graham married the daughter of a local clergyman, 
heiress to several old established families in the Leads area,, He 
thus obtained a leashold estate of two hundred and eighty, acres hold 
on a five hundred year lease from the Earls of Cardigan, Lease- 
holding of land was not popular inthe area and was an unusual form 
of tenure. The lease had been granted 
' 
in 1652 by Thomas. Viscount 
Savile to one of his tenant farmers, 
2 
other families obtained estates either by purchass'or inheritance, 
John Beckett,, a Leeds bankerq purchased an estate which included land 
in Headingley in 1793. Another landowner was Mrs, Mary Bainbrigges 
When John Walker purchased three hundred acres of Headingley Hill# 
part of his estate passed into the hands of Reverend Richard Sainbrigge, 
Bainbrigge was a clerk at Chapel Allerton and Mary Bainbrigges his 
wifes was one of the. sisters and Po-heirs of John Walker II*, -,, -Thus 
in 1752 most of the original Walker Headinglay. Hill Estate was owned 
by the Bainbrigge family and after. the death or her husbandp by- 
Mary Bainbrigge. 
By 1801 there were ., six major landowners in Headingley-cum-Burleyý 
not including Westwood and the northern extremities of the township: 
The Earl of Cardigan as lord of the manor, 
George Graham leasing from the Earl, 
Mary Sainbrigge who inherited the Walker Estate, 
The curate of Headingley chapel* 
Thomas, Lloyd who owned the Hill Top Estate* 
3ohn Beckett who owned the North Hall Estate and 
Burley Carr* 
The picture emerges of a distant Lord of the Manor who was the 'major 
landowner and merchants banking'and business families linked with the 
clergy all owning moderately sized estates of one hundred to three: - 
hundred acres in size in what was a rural area just outside the 
3 township of Leeds, 
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The lord of the manor was thus allied with other owners who were 
relative newcomers to the area but who were to exert an ever increasing 
influence, not only on Headinglay where they had their estates, but 
on the whole of Leads, The merchants and bankers particularly formed 
an affluent minority who became the leaders of the civic and social 
life of the town. 
4 They were treated as more or less equals by the 
lesser gentry as they increased in affluence and became landowners. 
0 
3.2 Physical and Social ChanQes in the Out-township 
Prior to 1620 Headingley had a chapel of ease dedicated to Ste Michael 
which was enlarged in 1620 and entirely re-built in 1630 on a site 
given by Sir 3ohn Savile, It was a chapel of ease to the Leads 
Parish Church and was used for both the villages of Headingley and 
Burley. A lane called Chapel Lane which wound its way up the hill 
from Burleyp connected the two villages, In 1663 there were 
approximately 200 people living in Headingley and Burley and this 
number rose to 1,313 people in 18010 powevers as Burley was larger and 
more prosperous at this timep the majority probably lived in Burley* 
In 1759 the road from Leads through Headinglay village was improved 
and made into a turnpike road to Otley, The road beyond Far, 
Headingley was over very steep hills and because of this the main 
traffic still passed through Burley and Kirkstall to. the South* it 
was not until the now road from Lawnswood to Bramhope was opened in 
1841 that Headingley became the major traffic artery to Otleye The 
road to the north from Leeds to Headingley and Far Headingley crossed 
the. common land of Woodhouse Moor passed through Headingley village 
and then continued uphill across yet more common lands Headingley 
Moor* By 1770 a large area of common land on Headingley Moor was 
enclosed and given to the curate of Headingley Chapel. On pprt, of 
this land a house built of stone was erected for the curate to replace 
the original built at Burley. 
The village of HBadingley comprised a cluster of houses built mainly 
of stone around a large green, which unlike other villages, was not 
separately distinguished as an open space butsplit into several 
enclosures, There were two inns near the greens The Oak and the 
Skyracks both mentioned in a street directory for 1817 but the latter 
was probably in existence for the longest period. 
Burley was a similar collection of stone houses astride the main road 
to Otley and the ancient Chapel Lane connected the t%* village greens. 
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At the boundary of the township and Woodhouse Moor was a cluster of 
cottages,, later to be named Hyde Park. Elsewhere were individual 
houses of varying size and age. One such house was the old manor 
house of Headingley situated an Headingley Hill., midway between the 
village and Woodhouse Moor. Another was the Hill Top Farm to the 
south but on a distant ridge of the, same hill. 
By 1826 the street directories show Headingley to be a farming' 
community with a few newcomers as a small number of elegant villas 
were being erected for merchants and their families on Headingley 
Hill. Three years later the remaining common land was surveyed and 
enclosed, In 1835 the Municipal CorporationsAct was passed which 
required that councillors be elected and Headingley became"'a ward 
of Leeds. 
In keeping with the increase in population, the chapel of ease was 
again re-built in 1837 on the same site to accommodate the growing 
number of people moving into the area, The style was perpendicular 
5 gothic and the cost L2,582, In the same year the first horse buses 
began to run from rar Headingley to the cantre of Leeds, and in 1841 
the road through Headingley was much improved, turnpiked through 
Lawnawood and began to attract the Otley bound traffic which originally 
passed through nearby Burley, The two villages were further isolated 
from each other by the building of the Leeds-Thirsk Railwayo the. 
permanent way of which was pushed through the township between 1846 
and 1848. A station was erected at Headingley just beyond Kirkstall 
Lane and this offered an alternative means of transport for the 
inhabitants who could afford to use it, 
The, provision of churches could not remain unaltered 
' 
as the century 
passed* Kirkstall petitioned the Church Commisionsrs for a church 
in 1824 and again in 1827 because at the time Ste Michaels had 
accommodation for only two hundred persons, The township had by 
then over 2,000 inhabitants, Land was eventually given by the Earl 
of Cardigan and in September 1829, Ste Stephens Kirkstall was 
consecrated. The chapel of Ste Michaels was rebuilt in. 1837 and 
nearby a Methodist chapel was erected in 1840'which was to be much 
enlarged later in the century* 
In 1849 after reorganisation of the Leeds churches, Sto Michaels 
became the parish church of Headingley, Burley, now separated by 
not only a long walk but also a railway lines also petitioned for a 
40 
church of their own and in 1854 Ste Mathias at Burley was- consecrated, 
6 
Far Headingley also complained of the distance to. the parish church 
and the now church of St* Chads was built at a cost of L9,000 and 
consecrated in 1868* 
Even the parish church, of St. Michaels could not match the growing 
number of parishioners and in 1869'a Kew organ chamber and vestry 
were added and the interior remodelled by the Leeds architect Charles 
Fowler at a cost of L950* Following the introduction of the first' 
horse drawn traM3 on the Headingley route from For Headingley to 
Leeds in 1871, the population of the township grow even more but not 
necessarily as a consequence of its The now service was mainly 
introduced to serve an already existing middle-class clientele. The 
population had risen to 190138 by 1881 and for the second time in the 
century, St. Michaels was found to be inadequate to meet the needs 
of the parish to such a degree that total demolition was the only 
solution. The urgent need was for more places for worshipers and 
a now building was designed by J*L* Pearson R, A. p the London architect 
and was erected in Horsforth sandstone in 1884, The fact that a now 
church erected in 1837 had to be enlarged in 1869 and rebuilt in 1884 
indicates clearly the dramatic increase in population that took place 
in the suburb in the second half of the century, It also bears o6t 
the words of Dyos: 
'To study the suburb is to examine one of the growing 
points of Victorian society, 18 
3.3 Field Boundaries and the Inclosure Award of 1831 
The common land of Headingley$ which was open land for-grazingwad 
enclosed in 1829 under an Act of Parliament and the land was divided 
up amongst those people who had grazing rights over it*9 This 
particularly affected Headingley Moor and some smaller parcels of 
land closer to the village on and around the area often'referred to 
as Headingley green. 
Examination of the 1831 Inclosure Award Map., 
1-0 
shows that several 
changes in land ownership had taken place since 1801, within the 
boundaries of the study area, Most of the land was owned at the 
earlier date by just four owners; Cardiganp Grahams Bainbrigge and 
Lloyd* Thirty years later land contained within the study area had 
come into the ownership of nine owners by sale and. subdivision 
of estates. 
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The land to the west of the ancient lane leading from the chapel at 
Headinglay to Burley village had changed little still bleing mainly 
owned by Cardigan and Graham, But to the east of the lane there 
had been subdivision due to the death of Mary Bainbrigge in 1805, 
Part of the Bainbrigge estates passed to her daughters Mary Bainbrigge II 
who was a. spinster,, and. half. of this eventually passed to her other 
daughter'Anna Maria who had married the vicar of Leeds, Reverend 
Richard Fawcett* The land was partitioned between the two daughteres 
following litigations by an Act of Parliament in 1827 and thus began 
the long association between the name of Fawcett and their estate in 
Headingley. 11 The remainder of the original Bainbrigge estates 
went to the brother of Mary Bainbrigge I and after his death to 
his daughter Barbara. She married a member of a local family of 
woollen merchantss John Marshall, and thus the name Mrs, Barbara 
Marshall appears on land adjoining the Leads and Otley turnpikes. 
In addition to the above major changes a number of fields adjoining 
Woodhouse Moor and adjoining the Fawcett estate were sold in 1808. 
to Jonathan Teal, a land surveyors and the land passed from him to 
Henry Teal also a land surveyor. Adjoining smaller fields passed 
into the ownership of two persons named Myers and Nelson. 
In 1624 Mary Bainbrigge II sold land on her estate to Thomas Robinson 
to build Ashfield House, ' Later in 1827 she sold a further 27 acres 
to George Bischoff a Leeds Merchant, These sales began the 
development of the fields of Headingley Hill as a select area of 
middle-class villas north of Headingley Lane, 
12 
The area was surveyed for the Enclosure Act in 1829 and the Enclosure 
Map was drawn in 1831. The majority of fields were meadow-or pasture 
and only eight fields within the study area were arable at the time 
of the survey* The map shows existing roads and field boundaries, 
footpaths and the distribution of existing houses* From an 
examination of the Inclosurs survey it would appear that there were 
approximately 45 houses existing within the study area at the time 
the map was drawn (see Fig, 9), 
3.4 - Land Use. Owners and Estate Boundaries in 1846 
A further survey of the area was undertaken in'1846 in order to 
ascertain land use and ownership for the Payment of tithes, The 
total township was shown to contain 3,, 0'58 acres and-this was broken 
down into 2#044 acres of meadow and pasture land, 659 acres of arable 
land and 355 acres of woodland, 13 
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Insofar as estate size, estate boundaries and land use were concerned 
very little had changed in general terms within the study area over 
the preceding fifteen years since the survey of 1831, ý The major 
changes occurred in the central area following changes in ownership 
of some of the Bainbrigge land and because of ths creation of a 
pleasure ground in the form of a Botanical and Zoological Garden 
(see Fig, 10)e 
On the death of Mary Bainbrigge II in 1832. her will stated that her 
land in Headingleybelow Headingley Laneswas to go to her lifelong 
friend, Doctor William Disney Thorp9during his life, and an his death 
to her godson Disney Lander Thorp. Mrs, Barbara Marshall also died 
in 1830 and her land passed to her husband John Marshall, -. These 
were simply changes of ownership but the most notable changes, involved 
I not only changes of ownership but physical development, 
In 1837 the Reverend Richard Fawcett put up his estate for sale, 
divided up into villa lotss an both sides of Headingley Lane following 
the precedent set on the Sainbrigge and later the Bischoff estates. 
A series of roads including Victoria Road were constructed in advance 
of the erection of the mansions and villas that Fawcett hoped would 
follow the auction of his land, Another notable development was the 
Botanical and Zoological Gardens, A company was formed in 1837 
and this purchased a number of fields from the Marshall and Bainbrigga 
families and construction was started on an ambitious scheme that was 
never completed. The gardens were opened in 1840 and access was 
achieved by the creation of a private carriage road connecting the 
main entrance to Headingley Lane, The newly completed Victoria Road 
ran from Hyde Park and stopped against the boundary of the gardense 
other changes of ownership can be seen such as an the estate to the 
west of Chapel Lane which by this date had been purchased by George 
North Tathamp. a Leeds flaxspinnere The land was in his possession 
when the zoological gardens scheme was started in 1837. Some time 
after 1846 Edwin Eddisons the Leeds solicitor who'ýhad acted on behalf 
of the Zoological and Botanical Garden Company over thOir land 
purchases$ obtained for his own use the three fields totallir5lCacies 
owned earlier by George North Tatham* Over to the east, the two 
fields adjoining Woodhouse Moor which were in private ownership in 
1831, had by this time been purchased by Robert Cadman and theso'were 
used as a cricket ground -a second do velopment related to pleasure 
and recreational purposese 
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The enclosure map of 1831 and the tithe map of, 1846 are of importance 
because they not only indicate land use and ownership but the exact 
field boundaries,, some of which were later to coincide with the 
boundaries of whole estates and even individual plots of land, put up 
for sale as building ground* On some estates the. original field 
boundaries war a to play an important role in governing the layout 
14 
. and in some cases even the type of housing built* 
As the process of further sales of estate and subdivision took place 
from 1846 onwards, names were given to the various estates to, distinguish 
between them, These names frequently related to the owner or in some 
cases to the geographical position or physical features, on the site* 
The letter method was often used to distinguish estates which changed 
hands more frequently than others* Thus the Cardigan Estate, the 
Fawcett Estate-and the Teal Estate followed the ownership pattern., 
other estates such as the Chapel Lane Estate and, the Hill Top Estate 
referred to land in a known location, 
3,5 Ownership and the Subdivision of Estates, 1846 - 1866 
Yet more new names began to appear on estate maps from 1850 onwards, 
A name which was to become well known in the area was one which appeared 
about this time; that of Thomas Clapham, 
When the Zoological Gardens were opened in 1840 they did not prove a 
commerical success and closed eight years later, They were then 
reopened with added attractions such as military bandes firework 
displays and flower shows, The organiser of these Victorian delights 
was Clapham who had leased the gardens from the owner He ran the 
gardens for some years until 1858 when he transferred his activ ities 
to a new site elsewhere in the study area adjacent to Woodhouse Mooro 
The gardens were closed yet again and then in the ownership of HoCo 
Marshalls of the flax spinning familys they were opened on occasions 
to the public until 1869 when finally sold for building development* 
Clapham purchased the two fields which Robert Cadman-had turned into 
the Victoria Cricket ground adjacent to Woodhouse Moor with the 
intention of developing these into pleasure grounds an similar lines 
to those he had left* In order to do this he purchased land off 
Thomas William Lloyd on the Hill Top Estates and as his venture.. 
prospered, he obtained more land to the west off the Earl of Cgrdigan 
to add to his pleasure ground which had become known as the Leeds 
Royal Park, By 1866 he possessed 43 acres. of land adjoining the,, 
Leeds in-townships nearly all of which was within the study area*, 
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Another change of ownership occurred on the Thorp Estate which had 
originally belonged to Mary Bainbrigge II* 'In 1852 Disney Launder 
Thorp. who had inherited the land from his father, sold part of his 
estate in the study area to a local flax spinner named Anthony Titleye 
A change of ownership which did not involve a change in name could 
also be seen an the Marshall land contiguous with the Titley estates 
By 1866 two sisteres both daughters of John Marshalls had inherited 
the Adjoining estate near the parish church, 
During the period from 18382 when Victoria Road was first constructeds 
to 1866 many owners of large estates sold off land in small plots for 
the building of mansions# villas and by then terrace housing. The 
process had continued intermittently throughout the period on the 
Fawcett Estate and other owners such as the Earl of"Cardigan. * Thorpj, 
Eddison and Teal all sold offbuilding lots, Some purchasers obtained 
several lots at these auctions and thus became small estate holders 
through subdivision of larger estates; for example Henry Ludolfa 
Leads flaxspinners purchased several portions of the Fawcett estate 
in 1865. These individual sales and the breakdown of the larger 
estates into smaller building lots, with subsequent land speculation, 
and building development, will be described in Chapters 4 and 5* 
It is important that the position, the boundaries and the ownership 
of the pro-development land is underptood before the subdivision can 
be examined in detail. Estate names again appear at the time of. 
building development to relate to those features described in 3,4 
above. Thus'the Thorp Estate became the Titley Estate and when it 
changed hands yet again later in the centurys developers referred 
to it as the Manor House Estate because it contained the original 
manor house of Headingley, The land to the west of Chapel Lane which 
had passed through the fiends of Bainbrigge to Tatham and then Eddison 
became more simply known as the Chapel Lane Estate* The Zoological 
and Botanical Gardens when finally developed became The Headingley' 
Old Gardens Estate which distinguished it from the now gardens being 
operated at the Leeds Royal Park by Clapham. The latter when it came 
to be developed was logically referred to as the Royal Park Estate 
and the adjacent land facing Woodhouse Moors the Teal Estate after 
the name of the owner, Some confusion is caused by the fact that 
when the land owned by the Misses Marshall came to be developeds 
probably because of their well known local surname, the Marshall 
Estate at Headingley was not considered specific enough, Therefore 
45 
because of one old house existing on the site which was a 
contemporary of the old manor house nearby (it certainly existed 
before 1822). the estate became known as the Mansion House Estate* 
To have two estates adjacent to each other named respectively, Mansion 
and Manorq seems confusing to the historian but was not so at the 
time because one was. developed thirty years after the other. 
The names given to estates at-the time building took place are used 
in this thesis and by 1866'several of these can be identified even 
though building development had not yet taken place on many of theme 
Table 8 Building Estate Names. 1866_ 
Owners Estate name used 
Earl of Cardigan' Cardigan Estate 
Fawcett Fawcett Estate 
Marshall Mansion House Estate 
Bainbriggs/TathamAddison 
Sainbrigge/Thorp/Titley 
Bainbriggs/Zoological Gardens/ 
Marshall 
Clapham 
Lloyd 
Chapel Lane Estate t' -' 
Manor House'Estate "" 
Headingley Old Gardens Estate 
Royal Park Estate 
Hill Top Estate 
3.6 The Physical Constraints on Buildina Development 
To the nor th of the study area ran Headingley Lane, the turnpike, road 
to Otlaygand to the south,, Burley Road, the old turnpike road passing 
through Burley to Kirkstall, The two villages were linked together 
by the old lane named Chapel Lane which gave access-up. the hill, to, 
the chapel for the people of Burley, Headingley was-also'linked to 
Kirkstall by a, road called Kirkstall Lane and a road. from the chapel 
linked Chapel Lane with Kirkstall Lane# this road (later named Ste 
Michaels Road) formed with 
, 
the othersthe southern boundary of the 
large enclosed village green.. Prior to 1830 the only. other road 
within the study area-besides Chapel Lane was an occupation lane 
providing access to, fields.,, from Burley and this was later to become 
the line of Cardigan Lane* A field track joined the Malt kiln near 
the manor house to Chapel Lane and a footpath went from Burley up the 
hill to Woodhouse Moore Another footpath went from Burley to 
Kirkstall Lane (see fig* 8), 
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The contours of the site Of the stLrdy area could be likened to a large 
amphitheatre with the contours of a hill running around and above 
an observer standing in the most south-westerly corner, The Manor 
house at 300 feet above sea level was the highest point an the shoulder 
but not the top of Headingley Hill* Two backs ran down the hills 
the one called Burley Beck running from above the malt kiln to 8urlay, 
thi othe'r followbd a tortuous path down from Hyde Park between fields 
to Burley skirting the Hill Top Estate on the ways 
On the maps of 1831 and 1846 not only were fields indicated but also 
quarries, Several small quarries were shown close to-Burley and one 
of these was within the study area, It was at the and of the 
occupation lane and situated in three fields each appropriately named 
Long Lees with quarry, It appears to have been a medium sized 
quarry as the three fields together covered over seven acres but 
various parts were quarried at different times. The quarry was a 
flag and slate quarry providing large flat slabs for street pavements 
and footpaths together with some stone for roofing slates. Access 
to it was from the occupation lane only and its existence was to prove 
an obstacle for future developers, 
In 1837 the Zoological and Botanical Gardens Company was formed and 
the gardens opened in 1840. After its chequered history it was 
eventually sold for housing development. The gardens contained a 
fountainp ornamental lakep pondso a bear pit and moat important of all, 
mature tress some of which were rare specimens* The whole gardens, .0 
surrounded by a high stone wall with entrance lodges. formed a unique 
area of land when later sold as building lots, When Fawcett put 
his estate on the market and constructed Victoria Road to give access 
to his villa lots, a direct connection could not be made with Chapel 
Lane because of the existence of the gardens and a through route was 
obtained by connecting Victoria Road to the old occupfition Lane* 
Between 1840 and 1842 an 18-'inch diameter cast iron water conduit was 
constructed to carry water from Far Headingley to the old reservoir 
on the town centre side of Woodhouse Moore Land. was purchased by 
the Leeds Waterworks Company to form an easement 2 18 feet wide,, 'down 
the centre of which ran the conduit* The easement was sited where 
possible across open fields and not under existing roads. Thus it 
came into Headingley at the north side of the. yillage green., crossed 
the green, went diagonally through the Marshall Mansion House Estate# 
and then traced's long curve through the Thorp Estate to join and 
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travel under the newly formed but perhaps not fully completed ýý 
Victoria Road* From Hyde Park it travelled across Woodhouse Moor 
to the reservoir, Because the Zoological Gardens had opened by this 
time it was decided to avoid routing it through them and disturbing 
the grounds when open fields existed just to the north, In all 
subsequent land sales for building developments plots which were hear 
to or actually had the easement within their curtilage were subject 
to covenants stating that the purchaser gave right of access to the 
Water Company and that no building would take place within the 18 feet 
wide strip of land* 
In 1844 the Leeds to Thirsk Railway Company hold a meeting to decide 
on the exact routs to be adopts 
,d 
for the line as it passed through 
the Headingley area, The line was planned in 1844 - 1845 and work 
carried out bstween 1846 and 1848.3ust as the water conduit before 
its the new permanent way was pushed through the area attempting to 
avoid existing houses and roads in the process, its exact route 
was determined by political infighting amongst vested interests in 
the area, especially-local landowners$, but when finally completed it 
crossed the low lying land belonging mainly to the Earl of Cardigan# 
It just missed the Zoological gardens at the southern and but the 
opening of a railway halt at this point c, 1848 gave the opportunity 
to the more moderately affluent to travel from Leeds to events more 
easily. The coming of the railway, placed as it was in the gap 
between Headingley and Burley, created a physical barrier between 
the two communities which had not been there before, Although 
alleviated by the provision of a road bridge at Kirkstall Lanes a 
footbridge and a level crossing at Burlsys there was an element of 
labove and below the tracks' introduced, 
15 
A further restraint to future building development was the creation 
of a brickworks on the land which had originally been owned by Claph am 
adjacent to his Royal Park, In 1867 the Leeds and Yorkshire Lands 
Building and Investment Company (L*Y*L*B*IoC*) purchased an area 
of land on the Hill Top Estate from To Claphame Early in the 1870's 
a quarry and brickworks were opened an the Hill Top Estate by John 
Smith who was to become the brickworks manager and Joseph Smith# a 
Leeds contractor, By 1875 the 4 acre site had been developed into 
" quarry, three brick kilna each capable of holding 37,000 bricks# 
" brick drying shad reputed to cover 700 square yards, and a 96 foot 
high chimney. Both the Smiths were probably involved with or members 
of the L*Y*L*B. I. Ce 
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Stone from the quarry was described as being-much in-demand1or, 
building operations in the neighbourhoode 
16 
It is not, knowns however# 
whether this was used in the form. of lintels and cills or flat. -slabs 
and slates similar to those obtained from the nearby.. quarry off 
Cardigan Lanse Whatever the case, the major output was brickmaking 
because details of the brickworks were clearly described when put up 
for sale*in 1875. By then there were two steam engines as well as 
a steam crane and a considerable amount of brick making machinery* 
17 
The brickworks and quarry covered 90000 square yards in, 1875-but was 
in-financial difficulties. The L@Y*L*B*I*Co went into voluntary- 
liquidation in 1876 and the brickworks were sold soon, after, Certainly 
it was in the hands of now owners by March, 1877 who proceeded to 
expand it until 1890 when it was sold off for building development* 
18 
In a similar way to the zoological gardensp-the existence of-the Leeds 
Royal Park created an obstacle to building development in the sense 
that building took place around it and later it formed a specific estate 
in its own righto To Claphem sold off land periodically from-1866 
onwards. By 1868 a now road named Clapham Road had been constructed 
through the estate with the Leeds Royal Park to the south of it. and 
other land in Clapham'6 possession to the north, -From 1871 Clapham 
had fenced off approximately half of his Leeds Royal Park of 23 acres 
and was offering the remainder for-sale as building land, -In 1875 
Clapham could not most his debts and a now company was formed which 
continued to run the 10 acres under the name of the Leeds Horticultural- 
Gardens Company Ltd* It continued as pleasure gardens until. 1885 
when finally sold for building purposes but by this time it. was 
surrounded on three sides by. newly built terraced houses*-, 
3,7 Local Transport Developments 
The first attempt at horse-drawn transport in the Headingley area ýas 
made in 1818 when a service by a man named Avison was started . ýf . rom. Leeds* 
to Kirkstallo But this was not a success because in the words*ýof- 
Treen: 
in 1818 the moderately affluent had not yet arrived in 
sufficient numbers to fill a horse-drawn omnibus several 
times per day, 119 
Twenty years later in June 1838 a horse-drawn omnibus service-was 
started from far Headingley into Leads* On this service all seats 
were the same price unlike the stage coaches. This time the, new 
omnibus service was a success due, to the now middle-class suburban,. 
49 
incomers who were now scattered along the Otley turnpike routs, ' 'By 
1839 a rival service was in operation run by a 0. & We Atkinson & Coo 
who provided competition to that provided by 3ohn Wood* Wood 
operated from the Headrow to the Three Horse Shoes at Far Headingley; 
Atkinson from Span Lane. Wood charged 6d, between Leads and Far , 
Headinglay and both services started at too late an hour and had too 
costly a fare to attract working-class travellers. Wood departed 
from Far Headingley at 8.35 a. m. j arrived at the Oak Inns Headihgley 
at Go45 aemos and the Upper Headrowp Leeds at 9,30 some By 1842 
Wood was running seven return journeys each. way every day instead 
of the original five per week-day, On Sundays three return journeys 
were running instead of the previous two, 
20 
The Leeds to Thirsk railway was planned in 1844 and constructed between 
1846 and 1848. Henry Cowper Marshall arranged on behalf of several 
interested land owners for a station to be built and a siding-at the 
point where the line crossed Kirkstall Lane, The Marshalls, Beckette 
Edwin Eddison and GA, Tatham were typical of the local men who 
supported the building of the now line, The station would allow men 
like We Beckett to have his land to the north of the study area, 
connected to Leads by the now line of communication* The Marshalle 
and the Becketts combined forces to keep the railway off their land, 
and pushed it onto the land of the absentee landlordp the Earl of 
Cardigan* After the line of the railway had finally been settled 
the Railway Company was required to purchase thirty pieces of the Earls 
21 land totalling 27 acres, Two years after the line was opened the 
first advertisements for the sale of house property appeared 
emphasizing the close proximity of the now railway stations, 
The omnibus service meanwhile altered very little from its beginnings 
in the 1830s until the arrival of the tram* By 1871 there were still 
two rival omnibus companies running between Headingley and Leeds, 
At a meeting of the Leeds Borough Council hold an the 28th Octber. ' 
1870 it was agreed to allow theconstruction of tramways. Moserse 
Busby of Liverpool were to construct a tramway from Boar Lane to 
Kirkstall terminating at the Cardigan Arms and this route was opened 
in April 1872, Busby constructed routes to the Three Horse Shoes, at 
Headingley, (opened to the Oak Irknj 16th September 1871) to 6speltown 
(opened 11th November 1874) and to'Hunslet (opened 2nd March 1874)o 
These were all to be for horse-drawn trams operated by the Leeds 
Tramways Co,, of which William Wharam was manager and 3oseph, Kincaid C. E. 
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of London was to be the engineers 
22 
It can be seen from the above 
that the first line to be opened in Leads was through Headinglay 
to the Oak public house in 1871. 
In August 1873 plans were submitted to the Corporation for tramshads 
and stables at Far Headingley by 3, Kincaid of Westminster, 
23 
The 
tramsheds and stables were erected and the extended route. soon caused 
a decline'in the omnibus traffic* A street directory for 1872 gave 
timetables of coachess omnibuses and trams travelling from Headingley. 
In 1872 there were regular services from 9.15 a. m. in the morning 
until 6,30 p. ms in the evening provided by omnibuses, Both companies 
ran at approximately one hour intervals with an 8,15 a, m, start on 
Saturdays. The tramas however, left Headingley at 8.10 a. m. until 
'9*55 pm. and ran every 15 minutes. The return from Leeds started 
at 8.45 a. m. and the last tram was at 10,30 pomo 
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The decline in omnibus services was rapid; in 1872 there were 21 
weekday journeys each way between Leads and Headingley. This had 
dropped to only 5 each week-day travelling, past the tramsheds''and on 
to Westwood by 1875, The trams introduced earlier starting times 
and by 1877 the first tram from Far Headinglay was leaving at 8,07 a. m* 
and services were operating every ten minutes in the afternoonse 
The trams became quickers cheapers more frequents started earlier and 
finished later when compared with the omnibuses, The letter changed 
their role and found new uses, They provided a service between'the 
termini of the tram services and distant neighbourhoods such se'Adel 
where the trams did not reach, In 1894 the Corporation takeover of 
the tramway system led to the rapid expansion of routess-'even cheaper 
fares and earlier and later starting and finishing times, , Starting 
times became 4.30 a. m. an most routes and allowed the working class 
to use them for daily journeys to work, 
There appears to be little evidence within the study area thatIthe sale 
of estates or large areas of land could be linked directly with transport 
developments* The sale of estates was a complex process and to state 
that a particular estate was only a saleable commodity because of' 
nearby rails omnibus or tramway would not be correct, They all had 
a part. to play in the development of the area and certainly changed 
the character, the type, and sizes of the, houses built, 'Thus when' 
the Earl of Cardigan sold villa lots in 1859 in Kirkstall Lane$_the. 1, 
nearby railway station may well have helped in the sale to the 
middle-class buyers. It was undoubtedly the case that'the middle' 
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class moving into Headingley Hill would have taken note that the 
omnibus services would give them extra mobility in addition to their 
own private means of transport. 
perhaps the major development was the introduction of trams whicho 
when they replaced the horse-drawn omnibuses, increased the-number 
of services and reduced prices, to become accepted as an invaluable 
help in the development of the suburb and an improvement in the way 
of life in the study area, 
Other researchers have, come to the same conclusions, Treen stated 
that: 
'Suburban growth was not a simple transport led developments 
but a more complex process involving several stages of 
decision making commencing with that of the pro-development 
landowner,, 25 
Unwin: 
'In Leeds*there is little evidence (apart perhaps from the 
area around Dewsbury Road) of suburban transport 
'pioneering' the development of an arsaj rather the 
omnibus and tram networks followed development and catered 
for a known or carefully calculated demand,, 26 
Gaskell: 
'In addition to fostering demand and taking advantage of a' 
general rise in income levels among the working class$ the 
Corporation Tramways$ with cheapo rapid and convenient 
services, even on routes as yet undeveloped, opened up now 
areas for working class estates both private and municipalo*27 
Gaskell would appear at first eight to be contradicting Treen and 
Unwins however, he was referring to the trams after 1894 when the 
majority of the housing @states within the study area had been 
developed, Housing developmepts after this date were not necessarily 
related to now estates for the working classess The Builder referred 
to a trip to Roundhey in 1896: 
'The steam tram, a flourishing insitution in Leeds$ makes 
short work of itjq but th:. trjj i; unfortunately as ugly 
as the road it runs alon , he development of Roundhay 
as a residential district for businessman is likely to be 
rapid once the electric cars commence to run through from 
and to the contra of the city, #29 
Certainly landowners changed the size of lots for sale to take into 
account changing circumstances* When an estate was first put up for 
sale they aimed at high quality with large plots intended for villas 
which relied on good road access* With the, subsequent resales for 
profit and subdivision., the type of estate layout changed from villas 
to terraced houses of various sizes, which could only be sold without 
stables and coach-houses if alternative means of transport wars available* 
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The introduction of smaller terrace houses took place as services 
increased and fares reduced but there was no sudden building boom 
in the study area to match workmerls fares or the Corporation taking 
over the running of the tramways as Gaskell suggests might have been 
the case. The last major estate of through houses to be developed 
in the study area was the Manor House Estate and this, started in 
1901 long after transport developments had made it possible. 
3,8 important Dates RelatinQ to the Study Area 
The following table lists important dates relating to the development 
of -the study area: 
Table 9 Important Dates RelatinQ to the Study Area 
1829 Ste Stephensp Kirkstall consecrated, 
Inclosure Act for lands in the Manor of Headinglay. - 
survey carried out, 
1831 InclosurB map printed, 
1835 Municipal Corporations Act: Headingley becomes a ward 
of Leads. 
, 
1837 Chapel at Headinglay'demolished and rebuilt* 
Leeds Zoological and Botanical Garden Company formed& a Fawcett Estate put up for sale; divided. into villa lots* 
1838 First now road constructed in stqdy area - Victoria Road# 
Horse-drawn buses started from Far Headingley to Leeds* 
c. 1839 Victoria cricket ground opened by Robert Cadmane 
Line of conduit agreed by Waterworks Company to pass 
through Headinglay, 
1840-42 Waterworks Conduit constructed. 
1841 Otley turnpike road improved and now road through Lawnswood 
and Bramhops constructed. 
1844 Now railway line routed through Headingley, 
1846-48 Railway line constructed. 
1848 Zoological and Botanical Gardens closed, 
1849 Ste Michaels becomes Parish Church of Headingley, 
1854 St*Mathias Churchs Burley consecrated# 
1858 Leeds Royal Park started adjacent to Woodhouse Moor. 
1666 Turnpike tolls abolished within the borough. 
1868 The seventh Earl of Cardigan died; estates managed by 
trustees. 
Ste Chads, Far Headingleys consecreated. 
1869 Brickworks and quarry opened on Hill Top Estate. 
Ste Michaels, Headingley enlarged, 
1869 Zoological Gardens site put up for sale. 
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1871 Introduction of horse-drawn trams to Headingley. 
Loads Royal Park reduced in size. 
1875 Leads Horticultural Gardens Company Ltd. formed on site 
of former Leeds Royal Park. 
1884 St. Michaels now parish church erected, 
1885 Horticultural Gardens site put up for sale 
1888 Cardigan Estates sold; break with lard of the manor. 
1890 Brickworks and quarry closed an Hill Top Estate* 
1891 First electric trams routed through Headingley, 
a Dates at which each individual estate were first offered on the 
market for building purposes have not been included* The sale 
of the first estate belonging to J*H9 Fawcett was considered the 
most significant. 
0 
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CHAPTER 4 BUILDING DEVELOPMENT. 1838 - 1866 
4.1 The Bainbrigge Estate 
Prior to 1838 a number of individual houses existed within the study 
area, but building estates had not begun to be developed along similar 
lines to those which had started to the'north on the top of Headingley 
Hill and to the west at St. Ann's Hill, The development to the north 
of Headingley Lane comprised villas built on freehold plots and to 
the west villas builts from 1808 onwards, on land on long leasehold, 
from James Graham, 
In June 1809 Mary Beinbrigge II offered land for sale adjoining 
Headingley Lane and Woodhouse Moor and this included 17 acres on' the 
top of Hsadingley Hill* Further attempts were made to sell in-1810p 
1811 and IS15 but it was not until 1624 that building development 
began. The earlier -lack of Success was despite the fact that the 
land had the advantages offine views and low taxes. 
1 
Mary Bainbrigge II sold J6'st over an acre of land in 1824 to Thomas 
Robinson, a gentleman of Headingley, who built a villa named Ashfield 
House directly opposite-the manor house she occupied* Three years 
later she sold a further three fields totalling 17 acres to George 
Bischoff a Leeds merchant2 who proceeded to build Highfield House. 
He then gradually sold off his holding between 1829, aK6 1843(to 
various persons who either also built villas or simply speculated 
on the land sales, Samuel Glovers a retired chemist and druggistp 
purchased the'majority"of his-estatee 
2 
The Bainbrigge solicitors draw up covenants on the land which would - 
not allow houses to be built of less rental value than L15 per annum 
and that no mIllss engines end tallow works were to be erected. This 
was to set a pattern maintained throughout the development of the 
study area. Whereas leases and freehold sales allowed the-erection-, 
Of mills* steam enginess factoriesp br, sweriesq inns and shops elsewhere 
in Burley and Kirkstall, this . was not to be . the case in the vicinity 
of Headingley Hill or Village. 
3 
In 1836 Mrs, Barbara Marshall put up her estate east of the Leeds and 
Utley turnpike for sale in villa lots of-approximately-A acre to 2 
acres each. This involved a series of new roads. to 17 lots totalling 
4 22 acres. The whole estate was eventually bought by Thomas Englands 
a confectioner of Park Square Leeds, who retained all the land after 
building one large mansions Headingley Castle, in its own grounds, 
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Fig*13 Estate boundaries c. 1801* 
Fig*14 Estate boyndaries c. 1831. 
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The other half of the Marshall Estate adjacent to the Bainbrigge 
Estate to the west of the turnpike road was not sold, it was still in 
the hands of John Marshalls Barbara's husband, in 1646. 
When I Mary Sainbrigge I made her will in 1803 she left half of her 
estate to her daughters Mary Bainbrigge 119 and the other half as a 
life interest to her other daughter, Anna Maria who had married the 
vicar of Leads., Rev. Richard Fawcett. After Anna Maria's death the 
land was to be used for life by each son of the Fawcett: family. 
There were two sons and seven daught era; the eldest son Walker Richard 
Fawcett died before his mother in 1833 and John Henry Fawcett, the 
second son, became tenant for life. ' Eventually the land passed to 
his son, Richard Henry Fawcett. 
There was some difficulty concerning the will of Mary Bainbrigge I 
and following legal action an Act for partitioning the estate wa. s 
passed by order ofthe High Court of'Chancery in 1826*, On the death 
of Mary Gainbrigge II. in.., 1832, she left. some 36 acres of the estate 
granted to her in the Act of partition to the use for life of her 
friend Robert William Disney Thorps physician and a mayor of the 
unreformed Corporation of Leeds in-'1830, The will also stated that 
onýThorpls death the land should pass to Mary's godsono Disney. Launder 
Thorp the youngest son of Robert W*D* Thorp. 
Thus by 1836 part of the, original Sainbrigge, estate, above the-turnpike 
had-been sold and that-below it had passed into the hands of -the 
Thorp and Fawcett families., Dr* Thorp'obtained the old Manor House,, 
in which Mary Bainbrigge II had lived, together with approximately 
25 acres. The total estate partitioned in 1826 was 77-acres to 
Mary Bainbrigge II and 81 acres to Anna Marie Fawcett, ý- Dro Thorp 
continued to live on the estate'residing in the old Manor House until 
1845-and letting most of the land as a milk farm to William Duardons, 
the former tenant of Mary Sainbrigge 11,5 1 
4.2 The Fawcett Estate: The First Maj or-Building Development 
John Henry Fawcett,, son of the. former vicar olf Leeds,, wished to put 
his land an the market in 1837. He had inherited a life interest 
in 81 acres on the death of his father that yearp following the death 
of his elder brother four years earlier. Before being able to sell 
John Henry had to apply to Parliament for the constraints Of the 
1826 family settlement to be lifted. He claimed in the following" 
hearing that the time was rips for the estate to be sold for a great 
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deal of money because of PeOP16 wishing to erect buildings in the 
neighbourhood. 
6-. 
ýI 
In 1834 J. H. Fawcett mortgaged his life interest to m6n who were to 
be his trustees for the sale of the estate. However, the financial 
state of the estate worsened because the trustees for the sale 
anticipated that permission of Parliament would be granted for the 
sale and they proceeded to lay out roads on the estate, intending to 
recoup the costs. involved by charging higher plot prices* Grosvenor,, 
Cumberland and Burlington Roads were built an the land above the , 
Otley turnpike; Victorias Langhamoýand Buckingham Roads were built 
below the Otley turnpike and within the study, area, The total cost 
was L2., 000 for creating these roads with names reminiscent of London's 
grandeur, When the Act relating to the estate was passed, Counsel's 
opinion on the decision to lay out roads in advance of land ýsales was 
that the trustees should not be allowed to reclaim the road costs, 
out of monies received from the future, sale of,. lande 
7 
'if-roads wers'found necessary for a better sale, the 
trustees should have made the making of them by the. 
purchasers a condition of sals. 18 
This raises the question as to1why the trustees made the decision to 
build the roads prior to putting. the land on the market? At the 
time and throughout the rest of the century a simple choice faceýpre- 
development landowners, To sell land in large quantities at aýlow 
price per acre and leave the creation of the infrastructure to the new 
owners olý to subdivide into a greater number of smaller plots which 
were difficult to sell'if no thought had been given to, roads and sewers, 
The first course of action reduced land surveyor's. feess legal fees-and 
often produced a quick sale at a lower price per acre; the second 
course of actions greater fees to professional advisers, a protracted 
period of sales but the possibility, 6f a highir'retur6 , per acre". " 
Even greater costs were involved if the roads-were actually constructed 
prior to the land sales and not, as was more often the cases laft'to 
the purchasers to construct to a predetermined'and agreed layout as 
a condition of sale. 
Treen found on the Earl Cowper Estates in Potternewton that Cowper' s 
agent (when referring to land sales in 1819) advised that six acres 
would fetch L1,900 if sold quickly but a gradual sale could produce 
between E3,, 890 f4, j670, The higher prices could be obtained by 
dividing the land up into smaller lots but he pointed out that it 
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would also take up to six years to dispose of it. 
9 
In 1825 
local surveyor named Taylor writing, to Cowper's agent stated: 
'As a general rule. e. the less the quantity in each 
lot the better price it will fetch; a smaller quantity 
being within reach of a greater number of personss and 
consequently commanding greater competition; the more 
the subdivisions the greater will be the profit to be 
realised; but this increases trouble and the profit 
is longer in realizing. 110 
The other consideration which had to be given to the subdivision of 
fields into small lots and subsequent sales over a long period, was 
restrictions on the type of development to be allowed* If an outricjht 
sale was effected without subdivisiont the vendor was only troubled 
by what was later built if he had'adjoining land which in some way 
was blighted, if small plots were being sold over a considerable 
period of time it became imperative that the land values of unsold 
plots should not be reduced or the ability to sell impaired by the 
type and nature of buildings already erected, The restrictive 
covenants imposed by pre-development landowners may now appear to have 
been philanthropic gesturesp as if in some, way regulating the quality 
of the environment for the enjoyment of future generations. With 
some exceptions, this was not usually the case because it was simply 
sound economic sense to legislate against any nuisance which the 
landowner considered might be a deterrent to future sales. Thus 
Taylor also warned Cowper's agent against industryx steam-powered 
manufactories and dye houses: 
'They would thwart the Scheme of erecting Private Housess 
and spoil the general appearance of the Estates - One steam 
engine would affect a large circuit of property*111 
This was sound advice to any landowner wishing to sell land for'house 
building in small late. 
3ohn Henry Fawcett's trustees employed the Leeds surveyoroTo Newsam 
to draw up an estate plan showing 33 villa lots for sale on both sides 
of the Otley turnpike road in September 1837, The lots varied in 
size from j acre to 5 acres but the average plot was about 3 acres 
in extent. The roads which had proved so costly to the estate were 
indicated and there was a reference to the fact that 'several of the 
lots will be divided to suit Purchasers*112 (see Fig 15)o The estate 
was put up for sale in 1837 and of 'the total 81 acres approximately 
30 acres were above the Otley Road and 50 acres below it; within the 
study area were situated lots 11 to 33, The advertisement for the 
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sale stated that there were more than eighty acres suitable for 
mansions and villas: 
'divided into lots adapted for the comfort and convenience 
of large and small Capitalist andooo interspersed with wide 
commodious roads. 113 
These, the first new roads pushed into the pastures and meadows of 
the study area to literally pave the wa y for building developments 
are worth further examination. Victoria Roads which left the otley 
14 
turnpike at Hyde Park Corners was 50 feet wide and travelled in 
a straight line down the hill to terminate at the boundary of the 
Leads Zoological and Botanical Gardens. Off this road ran 
Suckingham. Roact., 42 feet wides connecting Victoria Road back to the 
turnpike and Langham Roads only 24 feet wide, connecting through to 
Burley via the old occupation lane. The plot boundaries clearly 
suggest that Buckingham Road was to be extended in a southerly, 
direction to give access to the Earl oflCardigan's land if and when 
it came on to the market. The advertisement for the sale also made 
reference to the close proximity of permanent, open spaces such as 
Woodhouse Moor and the Zoological Gardens. 
By 1846 the trustees hadý, disposed of 15 acres within the study area 
and the situation can be summarised by Table 10: 
Table 10 Sale of the Fawcett Estate, 1837 - 184615 
Lot 11 
Lot 12 
Lot 13 
Lot 14 
Lot 15 
Lots 16 & 17 
Date sold 
1841 
1840 
1838 
not sold 
not sold 
1838 
Owner 
Go Noblej mechanic 
G* Smiths banker 
T. Newsome,, surveyor 
let for grass 
let for grass_ 
J. Hargreavess a 
gentleman 
3.3ackson Lee$ 
gentleman 
3, Livesey,, ýengraver 
let for grass 
A, Walker, wine and 
spirit merchant 
let for grass 
S, Spencelays farmer 
let for grass 
Development 
cottage, stable 
coachhouse 
Lot 18 
Lot 19 & 20 
Lo t 21 
Lot 22 
1841 
1838 
not sold 
IB40 
Lot 23,24p 25 not sold 
Lot 26 (part) 1841 
Lot 26 (part) not sold 
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mansion 
mansion 
mansion 
land speculation 
building ground 
land speculation 
two-houses 
La t 27 & 28 
Lot 29 
Lot 30 
Lot 31 
Lot 32 
Lot 33 (part) 
Lot 33 (part) 
Lot 33 (part) 
Lot 34 
1841 J. 'Jackson Lee,, 
gentleman 
not sold lot for grass 
1838 'T. Ouasonj joiner 
1639 R. Cadman, gentleman 
1839 R. D. Greaves, solicitor 
1841 0. Jackson Less 
gentleman 
1841 J, J. Lee/j. Bulmer' 
joiner and builaer 
1840 C, Pickardp bricklayer 
1837 J* Atkinson, butcher 
a also spelt Hargrave and hargraves 
land speculation 
house and grounds 
building ground 
two houses 
building ground 
sitting tenant 
It is interesting to note that the land surveyor-who laid out the 
estates To Newsomes took the opportunity to purchase one 3 acre plot 
and John Jackson Leas a gentleman who was related to Thomas Mann Lee 
the solicitor to the trustees of the sales also purchased a number of 
plots on the estate an both aides of the Otley Road* 3*3. Lee found 
subdivision and resale profitable and sold land for speculation, 
The sale of land to Lee was contested by the trustees and the Lords 
Justices of Appeal heard the case between IB48 1853 and ordered that 
the unsold land and money be re-exichanged. This took place in 1854 
but, as though anticipating the exchanges lots 18,27p 28 and part of 
33 were all shown in the possession of JoH, Fawcett on the 1846 Tithe 
. Map @ 
The earliest sale was to a sitting tenant John Atkinson who farmed in 
Woodhouse and occupied a butchers shop and house an lot 34 at Hyde 
Park Corner, He bought this lot prior to the main sale in 1838, 
The first new house to be completed was most probably that erected 
on lot 30 by Thomas Judson who had operated as a builder and joiner 
in Leads in 1817 and possibly moved to Headingley to retire, He 
built a house and outbuildings which he named Ash Groves and like many 
others which were to follow hims he orientated it to face down the 
uninterrupted slope of Headinglay Hill and gained access to the rear 
from Victoria Road. His plot of 3 acres stretched downhill to border 
the fields of Robert Cadman who later purchased the contiguous plot 
31. Judson's house was not in stone but in red brick with a slate 
hipped roof; it was two storeys high with sash windows and glazing 
bars and brick arches over the windows, The building was eighteenth 
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century in appearance and the use of brick suggests that the covenants 
on the land sales did not insist on the use of stone, This can bo 
illustrated by examining the development of lot 16 to the 'north of 
Victoria Road. James Hargreaves purchased from Rev* Thomas Cookson 
of Leeds and Rev. William Charles Wollastonp who were the trustees, 
over 5 acres (lot 16) for L2,759 in August 183B. He was to erect 
5 ft, 6 ins. high hammer-dressed stone walls to the Victoria Road 
and Buckingham Road boundary and was not to erect buildings which would 
cause a nuisance or be connected with trade or manufacture, Only 
lodges were to be allowed within 40 yards of the north side of 
Victoria Road. No mention was made of the fact that the house could 
not be built in brick. 
16 
Hargreaves erected a stone mansion which 
he named Buckingham House, This, unlike Judson's house., was a large 
imposing two-storey mansion, built in a, ýhlar with stone pediments and 
Ionic columns, 
The prices fetched from the Fawcett sale varied between 9d, to 111d, 
per square yard or for most plots L200 per acre but some, such as 
lot 16 described above$ were higher (the total value of the 81 acres 
was given as L370 per year in 1826). The Fawcett trustees had 5 
sales by 1838s 20 by 1842 and 24 by 1846, but only 11 plots had been 
built on by the letter dates 7 of which were within the study area. 
There were by this time three large mansions all with access from 
Victoria Road; Buckingham House built c, 1839, Rose Court built 
c. 1841 and next to it, Marley House built c. 1840. The banker, George 
Smith, had Rose Court built, probably to the designs of 3ohn Clark, 
the Leeds architect; it is a stone house with a low pitched slate 
roof and a porte-cochere supported on four Tuscan columns facing 
Headingley Lane. Next door to it Thomas Newsomes'the surveyor for 
the estate, erected another stone mansion (ncwdemalished) named ' ! o, 
Morley House; this he let to another George Smiths a Leeds cloth' 
merchant, 
Various smaller houses were erected by the buyers of plotsp such as 
a cottage and outbuildings an lot 11 near Hyde Park Corner by G. Noble 
and the stone-built houses erected on lot 26 by Simeon Spenceley, a 
farmer who grazed his cattle on nearby fields. The most significant 
of these smaller developments took'place on lotý33, Becauae of an 
old field boundary which followed the line of a back to the south 
of Victoria Road, the plot was long but extremely shallow in depth 
from Victoria Road (see Fig, 15), It was virtually impossible for 
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any purchaser to erect detached residences of any size on the plot 
as drawn up. For this reason it was further subdivided and by 1644 
J. Bulmer a joiner had erected two stone houses which were to form 
the beginning of a terrace of similar sized houses facing onto 
Victoria Road with gardens only to the south side. These houses 
were to be the very first terraced houses erected within the study 
area in the open fields which did not form part of the old village 
of Headingley, They were to be the forerunners, albeit in stone, 
of many rows of terrace houses built over the next 70 years, Unlike 
all the other houses built prior to them on the Fawcett Estate) they 
were probably (with the possible exception of Marley House) the first 
built by a builder for speculation and not custom-built. Thus in 
1846 the Fawcett Estate can be seen to be in a fragmented state of 
transition with some lots built on, some as building ground and the 
majority let for agricultural purposes, It can also be seen that eome of 
the variety which was to remain with the estate to the present day, 
had become apparent, Large mansions had cattle grazing in fields 
at one side and a mechanic's cottage at the other; stone terraced 
houses, a red brick villa and a farmer's residence were all in 
existence. 
17 
The image of Headingley village as a desirable location of high social 
respectability was set by the mansions built on Headingley Hills by 
those at St. Ann's Hill and by the even larger houses further north, 
In 1831 the New Grange Estate to the north-west of the village was 
purchased by William Beckett, of the Leeds banking family, who became 
M., Po for Leeds in 1841, and he changed the name of the house to 
Kirkstall Grange; it was set in 450 acres* John Marshall, the 
Leeds flaxspinner and fellow M*P., built himself a residence between 
the Beckett Estate and Headingley village which was known as Headingley 
House. He owned and leased over 25 acres and his! sonj John Marshall II, 
had a house built adjoining Headingley House named Headingley Lodge, 
The further development of housing-in and adjacent to the study area 
followed three main patterns: the larger mansions and grounds which 
resembled small landed estates when compared with those north of 
Headingley village$ recreational developments for public enjoyment$ 
and the development of smaller houses particularly those close to 
Hyde Park and Woodhouse Moor where access to the town was made easier. 
The number and position of houses existing in IB46 can be seen on 
Fig. 10. 
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4.3 Recreational Areas 
Two fields adjoining Woodhouse Moor, named Twenty Acres and Near 
Toad Hole, were in the ownership of the Earl of Cardigan in 1831, 
At. some time during the 1830's Robert Cadman purchased these two 
fields and by 1839 had developed them into a cricket ground. 
is In 
the same year Cadman purchased lot 31 of the Fawcett Estate to add 
a further 4 acres to his existing 6 acres. The cricket ground was 
named as the Victoria Cricket Ground on Fowler's map of 1844 and 
19 
had access to Hyde Park by a track and to Burley by public footpaths. 
As the adjacent Woodhouse Moor was marked as a Public CricketlGround 
it can be assumed that the Victoria Ground was a private club and., 
more select. 
As described in Chapter 3 the Leeds Zoological and Botanical- Gardens 
wem begun in 1837. In that year a public meeting was held to raise 
support for the forming of such a garden in Headingley and by Oecember 
enough money had been raised to-purchase 18 acres from Mary. Bainbrigge II 
and John Marshall. rour fields were involveds Tinker Garths. Thistle 
Hills Oddy Garth and Potter Close, all adjoining Chapel Lane; 4 acres 
came from Marshall and. ithe remainder from Bainbrigge, A further 
4 acres were obtained from R. W. Do Thorp to build an access road up, 
to the Otley Road, The total cost of the three purchases was L7,370 
and the purchaser. was Edwin Eddisons a Leeds Solicitor who acted on 
behalf of the trustees of the Company. The land surveyor. who draw 
up plans of the fields purchasedýwas T, Newsam who also acted for the nearb) 
rawcett Estate, 
20 The target for subscriptions had been E20,000 
in 1837, howevers by 1840 only half this sum had been raised. -. ý 
The plans for the gardens were'very elaborate and were drawn up by 
William Billington, engineer and architect of Wakefields who was 
assisted by Edward Daviess botanist and landscape engineer. The 
plans were approved by the trustees and it was Proposed that'they 
should be erected when a sufficient sum had been subscribed, A copy 
of the plans survive at the Thoresby Society in Leads and they show 
the garden layout and inset elevations of buildings drawn by-Billington. 
The main entrance had a classical portico situated at the centr'ý of 
curved stone walls and the visitor passing through would have been 
able to visit orangeriess greenhousess a fountain, two lakes, a large 
palm conservatory and a zoological department; the whole to be 
21 1 t- - surrounded by a large stone wall. Due to a lack of funds only a 
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reduced scheme was ever built, The access road, the main entrance, 
entrance lodges, the boundary wall, the fountain, one small lake and 
a zoological section were completed together with the planting of a 
great variety of trees and plants, A circular bear pit with 
castellated observation towers was constructed and remains today 
but generally the completed scheme was only a pals reflection of 
the original grandiose design, 
The gardens were not a success despite the construction of a railway 
halt at the southern end in 1848 giving even better access to the 
public. The reasons for the economic failure were: lack of funds 
not allowing construction of the total scheme hence it was less of 
an attraction to visitors; the cost to reach it from the Centre of 
Leedsq a distrance of 2j miles by train or omnibus; a severe 
depression in the local economy at the time giving little extra 
income for spending on luxuries by the working population, 
In 1846 the trustees unsuccessfully attempted to sell the gardens 
to the Leeds Borough and in 1848 they were advertised to be sold 
as building ground. One year later Henry Cowper Marshalls fourth 
son of the famous flax spinning magnates purchased the gardens for 
L60010 which was less than the original land purchase price. From 
1849 to 1853 Marshall used the gardens as a detached extension to 
the family residences Headingley Houses allowing visitors access to 
them. For a few years until 1858 the gardens were leased to 
Thomas Clepham and reopened to the public under the now name of the 
Leeds Royal Gardens, Clapham introduced a showman's touch with 
firework displays and military bands and then moved to a showground 
nearer to the town centre which would be more accessible to visitors. 
4,4 The Thorp-Estate 
Dre RoW*D* Thorps probably encouraged by the Fawcett Estate sales$. 
decided to put up for sale 20 acres of his remaining estate which 
included the old manor-house and malt kiln. A plan was drawn up in 
1845 by Martin and Fox, surveyors and land agents of London and 
Leedso showing 11 lots for villas with access from Headingley Lane, 
Proposed roads were to be 40 feet wide, the old manoDhouse was to be 
retained in 2 acres and lot 8j comprising a field called Tinkler 
Pastures was not laid out as building ground. 
22 (see Fig. 16). 
The intention was to dispose of the estate in three wayaj villa lots, 
the existing houses and one large field of 10 acres. The villa 
lots were almost rectangular in shape with the proposed roads set 
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out in slight crescents following the curve in the otley turnpikes 
but the layout did not attract buyers despite its obvious attractionse 
The site sloped to the south, adjacent to it were-large mansions and 
it abutted the zoological gardens* These advantages had to be weighed 
against the fact that there were still unsold lots on the Fawcett Estate 
with roads already constructed and these too had the same advantages, 
Thus a nearby estate offered competition. By 1851 the 20 acres 
had still not been sold and were put up for auction agains once more 
without success, In 1852 further subdivision took place into smaller 
lots with villa sites at half an acre from EIOO upwards and land for 
good terrace houses with large gardens at prices from E60 to LBO. 
The two were to be kept apart by means of restrictive covenants and 
the detached or semi-detached houses were to have an annual rental" 
of at least L30.23 R*W*D, Thorp died in 1849 and his son DeLe Thorpp . 
also a doctor., move6 to live in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire where he 
was residing in 1856, The estate was disposed of but not as building 
ground as intended at the sales of.. 1845 and 1851 - 2, Robert Oohn 
Ellerahaw, an oil'merchant., purchased 3 acres alongside the private'- 
road to. the Zoological gardens-in 1856,. On this land he erected 
another, stone mansion named Spring Bank, The majority of the estate 
was sold in. 1852 59 to, Anthony Titleys a Leeds flax spinners who 
did not deVeloP'the land*, At some time after 1859 Titley sold a 
plot of, land to a developer who built Richmond House, a classical 
-stone mansion. with an access carriageway to the atley Road. The 
two-starey house with a slate roof and central porch is one of the 
24 
many in Headinglay 'about which early details are unknown. 
4,, 5 The Teal Estate , 
Henry Teal, a land surveyors first attempted to sell his estate between 
Hyde Park Corner and the Victoria Cricket ground in 1645, The land 
comprising two fields of 9 acress was divided into 4'lots and put up- 
for sale as 241. acre lots with a proposed now street 36jeet wide 
to give access from Hyde Park, The now road was parallel to but 
not on the line of the track existing, alongaide Woodhouse Moor and 
by this time the two terrace houses erected by 3, Bulmer on Victoria 
25 Road were completed, The estate Was not solds 
A few years later Teal decided to try his, hand again and this time 
drew up an estate plan which was submitted-to Leada Corporation to 
show a network of estate roads with 26 building lots. This plan 
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Fig. 17 Through house on tne lea' 
Estate, Hyde Park Roadx erected c. 1862. 
Fig. 19 Back-to-back houses in 
Kensington Terrace, erected 
C. 16bo. 
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drawn in 1852 offered plots of only 10675 square yards including 
roads and, at one third of an acre eacho were not aimed at developers 
wishing to erect villas of any size* The new roadsolater to becoma 
Hyde Park Terraces Midland Roads and Kensington Terraces were more 
suited with the smaller plots to receive terraces or small semi-detached 
houses. 26 The site was offered for sale in 1651 for villa residences 
and by 1853 for villa or 'other' residences. The type of development 
on the Fawcett Estate adjoinings which by then had severAl stone 
terrace houses erected on the small plots just to the north of Teal's 
land and separated only by a stone wall'and a ditchs must have been 
noticed by Teal and prospective purchasers alike. The pattern"had 
been set and when Teal did sell his plots the new buyers subdividadý 
and resold; this was particularly noticeable on the interior of'the 
estate, 
Lots 9 and 10 were sold in 1853 to O#W*H, Richardsons a Leeds solicitor$ 
and in 1854 he resold part of his land comprising lot 9 to Robert 
Eeles, a Leeds tobacconistp at a profit of Is, Bid, a sq* yde Three 
terrace houses were erected by Eeles which formed part of a longer 
terrace of houses facing Woodhouse Moor, O. W. He Richardson sold 
lot 10 to another Leeds solicitor who was probably a relation and 
also named Richardson, Lot 8 was sold to a John Cummins Miller in 
1853. 
Further development took place throughout the estate buts without access 
to deeds held in private ownership, details can not be recorded 0 
27 
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What is known is that in 1859 lot 16 on the original Teal sale plan 
was put up for sale by Richard Robinsons a chemist and druggists who 
had erected houses in a variety of styles in a terrace named Kensington 
Terrace, These houses had been built along the southern boundary 
facing the Victoria Cricket Ground and separated from it by the public 
footpath to Woodhouse Moore He offered 1 acre for sale at 2s, 6d, 
a square yard and stated that the street had been recently sewered 
at considerable expense* Robinson built ten houses in this terrace 
by 1861.28 Kensington Terrace occupied lots 11,12s 240 25 and 26 
of the Teal Estate working down from Woodhouse Moors and an estate 
plan submitted for the Royal Pirk Estate in 1858 showed lot 11 
belonging to 3, W, Richardson the solicitor, lot 12 to George Fletcher, 
lot 24 to Alice Mann and lots 25 and 26 to Messrs, Botterill and 
Robinson. The houses erected by Robinson were a mixture of back- 
to-backs and through houses, The way that both Kensington Terrace 
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and Road stopped abruptly suggests that they were intended to be 
extended at a future date no doubt when adjoining land became 
available to the west, 
29 
Plots were still 
' 
available in 1866 and one plot which was offered 
as 1,700 sq. yards in 1865 reappeared in 1866 as seven separate lots. 
In 1866 U. F, Dean, an accountant, had 1,320 sq. yards for sale in 
Hyde Park Terrace having decided not to add to the two houses he 
already owned in the terrace. 
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The slow pace of the development illustrates the changes in taste 
and fashion relating to designs house types and use of materials, 
together with the gradual decline in quality which took place during 
the period. The earlier houses facing Woodhouse Moor were in stone 
or brick with stone dressings and classical stone doorways were common* 
Within the estate and hidden more from view, smaller through terraces 
were built in red brick with few stone embellishments. The tortuous 
planning used to turn corners with the terraces without losing land 
and the houses still beings in name onlys through dwellingas is 
worthy of a much greater examination than in possible in this thesis. 
The greatest contrast in designs materials and house type can be 
seen when the last house in Kensington Terrace facing Woodhouse Moor 
is compared with those at the opposite and of the same terrace@ 
The former is two atoray high with collars and attics facing the 
Moor, the latter a group of eight back-to-backs built by 1861, each 
three storeys high with cellars and no atticss involving curious tunnels 
through the block to give access to those houses on the opposite side 
to those facing Kensington Terrace. These plain buildings have flat 
brick arches to the windows with stone window sills and door surrounds 
and have a simple Georgian appearance which even the addition of, 
modern outside plumbing cannot disguise, 
The whole estate was one of contrasts with some through houses having 
35 feet wide cross walls and others only half'this widths with stone' 
end terrace houses and brick back-to-backso' *What emerges from this 
variety is a clear indication of things to come; with eventually'' 
112 houses being erected over a 25 year period. on 9 acres, giving 
a density of over 12 to the acre compared with the mansions above 
Victoria Road which usually had more than an acre of grounds for 
their own use. ' 
Unfortunatel/ the requirement to deposit plans to the local authority 
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for building regulation approval was not in force until after 1866 
when the majority of the estate was constructed and details of owners 
and developers cannot be ascertained*. The frontage-to Woodhouse Moor 
suggests a series of small scale, building ventures* The buildings 
are principally in brick in a late Georgian style with stone dressings 
to, windows, bays and doorways, There is a general appearance of 
unity based on a common building line, the, red. brick and slate roofs 
and most important of, all the predominance of two storey high houses 
of a nearly uniform height. On closer insppction it can be seen 
that each house or small groups of houses have decorative elements 
or features which produce minor modifications to the overall theme, 
Thus several important changes can be,, soen to-have, come about by, 
1866. The introduction of Ahe first terrace of stone houses in 
Victoria Road started by 0, Bulmer beforeII1844 and the building of 
the first red-brick terraces, on the Teal Estates were two of these 
changes, The terraces when closely examined show variations in both 
plan and elevation and in some cases in the use of materials, yet- 
they maintain in parts a unified appearance* This was particularly 
the case on the Woodhouse Moor frontage, but where a great deal of 
subdivision and a longer building period had occurredp a far from 
coherent appearance resultedj as evidenced by Kensington Terrace* 
This terrace also illustrates two other new developments which were 
a portent of things to come. The and house erected on lot 11 faced 
onto Woodhouse Moor and was a larger dwelling built at right angles 
to the overall terrace with gardens and aspect on three sides. Thus 
the and house became a more expensive and more desirable residence. 
In contrast at the opposite end of the terrace were the three storey 
high back-to-back houses built c, 1861,, the first back-to-backs to 
31 be erected within the study area. 
4.6 General Developments 
The change from stone to bricý is not easily related to any one period 
of time or to any one development on a particular,. estate, , When " 
Fawcett had his first house completed on his estate in 1838 it was 
by a developer who built in. brick in a late, Georgian style* After 
this Fawcett used restrictive covenants to, forbid, the construction 
of any but stone fronted houses an certainplots. Fawcett's 
I 
trustees in 1856 insisted that; 
'the outside of every building to be erected thereon 
fronting Victoria Road should be built of stone. t32 
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This was to be relaxed an 
future sales as the need to*sell became 
more important. 
Stone was readily available 
locally from nearby quarries at Woodhousej 
Burley, Meanwood and Potternewtono Sandstone was available 
from the 
Scott Hall area and from Woodhouse* Stone was extensively used 
on 
houses in the old village of Headingley and when the Zoological Gardens 
were built in 1840 a fine stone wall was erected to surround it. 
Fawcett's trustees insisted on hammer-dressed stone wallsto the 
boundaries of his plots even when brick was allowed for the dwellings, 
Cost and speed were obviously important factors and where a restrictive 
covenant demanded stone then it would be used but where the developer 
was building for speculations which occurred an a large, scale for the 
first time on the Teal estates best red pressed facing bricks would 
be both a cheaper and quicker alternative. This was especially th6 
case after bricks had been relieved of their duty in 1850. The, latter 
date roughly coincides with Teal putting up his estate for sale and 
it is interesting to note that although a surveyor he did not think 
it fit to ban the use of bricks, 
The gradual change in the type of housing development from large mansions 
and villas in stone to terraces of red brick can be clearly traced, 
not only in Headingley but in other areas of Leads, The failure 
to improve the quality of life in the central townships of Leads gave 
impetus to speed up the exodus to the semi-rural seclusion of the 
out-townships* A number of the social and economic groups who had 
been confined to the town centre or the industrial townships by long 
hours and lack of transport found it possible to consider_a move to 
a better suburb from the 1850's onwards, - The lower middle classes 
especially started to move at a time when there was a number of 
building estates coming on the market, 
As the population of the suburbs began to increase the semi-rural 
nature of the area chosen by the early villa and mansion developers 
began to be eroded and eventually greatly diminished, The retreat' 
for the wealthy from the centre of town which took Place between 1000 
and 1850 did not have the same rosy future in the second half of the 
century. Changes in the amount of land an the marketp the types of 
houses built and the materials used all played a part in this ending 
of the status quo. once an estate had been divided up for sale as 
building lots there was always the possibility of letting unsold plots 
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or 
to existing house owners or local farmers for grazing A 
as an extension 
to gardens. The obvious course of events, however, was to make 
every effort to sell remaining lots by whatever means until all the 
estate was disposed of. The subdivision which took place on the 
Teal eptatep where the original 26 lots were to and up with 112 
houses built an them, became a common occurrence. It became normal 
to attempt to sell unsold lots an an estate by offering them in 
smaller and smaller unitsp thus bringing them into the reach of-the 
greatest number of possible purchasers, At the same time, with 
protracted sales, the conditions laid down by the pre-development 
landowner as to what type of houses could be allowed were often 
relaxed. 
These changes were reflected in the sales of land belonging to the 
Earl of-Cardigan which took place periodically. In 1845 Hawksworth 
wood, some 210 acres of poor and neglected woodland at Kirkstall, was 
put up for sale on 99 year leasess however, it did not sell because 
freehold land was available elsewhere in Headingley. In 1850 the 
Earl put up a further 70 acres for sale in, many different lots in 
Far Headingley and Burley. The auction hold at the Oak Inn fetched 
low prices with many fetching 11d. to 1s, 6d. per square yard. The 
unsold lots were put up for auction again in 1851 and 1853, being 
subdivided in the process to form: 
#lots of various sizes, some being eligible for the 
erection of villa residences and others within the 
means of persons of small capital. t33 
During the sales of 1850 - 53 it was rumoured that all the Yorkshire . 
Estates of the Earl of Cardigan were to be sold, These were changing 
times and were to be followed by the death of the Earl's steward in 
Headingley, George Hayward,, and the start of the Crimean War in 
1854, a conflict in which the major landowner was to play a leading 
role. More land was disposed of with'a minimum of restrictions at 
low prices which were attractive to purchasers, In 1859 yet another 
sale of the Earl's land took place at the Oak Inn, Headingley. The 
majority of land was an the old Headinglay Moor and the total number 
of lots was 70, in all shapes and sizes. Ten of these were within 
the study area. - Lots 542 550 56 and 57 were on the old Headingley 
Green, each approximately 1 acre, and lots 5B - 63 were adjacent to 
and south of Kirkstall Lane, The latter varied_from 1 acre to 3 
acres and these, when eventually sold, began the villa development 
I 
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opposite Headingley House then in the occupation of James Garth 
Marshall, the third son of John Marshall, 
4,7 The Fawcett Estate, 1846 - 1866 
Following the inevitable trend, the trustees to 
Estate, who had been careful about the type and 
which were allowed prior to 18500 relaxed their 
to the types of houses which could be built. 
land had still not been fully sold after twelve 
and in the face of ever increasing competition. 
sale at half an acre and less with some at 2 to 
houses. 
the J*H,. Fifwcett 
size of dwellings 
conditions relating 
This was after the 
years on the market 
Lots were put on 
4 acres for grander 
J. H. Fawcett died in 1856 and hit son Richard Henry Fawcett, an 
infant living in Caernarvon in 18599 inherited the remainder of the 
estate, 
34 
Land dispqsal passed from the old trustees to the lawyer 
looking after the son's affairs, Thomas Mann Lee. The continuing 
sales over the next ten years were complicated by the increased amount 
of land available elsewhere. In the 1850's land could be obtained 
for 1s. a square yard. one of the major purchasers of remaining 
land within the study area was Henry Ludolf, a flax merchant, who 
purchased nearly 6, acres in all, including parts of various older 
lot a. 
Another purchaser was William Whalley of Leeds who bought part of 
lots 26 and 27,, a third of'an acre, in 1859 and it. was still in his 
family's hands until sold in 1876, In the same year Edward Sulmers 
a Leeds, dyers purchased part of lots 26 and 27, also comprising a 
third of an acre., -and this t'oo stayed in the Bulmer family until 
sold in 1874* The last of this late group of purchasers was William 
Waterhouse who described himself as an agent of Headingley, He 
purchased 11 acres, being part of lot 27 and hold this until 1863 
when he resold it to a William Thomas Smiths gentleman of Leeds, 
By far the biggest sale came in 1860 when William Mawson of Hambleton 
near Selby., a gentleman., purchased lots 230 24 and 25p which together 
formed a separate estate beyond Langham Road and comprised nearly 9 
acres* Mawson hold onto the land without developing it until selling 
it in its entirity to Henry Ludolf in 1865* 
Ludolf purchased in 1859 lot 32, containing over 2 acress together 
with part of lot 28 and all of lot 290'making another 4 acres, 
Ludolf erected a villa for his own occupation, and then added to 
his holdings by buying Mawson's land six years laters to end up owning 
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Fig. 2U Ash Grove, VicLoria 
Road, erected c. 1840. 
Fig. 22 Houses erected in 
Victoria Road c. 1846 - 1860. 
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I 
Fig. 21 Two houses erected ny Hulmer 
in Victoria Road c. 1846. 
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Fig. 24 Estate boundaries c. 1866. 
a total of*15 acres. 
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The lack of depth for houses built on lot 33 had produced the first 
two stone terrace houses erected by Oaseph Oulmer, a Uoodhouse joiner 
and builders soon after 1841, By 1846 these were still the only 
two houses in the raw and were most distinctive in style with two 
storeys and a basements tall windows on the ground floors and both 
dweliings'entered by steps set within a centrally placed wide recess 
supported on two large columns. The recess was necessary because 
steps were not allowed to project onto the pavement of Victoria Road, 
The Tithe map of 1846 shows the two houses and on either side building 
lots owned by Fawcett and Christopher Pickard, a builder of Headingley, 
Pickard erected three stone terrace houses on his land nearer Hyde 
Park and these were shown an the D@S* map of 1850, From 1850 to 
1861 the majority of the terrace was completed with a Zoseph Wood 
erecting five houses to the west of Bulmer's andýa further six to 
the, east, Three more houses were erected in the remaining gap by 
Thomas. Ward to virtually complete the terrace of 21 houses except 
for two-houses terminating the block which were built at a later 
date. The Fawcett restrictive covenants at the time required housEs 
to be of at least E15 annual rental. and the use of stone for their 
4 street elevation. From 1841 to 1861 the rise in rentals meant that 
smaller houses could be built which still complied, It is interesting 
to, note that when Sulmer erected the first houses he used brick for 
the party walls but when future builders such as Wood altered the 
building line and, set back the adjoining houses, the red brick was 
left exposed thus defeating the object of the covenant, Like those 
on the Teal Estate immediately behind thems these houses were erected 
before the requirement for deposited drawings came into force and 
full details of the development are not known* 
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4.8 The'Hill Top Estate 
The land immediately south of Woodhouse Moor was open fields on the 
1850 O*S, map and contained a house called St. John's cottage. The 
majorit y of the land was in the ownership of the trustees of St. JoWs 
Church iri'the centre of L89dse In 1859 an estate plan was submitted 
to the Corporation for approval by the new owners 3ohn Eastwood, for 
a scheme showing lots for sale of various sizes and a network of 
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roads, Over the next two decades the whole of the St, John's'estate 
was developed generally from the north downwards and, as-on other 
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estates; the original large plots intended for villas were made 
smaller and subdivided to eventually receive rows of terrace houses. 
As on other estates like the Teal Estate the process took many years 
and the now houses were in red brick, By 1861 eight large terrace 
houses had been completed overlooking Woodhouse Moor and another 
three a little less grand were completed facing the newly formed 
Belle Vue Road* 38 
The St. John's Estate was situated within and abutting the western 
boundary of the intownship of Leeds which also formed the boundary 
with George Lloyd's Hill Top Estate which was in the township of 
Headingley-cum-Burley. The Hill Top Estate had passed from father 
to son. The estate passed from Thomas Lloyd to George Lloyd who 
died in 1844 and by 1850 it was owned by his sons Thomas William 
Lloyd of Thirsk, who must have viewed with interest the increasing 
possibilities of selling his agricultural estate and farm whichýwas- 
rented out, The St, John's Estate was just beginning and the Teal 
Estate was well under way when he was pursuaded that the timalwas 
ripe to sell and in 1659 the tenant of White House Farm an the Hill 
Top was given notice to quit* - Accardingly'in 1860s Lloyd sub. mitted 
a plan to the Corporation for the approval of a network of roads and 
sewers to develop his Hill Top Estate. The plan showed a new"road 
to be pushed through the estate from Burley in the South and rising, 
uphill to connect to the track which ran on the west of Woodhouse 
Moor, The road was to be named Henrietta Street after TeW* Lloyd's 
wife, One new roads Edwin Roads was to cut east-west into the 
heart of the land to be developed for, buildings 
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As in the case of. 
Victoria Road on the Fawcett Estate and Belle Vue Road on Eastwood's 
Ste Johns Estates the creation of one major road cutting through the 
fields seemed to be a first step in opening up land for further 
subdivision into building plots., The new road, however, was intended 
to extend to Hyde PaFk Road further north and by this means reach 
Hyde Park, but by 1861 Hyde Park Road was a see of mud because not 
all sections had been paved by persons, buying lots facing the moor, 
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By 1866 sales had only. taken place an lots at the top of -the hill 
facing Henrietta, Strest despite Lloyd's advertisements which offered: 
'elevated meadow and pastur6land; ',. Icontaining valuable beds of-clay, " 
#laid out for sale in building sites; ' 'comprising about 25 acres. 141 
Set againstAhese advantages was an abundance of land coming on the 
market an other estates and steep slopes which required steps in 
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blocks of houses@ Lloyd submitted a new plan for approval to 
show more details of the interior roads with Alexandras Princess, 
Kings, and Queens Road shown. The farm buildings still existed 
and it is interesting to note that the name Henrietta was crossed out 
and the name Hyde Park Road written above on the plan approved, 
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From 1861 to 1866 Lloyd sold to developers who subdivided lots and 
resold for speculation with little actual building taking place. 
To Grayson., a gentleman from Headingley who was to figure later 
elsewhere in the study area, purchased over 1 acre and an estate 
agent named J, S, Mathers purchased 3 acres in 1666, Mathers went 
on to subdivide and resell, mainly to builders such as George Lax 
from Hunslet and other small builders. 
Facing ever increasing competition the struggle to attract builders 
to purchase lend became even more intense,, and in order to dispose of 
the remainderj Lloyd was reduced to selling off large portions to 
Thomas Clapham who had already purchased 141 acres-to add to his 
Victoria Cricket Ground in 1B59* Claphem purchased the remaining 
181 acres in 1866, including the farmhouse and out buildingss paying 
L6,600 which represented Ild, per sq. ydo for the steep slopes, and 
2s. 6d, per sq. yd. for the more accessible southern portion. 
Another purchaser an the Hill Top Estate was the Leeds and Yorkshire., 
Land, Build 
' 
ing and Investment Company, (L. Y. L, B. I, C, ) which'became 
involved when the Company lent money to Clapham with part of his 
1866 land purchase as security, In 1867 they terminated the mortgage 
and took possession of the land in exchange. Involved in the company 
were two men, 3ohn and 3oseph Smith, the latter was a Leeds contractor 
who became manager of the L. Y. L, B. I. C. and in 1869. the two Smithe 
purchased 4 acres from the Company and opened up a br ickworks and 
quarry in the Queens Road area to exploit týe beds of clay which Lloyd 
had described In earlier land sales. The brickworks a. nd the L. Y. L. B. I. C. 
ran into financial difficulties in 1875 and the L. Y. L. B. I. C. went into 
voluntary liquidation in 1876e The Company specialised in the sale 
of building land in small lots to artisansp clerks and members. of the 
43 building trades. 
The new houses built on, the Hill Top Estate were in red-brick terraces 
and notlin stone'. There were many back-to-back cottages in Lower'. 
Burley but the majority of the Hill Top Estate was developed with 
small through housesp intermediate in value between these and the more 
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spacious and generally grander terraces on the Teal Estate to the 
north and the St. John's Estate to the east. 
4.9-- The Royal Park Estate 
Thomas Clapham, who had been the manager of the Zoological and Botanical 
Gardens, purchased the land facing Woodhouse Moor which was owned by 
Robert Cadman in 1858. This included the Victoria Cricket Ground and 
lot 31 of the Fawcett Estate, The total area was 10 acres and his 
main interest was in the cricket ground which was to be the 
focal point 
of his new recreational pleasure ground. It already had a reputation 
for staging both local and representative games of cricket and in 1846 
an All'England XI met 18 Yorkshiremen there after previous matchesý at 
Sheffield and Manchester. Yorkshire lost by 71 runs of which 
6S had, 
_ 
been, given away in 'no balls. 144 Horse racing took place an the Moor 
opposite the ground after the decline of the course at Chapeltown, 
The race, track was round the main perimeter with the central high 
ground being a popular vantage point, The Moor was purchased in 
1857 by the Corporation as a public open space for the enjoyment of 
45 
the town's citizens* 
It is clear that Clapham knew how to pick his spot and in 1858 he 
submitted to the Corporation an estate plan showing his land holdings 
but no proposed roads or future developments indicated, 
46 Clapham 
purchased 141 acres off Lloyd in 1859 and a further 18j'acres in 1866. 
To do this he relied on a complicated system of mortgages on which 
he tequently found difficulty in payingthe interest, After several 
similar land deals Clapham expanded his holdings to such as extent 
that he owed L15., 000 to various private individuals on the understanding 
that the money could not be called in before 1872, The L6,600 pu. -chase 
from Lloyd in 1666 was financed by a loan from the L. Y. L. B, I, C. 
By 1866 Clapham, owned 43 acres of land adjoining Woodhouse Moor and 
he constructed a new road, following the line of the old footpath, 
this he named Clapham Road and it gave access to the rear of 
Kensington Terrace. The whole of his land was not an enclosed pleasure 
grounds only some 20 acres on the site of the original cricket ground 
which he renamed the Royal Park; the other land was described as 
additional recreational areas. 
Clapham overreached himself financially and after 1866 he began to 
offer parts of his estate as building land, He offered 13 acres as 
building land and later in the same year the entire estate was offered 
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to Leeds Corporation as an extension to Woodhouse Moor to form a 
large parkland area. 
47 
The offer was rejected even though Clapham 
suggested that land might be obtained from the Earl of Cardigan to 
straighten out awkward boundaries. 
4.10 Existing Housing Stock in 1866 
From examination of maps and estate plans, it would appear that thare 
were approximately. the'following number of dwellings existing within 
the study area by 1866: 
Table 11 Existing Houses within the Study Area, 1866 
Estate House type . Total 
Fawcett 12 dove 2 sod, v, 4 lo, 25 tot, 1 h. a. s. 44 
Teal, - 78 tot. 6 bob. 66 
Marshall/Mansion I d. v. 2 cot. 3 
Clapham 1 lo. 1 
Chapel Lane 1 d. v. 1 cot. 2 
Cardigan/Kirkstall 
Lane 3 dove 4 s. d. v. 3 lo, 10 
Headingley Village various 61 
Total 207 
4 
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NOTES 
MAPTER 4 BUILDING DEVELOPMENTs 1838 - 1866 
1 Treen points out during the period 1800 - 1840, land at 
Headingley-cum-Burley was often adveriised for sale as 
having low parochial rates compared with other adjoining 
townships. Sao Treen, po 103 and 107 - 117, 
2 Ibid.., p, 131. 
3 Fraser, p. 102 - 103. 
4 Archives, DB/M 248. 
5 For full details of the Gainbrigge title, see L*C*D, 5121,0 
8972, and 9447. For further general information on the 
Bainbrigge Estate including boundaries and field names, des 
L, C, D. 6939,9 90122 90462 10653,122032 19824,215062 21657s 
36323, 
6 Treens p. 134. 
7 18370 7 Wme IV and I Vict. s Cap* 39* 
8 Treens p, 134* 
9 Ibid, P p, 1180 
10 Ibid. 2 p. 1190 
11 Jbid, 
12 Archivesp DB/M 341. 
13 Treen. p. 134 - 135. 
14 It is not clear when this name first appeared to describe the 
junction of Headingley Lane and Woodhouse Street, It was 
described as such on Fawcett's estate plan of 1837, 
15 Sources: house deedss Tithe Map of 1846 and Treen p. 136 - 139. 
16 L*C, Dep 8604. 
17 For details or early sales on the Fawcett Estates see L@C*D. p 8488s 86048 94470 135922 21152s 36323, 
18 t, Baines and R* Newsome (publishers)s Map of the Borouqh of 
Leeds, 1834 and 1839. 
19 C, Fowler (surveyor)s Plan of the town and environs of Leeds, 
1844* 
20 Local History Library, Leeds, ML(1837)o 
21 Thoresby Society Libraryj Box A contains a drawing of the 
proposed gardens as intended on completion. 
22 Archives$ DB/M337o 
23 Treens po 195, 
24 -For details ofthe Thorp Estates see LoC, D, v 5121,9 87662 88619 89729 106530 122030 38327, 
25 Archives, DB/M338, 
26 DoE. P. 9-1pAppendix 1. 
27 only one house an the estate was owned by Leeds Corporation in 
1979, See L, C*Dos 9322o 
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28 -- Treen, p. 207. 
29 D, EoP*g 21 Appendix lo 
30 Treen, p, 207. 
31 Th'elback-ýto-backs were not in existence in 1857 when street- 
directories list only four houses in Kensington Terraces numbers 
1-4. 
32 L. C*Do., 36323. 
33 Treen, p. 189, 
34 The Fawcetts had moved from Leeds to a new estate at Thorp Arch 
and then'in the late 1830's to Darley Dale in the Peak District, 
35 The house named Torridan was a large detached residence erected 
in 1870 to the designs of the architect S. E. Smith, see D, B, P, s 8 (thesis reference) 
36 For later sales on the Fawcett Estate, see LoCeD., 8489m 86980- 
93550 9423s 9447,9 10528p 106953 13592,15999p 36323. 
37 D, E. P. 0 3. App. endix lo 
38 Archives, DB/M 286s 2870 288o 
39 DoEoP, s 4. Appendix le 
40 Treenp po 221o 
41 IbidoR p, 270 - 271, 
42 D, EoP, p 6. Appendix 1, 
43 Treens po 306* 
44 For an account of this historic (for Headingley) and yet 
hilarious match# see J, Bo Place, 'Woodhouse in the Manor of 
Leadst in Thoresby Society Publicationsp Volume IIp 1945, p. 363o 
45 It was the first area to be so acquired as a public recreation 
ground or park in the growing towns 
46 DoE*Pos 2p Appendix 1. 
47 D, EoPes ýp Appendix 1* 
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CHAPTER 5 BUILDING DEVELOPMENT, 1867 - 1914 
Preamble 
In Chapter 4 the early development of the estates is comparatively 
straightforward to follow by reference to the maps showing estate 
. 
boundaries and because land units were large, After 1866 more and 
more subdivision took place as land was bought and resold and new 
estates were formed when different owners developed smaller parts of 
original larger land holdings. For this reason a map of the 
estates which were developed between 1838 and 1914 is shown in Fig. 252 
and as the building development on each estate is described, in the 
subsections of this chapter, a small key plan is included to indicate 
the estate's position within the overall study area, 
3, 
Fig., 25 
. Major 
building estate boundaries,, 1838 - 1914, 
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5.1 Deposited Plans 
The'importance of the date 1866 to this thesis relates to' the fact 
that prior to the Leeds Corporation Improvement Act of that year, 
plans only had to be submitted for approval to the laying out of 
estates, roads and sewers. It was not until 1866 that plans and 
elevations had to be submitted for buildings, and then only for those 
facing onto streets. The Improvement Act of 1869 consolidated all 
previous Acts into one new set of Building Regulations called, 
Bye-Laws with'Sections of Acts relating to New Streets, Buildingsp 
Etc., 1870, From the date of the introduction of the new Bye-Laws, 
plans, elevations and sections were required to be-submitted for 
all new buildings wherever sited, In the description of the 
building development between 1867 and 1914 which follows, extensive 
use of the deposited plans for estates and buildings has been'made 
in order to arrive at the overall patterns of house building, on 
estates in the study area, 
5.2 The Headingley Old Gardens Estate 
After Thomas, Clapham relinquished his tenancy of the Zoolog 
and Botanical Gardens in 1858, the owner H*C, Marshall decided, to - 
put up the land for sale as building ground, in 1859 the gardens, 
were divided into villa lots and advertised for sale, The site 
comprised just over 20 acres and was to be sold: 
'with the beautiful trees,, rhododendrons and other 
, 
flowering shrubs and plants growing thereon'l 
The sale was not successful and Marshall next attempted to sell in 
1863 but this time he obtained the services of the Leeds Surveyors 
2 and land agents, Martin and Fenwick, They laid out a new roads 
later to be called Cardigan Roads which was to be pushed-skilfully 
through the middle of the gardens to give access to villa lots on 
either side. Despite the proposed construction of a new'road there 
were still no sales*and in 1866 lots of 1., 500 square yards and 
upwards were advertised at moderate prices* In 1868 the 
installation of s6wers'to `Carýlgeicn Road was completed and Marshall 
let it be known that he was willing to build one or two villas to 
let in order to start the development off. This course of action 
was not carried out and in June. 1869 Martin & Fenwick submitted an 
estate plan to the Corporation of Leeds for approval to the'sals of 
al 
the Old Gardens in 28 lots. The drawing showed, surrounding land- 
owners, the proposed new road to become later Bainbrigge Road, 
the 
existing buildings in--the gardens and adjacent existing houses, 
The two existing houses were St, Michas3? s Towers owned by W*T. Watsonp 
and Broomfield House9built off Chapel Lane, The. nearby Chapel 
Lane Estate was shown to belong to the devisees of the late George 
North Tatham and the plan also indicated that it was intended to 
link up Victoria Roads which stopped at the gardeA boundary, to 
the newly formed Cardigan Road, The plan was drawn up for the 
sale of villa residences and stated: 
'Cardigan Road is made and sewered throughout, and passes 
through the middle of the Gardens from Burley to 
Headingley. These were formerly the public Botanical 
Gardens of Leeds, and were planted with choice variettes 
of Trees and Shrubs, which are flourishing in great 
luxuriance. These will all pass with the land on which 
they grow without any extra chargW3 
The first, sale came soon after and in August 1869 the architect 
Charles Fowler submitted a design for a detached houses Rawden 
Lo. dge,. on lot 26 adjacent to the Marshall's Mansion House Estate, 
The owner was Joseph Hudsongan oil marchant, who was to becom as 
like so many other developers in the Headingley*Gardenss an owner- 
occupier, Charles Fowler was an eminent engineer and surveyor 
who had worked on many of the turnpike roads in the first half of 
the century but in later life turned to architectural practice, 
Although he carried out extensive alterations to Headingley Parish 
"'Church in 1869 he appears to have been mainly involved in the 
design-df large detached and semi-detached villas in the area, 
Once Hudson had purchased others quickly followed and although 
Treen states that the first house to be built was Clareville for. 
John Heppergthe Leads auctioneer, this was not the case as plans 
for some seven other dwellings had been approved before that 
particular houseý The erection of Rawden Lodge5was followed by a 
pair of large semi-detached villass The Cedars and Morton Villas.,: 
most probably designed by Co Fowler and built on lots 7 and 8 
for two_pý). importers and merchants in 1870P Oak Lodge-was 
certainly. 0esighed by. -C. Fowler ano. -Osposited in 1869. for Joseph 
Stan, s'o*n 
I 
a.. -retired. 14ronmaster, who - b6u'ght 
`lot 2 for a, total'of L628# 
which worked out at 3s, 6jd, per square yard, The brick house 
with stone dressings was not to be Stenson's home for long for he 
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sold the house for L3,000 in 18727 (see Fig. 27). 
Further large houses followed; Cardigan House was designed by the 
architect Edward Birchall for 3. Poulter Webbs a woollen merchant 
who was a member of the firm J. D. Birchall and Company, The large 
stone house with a circular tower capped by a slated conical roof 
had the original fountain of the Old Gardens in its large grounds 
(see Fig. 26). Thomas Ambler designed Newport House and Cleveland 
House in 1870 for Henry Williamson$ a woollen manufacturer, and William 
Sugdon, an iron and coke merchant* The de31gn-for John Hopper's house# 
Clarevilles followed in the same year submitted by the architect 
George Corson. 
By 1881 ton large detached villas and 2 pairs of large semi-detached 
villas had been completed* They were mainly built in brick with 
stone decorative elements to doors and windows but a few like Cardigan 
House were in stone* Cardigan Lodge was designed by Edward Birchall 
in 1877,9 Sunny3ide by Thomas Ambler in the same year., and Valley, House 
.. was built for 3abez Woolley, a builder, contractor and brick manufacturer 
of Elland Road Leeds, The latter house was built to Woolley's own 
design and the drawings were submitted by his firm (see Figs 28). 
Most of these 
* 
houses had large gardens and some like Cardigan House 
and Cleveland House had grounds of j of an acre in extent* The owners 
were almost all owner-occupiers although some did sell after living 
in the houses for a number of years, The gradual decline in the 
standard and quality of houses being erected on adjoining @states 
after 1880 probably prompted some owners to do so. A-sign of this 
change came in 1887 when 08niel Dodgson, the architect responsible 
for so many through terraces in'the areaý'aubmitted designs for 3 
pairs of semi-detached houses on lots, 10,11 and 12 nearest to 
Cardigan Lane, These. were to be built in red brick with flat roofs 
covered in asphalt supporting glazed conservatories on top, The 
developer was Ooseph Hepworth of the clothing family, howevers 
probably much to the relief of adjacent ownerat these more modern 
creations were not built* 
Further houses were bu 
, 
ilt in th. 9 Old Gardens such as those designed by 
R#P* Oglesby for James Thomas'Hollins,, a timber merchant,, on the plots 
near Victoria Road between 1890 and 1892, and a very fine pair of semi- 
detached houses designed by F*W* Bedford for his brother James E. Sedfordp 
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a manufacturing chomisttnext to"the old bear pit 
in 1892* The 
architect Daniel Dodgson designed two identical detached-villass 
Sandholme and Wallingfen. -for the brothers Benjamin and William 
Walmsley in 1894. These two villas were built'to house the two 
brothers and their'families following the success of their 
building ventures elsewhere in Headingley and'Burley (Figs. 
29 and 30). The last'houses to be completed before 1914 were 
semi-detached villas on the land which 3. Hepworth originally 
tried to develop. These were built and designed by the local 
architect William Squires who acted as both designer and developer, 
Ifthe lodge built on to Oak Lodge in 1903 is taken into account$ 
the whole of the gardens were substantially built on over a, thirty- 
three year period from 1869, but even then certain lots still 
remained vacant until this century* These included the site to 
the rear of the bear pit, lot 20 directly opposite the bear pit 
and lot 12 near Cardigan Lane, 
8 
As might be expected some of the best architects in town were used 
on the rather exclusive development which the'Old Gardens 
represented; Ambler, ýBirchalls Corson., ýOglesby and Bedford all 
depositing designs, as well as some of the less wellknown 
architects of Leeds, 'A fine pair of, somi-detached houses were 
designed by the'Architect T. Anderson for two woollen manufacturers$ 
Thomas and William Ibbitson. These were erected in 1878 on lat 
24 of the estate which involved demolition of two older cottages 
which had formed part of the entrance to the Old Gardens. The 
two houses, named Woodlawn and Grove Villagwere large imposing 
residences built in red brick with stone dressings. which had floor 
areas as extensive as many of the detached dwellings on nearby 
plats (see Fig. 31 Reference to deeds show that the land-ý: 
on which they were built had originally'been purchased by a Leads 
woollen merchant, 3ahn Labron, who was later to develop a terrace 
of three houses on the Mansion House Estate just to the north. 
Labron purchased the land, 2,571 square yardag for L762,15s. in 1870 
including a cottage almost touching Cardigan Roads another build I ing 
which, was being used as a dwelling and . sev . oral outbuildings, The 
restrictive convenants stated that the offending cottagess which 
no doubt detracted from the image of the gardens as a salubrious" 
suburbs should be demolished within 12'months from the date of 
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Fig. 27 Oak Lodge, Cardigan 
Road (C. Fowler 1869). 
House, Cardigan 
ez Woolley in 1 
Road 
Fig*6u Fig. 31 Grove Villa and Woodlawns 
Road (D. Dodgson 1894). Cardigan Road (T. Anderson 1877). 
purchase and that a 78 foot building line was to be imposed from 
Cardigan Road. The latter explains the reason why houses were 
set so far back from the road throughout the estate and why lodges 
and stables were placed at the rear of villas in every case, The 
covenants were even more specific about the dwellings:, no house 
was to be of less annual value than L40(except for lodges or houses 
for a manservant)and only one detached or two semi-detached houses with 
outbuildings.. were to be erected on the plot. There were also 
the usual festrictions on trade, public housess shopsl steam-, 
engines and other causes of nuisance* 
Labron. erected some stables on the site and then sold the, two plots 
to T, D, -Ibbi*tson and W. Ibbitson at a profit in October 1877. 
What, was evident from the deeds was that when Labron sold 1,321 
square yards to TO, Ibbitson for L6550the conveyance-clearly 
stated that this included the land and 'also that dwellinghouse 
then in the course of erection'. -This practice where the land- 
owner allowed a developer to proceed with house, building before- 
the conveyance of the land had taken place was found to be a common 
occurance in other deeds, In this case the plans for the house 
were approved-in June la. 77,, the land, sold in October 1877 and 
Ibbitson borrowed LVOO to finance the venture in the form of a 
private mortgage from William Thomas Solland of Hunslet on the 
23rd October 1877, Assuming no other capital was involved this 
gave some L900 towards the building costs. 9 As an the, other 
estates which were to follow it, the length of time betweenthe 
first house erected and later building developments allowed a 
smaller type of house to be erected within the restrictive 
covenants and as time passed people who required menservantss 
coachmen and very large houses no longer wished to live so close 
to Leeds. 
Sg3 The'Mansion'House Estate 
In 1869-the land to the east of St. Michaels Church and below<tlhhea 
-Ptley turnpike had passed into the hands of the Misses Frances 
..,.; and Elizabeth Marshall, the daughters of Oohn Marshall. At was 
described. at the time as being on the south side ofs and adjoining 
the Leeds-'and. Otleý'Turnpike Roads-lying between Headingisy Church 
and the residence of R. J. Ellershaw Esq, s which was the mansion 
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known as Spring Bank* The estate contained a large house called 
The Mansion House with stabless coach-houses, outbuildings and 
coachmans cottages the tenant being a Mrs. Long. There was also 
another old cottage named Church Cottage with outbuildings, 
occupied by a Miss Ann Marshalls a relative of the landowners.. 
On the 3rd Novembers 1869 the Misses Marshall put up the estate 
for sale at the Oak Inn Headingley, having divIded up the land 
into 20 lots for villas 
10 (see Fig, 32), The surveyor for the 
estate was H. Clarkson, a land and mineral agent from Wakefield. 
He opened up the interior of the land with a now 40 feet wide 
road, to be named Bainbrigge Terrace, running from the newly 
constructed Cardigan Road, which was also 40 feet wides up to the 
Otley Road, Twelve villa lots were to have access from the new 
roads three from the Otley Road and five from the private carriage 
road leading to the Old Zoological Gardens, The estate plan was 
submitted by Clarkson to the Corporation in November 1869# and 
this stated that Heppers of Leeds were to be the auctioneers for 
the sale, 
11 
- 
The stone Mansion House, which gave the estate its name, was first 
shown an maps in 1822 but like the adjacent Manor House it was 
certainly much older* The plats for sale were generally only 
of an acre in extent with some even smaller and the development 
was further complicated, by an 18"foot building line to the private 
carriage road (later to be called Spring Road) and a 30 foot 
building line at either side of Bainbrigge Road. These, coupled 
with the 18. feet wide easement for the Leeds Waterworks conduit 
passing through the site, considerably reduced the sizes of several 
of the lots, In fact six of the twenty lots were affected by both 
building lines and the easement line, a combination which greatly 
restricted the area an which building work could take place. The 
result an lot 9,, for, example, was that the swathe cut out of it by 
the easementstogether with the building line, left a plot on which 
little or no development was feasible* 
Those -lots which were not blighted in this way sold readily and 
with good'. access for Private carriages together with the close 
proximity. of the Leeds - Headingley omnibus service, the estate 
began to be develope d from the north downwards, In general terms# 
the houses were detached or semi-detached villas built in stone at 
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Mansion House Estate 
divided into lots for 
sale, 1869, 
the north nearest1to St. Michaels Church with short terraces 
interspersa4l among the villas lower down the hill, Besides the 
semi-detached there were four detached houses, two short terraces 
of only three houses and a much later terrace of six houses built in 
red brick, 
The first dwellings to be built were two semi-detached villas an lot 
4 facing Spring Road which was the name given to the private carriage 
road to the Old Gardens after it had been widened, These were 
developed by Godfrey Wood, a confectioner, and designed by the 
architect T. Ambler. The next to be built were Collina Villas, 
two semi-detached houses erected on lot 1 also facing Spring Road. 
These war@ for a Mr. J. Abbotts a grocer and tea dealers and designed 
by Robert Wood the Headingley architect and builder, Gradually other 
plots were also developed with villas and some red brick terraces 
but the majority were large semi-detached houses of quite distinct 
character and appearance* This was because the lots were sold to 
many different developers whos although sometimes employing the 
same designer for the preparation of drawingssappear to have exhibited 
very different architectural tastes, only G, Wood# the confectioner$ 
built on more than one plot, however, the architect Charles Fowler 
not only designed four of the houses an the estate but attempted 
unsuccessfully to develop several others, He did eventually act 
as a developer for two villas in Beinbrigge Road in 1878.12 
Robert Wood, who described himself as both a builder and architect, 
designed the two semi-detached houses in Spring Road, Collina, Villaas 
and the two short rows of terraces; one in Spring Road, and the other 
in Sainbrigge Road, He did not have an office in Leads town contra 
but operated from Reservoir Streets Woodhouse and then later from Hyde 
Park. He would appear from the evidence to have been more of a builder 
than an architect. It is most likely that. Wood draw up. his own plans' 
and then acted as a develo. per, by. latting out work to individual 
building tradesmen. Whatevoi tho-c4se may be in this respect he was. 
certainly very active in designing and developing houses in Headingley 
and visual examination of his finished buildings clearly demonstrates 
that his skill as a. *hou. *ýt daiigner'boars comparison with many other, 
architects who were: :. 60 
. Oýrontly, mors suitably qualified to use the 
professional caýriisd`oUt b y R, Wood over the 
next twenty years was also of an equally high standard when compared 
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with the work of other architects 
13 (see Figs. 33 - 35). 
The other depositors of drawings an the Mansion House Estate included 
Thomas Ambler, who had worked on the nearby Zoological Gardensjj 
Backhouse and Bells James Wilson# S. E, Smith, Edward Birchall, 
Tom Andarsons Smith and Tweedales and Ernest Prince. The houses 
were built for individuals with occupations such as: grocers., 
confectionersp family drapersp commission agantsp woollen morchantso 
timber merchants and woollen manufacturers, Some lived elsewhere 
and built for speculation, others built for owner-occupation. 
Development of the estate was almost entirely completed by 1685, having 
taken 15 years$and the length of the process allowed a smaller house 
of less quality to be erected in latter years without contravening 
covenants placed on the land in 1869, Thuss as on other estates 
in the study areas a great contrast in house types could appear 
within relatively short distaftes, On lot 2 facing Hpadingley Lane 
Edward Birchall, one of the best architects in towns was employed in 
1875 by the millionaire recluse, Robert Arthingtons to design a 
large plain stone detached villa set in half an acre of land. 
14 
At the other extreme, the builder developer James Hutton purchased 
lots 13 and 14 off Jo Hudson, the owner of Rawden Lodges in 1883 and 
proceeded to erect 6 through terraces in red brick with carved 
keystones and other decorative elements that Hutton admired so much. 
It can be imagined with what alarm the' owners of the surrounding 
larger houses viewed this turn of eventse 
The restrictions placed an the land in 1869 were; dwarf stone walle 
.... 
with stone copings and iron palisading; no buildings but walls 
within the building lines to streets; a good flagged pavement to 
be constructed; the owner to pay a proportional cost of keeping in 
repair the highway and sewer underneath; no houses to be built of 
less annual value than L40, except for-lodges or servents houses; 
no burial grounds or buildings to be used for manufacturing,, trade., 
noisy or offensive purposes. 
15 
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Fig. 33 Alverthorpe Villas, Spring Road 
(T. Ambler 1870). 
Fig. 35 A terrace of three 
houses, Spring Road (R. Wood 
1B73). 
Fig. 34 Collina Villas, Spring 
Road ( R. Wood 1870). 
5.4 The Fawcett Estate, Victoria Road 
The unsold lots of the Fawcett Estate, first put on the market in 
1837, were gradually developed from 1666 onwards. By this date 
there existed four large mansions north of Victoria Road: 
Buckingham House., Longfields Morley House and Rose Court* In 1869 
designs were submitted for another large detached house by S. E* 
Smith, a Leeds architect who was acting on behalf of Henry Ludolfs 
a flax merchant who had purchased several plots of land on the 
estate, He built the house in 1870 an part of lot 14 and this 
included the erection of a lodge at the entrance gates in Victoria 
Road. A photograph survives which was taken of the house just 
prior to demolition this century (see Fig*36), The lost 
remaining plot situated between Buckingham Mount and Hyde Parks 
lot 15, had been reduced in size by Ludolf's purchase and was 
developed in 1870 when a large pair of stone semi-detached villass 
(the largest found in the study area) were built by two brotharso John 
and Christopher Kirk who were both members of a firm of stovers 
and cloth dyers, The architect was once again S. E* Smith who was 
then employed to design the outbuildings, stables, greenhouses and 
three separate lodges, With the erection of these two houses, to 
be named Buckingham Villas., the select group of very large villas 
which were made even more attractive by the later addition of 
vineries and orchard houses., was virtually completee 
16 
It was to 
remain one of the most select areas of Leeds with clothing magnates 
like Norris Rhodes Hepworths who died at Torridon in 19140 and 
Obadiah Nussey of the woollen manufacturing family# who became mayor 
of Leeds., being typical examples of those who resided behind its 
high stone wells. Paradoxically it was this part of the study 
area which was to change most dramatically after 1914* This was due 
to the moving an of the wealthy owners and the sale of the houses 
and extensive grounds for building development, 
The first house to be demolished was Morley Housep which had been 
owned by Nusseys when it was sold in 1905 to make way for the now 
. -LOeds Girls Grammar School. Plans were submitted by. the architects 
"Connon and Chorley and the school was erected in 1906. The 
mansion nathe. d. Rose Court which was probably the finest of the grou' P 
pearly'suffere'd"a'similar fate when'ad%iBrtised for: saib in 19,12. 
Due to the owner leaving the district an estate came on the market 
mainly comprising& 
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Fig. 36 Torridon, Headingley 
Lane (S. E. Smith 1869) now 
demolished. 
Fig. 38 Rose Courtp Heaclingley 
Lanep erected c. 1842. 
OR' 
Fig. 37 Buckingham Villas, 
Headingley Lane (S. E. Smith 
1870). 
113,9000 sq. yards rips for immediate development' 
The advertisement obviously implied demolition but this was averted 
by the purchase of Rose Court by the school which had probably 
threatened its existence as a superior private residence. 
17 
In contrast to the mansions on Headinglay Lane which were 
mainly built for owner-occuPierssthe precedent had been set 
for 
building smaller speculative houses in the form of through 
terraces 
facing onto Victoria Road. This process continued after 1866 
but, 
due to a relaxation in the covenants set by Fawcett's solicitor, 
brick was allowed and the new terraces were no longer built in 
stone. Lot 18 and part of 3. ot 17 were developed between 1874 and 
1877 by the construction of a road to be named Buckingham Mount, 
An estate plan was submitted to the Clbrporation in Jurie 1871 for 
an estate on little over 11 acres of land which was drawn up by the 
-architect James Charles and it indicated 
that the developers who 
had purchased the land were Charles and a Squire Holroyd, Little 
is known about Holroyd who also acted as a developer on The Hill 
Top Estate but he was most likely the same Squire Holroyd who had 
a hairdressing business in Wellington StreetsLeads in the 1870's, 
The estate plan showed 27 lots for through terracess 8 of which 
faced Victoria Road and the remainder had access to the rear by two 
back lanes and to the front through a set of gates across Buckingham 
Mount. is 
The estate was completed with 3ames Charles acting as architect for 
several developers andsalthough Charles and Holroyd owned an 
interest in the land in 1871, they did not act as a developer for 
any of the houses, Robert Slater, a Headingley plumber and 
sanitary engineer. was the developer for twelve of the terraced 
houses. Facing Victoria Road only three houses were built on four 
plots which provided space for a pair of semi-detached houses 
designed by 3. M. Fawcett for William Blackett, a cloth finisher, 
and a detached house erected 
' 
for To Marshall, an estate agent, 
land surveyor and architect. Marshall by this time had begun to 
develop houses on the Thorp Estate immediately to the north. 
A similar housing development was carried out an the smaller plots 
further down the hill but still facing onto and above the line of 
Victoria Road., These were built between 1869 and 1811 on what 
once formed lots 19,20,21 and 22'and were a mixture of terrace 
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housess and detached villas. James Charles designed all of them 
except for Linton Villa which was the work of Charles Fowler. 
Squire Holroyd Was the developer of the row of terrace houses' 
called Buckingham Terrace and 2 detached houses which were 
originally meant to be semi-detached but the adjoining half was 
never buil t in each case (Oak Villa and Elm Villa). These villas 
and Buckingham Terrace abutted the boundary of the Zoological and 
Botanical Gardens which was in the process of becoming a smaller 
version of the select area of housing already in existence at either 
side of Headingley Lane an Headingley Hill. 
South of Victoria Road a difference occurred,, if, not in house 
types, certainly in the face they showed to the road, Most 
probably the first house which had been built an the south side 
of the road was Judsor? s, Ash Grovel which faced southwards down 
the slope of the hill with its stables facing onto and with access from 
Victoria Road. The stone terraces nearer Hyde Park which were too 
small to require stables and carriage access had their principal 
front onto the road, A number of detached villas and rows of 
terraces were constructed between Ash Grove and the stone cottages 
erected by Simeon Spenceleyp They allswith the exception of 
Winstanley Terrace9turned their backs to Victoria Road and faced 
south down the uninterrupted slope of the hill overlooking the 
fields and pastures on the Earl of Cardigan's land to the south. 
The majority of these houses were erected just before the 
requirement for deposited plans was introduced in 1866, and', had names 
which the writer in. 
'The 
Builder found so inviting in 18480 such 
as: Victoria Lodge,, Albert Villas,, ' Albert House and Alexandra 
19 Terrace, In 1868 the architect*Charles Fowler submitted a 
design for 2 semi-detached villas attached to the end of 
Alexandra Terrace for Francis Carbutt, a Leads linen merchant, and 
these were followed by'Middleton Ville built in 1875 for Henry 
Cowbrough, a wine, spirit and cigar merchant. The architect may 
have been Fowler who deposited the design for the adjoining 
Woodville, a detached house for John William Hirst a law stationer, 
in 1876. All of these houses were built for owner-occupation. 
Winstanley",. Terracesbuilt for speculation. had its gable and facing 
Victoria-Road and by means of a short rear access road, the 
terrace was sited at ninety degrees to all the other existing 
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Fig. 39 Victoria 
erected prior to 
G. F. Danby 1882). 
Lodge., Victoria Road, 
1870 (bay windows by 
Fig.. 41 Through housesp Ebberston Terrace 
(T. Anderson 1877). 
Jt 
Fig. 40 Winstanley Terrace, 
Victoria Road (W. Wilks 1874). 
Fig. 42 Through housesEbberston 
Terrace (C. H. Thornton 1880) 
with later additions. 
houses on Victoria Road. Tom Anderson., architectp submitted 
the 
first design on behalf of Wallis and Ramsdens estate agents of 
Leeds; a scheme for 9 houses and a shop*20 
The design was later 
resubmitted by the architect W. Wilke for the same 
developers, 
The detached houses of Headingley at this time'usually drained into 
septic tanks sited well away from the houses and the drawing 
for 
this terrace showed drainage from all nine dwellings discharging 
into a septic tank situated to the south of the plot, with an 21 
outfall into a back running onto the Cardigan Land below. 
The land which was developed south of Victoria Road formed part'af 
lots 26127S 28 and 29 on the Fawcett sale plan (see Fig. ' 15 
and the majority of it belonged to Henry Ludolf who in 1859 
purchased part of lot 28, and all of lot 299 a total of nearly 
4 acres. Alexandra Terrace was built on land which was owned by 
William Thomas Smith of'Hambletan near Selby and William 
Waterhouse.. an dgent of Headingley. The latter purchased just over 
IJ acres of Lot 27, for L389.6s. in 1859 and'in 1863 sold the 
land to W. T, Smith who developed the terrace houses probably soon 
22 
after. The development of the long row of small stone terrace 
houses which had begun south of Victpria road before 1850 and 
stretched up to Hyde Park Corner was terminated in 1886 by the 
construction of's chapel, Thiss the second to be built in the 
study area for the non-conformists (the other was facing Woodhouse 
Moor), was designed by the architect W. S. Braithwaite on an 
irregular shaped plot with a hall accommodated beneath the chapel 
because of the slope and a caretakers house in the tiny space to 
the rear of the building. 
23 
5.5 Fawcett/Clapham Estate. Ash Grove < 
When the Clapham-Estate was put, up for... sale in September 1871 it Lt was to be sold at auction by Hepper and Sons on behalf of the 
mortgagess. The land was divided up into 8 lots and lot 7 contained 
the fields which had originally been bought. by Re Cadman from. the 
Fawcett Estate, 24 Thesescomprising just over 4 acres, of land% were 
situated between T. Judson's house, Ash Grove$ and land owned by 
Henry Ludolf. Building lines were indicated on the 1871 sale 
plan such that now development could only take place nearVictoria 
Road to the north and Clapham Road to the South, Esiate plans were 
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submitted to the Corporation in September 1871 and later in 
November 18719 the latter indicated that the land was to be 
divided up into building lots by three roads, Ebberston Terraces 
Ash Grove and a back access 
'road. 25 It would appear a sale was 
not forthcoming for lot 7 in one large area and therefore in 
1872 Clapham's mortgagees had James Fo'x4 Sons submit a new estate 
plan to the Corporation showing the 
iot broken down into 24 smaller 
lots, with 4 of these being large open spaces in the central port- 
ion of the land and not to be built upon. The remaining lots were 
clearly of a size intended for through t@Eraces'and not villas. 
26 
The 1872 sale took place in Leeds in August of that year, together 
with an attempt to sell land elsewhere an the Clapham Estate in 
similar small lots at either side of a neý road, io be named eventually 
Royal Park Road. The latter was divided into 71 lots of 200 
square yards to 300 square yards eachs whereas the land near 
Victoria Road had'lots of approximately 300 square yards each* 
The line of Queens Road was shown on the plan to be extended 36 
feet wide in a straight line from the Hill Top Estate through to 
join with Clapham Road, To help sales the vendors offered the 
following terms: 
'The Estate is situate about one mile f'rom the centre 
of Leeds, and forms the outlying portion of the 
Royal Park Estates and the present sale affords an 
opportunity to speculators or persons wishing to 
purchase single plats rarely to be met with* The 
Purchasers of the Building Land will have the, option 
of paying the purchase money in the usual wa Y or by 
easy instalments, extending over ton years. ' 
It is not-known whether'such inducements were immediately 
successful but a through terrace house was erected an the site 
near ClaPham Road in 1875 by a builder named Thomas Dixon$ and 
this was followed by others at the bottom end of the estate 
so that three existed by 1876. The architect for these houses 
was Daniel Dodgson and at the time the road running centrally 
through the site was intended to be named Prince Arthur's Road, 
Dodgson, in company with many, other architects during the latter 
half of the centurylsaw nothing wrong, in purchasing land and 
acting as both architect and developer, In 1876 he acted as 
the developer for 13 through terraces'. on both sides of Prince 
Arthur's Road$ these being completed in 1877, 
k 
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It is not clear whether back-to-back houses as such were banned 
on the land by restrictive covenantso or simply that the minimum 
28 
annual rental stipulated procluded their construction, What 
is known is that an ingenious attempt was made to circumvent 
whatever restrictions were imposedjj because in 1877 plans were 
approved for the erection-of two 'interlaced' houses on a plot 
intended for only one through dwelling. The houses were through' 
houses in name only with simply a passage, a little over 5 feet 
wide, to give access through to the other sids of the terrace 
(see Chapter 15). 29 
For one reason or another a lull in the development took place from 
1878 until 1885 during which time no hou-ses were built, In 1885 
the architect Walter Hobson designed and had erected two houses 
, 
at 
the top of Ash Grove and the and house facing Victoria Road was 
built for his own occupation. Hobson then proceeded to submit 
plans in 1890 for the development of the interior of the estate 
with a proposed recreational club and more through terraces for a 
developer named W*J* Howell# a venetian blind maufacturer of Leads* 
The private club was erected in 1891 to Hobson's designs and it 
contained a bar as well as rooms for card gamess snooker and billiards 
and in the grounds there were bowling greens and tennis courts. 
Howell then had Hobson prepare designs for a further 8 terrace 
houses opposite the clubp having found a way of building over the 
central portion of the site which was to have been kept free of 
development on the original land sales by Clapham's mortgagees, 
It was not until 1893 that the east side of Ash Grove was complete 
with what was to be the longest single terrace of houses in the 
study area (33 houses)* The west side was completed in 1893, by 
the addition of 3 very unusual through terrace houses designed by 
the architect 3ames B, Fraser and an and terrace house built in 
1898 for Charles Longfield., a grocer, to the designs of 3, M, Porter* 
5.6 Fawcett/Postill Estate. Ebberston *Terrace 
The 2 acres of land which' 1, ay to the east of the Ash Grove Estailts 
< 
passed from Fawcett to Henry Ludolf and later in the 1870's It oa 
94 1 
local bu 
I 
ilder named Francis Postill* 
30 This builder was also to 
acquire other land belonging to Ludolf5further down Victoria 
Road. 9 
in 1880. His first purchase was laid out with large building 
blocks to an estate plan submitted to the Corporation in December 
1876, This showed a proposed street,, Ebberston Terrace, and two 
narrow back streets at either side to give rear access with the 
eastern boundary following the line of the old beck running down 
from Hyde Park which by this time was described as an open drain 
In February 1877 Postill had a plan deposited by the architect 
Tom Anderson to show 17 proposed through houses in Ebberston 
Terrace with a larger and terrace facing Victoria Road for Postill's 
own use, Plans for a further 3 through houses were deposited by 
Anderson in 1878, but later in the year Postill had obviously sold 
off a large block of his land to another builder, H. D. Nettleton 
who proceeded to develop houses on the opposite side of Ebberston 
Terrace using the architect William Horrox to draw up his plans, 
Postill retaindd, however,, the land on both sides of the back ro'ad, 
Ebberston Grove3and continued to develop this using To Anderson 
for deposited drawings, I- 
There was a lull in the development between 1878 and 1880 and by 
that time Postill had sold off land to yet another builder, 
Benjamin Hewling, who had a wholesale ironmongery business but 
also described himself as a buildero Hewling built 6 through 
houses to the designs of the architect C*Ho Thornton and the 
development was completed in 1891 by the erection of 4 houses 
built an land purchased off the owners of Hyde Park Villas. The 
villas were a*pair of semi-detached houses with large grounds 
which$with the exception of the nearby Kensington Villaqhad the 
largest gardens of anyon the adjacent Teal Estate. 
I 
5.7-Fewcatt/Postill Estate, The Norwoods, 
< 
The builder Francis Postill purchased the estate belonging to 
Henry Ludolf on, the 
"s' 
outh side of Victorip Road which had 
to 
remained mainly'tjpdaveloped up to the time of Ludoles death in 
1875. The la6d had formed lots 23,24 and 25 an the original, 
Fawcett Sale plari. and'compri6ed over;. 5'acr6s$, 'but the only 
dwellings on it when sold by Ludolf's executors was-e single raw 
of red-brick through houses facing Victoria RoadInamed Nelson 
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Terrace. This terrace of five houses, which had originally been 
planned to contain six, was probably built by Henry Ludolf as an 
investment 32 Certainly they existed in 1878 and were probably 
built just prior to this date for an estate plan deposited by the 
architect T. Anderson for Postill in that years showed 5 completed 
and 1 yet to be built. 
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It was not until 1880'that the purchase of the land was completed 
and'Postill's estate began to be built on, and then it was by yet 
another builder who had purchased building lots from him, The 
builder was James Huttonq who used in the early stages the 
architect F. W. Moseley to draw up his house planso later tracing his 
own drawings to submit plans based on those which architects had 
supplied him, Hutton had a great liking for adding architectural 
decorative features to his houses and these were chosen by him as 
they do not appear an the deposited drawings for approval (see 
Chapter 15). 
Francis Postill did develop some of the land himselfs for example in 
Norwood Crescent (later re-named Norwood Grove), on ce more using the 
services of the architect Tom Anderson, Another builder who 
purchased building blocks off Postill was Henry Do Nettleton who used 
the services of a clerk of works called Re Whitaker to prepare his 
plans. When 3ames Hutton bought new plots on which he could not 
just erect terrace houses identical to those he had already builts 
he employed the architect E, Prince to design Norwood Villas facing 
Victoria Road in 1883e Prince also submitted a scheme for Hutton 
to build 8 houses in Norwood Terrace but these were not built as the 
site was taken over by Nettleton who compieted most of the houses 
built on the estate between 1885 and 1890. By this time Nettleton 
had taken to using the services of a local architect, Walter Hobson, 
who literally lived just up the road at the time, Deposited plans 
from 1885 onwards show that Postill had died and his affairs were 
in the hands of executors* The last houses to be built an the 
estate were completed facing Victoria Road in 1893, nearly twenty 
years after Nelson Terrace also facing Victoria Road was begun. 
Inspection of deeds for the estate show that Postill did not 
complete 'the purchase of the land until September 1880 and borrowed 
money from 3ohn Dunnin'g'Kayq'-, a-, '9entleman of Leeds,, to finance the 
transaction; the amount involved was L4,400. The covenants on, the 
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land stated that Postillp ainang other things would: 
'pay one half of so much of the cost thereof as should 
by the Town Council of the Boro of Leads be charged 
against the owner or owners of the said parcel of 
land for the portion of road and sewer which shall 
be co-extensive with such houses' 
The covenants also banned back-to-backs by insisting that no 
houses other than through houses should be built, a restriction 
which other builders such as Hutton and Nettleton also had to 
comply with. Nettleton bought some of his land in 1889 
borrowing money from a widow in Mathley near Leads and 0. Hutleyt 
34 
a gentleman of Shadwell3in the form of a private mortgage. 
5*8 Fawcett/Atkinson-Estate. Hyde Park 
< 
Underthe will of the first Mary Bainbrigge, ýthe small plot of' l1and 
at Hyde Park which contained farm buildings and later a butchers 
shop were bequeathed to the tenant John Atkinsonta farmer of 
Woodhouse. 
35 
John Atkinson who described himself as a butcher 
and farmer of Hyde Park Corners Headingleys died in 1863 and, his 
son Edward Atkinson carried on the family business. Some, years 
later the surrounding housing developments must have suggested to Edward 
that the time was rips for sale. Accordingly in 1878 his father% 
trustees had the architects Wilson and Bailey draw up, an estate 
plan for submission to the Corporation to show a new rear access 
road to be built between Victoria Road and Hyde Park Terraces 
36 
The intention was to sell Off lots for the building of shops as 
by that time-Hyde Park was becoming an intermediate shopping contra 
between Leeds and Headingley village, At the public auction all 
6 lots were sold but these did not include his father's stone farm 
buildings and shop on the corner of Hyde Park Road* 
37 
Joseph Poulter Webb, a Leeds woollen manufacturerwas the highest 
bidder for lot 6, for which he paid L674, and on which he then proceeded to 
erect a four storey corner shopping development with 2 dwellings 
over 2 ground floor shops. Webb employed the Leeds architect 
Edward Birchall to design the buildingd and his finely rendered 
drawings were submitted for approval in 1879, This was followed 
sooý after by a design for a5 storey house and shop by Tom 
Apoerson for S. Bottomleysa butcherjand other drawings soon 
followed for various developers, James Charles and-Walter Hobson 
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were architects who designed houses and shops in this small 
commercial rather than residential development, Meanwhile, Edward 
Atkinson continued to carry on business in his shop and outbuildings 
on the corner of the site facing Hyde Park Roadsand, whereas he 
banned the erection of slaughterhouses and other similar nuisahce6 
on lots soldshe proceeded to build a now slaughterhouse for his 
own use in 1883. 
By 1905 Atkinson's premi3es had been purchased by a J. Pickersgill 
who demolished the old butchers shop and farm buildings and erected 
what wa3 to be the largest building on the site: comprising 4 
ground floor shops, commercial offices on upper floorso and a 
top floor flat. The scheme was designed by Thomas Winn and Sonso 
38 
architects3but the occupation of Pickersgill is not known. 
5.9 Fawcett/Hewling Estate. Chestnut Avanue, 
The plot of land which was situated between the house named Ash 
Grove and the villas built later on the Fawcett estate to the West 
was owned by Henry Ludolf who in 1859 purchased part of lot 28 and 
all of l. ot 29 on the original sale plan. The covenants enforced 
by Fawcett allowed houses to be built of stone or best pressed 
bricks and a minimum annual rental of L15, After the death of 
Henry Ludolf the land, which contained a footpath running south 
between two rows of chestnut trees, was purchased by the Leeds 
ironmonger turned builders Benjamin Hewlingp who financed the 
purchase with a private mortgage in 1885* Hewling began to develop 
the land by constructing a new road, to be named appropriately 
Chestnut Avenue, running down'the centre of the plot from Victoria 
Road. The road was 36 feet in width but ended at the gates to the 
avenue of chestnuts until týe development further south took place 
in 1896, ihe, estats' plan for I the top half of'the estate was 
submitted to Leeds Corporation, in January 1886 by the architect 
Thomas Winn on behalf of Benjamin Hewlingo It showed the new 
central spine road and short branch roads running off it to both 
sides, each to this day a cul-de-sac due to the land at both sides 
remaining in separate ownership. The drainage for the houses was 
simpleý'and crude,.,. for, all houses were to drain to a sewer running 
beneath the'road. and thence' to"a large sump constructed 12 feet 
deep in the . garden-lower dow'n the hill. The overflow from the 
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sump presumably seeped downhill into the fields below and, as 15 
new houses were to be eventually connected to it3so too would the 
contents unless emptied at appropriate intervals, 
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The first houses on the estate were deposited for B. Hewling by the 
architect Thomas Winn and comprised three. terrace houses facing 
Victoria Road, These were built in 1887 and soon after completion 
Hewling took out a private mortgage to finance further developments 
by using the completed houses as security for a loan of L1,400 at 
41 percent inýerest from a Josiah Crathorne, a corn miller from 
Bevereley. 40 Hewling and Winn combined to develop 8 more dwellings 
which included Chestnut Villas in 18879 and then Howling sold off 
some of the remaining undeveloped portions of-his estate. Henry 
Atkinson. a builder of Leads. developed I detached villa facing 
Victoria Road in 1689 and the architect Walter Hobson designed two 
more semi-det&chad villas for a F. S,,, Oenkinson in the same year. 
In July 1888 Benjamin Howling had a design prepared and approved 
for one large detached house to be situated, in the centre of the 
lower half of his Chestnut Avenue estate. The drawings were 
carried out by the architect John Evers andýthe house,,, which was 
most probably for Hewling's own occupation,, was very old fashioned 
in both internal planning and appearance* Hewling never built 
the house but sold off the land instead for terrace housing and by 
1891 he was living in Tadcaster. 
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The land below Chestnut Grove was developed with small through 
terraces which weraln marked constrast with the villas above its 
Presumably the passage of time from 1859 to 1895 had allowed such 
houses to be built and still command an annual rental of L15, 
Two terraces were completed between 1896 and 1902 with John T, 
Pawsonja blacksmith. and the builder Arthur Meldrum being the 
major developers. Pawson used the services of C, H, Gough for his 
designs and Meldrum those of 3, M, Porter, 
5.10 The Teal Estate 
The majority of houses which were erected on the, Teal Estate 
Jhad 
all I already 
been completed by the time it became comoUlsorv for all 
houses-, facing roads to have Plans approved,. There wereshowever 
still some gaps in the terraces and these wGre'filled in from 1867 
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onwards when plans are available for inspection. 
The earliest were a row of 5 through houses, which were to figure 
in future sales of the Royal Park Estategand these were built by 
Thomas Clapham in 1869* He used the local architectpThomas Shaw, 
who designed these the last houses in Kensington Terrace to face 
Clapham Road and not Kensington Terrace. He thus created the 
situation that, whereas all the earlier houses faced Kensington 
Terrace because access was originally from Kensington Terrace only'q 
the last houses in the row had their rear yards facing onto what 
was once the principal street, In the same year the architect- 
O. B. Fraser prepared a design for a fine stone church# St. 
Augustines, to replace the temporary iron church which had provided 
a place of worship for some years an the Teal Estate. Work was 
started an the church in 1870 hut the completed building had an 
attenuated tower which it was planned to extend at a later date 
when funds were available (see Appendix 17)o 
Almost all of the later houses on the estate were built at the 
bottom and to the north side of Kensington Terrace. Hyde Park 
Villas were erected in 18733for a Thomas Fasterjwith very long 
gardens laid out an an open plan basis without fences dividing 
them up. Because of these gardensjwhen the adjacent Postill 
Estate was developed a few years later Ebberston Terrace became 
a cul-de-sac and Back Ebberstan Terrace reduced in width half way 
along its length, These villas were followed by houses in 
, 
Kensington Terrace, built from 1873 onwards with the Woodhouse 
builders Charles*Myerss being active as a developer., Plans 
submitted for building approval from 1873 onwards suggest that. a 
large number of the houses in Kensington Terracetespecially near 
the western end, were owned by Richard Robinson$a chemist and 
druggist5who had premises in Vicar Lane., Leeds, He was wealthy 
enough to ýave built what was virtually the only'datached residence 
an the Teal Estate in its own groundso Kensington Villa. The 
building of. this detached house in 1875jto the designs of an 
unknown dep9sitirs'meant, that not only could Robinson move up the 
social scale from a through terrace in Kensington Terrace where he 
lived previouslylbut also that one side of his extensive garden 
faced onto the only back-to-backs to be built in the study area 
before 1870, It would appear that Robinson saw no problem in this 
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mixture of social classes and certainly the large back-to-back3 of 
Kensington Terrace in 1875 bore little resemblance in either 
appearance or in the type of occupant to those courtyard back-to- 
backs so universally condemned earlier in the century. 
From 1873 to 1878 plans were deposited for houses in Kensington 
Terrace with T. Anderson, G. F. Danby and W, Se Braithwaite being 
some of the architects involved ag well as other depositors who-did not 
claim to be architects, The developers were varied but included 
the builder Charles Myers; David Hall, a stone merchant; and 3J, 
Simpson, a hop merchant. As on the adjoining estates there was a 
lull in building operations between 1880 and 1888 when the last 
two houses were erected on the estate; this was undoubtedly due 
to the slump in house building which occurred in Leeds from 1881 
to 1886. The estate, like many others in the study area. was a long 
time in building with the first houses being erected in the late 
1850's and the last some thirty years later* 
5*11 The Hill Top Estate 
After 1866-the L*Y, LoBoIoC, specialised in the sale of building 
, 
land in small lots to artisans, clerks and members of the building 
tradeso Treen stated that between 1867 and. 1878,66 plats of land 
were sold off and over one third were less than 250 square yards. 
in area. The'most active purchaser was George Laxja Leads 
builder and joiner, who by 1878 was also the proprietor of the 
Providence Brick Works in Meanwood Road, Leadso 42 
The estate was laid out as a series of parallel streets between 
Queens Road and Kings Road. which were wider roads., and all the 
parallel streets were named First Avenue, Second Avenue etc,, 
until later remamed* The first houses on the estate. %which were 
described as through houses3were advertised as for sale in 1871 
and in 1873 typical houses on the estate were just under LIO annual 
rental with one house in Ninth Avenue to let at L14 per annum in 
43 1875, Architects who were active preparing drawings for houses 
on the estate included Charles Fowler and Thomas Ambler the former 
being architect to the Company. - In 1873 Hopper and Sons auctioned 
5 lots of land each approximately 800 square yards in area and 
situated in Third and Fourth Avenues. 
. 
The sale particulars 
stated: 
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'The great. demand for cottages of a superior kind in 
this healthy and rapidly increasing part of the town 
is so well knowns that builders and others desiring- 
land for the erection of this class of property will 
find the present a very desirable opportunity for 
acquiring the necessary sites for the purpose., 
44 
Two brothers, Benjamin and William Walmsleywho had moved to Leads 
from East Yorkshire and lived nearby., probably made the step from 
tradesmen to house builders in their own right on the Hill Top 
Estate. In 1879 they purchased a building block of ý352 square 
yards paying 4s, 2d. a square yard. They were to go an to develop 
other plots of land until eventually becoming the largest builders 
and developers in the area purchasing extensive sections of the 
Cardigan Estates in Headingley and Burley between 1880 and 1892, 
This success was to bring them the wealth to build detached houses 
an the Headinglay Old Gardens Estate where a near but not close 
neighbour, Thomas Ibbitsonhad his home, Ibbotsonja woollen 
manufacturergalso acted as a developer for 14 terrace houses on 
the Hill Top Estate. 
When the L. Y. L. B. I, C. went into liquidation the liquidators sold 
off land and completed buildings on the Hill Top Estate as well as 
at New Leeds, Now Wortley and Ilkley* - 
The sale of the Burley 
holdings, took place in 1879 and had 22 building lots which 
included 27 back-to-back and 7 through terraces. * The land fetched 
between-19.4d. to 3s. 3d. per square yard, 
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From this sale 
onwards the remaining undeveloped land and a number of houses 
passed into a, variety of hands, Two deposited Estate plans exiatt 
the firstsprobably approved in 1869 but filed in 1870, by the 
L*Y, L, B. I. C, showing the complete network of parallel streets on 
the estate and the secondsalso dated 18709for a number of houses 
off Hyde Park Roaddrawn by the architectsWilson and Bailey for th. e 
builder George Lax. 46 
5,12 Clepham/Pearson Estate 
After the break up of the Clapham Estate centering around the Royal' 
, 
Rolyal 
Park in 1871,, part of the land which was sold passed into the hands 
. of a 
Captain Grimston, He purchased the whole of lot 82which: 
included land adjacent to'the'Hill Top Estate which was*to be, 
developed by means of the construction of a now road (later to be 
named Royal Park Road)jtogether with the land to the vast of Queens 
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Road which Clapham had obtained from the 
Earl of Cardigan@ The, 
former was a thin strip of land which was sandwiched between the 
pleasure grounds of the Royal Park and the Hill Top Estates 
and formed a buffer zone of open space between the rows of now 
artisan houses and the noise of brass band concerts and firework 
displays hold on the Park. The latter was an area of open fields 
to the ijouth used as an extension to the pleasure grounds. 
Grimston's trustees submitted an estate plan for approval in March 
1876 to show the thin strip of land developed by a further 7 short 
streetss each cul-de-sacs stopping against the stone wall of the 
Hill Top/Royal Park Estate boundary. The building plots created 
were to be the sites of terraced houses which did not relate in 
any way in terms of site layout with those at the other side of the 
wall. 
47 By 1877 work had started on the construction of the top 
part of Royal Park Road and it appears that Grimstor? s trustees 
simply sold off building blacks to speculators and builders, 
Squire Holroydwho developed land with the'architect James Charles 
off Victoria Roadspurchased the land on which two rows of terrace 
houses were built facing Hyde Park Road and Ebor Street, The 
surveyor for the estate plan was William Wheater and it is 
interesting to note that two interlaced terrace houses were built 
by a developer in the block facing Hyde Park Road. These were the 
only other examples found besides those in Ash Grove in or near the 
study area, 
48 Other purchasers changed the layout of the estate 
and made 3 rows of terraces further down the hill line up with rows 
on the Hill Top Estate thus making Ebor Places Ebor Mounts Ebor 
Grove and Kings Road continuous streets. The houses were back-to-! 
backs and some of them at least were built by the Carlton brothers, 
who were builders, to the designs of W, H, Beeversparchitect, ý The 
last remaining plots were purchased by. the'Leads School Boara to erect 
a now schools Queens Road County Primarylin 1890,49 
The other land which Clapham had obtained from the Earl of Cardigan 
was separated'from the Hill Top Estate by the. -, brickworkl3 
, owned 
by 
John Smith and Joseph Smith* After the brickworks had bien'sold' 
in 1875 the now'owners were two partners called Johnson and Wroe. ' 
the former owning the Castleton Foundry in Leads, They extended 
We quarry and improved the manufacturing capacity by purchasing 
some of Claphants original'ostate beyond the stone wall marking 
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his Royal Park boundary. The works were extended northwards to 
the west of Queens Road and a new kiln and engine-house were erected 
in this area in 1877. The business at the time was described as 
a brick and stone works. ' In 1885 William Johnson added a 
further 
kiln and on the site were two large quarries and a masons shad. 
It would appear that the source material began to run out for in 
1890 parts of the land facing Queens Road were being sold for the 
erection of timber stables and cartsheds for small traders and 
businessmen. The sites were on filled ground or close to it and 
that is probably the reason why simple timber or iron buildings 
(many of which occupy the site today) were erected, Deposited 
building plans in 1890 describe one quarry as 6n*lold stone quarry 
and clay pit now in course of being filled up belonging to 
50 
Mr. Johnson'. 
This process of small shops, sheds and'starage buildings being 
erected all along the Queens Road frontage continued throughout 
the 1890'sthowever,, the clay for bricks must still have been 
sufficient for Jo6nson to erect a large 8 chamber semi-continuous 
brick kilnstraight opposite the apd of Royal Park Road in 1893 
(now the site of the Royal Park Hotel). The clay pit remained in 
use feeding the new kiln until at least 1899 when the hole was 
30 feet deep1but in 1901 the, business had closed down with the 
arches of the semi-continuous_kiln being converted into temporary 
stables for a. cab proprietor and'by 1602 the brickworks were 
described as $disused'. The site to this day is generally covered 
with small shopsstorage and industrial buildings together with 
lack-up garages and. due to the filled, groundswas never used for 
house building. 
The remaining portion of the estate had a chequared pre-devel"'' opment-, 
history. In 1868 Clap 
* 
ham obtained just over 7 acres. to add to 
his Royal Parksoff the Earl of Cardigan and he took Out a private 
mortgage off O, J, A, Grimstan. and, RV. Se Grimston in the same'year, 
The land was hold by Clapham on a yearly rental of L54,14a in 1868 
and this was discharged in 1887, The mortgage transactions were 
extremely complicated with O*J*A, Grimston living in Bitternes 
near Southampton, and still retaining an interest in nearly, '4 acres 
. 
of the land when it was sold in 1893 to the builderg3ohn Ellis 
Pearson of Leeds, Pearson obtai" ned a mortgage in order to, buy 
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Fig. 47 Shops and industrial 
buildings on the site of the 
former quarry, Queens Road. 
Fig. 48 Back-to-bdcK houses, 
Pearson Terrace (A. E. Braithwaite 
1895). 
Fig. 49 Back-to-back houses, 
John Street (A. E. Braithwaite 
1893). 
the land from the Leeds bankers, 3*Wo Oxley and To Harrison* and a 
'local cloth manufacturers Robert Dixon Marshall, The other half 
of the 7 acres passed to Thomas Hattersley, a Leeds machinist, who 
made textile spindles and had been a mortgages of Clapham. His 
land to the east of Queens Road formed the lower half of the Leeds 
Royal Park, The Leeds builders Pearsona obtained just over 3 acres 
in 1893 off the Cardigan Trustees and O*JoA. Grimston by buying 
out the perpetual yearly rent charge for L1.119 and also paying L2,100 
to Grimston. Pearson used several persons to obtain private 
mortgages for his purchase including prominent bankeres Thomas 
Nussey, a gentleman from Thornerp and a widow in Leeds, 
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In 1874 the Messrts Grimston had an estate plan approved for 44 
building lots and two roads running off Queens Road which was drawn 
up by James Fox and Sons, surveyors. These streets, to be named after 
the later estate owner (Pearson Grove and Pearson Terrace), were 
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clearly meant to contain terrace houses. Pearson began to have plans 
submitted for approval for this part of the estate in October 11892 
in advance of his purchase of the land from that year onwardes he 
deposited and built houses using the services of architects such as 
J, M* Porter, A*E* Braithwaite and Edwin Hill* He built good quality 
terraces on the periphery of the site and small back-to-back cottages 
in the interior. The last row of through terraces being completed 
by him in 1902 and the whole site being developed by him and only one 
other developer, William Gibson another builder who purchased one 
building block off Pearson, The roads when named bore Pearson's name 
and probably John Streets William Street and Elizabeth Street were 
those of his children. 
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The last building to be erected prior to 1914 was the second recreational 
club within the study area, This time, unlike the one built 
previously in Ash Grove, there were no outside gardens because the 
site was situated at the junction of Queens Road and Brudenall Road 
and had originally been intended for a larger end terrace house, 
The private club built by a Henry Child to the designs of'the architect 
Thomas Winn, was completed in 1908 and had billiard roomst meeting 
rooms, a card room and reading room together with a flat an the top 
floor, During the first World War the club was turned into the Hyde 
Park picture house which'it remains to this day, 
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503 Hattersley Estate. Royal-Park < 
'ing, Thomas Clapham owned over 43 acres of land by, 1866 all adjoinjing 
the Leeds in-township boundarys and 20 acres of this was the 
pleasure grounds called the Royal Parks As the interest alone on 
his mortgages reached L%000 per year at one stageshe had to sell 
off land and reduce his financial commitments, Gradually from 
1866 to 1870 he attempted and succeeded in selling off various 
Pieces of land which did not include the Royal Park. In 1870 
Clapham tried to set up a company to be called The Leeds Royal 
Park Estates Building and Investment Company Ltd. to b'e run on 
similar lines to the nearby L. Y. L, B., I. C.., but the company never got 
off the ground because of the weight of debts Clapham was attempting 
to shoulder. 
From 1870 onwards the Royal Parkwas losing money and Heaps and 
Robinson, two Leeds ironmongers3took Clapham to court to recover 
monies owing to them, These two individuals had acted as 
mortgagees to Clapham and they foreclosed putting up all Claphamos 
remaining land for sale by auction in September 1871.54 The park 
with its skating rinks greenhouses and other attractions was not 
sold as a going concern and thisland the outer parts were again 
offered for sale in 1B72 and 1873. ' The park was finally sold in 
February 1874 for LICý500 and other, parts of the estate were disposed 
of to various buyers as described in 5*12 above. 
The purchasers of the parks comprising 20 acres of land between 
Queens Road and Hyde Park Road3were a group of men who had been 
mortgagees of Clapham; these were Richard Robinson, a Leads iinan 
merchant; Thomas Hattersley, a Leeds spindle maker; and William Ingham, 
a Leeds upholsterer, After holding the land jointly for a year 
Hattersley agreed to purchase'the whole title by payment of L3,333 
to both Ingham and Robinson in 1875, As the original price was 
Llfý500 for the land and a further L413 for the fittingesHatteralay 
I 
had property whichhad cost L16P13 originally, He then proceeded 
to lay out the lower half of his estate for housing-and to sell off 
the top 10 acres as a park, 
Hatterslay sold the 10 acre park and its bu , ildings to a now company 
named the Leeds Horticultural Gar'den's'Company for LUPOO in 1875, 
thereby nearly raising most of, his outlay on half of the land, He 
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then h. ad the Leeds architect$ Thomas Ambler, draw up an estate plan 
for the remaining half and submit this for approval in April 1875. 
The plan showed a network of streets to receive small terraces 
mainly parallel to Queens Road$ which had not been sewered or paved 
by that time, and a number of plats to. receive a better class of 
houses facing Brudenell Road. (The original name of Clapham Road 
was dropped about this time as the Victorians appeared not to like 
streets named after businessmen who were failures)e It is 
interesting that Charles Fowler should have been involved in work on 
the Hill Top Estate and another well known architect., Thomas Ambler$ 
employed to lay out this new estate nearby. 
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Hattersley put up the estate for sale at the Queens Hotel in Leeds 
in May 1875 using an estate plan drawn up by Ambler showing 32 lots 
of large building blocks each about 1,000 square yards and many of 
these were marked for 'through houses'. The largest lots faced 
Brudenell Road and lot 14 was nearly an acre in extent. A series 
of short cul-de-sacs were run up to meet and end against the stone 
. WCLI I but left the purchaser's options opene Most streets were 
36 feet wide with 15 feet wide back access streets to the rear of 
the proposed dwellings. 
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The first houses to be approved on the estate were a terrace- of 5 
large through houses including one superior end house facing Clapham 
Road in 1,876, The depositers name is not known but the developer 
was Thomas Hattersley and this may have been an example of the 
developer 'starting the ball rolling' to encourage reluctant buyers, 
Certainly after these first few Hattersley did not develop any more 
on his land* After the completion of these the first houses in 
1877 no more followed until 1879 when Thomas Ambler was employed to 
deposit plans for t6to small through houses on lot 25 for James 
Newby, a mason and builder. This was the first example of a well 
known Leeds Architect becoming involved in small red brick terrace 
houses in the study area. Ambler was already active by this time 
depositing drawings for similar types of houses an the nearby Hill 
Top Estate. From then on the estate was gradually developed an a 
piecemeal basis with many plans being submitted and approved but 
the dwelling were not always erected. 
Generally the houses were of three types: large terrace houses 
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F ig. bl Through houses on the 
Hattersley Estate, Brudenell 
Grove (T. E. Farmery 1880). 
Fig. 52 Back-to-back houses on the 
ford Estate, Royal Park Grove, erected 
by Bilborough and Palframan in 1887. 
Fig*53 Through houses on the Royal Park, 
Ford Estate,, Hyde Park Road (G. Hutton 
1889). 
facing Brudenell Road(due to the restrictive covenant 
an 
'annual 
rental prohibiting the erection of smaller dwellings an plots 
facing 
the road ); medium sized through terraces on the lower half of the 
estate situated between Queens Road and Brudenell Grove; large 
back-to-backs with gardens built in the cul-de-sacs between Brudenell 
Grove and the boundary wall of the Horticultural Gardens. 
It was not until 1899 that the last houses in the estate were 
completed and many different building developers and depositers 
of plans were involved in the twenty-year process, The developers 
were mainly small speculators especially builders and building 
tradesmen. The depositers included such men as C, H, Thornton, 
J*P9 Kay, W, Richardson, C. F. Wilkinson, W. Horrox, C. F, Danby, 
O. W. Thackray, F. W. Rhodes, W. A. Hobson to name but a few who described 
themselves as architects and there were others who did not. The 
major developers included the builders Benjamin Hewlings Arthur 
Meldrum and John Ellis Pearson all who purchased small building 
blacks and individual lots. Unlike other estates such as the 
Norwoods or the Clapham/Pearson estate one or a small number of 
builders did not predominate, instead this estate, like the 
Horticultural Gardens to follow it, was completed by a great number 
of different developers of all kinds of trades and callings, 
In 1885 Thomas Hattersley died at Harrogate and the land passed to 
his sonjhomaq Kilvington Hattiarsley$who was the vendor for a further 
sale by auction of unsold lots of the estate hold in April 1888, 
It would appear that the son became involved in some financial 
difficulty having taken over'his fathers spindle making business. for 
in 1893 the High Court ordered that lots 7.8 and 9 still remaining as 
unsold from the 1888 sale should be sold off and the price realised 
was 6s. per square yard. The deeds examined clearly show that a 
restrictive covenant of a minimum letting'value of L15 per annum 
was applied to the new houses erected throughout the period 1875 
1914.57 
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FordEstate. Royal Park 
< 
After the collapse of Clapham's Royal Park 
I 
venture and the subsequIent 
purchase by Robinson, Ingham and-Hatterslays the top half of the 
estate of just over 10'acres wasýeventually purchased off Hattersley 
by a group of men who had formed a now company named the Leeds 
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Horticultural Gardens Company Ltd, The directors included: Joseph 
Conyers, a Leeds tanner; Richard Buckton., a Leads manufacturer; 
Titus Bennett Steads. a Leeds druggist; and John Eddison, a well known 
Leeds land surveyor. The company purchased the park and fittings 
in 1875 for Ll VOO and took out a mortgage from a Leeds solicitor, 
John Rawlinson Ford, to finance the purchase; they then attempted 
to restore The Royal'Park Gardens as a place of recreation. 
Just prior to the sale from Hattersley to the Company a plan was 
submitted by a Leads surveyor, 0. Neill and Son. to extend and alter 
the entrance lodge and make a new dwelling out of the single-storay 
part of the existing building* At the same time it was agreed 
that a plot of land at the junction of Hyde Park Road and Clapham 
Road should be sold off for a new Wesleyan Chapel and plans for the 
lodge alterations and the chapel were approved in 1874, The 
archi tect for the chapel was C. O. Ellison of Liverpoolq and it was 
built in 1874 -5 of stone in the Geometric style with a lecture 
hal I beneath and a caretake? s house added at the rear some years 
later (see AppendIx 17). The new Company attempted to attract 
visitors by new facilities such as an ice rink approved in 1876 and 
built in the same year that the first houses were being erected by- 
Hattersley immediately over the boundary wall to the south, 
Charles Fowler was employed to design a new orchestra stand in 1879 
and by this date a stone wall, with entrance gates and one major 
entrance lodge in Hyde Park Roado surrounded the 10 acres of 
horticultural gardens, 
The gardens continued to remain open to visitors throughout the 
period that house building continued on the lower half of the site 
and in 1885 the Leads architect G, F, Danby added a stone chapel- 
kesperls house to the rear of the Wesleyan Chapel. The death knoll 
of the gardens came in 1886 when a new wall was erected breaking up 
the 10 acres into two halves and the southern half was laid out for 
terrace housing. In the same year plans were submitted for approval 
to build houses an this part of the gardens site. From 1686 onwards 
the sale of lots was rapid, and unlike the Hatterslay Estate which 
had begun some ton years earlier and was protracted in its building, 
the plants of the gardens were soon uprooted and the soil, "covered 
with bricks and mortar, the whole process only taking six years to 
cover the same area as HattersleVs Estate. 
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Robert Lawson Ford acted as mortgagee to the company for the sum_ 
of L11POO and he was a member of a Leeds law firm called 
Ford and 
WarreLl. On his death in 1878 the mortgage was transferred to his 
sons John Rawlinson Fordsalso a solicitorand Thomas Benson Pease 
Ford, a silk-spinner. The gardens were put up for sale by auction 
by order of the directors of the company in October 1884. The 
plan showed a skating rink, bowling green, gymnasium, cricket 
ground, 9 lawn, conservatorys vinery, brewerys refreshment rooms, 
concert hall and ballroom together with the main entrance including 
the manageA house and a board room, Heppers bought In without 
the reserve price being made known after the bidding began at 
2se 6d. per square yard but did not rise above 4s, 10d. per square 
yard, 
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In December 1885 the Horticultural Gardens Company. like 
Clapham before themfound that they could not meet the debts 
J 
involved with the Royal Park and J, R. Ford agreed to purchase the. 
land and fixtures, The fixtures and fittings included among other, 
things 28 statues and busts for which Ford paid L1,300 and the land was 
purchased by the extinguishing of the L11,000 mortgage. This figure 
was'less,, than the highest bid at the 1884 auction, The ton acre 
site then passed, into the hands of Ford who proceeded to have plans 
drawn up to build terrace houses on the gardens following-a similar 
pattern to those set an the lower 10 acres already developing, 
Ford sold 6 acres in 1888 to his legal partner W, Warren and Jo 
Franks, a surveyor; he then sold his remaining 4 acres in 1892, 
Ford. neverattempted to act as a housing developer and the only 
drawings found with his name on were for the conversion of the old 
entrance lodge to form 2 houses and a first floor restaurant. 
Ford was in the very favourable position of being able to help 
prospective purchasers to obtain mortgages through his business 
contacts and could introduce would be developers to potential 
investors. At the same time he organised loans to builders and 
speculative developersnot only from other people but also from his own 
personal means, the latter being the source of loans at 41% to 5%. 
interest to such local builders as John Hall Thorp, W. J. Carlton, 
James Hutton and-the stone merchant., David Hall, 
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The earliest houses erected an the estate were by two buildersp 
Albert Palframan and James Bilbrough, who built over 50 back-to- 
back houses between 1886 and 1892, all of which were the better 
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class scullery houses with small gardens. The depositors of 
drawings ranged from builders like Albert Palframan to architects 
which included Go Danby, To Butler Wilsons CoF, Wilkinson, R*Ao 
Bullivant, To Winn, W. A. Hobson and J. Mo Portero The developers 
were mainly builders or building trade workers although several 
architects acted as both depositers and developerso These 
included CoFo Wilkinson, W. A, Hobson, J, Mo Porter and the architect 
builder George Hutton who developed several large terraced houses 
facing Woodhouse Moor but did not become involved in the 
development of smaller houses in the interior of the estate. 
Deposited estate plans were found for all the major estates in the 
study area in the search through approved plans. submitted prior to 
1889 with the exception of this area of the Royal Perko Only one 
small section of the estate plan for Fordl estate was found and 
this was for the portion nearest Royal Park Road which was approved 
in July 1886. The plan showed 4 major building blocks, one of which 
was lot_28 on Fordt sale plano but a copy of this sale plan has not 
been found among solicitoA or estate agent's papers* 
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on drawings of houses deposited for approval clearly show the roads 
laid out and lot numbers from the missing Ford sale plan are referred to 
in house deeds, 
In 1892 the Leeds Industrial Cooperative Society erected 3 through 
houses and a group of shops including a groceis and a butcher's shop 
facing Brudenall Grove, These shops9designed by W. A. Hobson5were 
the first to be built as purpose-built shops in the study area which 
were not at Hyde ParklHeadingley Village or corner shops in long 
terraces. 
Just as Ford did not act as a developer so too Franks and Warren 
simply sold off their holdings as speculators. Inspection of deeds 
show that land speculation was common on the estate during its short 
time of building. John Franks was a surveyor who went into 
partnership with William Warrengthe legal partner of OoR. Ford. and 
together they purchased various lots an the Ford sale plan. In 
some instances. e. go lots 113 - 118, they were quoted as subvendors on 
deeds. where Jo'R, Fordhad contracted to sell but not actually sold 
to themo Warren also sold some of his land to Franks who became 
sole owner, The architect Walter Hobson purchased lots, 165 - 1731, 
comprising nearly J acre, in 1892 and he erected houses on some plats 
ill 
and sold off others as wall as acting as a developer on 
the 
Hattersley Estate* Another architecttCeFe Wilkinsonbought 
several lots from 1888 onwards. 
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5.15 Chapel Lane Estate 
indary In the same way that land close to the Leeds in-township boundary 
began to be developed in the 1870's so too did land closer to the 
old village of Headingley as exemplified by the Mansion House and 
Headingley Old Gardens Estates. Further to the west of the latter 
estate were a number of fields which had been originally owned by 
George North Tatham but had passed into the hands of the Eddison 
family, The estate was generally known as the Chapel Lane Estate 
and the first attempt to put it on the market for building purposes 
came soon 'after building had started in the Old Gardens on the 
east side of the boundary formed by Chapel Lane. 
In 1872 John Eddison, the Leeds Surveyor who was to become a 
director of the Leeds Horticultural Garden Company based on the 
Leeds Royal Park, submitted an estate p1an to the Corporation for 
approval showing three fields broken up into building blocks* 
The area to the west was left as large parcels of land with few, 
roads and that nearest to Chapel Lane was shown with a greater 
number of roads and smaller plots. There existed by this time 
one large house on the sitegnamed Broomfield House,, which had been 
built at some time between 1846 and 1850 and was occupied by John 
Hall Thorp, a local builder of some distinction. It was clear on 
the plan that to help sales Eddison intended to widen Chapel Lane 
and to put drainage beneath it as well as paving the old surfaces 
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Later that year a second estate plan was approved and the owners 
were shown, to be the executors of Mrs. H. M. Eddison who had decided 
to put the land on the market following her death, The plan 
stated that Chapel Lane had by then been widened and that: 
'The Road is made and formed to the width of thirty 
six feet with two ashed causeways. ** The Roadway is formed as shown on the Cross Section 
with broken stone 8" thick in the contra 510 thick 
at the sideat63 
This estate plan can also be seen in Leads Archives Department and 
it was used at an auction hold in August 1872, It shows 47 lots 
with access obtained by a central spine road 36 feet wide and a 
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series of branch roads running off it to Chapel 
Lanee The 
majority of lots were 1,000 square yards in area with a few at 
2,000 square yards and one at ; 134 square yards adjacent to 
Broomfield House. It would appear that these small lots were not 
a success and there were no sales. 
In 1874 the surveyor John Eddison drew up another estate 
blan to 
obtain approval to the construction of a new road linking Chapel 
Lane to Cardigan Road,, thereby connecting the two estates together 
and providing better communications with the land for sale which 
lay to the rear and out of sight behind the Headingley Old Gardens, 
The owner of the Chapel Lane Estate at this time was shown as a 
Dr. Eddison, one of the trustees for the sale. and the new road was 
to become Newport Road. 
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The trustees had a new estate plan approved in 1875 and a, second 
attempt was made to sell the land at an auction hold in July of 
that year. 
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As before, the sale took place at the Oak Inns 
Headingley and Heppers were the estate agents. A comparisons 
howeversbetween the plan for the 1872 sale and that for the 1875 
sale shows a major change in the size of unit offered nearest to 
the large villas already existing an the Old Gardense Those lots 
to the west were still small being only 1POO square yards but the 
main spine road was now aligned with the new road connecting through 
to Cardigan Road and the number of roads connecting to Chapel Lane 
were reduced and plot sizes were increased on the west side of the 
estate. The plan which was used at the sale also showed a proposed 
second connection through the Old Gardens to Cardigan Road and this) 
like Newport Roadjinvolved Eddison purchasing land off H. C. Marshall. 
Also indicated were lots of nearer 20000 square yards facing Chapel 
Lane and the sale plan clearly shows the large villas completed in 
the Old Gardens together with all the luxurious trees and planting 
to act as an added attraction to would-be purchasers. 
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Eddison had come to some agreement with HX, Marshall or had even 
Purchased some of the unsold parts of the Old Gardens* Lots 1 to 5 
on Eddisons sale plan of 1875 were villa sites situated within the 
Old Gardensstatalling 3 acres and including the small triangular 
plot of land to the north known today by local inhabitants as 
Sparrow Park. These plots had a restrictive covenant an the 
annual value of houses to be erected which was L40 for lots 1 and 2. 
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L35 for. lots 3.4 and 52 whereas all other lots on the Chapel Lane 
Estate were L15. This suggests that the trustees had terraces 
or small semi-detached villas in mind for the bulk of the estate. 
The sale of 1875 was successful and it attracted purchasers for 
the first time. As sales were completed the trustees had further 
estate plans approved by'dividing the land into three sections 
and starting at the north, they had 3 sets of detailed drawings 
of the road construction and sewers approved. only two of these 
plans have survived* The first was submitted by the trustees and 
the second, relating to the middle portion of the site, was submitted 
by the new ownerap Messrs, Richardson and Uatzon, estate agents of 
Leeds, Each plan added more roads and subdivided the land into 
smaller plots when compared with the approved plan of 1875,67 
The only house existing on the estate in 1876 was 8roomfield House, 
a sto'ne villa with outbuildings and a cottage. The house set in 
large grounds faced due south with views looking downhill over the 
open fields which were soon to be built on, in May 1871 a new 
stone boundary wall was built to the house as part of the road 
widening of Chapel Lane prior to the unsuccessful sale of 1872. 
After the sale of 1875 the first house erected an the estate was 
a terraced house (although detached when first built) facing Chapel 
Lanes built on lot 7 by a William Yates Fearnley the assistant 
overseer for the township of Headingley, and the house was built 
to the design of Wilson and Baileys architects of Leeds, This was' 
soon followed by the only example found of a large number of houses 
being approved in one deposit of building plan drawings. The estate 
agentes Richardson and Watson who had purchased the central portion 
of the estate, had plans approved for 47 houses to be built in stone 
in 6 long terraces. The architect for the designs wa s Daniel 
Dodgson and it is clear from the evidence that the owners intended 
to erect all the houses as a speculative venture rather than sell 
off small plats with house plans approved for others to build, 
These houses were all built in stone but elsewhere on the estate 
brick predominates. They were unusual in other respects, 
particularly those facing Broomfield Places these had very wide 
frontages of 26 feet in width but shallow depths from front to 
back involving the use of back additions to contain scullaries 
and water closets. 
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Gradually the-estate was, built on in a strange mixture of 
terraces, semi-detached and detached houses. The latter being 
accomplished by mainly owner-occupiers purchasing several smaller 
lots., A typical example was Robert Slater, a Headingley plumber 
and sanitary, angineer,, who also acted as a speculative developer 
elsewhere in, the study area and who built himself a detached house 
next to Broomfield House in 1878. Slaterts new home was designed 
by the architect W, H. Thorp. From 1876 to 1904 plots were slowly 
developed with the smaller through terraces and even some back-to-back 
houses being built to the south of the estate and the larger terraces 
and detached houses sited nearer to Broomfield House in the north. 
The major developers for, most of the terrace houses were Richardson 
and Watson and Alfred Beaumonts a whitesmith, who was a major 
developer of houses for speculation* The major depositors of 
drawings were the archite 
' 
cts Daniel Dodgson and Herbert Preston. 
Few houses were built on the west side of Newport Road and the 
majority of these plots remained undeveloped until covered by inter- 
war semi-detached houses. one developer was the builder William 
Soddy Pearson who erected the only back-to-backs on the estate. 
He borrowed L800 off a spinster in Headingley in 1892 and, having 
purchased a building block off 3ohn E, Eddison and Octavious Eddison, 
he then proceeded to erect the houses for letting which were still 
68 in his ownership on his death in 1908. 
5.16 Cardigan Estate, Headinjay Village 
The Earl of Cardigan carried out a policy of gradual land sales N 
throughout the nineteenth century as described in Chapter 4,, The 
area of land which he owned centering on the old village of Headingley 
was commonly known as the 'green',, around which the stone cottages, 
farm buildings, inns, shops and church were clustered, ,A map of 
1832 drawn'-by George Haywardo the Earl's steward in Headingley, 
clearly shows the green and the buildings which were built on and 
around it. 
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In the sale of 1850 the western half of the village 
green was sold in four large lots. The purchaser of one of the lots 
was the Leeds Waterworks Company who proceeded to erect a cottage and 
pumping station which was greatly enlarged in 1879& 
There was approximately 17 buildings on the green indicated on the 
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O. S. map of 1850 including the elegant pair of stone houses (now 
numbers 76 and 78 St, Michael! s Road) which would appear to be the 
work of an architect of some standing. The other buildings, the 
majority of which, were built in stans, included cottages, shops and 
an inn, One detached house was built near the contra of the green 
(later to be, named Bleak House) and its garden occupied a substantial 
area to the. east of the lots sold by the Earl in 1850* 
The 7th Earl of Cardigan died in 1868 owing L174,000 secured on 
his Yorkshire estates. The Trustees had the power to sell the 
Leeds estates if necessary with the permission of the surviving 
Countess. It was to be ton years before this decision was finally 
reached,, for in 1887 the Countess gave her permissi6n for the land 
in Leeds to be sold and in 1888 the unsold portions of the Cardigan 
Estates were put on the market, Thus the link between the 
Brudenell family and Headinglaywhich had lasted for 200 years, 
was finally severed. 
The date of the Cardigan Estate sale in 1888 was significant 
because in May of the same year the Marshall family also put their 
Headingley House Estates adjacent to Headingley Greens up for 
sale with the'particulars suggesting that the land was suitable 
for housing development, The Marshall estate was to be sold in 
3 lots; the house and park comprising over 31 acres, an area of 
building land to the north of 5 across and a small cottage and 
garden, The Marshalls had been. given approval to a new road 
(later to be named Ash Road) to be pushed into the estate to give 
access to the building land to the north. 
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The house was' 
purchased by Ooseph Hopworthsthe local head of the ready-made 
clothing firm3who used it as a family residence until 19 
- 
PO when it 
was finally-sold for housing development. This event coincided 
with the, first sales of the large detached houses on Victoria Road 
such as Morley Houses which was sold for building development in 
1902. 
The infilling- of the open spaces on Headingley green was a gradual 
process which was different to other estates in the study area in 
the sense that it consisted of developers building in closesp 
folds and gardens of existing buildings as an infill process 
rather than new buildings in open fields. This meant that the 
usual network of parallel roads was not required to give access 
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due to the existing perimeter roads which already surrounded the 
potential sites, One major new road named Bennett Road was 
approved in 1878 to bisect the green from east to west and this 
road4named after one of the Earl! s trustees9opened up the interior 
of the green to would-be developers. 
71 Short branch roads were 
constructed after 18781such as Grunberg Road and Cross Granby Street, 
to give access to the north and south of the central road and in 
1886 a small estate involving roads to be named Granby Road, Grove 
etc. was approved with access off St, Michael! s Road, 
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From 1870 onwards., when deposited plans can be inspected, the- 
infilling of new shops facing the Otley turnpike can be seen as 
the population of the suburb steadily increased. Older cottages 
were either converted or occasionally demolished to make way for 
these new shops which were to eventually form an external outward 
facing wall to three sides of the green. Architects such as 
Charles Fowler., W, Hobson, J. W. Baxendales T. Butler Wilson and 
Oames Charles were typical of the architects who deposited designs 
for the gracerss*butchers and fishmongers who either expanded their 
existing premises or developed now ones. 
Housing within the green took many forms; houses over shopso small 
cottages built for tradesman who had erected workshops or stables, 
back-to-backs, through terraces and one of the'last developments 
was a pleasant little estate of semi-detached houses rich in 
architectural decoration, The first back-to-backswere developed 
by Isaac Earnshaw and James Peat from 1879 onwards an a small estate 
off North Lane. The housess entered off the street, were the 
smallest in floor area found in the study area and the developers,,, 
an engineer and millwright who had joined forces with a partner 
whose occupation is not known, employed the architect Fred Woranop 
to design the dwellings, 73 James Be Fraser deposited plans for 10 
larger through terraces in 1880 for three developers who united in 
the cause of speculation; Robert Lyall, a publishers agent, 
James Minikinta clarksand Alfred Walkerpen architectural model 
maker* The houses they developed were in Bennett Road and 
adjacent to the 18 feet wide easement for the Waterworks Company 
main that-passed diagonally across the site causing problems for- 
developers of bujiding lots, 
In 1881 Bennett Road Board School was erected to the designs of 
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Robert L. Adams, architect to the Board. and this was followed in 
1884 by the Bennett Road Parish Institute designed by the architect 
George Corson. Two years later the estate of houses to be named 
the Granby's was begun, a mixture of back-to-backs in blacks of 
eight and through terraces built to the designs of the architect 
James Charles whoswith other members of his family. acted as the 
developer for part of the developments Later as the housing got 
under way James Charles produced designs for other developers and 
speculative builders such as Arthur Meldrum and the Ellis brothers. 
In order to use the land left between Granby Terrace and the new 
Board SchoolCharles erected two rows of blind back-to-backs with 
projecting houses at each end to form terminating wings in the best 
classical tradition. Another block had through houses where 
several houses tapered an plan in order to fit them onto land 
truncated by the passing water main* 
From 1890 onwards the owner of the large detached house., by then 
named Bleak House#had realised that there was capital to be made in 
either selling off some of his large garden to speculators or acting 
as one in his own right. He took both courses of action selling 
land to the north for a now curatage for St. Michael! s Church, 
erected in 1892 to the designs of Chdrley and Connon architectso 
and developing terrace houses on his land which was added to Granby 
Grove and Place in the 1890's. 
The development of the green with houses was also augmented by the 
erection of sheds for carriages, small workshopss studios and 
stables., together with''cottages in yards connected with these 
business uses. This was particularly the case with the area around 
the Skyrack Inn, 
The last estate of houses to be completed was a group of semi- 
detached houses'sti3rted in 1897 by a builder named William Bower 
and the architect was C. F. Wilkinson,,, - These housels, were mainly 
completed within the short period of only 12 months, 
Inspection of deeds shows that the western part of-the green between 
Bleak House and North Lanes an area of just over 2 acres, was 
originally owned by Reld NeW30M818-Leeds bookseller'and stationer., 
He obtained the land from the Earl of Cardigan frot 1845 -, 1851. 
and he left the land to his wife and then to his son Charles Reid 
Newsome, The land was mortgaged several times after 1860 but 
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Fig. 54 Back-to-back houses, 
Granby Grove, Headingley village 
(J. Charles 1886). 
Fig. E)b South View Terrace., 
Bennett Road (3.8. Fraser 1BBO). 
Fig. 55 Blind back-to-back houses, 
Granby Terrace, Headingley village 
(J. Charles 1888). 
by 1890 it was. owned by John Brownhills a gentleman residing in 
Bridlington but who had been a jeweller for some time in Laeds, and 
a mortgages of C. R* Newsome in 1882. In 1894 Brownhill had mortgaged 
the land and buildings to the London and Midland Bank and in order to 
clear his debt he sold the land in 1895 to William Bower, a Leeds 
builder, for L5., -000.74 House deeds also show that when the Cardigan 
Trustees sold land off Bennett Road in 1880 to the developer Robert 
Lyall,, a restriction was placed on the value of all new houses to 
be erected of a minimum annual rental value of L19.75976 
5,17 Cardigan Estate, Cardigan_Roado 
The land situated between the Headingley Old Gardens to the south, 
the Mansion House Estate to the easty and the village green to the 
norths was opened up for development by the construction of Cardigan 
Road in 1868. With ready made access from the new road, plats of 
land were sold by the Cardigan trustees from 1870 onwards and a 
number of stone semi-detached villas were erected on the north side 
of the road. Architects such as Robert Woods Charles Fowlers 
William Wilks and W. Wynn were involved in the designs for a number 
of different developerse Short blocks of terraces in both brick- 
and stone were erected, the stone ones designed by Robert Wood and 
the first brick terraces by T. Anderson for a draper and grocer of. 
Headingley. Robert Wood also acted as a developer including designing 
and building a pair of semi-detached villasS one of which was to be. 
his own home. 
South of St., Michael! s Road terraces were built by such developers 
as B. Paley., a carters and W. Cawthorne, a publican and Leads Town 
Councillor. Close by was the Headingley National School which 
was extended several times by the architects Chorley and Connon 
between 1888 and 1902. 
The Earl's tTUStee3 submitted an estate plan in 1876 for approval 
to a proposed new road to run parall'el to Cardigan Road but to the 
south of it with the intention of selling off lots to speculators* 
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The road was not constructed and the trustees submitted, a further- , 
estate plan in 1878 indicating the same proposed road relegated to 
only a back passage to the rear of the plots. 
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Eventually the whole,, of the, land south of Cardigan Road was 
purchased by a group of men wishing to establish a permanent home 
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for cricket and rugby football in Leads and it was they who 
eventually acquired lots 17 and lots 17A of the Cardigan Estate 
sale of 1888. Following this the newly formed Leeds Cricket, 
Football and Athletic Co, Ltd* had. a sale plan drawn up for 11 lots 
on the south side of Cardigan Roads each to receive a pair of 79 
semi-detached villass by the Leeds architects Smith and Tweedalee 
Plots were for sale from 1891 onwards and the first houses were 
erected by the architect builder George Hutton. From 1892 to 1906 
a number of housesjwhich were very individualistic in style, were 
built with Ambler and Bowman, T. Butler Wilson, Walker and Collinson 
and Buttery and Birds all being involved in the designs, - - 
The last major development on the estate was one of the'few infill 
schemeswhere a large house was demolished within the study area prior 
to 1914 in order to make way for smaller houses built within its 
grounds, Thomas Wade Appleyard, a Leads tannerobtained land from 
the Earl of Cardigar? h trustees in 1873 when he agreed to pay a 
perpetual yearly rental charge of L85 per annum. Following this 
he occupied a large mansion named St* Michael! s Tower set, in Ij acres 
between the National School and Cardigan Road, The house was put 
up for sale in 1898 and was advertised as a desirable residence for 
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a $gentleman of good social position'. The house was not sold and 
was put on the market again in 1900 and at this sale or some time 
after, the architect builder Robert Wood bought the site and 
proceeded to demolish the old house with its tall stone tower which 
afforded $extensive view of Headingley and Leeds' and he laid out 
the land to receive semi-detached villas and a long curved terrace, - 
The semi-detached houses-faced onto Cardigan Road and the terrace 
onto a new road to be named St. Michael! s Crescent. Robert Wood 
used the services of his architect son Ooseph 3. Wood to carry out 
the designs between 1904 and 1906, 
ý 
5.18 
-CardiQan-Estate. 
Cricket Ground. 
Efforts were made to dispose of the Cardigan Estates throughout 
the 1880's and in 1883 an estate plan was drawn up by the surveyors, - 
Ut 
Martin and Fenwick. on behalf of the Trustees to obtain approval to 
the laying out of streets and building lots on the open fields at 
the junction of Kirkstall Lane and Cardigan Road. When the 
remaining estates of the Earl of Cardigan were auctioned between 
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1888 and 1891., Lot 17A comprising just over 17 acres at the junction 
of Kirkstall Lane and Cardigan Roads was withdrawn after the highest 
bid had been L11,000. The plot was advertised for housing as 
follows: 
*Immediately ripe for development, and admirably adapted 
for building superior Villa Residences such as are now 
erected on the adjoining Properties. 18ý 
It also advertised the fact that the land overlooked the 'park-like 
grounds of Headingley House Estate, O Some time after 1888 the lot 
was purchased by George Bray, a gas lighting engineer who lived at 
Belmonts' Headingley'and had made a fortune from his invention of' 
the patented Bray gas burner, Bray, a wealthy man. who was a sporting 
enthusiast and wanted to see a permanent home created for cricket 
and rugby in Leedso proceeded to sell the prime building land that 
he had purchased for L14., 750 (at a cost of 4s. Bid. per s'quare 
yard) to the newly formed Leeds Cricket, Football and Athletic Coo 
Ltd. for only ls. lid, per square yard in order that his ambition 
should be achieved. 
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In 1891 the Company sold off land facing 
Cardigan Road for semi-detached villas and the profit ho doubt helped 
to pay for the now standsp boundary walls, turnstiles and playing 
grounds which were built during 1890. The Company used-the architects 
Smith and Twesdale for the majority of the new buildingsp starting 
with the boundary walls and fences approved on building plans in 
1889* In later years architects such as Thomas Winn'and-Fred 
Mitchell were also employed, 
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5.19 Cardiqan/WalmalU Estate 
The two Walmsley brothers who had begun to build in a modest way on'ý 
the Hill Top Estate in the 1870's prospered in their business and, 
relying on private mortgages., they were operating an a large enough 
scale to emerge from the Cardigan Estate Sales of 1888 1891 with 
over 46 acres of land in Headingley and Burley* The price that 
they paLd averaged out at only 2s. per square yard, 
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Between 1889 and 1892, B. and W. Walmsley purchased 3 large portions 
of the Cardigan Estate situated close to Brudenell Road and within 
the Study area as well as'further portions to the west and'south in 
Burley, The three areas were: 16 acres purchased for L7,543,17s, 6d. 
in 1889,12 acres purchased for L6A88.3s. 6d. in 1890 and a further 
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10 acres purchased in 1892, Added to this was another 4 acres 
purchased privately off the Cardigan Trustees in 1687 and these were 
situated between Cardigan Road and the North Eastern Railway. 
They emerged from the Cardigan Sales owning almost all the available 
land unbuilt upon which was situated close to. the in-town3hip 
boundary. The total outlay by the two men was at least C22,000 
which was all secured on private mortgages at usually 5% interest 
per annum. Thiso like Thomas Clapham in earlier years, committed 
them to finding over L1,000 per year in interest charges alone. As 
Clapham had discovered one way to pay such large sums of interest 
was to resell at a profit and the Walmaley brothers were just as 
active as land speculators as they were in building houses* They 
laid out large areas of fields with new streets in parallel rows 
and sold off building blocks to other developers making them pay 
proportional costs towards or to be wholly responsible for the 
cost of roads,, footpaths and sewers. 
From 1891 to 1893 the Ualmaleys were receiving between 6s, 3d, 
and 7s. 9d* per square yard for small building blocks of 1,210' 
square yards but at the height of the building boom in 1901 they' 
were charging 10s. a square yard for blocks in the Hassles off 
86 Brudenell Road, . Their greatest success, howeverp came in the 1890ts 
when they sold nearly 13 acres of land. at Burley to the Leeds 
Corporation at 7s, per square yard, This land was to be used as a 
recreational park for the residents of the newly erected terraces 
that were beginning to surround it and it was sold at building 
land prices, It fetched L21ý656$ just, a few hundred pounds short 
of all the major purchases made by the Walmaleys from the-Cardigan 
Estates. 87 
The land which the Walmsleya purchased within the study area had, an 
estate plan submitted by the Cardigan trustees and approved by 
Leeds Corporation in 1863 and this related . to fields to the west 
of Cardigan Road and north of Brudsnell Road. It showed 6 building 
88 blocks and 5 parallel roads to become ths Mayyilles. This was 
followed by several very large estate planes which were probably 
prepared by the surveyors Martin and Fenwicks whereby the Cardigan 
trustees had estate plans approved for an extensive area of land; 
stretching from Thornville Road in Burley to the souths across 
both sides of Brudenell Road up to the Norwood/Postill Estato, above 
17? 
Cardigan Lane in the northp and from the North eastern Railway in 
the west to the Royal Park Estates in the easte The plans showed 
existing roads but few new roads were indicateds howevergall 
existing field boundaries and the quarries. near Cardigan Lane were 
all clearly shown. 
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The Walmsley's developed their land in the study area and in Burley 
by the two methods of speculative land sales and by building for 
themselves. Demand for the building sites from others was 
considerable especially after 1890 and many, houses were built by 
other developers. Those houses built by the Walmsleys were not 
immediately sold but generally were retained and let as a 
speculation bringing both a yearly income and providing a source 
of security for private mortgages, B. and W. Walmsley were to 
become the most prolific house builders and developers within the 
study area as well as two of the major landowners* 
The land nearest the in-township boundary tended to be developed 
first, particularly the area to be covered by the Tharnvilles and 
the Harolds, T, hese were erected to the designs of Daniel Dodgson 
who'until his death was the architect used by the two builders for 
all their housing developments, After DodgsoA death in 1903 the 
architect who replaced him was Fred Mitchell who continued to 
design the various red-brick terraces and semi-detached villas the 
Walmsleys erected. The Thornvilles were developed from 1891 and 
the Beamsleys in 1B93, just to the north of these was an estate of 
semi-detached villas facing Brudenell Road with smaller terraces 
behind which were built by the Walmsleys between 1893 and 1907, 
The land between the North Eastern Railway and Cardigan Road was a 
mixture of speculation and development, The Walmkley's sold building 
blocks to such builders as C, Howson and 3, Ledgard who in turn 
used the architects T, Howdill and Fo-Worsnop to prepare house 
designs. This group of houses named the Ashvilles was completed 
between 1888 and 1899, ' 
Gradually the land north of Brudenell Road stretching up to the 
bottom of the gardens of the larger'houses on the south of Victoria 
Road was built on but the construction of these houses which were 
to form the Hassles, the Waltons and the Mayvilles1was not completed 
either before the death of the Walmsley Brothers or the outbreak of 
the Great War. Once again The Walmaleys carried out a process of 
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Fig. 57 Through houses on the Walmsley 
Estate, Hessle Place (D. Dodgson 1900). 
Fig. 59 Through houses on the 
Walmsley Estate, Hessle Avenue 
(F. Mitchell 1905). 
Fig. 58 Through houses on the 
Walmsley Estate, Ashville 
View (D. Dodgson 1898). 
subdivision and resale with the builder James Pick building on many 
building blocks to the north of Welton Road. Pick preferred to use 
the'services of the architect Percy Robinson to prepare his house 
plans. The first houses erected on this part of the estate were 
off Welton Road in 1896 and generally the area to the north of 
Brudenell Road was developed from the east downhill to Cardigan Road 
in the west. In 1897 Welton Road Board School was erected on land 
purchased off the Walmslay brothers to the design of W. S, Braithwaite) 
architect to the Board. The stone and flag quarry which existed in 
the centre of the site was gradually filled in but not built on before 
1914 and eventually developed with semi-detached inter-war semis 
with gardens and a tennis court covering the deepest part of the 
quarry fill, Houses continued to be built after 1918 to the 
original estate layout including large back-to-backs following the 
loophole that the i909 Housing Town Planning Act had left open to 
allow their continued erection. 
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As the two Walmsley brothers were non-conformists they made sure 
that no p ublic houses, inns or shops selling alcohol were erected 
an their land but at the same time attempted to provide for the 
spiritual and welfare needs of the people who were moving into, the 
locality., Some time after purchasing. the land south of Brudenell 
Road they arranged for a site to be set aside for a Methodist 
Church at the junction with Thornville Road and a weather-boarded 
mission chapel was erected in a style which, if it were, painted 
white, is reminiscent of the. small churches in American east coast 
towns. The church did not exist on the O, S, map of 1889 but was 
shown on plans in 1B92 and was probably designed by the architect 
Daniel Dodgson for the two Ualmsleys who added the timber Sunday 
School in that, year, In 1893 the brothers built the Walmsley 
Orphan Home which they not only paid for and maintained but also gave 
the land for whichs. together with that of the Church and Sunday School, 
would have accommodated 6 semi-detached houses and a row of 16 
small through houses. 
The dominant role played by the Walmaleys as the major house 
developers and landowners brought about a major change in the'way 
that houses were designed and constructed in the last decadaýof' 
the nineteenth century. Prior to this on other estates in the-' 
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study area the rows of houses had been piecemeal with many 
different developers building Just one short terrace* Few ýouses 
were approved on any one application for Building Regulations or 
Bye-Law approval and the builders and developers built only a small 
number of houses per year because of the way that building operations 
were financed. As large landowners and successful builders 
the 
Walmsleys changed this method of working and had plans approved for 
whole terraces of identical houS8S. often 16 or 17 dwellings in 
total,, and then proceeded to erect them within six months* Figures 
are not available to show how many houses they erected in any one 
year but between 1880 and 19033together they erected 277 houses 
averaging 12 a yearfor the study area alone. Thus inspection 
of their completed terraces gives the impression that one designer 
and one developer was involved in their creation, a false illusion 
often created on earlier estates, but a matter of fact where they 
were concerned, 
5.20 The Manor House Estate < 
The Tharp Estate, which contained the original Headinglay Manor r 
10 
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House. was purchased privately between 1852 and 1859 by Anthony 
Titley J, P, a. flax spinner and town councillor of Leeds, who for 
some years lived in the 6anor, Three major housing developments 
took place between 1852 and 1870, In 1856 R, J, Ellershaw purchased 
3 acres off Thorp to build the mansion called Spring Bank which 
had its main access from the Otley turnpike adjacent to the Mansion 
House Estate. At acme time after 1859 Titley sold a plot of land 
to an unknown developer who built Richmond Houselanother stone 
mansion with a carriage drive down from the Otley turnpike but 
with the house situated nearer Victoria Road in the south. This 
.. carriageway was eventually 
to become Richmond Road. The improvement. 
of the track running from the old manor house to a malt kiln and 
down to Richmond'. House to form a 36 feet wide road may have occured 
when Richmond House was built but more likely when Titley built 
himself. a new manor house to replace the old one. This house 
, 
which was to be called the Manor House, the earlier being then 
, referred to as The Old Manor House, was erected at some time after. 
1 860 and was a large building with double bay windows facing down the 
uninterrupted slopes to Victoria Road below it and in size was 
only a little smaller than Spring Bank two fields away* The house 
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had greenhouses, a carriage drive to the side entrance, a stable 
block built in the form of a courtyard, and an entrance lodge on 
Richmond Road, The grounds which included a lake war@ the most 
extensive of any foUnd in the study area, being 5 acres in extent 
after excluding the grounds of the old manor house. 
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The existence of three mansions close to the Otley Turnpike road 
named The Mansion House, The Manor House and the Old Manor House 
calls for the greatest caution when historians are investigating 
the building of estates in the area. A. Titley died in 1883 and 
the terms of his will offered the now Manor House to each of his 
three sons, but all declined to live in it. By this time The Old 
Manor House had been let off and divided into two smaller dwellings$ 
and no doubt its extreme age and condition had led to the decision 
to build a new one befitting Titley's wealth and status, 
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just 
as the early details of Richmond House are unknown, few details 
of the new Manor House are known apart from the fact that it was 
built for Titleye 
Titley not only widened the old track which was to become Richmond 
Road for his own use but also to give access to development land to 
the east and south of the new Road, The fact that the road is 
36 fast wide would suggest that it was constructed around 1870 in 
keeping with the new bye-laws relating to the laying out of now 
streets. Certainly in that year plans for a terrace of 12 houses 
were approved facing Richmond Road, the architect was Thomas Marshall 
who described himself variously as a land agent, estate agent and 
architect. The 4 large mansions and this short terrace of houses 
remained the only housing development an the estate for many years 
even after the death of Titley in 1883. 
In 1898 Charles Stott, a retired builder who had already made 
extensive purphases. off the Cardigan Estate in the sales of 1888 
1891# added to his holdings by purchasing the Manor House Estate 
from Thomas and Francis Addison Titley. Stott came from Armley 
and$ like the Ualmsley brotherso he too emerged from the Cardigan 
sales as the owner of over 40 acres of prime building land, With 
the addition of the 14 acres of the Manor House Estate and other 
purchases he owned 89 acres in Headingley-cum-Burley by 1903# for 
which he paid around L60,575,94 
Stott's contribution to the rise in value of his land was to I 
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lay it out with a basic street pattern before reselling. He did 
not live. to carry out this'process on, the Manor House Estate_, 
because he died in 1902 and the development of all his later 
purchases was carried on in a similar manner by his trustees, 
Generally he purchased land on a vast scales subdivided and resold 
for speculators to carry out further -subdivision rather than 
acting as a building developer in his own right, 
The first estate plan to ba'approved for the Manor House Estate 
after it had left the ownership of Dr. Thorp was submitted at some 
time in early 1900 and a copy of this survives in sale particulars* 
The freehold estate was sold by auction in June 1900 in 23 lots of 
various sizes ranging from under %000 sq, yards to one plot of over 
1 acre, - 
The estate had access from Headingley Lane at the north 
and the plan showed a street pattern of 4 roads and 4 building 
blocks parallel to Headingley Lane and then a change of axis to.,,, 
4 roads at right angles and parallel to the existing. Richmond Road 
which also contained 4 building blocks. The lote. were designed 
to receive terrace, housing and as they passed. straight over both, 
the new and the old manor house it was obvious thattas this was the 
last major estate to come on the market at the closing of both the 
nineteenth century and Victorids reign. the era of the manor house 
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set in leafy suburbia had also come to an and, 
Access out of the lower end of the estate was needed to avoid 
having a series of cul-de-sacs at the and of a number of new. roads, 
To avoid this Stott negotiated with the existing house owners 
living on the north side of Victoria Road and eventually purchasedý 
part of the garden of Oakland House off a Mrs. Heap. , At the 
opposite end of the estate Stott indicated that shops, might be 
built on the building block facing Headingley Lane; 
'The above Lots 22 and 23 afford excellent sites for 
shops fronting to Haadingley Lane, "915 
Building on the estate was further complicated by the water easement 
granted in August 1839 for the cast iron main which passed 
diagonally ac-ross the site, Stott allowed the purchasers of t. he 
existýng buildings,, which included two large housess outbuildings 
greenhouses and an entrance lodge with stableas to leave these 
standing providing no part of them was situated on new roads or 
footpaths, As new roads passed through some part of every one 
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this ýirtually sealed their fate., 
The Manor House was the last major estate to come onto the market 
for building development within the study area prior to 1914* 
Because of the comparatively late date at which house building 
commenced an the majority of the land, the estate is also noteworthy 
for the experimentation that took place in both the use of now 
materials andthe attempt to change the external appearance of 
the 
red-brick terraces, A number of different designers were emp; oysd 
who deposited plans which experimented with a variety of different 
house typess styles and materials and the Leeds Waterworks main 
cutting through the site caused many problems resulting in 'one off' 
house designs produced to fit irregular shaped plots, 
The depositers of house plans were such architects as W, Hobson, 
O. W. Thackrays E* Hills W*H. Lister, F. & 3. A. Wright, A. E. 
Braithwaite and H. Preston. The major developers were Harry Boston, 
a Leeds plumber, John Newton Sharpsa Leads builder,, and Oames Pick, 
another Leeds builder. Together they erected through terraces or 
semi-detached houses all faced in best red pressed brick andplike ' 
the Walmsley Estatepthe houses were stillbeing built when the out- 
break of war occurred. 
The deeds inspected show that the architect Walter Hobson, who 
purchased land an the Royal Park Estate and acted as a developer, also 
became involved in land speculation on the Manor House Estate, 
Together with his two partnersoCharles Clement Chadwick and William 
Watson, Hobson purchased 21 acres from Stott in 1901 out of the 14 
acres that Stott had put on sale, In 1902 Hobson and his partners 
sold off plots to builders who had started to erect houses and the 
unsold portions of the land were sold by the two partners to Hobson 
who became the sole owner. Hobson proceeded to let builders such 
as William Flint erect houses an lots and then sold the completed 
houses and the land an which they stood to them. 
Another landowner who purchased from Sarah 3ane Stottathe daughter 
and heiress of Charles Stott, was Johh Newton Sharpe Sharp was a 
builder who undertook the development of land as a long term project 
and he acquired a large portion of the unsold section of the Manor 
House Estate in 1902 and by this time he also owned land in 
Potternewton near to where he had his home at Newton Lodge. He 
formed a company called Newton Sharp Estates Ltd* and an his death 
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in 1933 he was described as: 
'one of the biggest single owners of artisan dwellings 
in the city. 'ý'f 
Sharp used the Bradford architects F. & J. A, Wright and they 
produced designs for houses with unusual fenestration patterns and 
with low pitched roofs covered with boarding and asphaltywhich was 
an early example of the use of this material for standard terrace 
houses in Leeds. He then changed to t6e services of the 
architect Edwin Hill who produced designs for through terraces to 
a similar pattern to those Sharp had begun to erect as well as for 
a small group of semi-detached houses. The latter were built in 
the garden of and literally almost to the front door of the mansion, 
Rich. m: )nd House. The owner at the time. a Mr. Hobblethwaite, no 
doubt dismayed by the small artisan dwellings being built all around 
him sold the home and grounds to Sharp in 1905, The house was 
converted by Sharp into two dwellings and several semi-detached 
houses were built in the garden and it exists today still exhibiting 
some of its former elegance-a reminder in stone of a bygone agee 
The majority of the estate was completed by 1914, however$a few rows 
of terraces near to Headingley Lane were completed after 1918. The 
open field. which lay between the mansion Spring Bank and the site of 
the new Manor House remained unbuilt on until developed into an 
estate of inter-war semi-detached houses* 
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The way in which the housing in the study area developed from 
1876 to 1908 can be seen by examination of Figs, 60j 61 and the maps 
contained in the pocket at the back of this volumes 
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CHAPTER 5 BUILDING DEVELOPMENTO 1867 - 1914, 
1 Leads Mercury, 25th June, 18599 cited in Treen, p. 262o 
2 Leads Marcurys 20th Ounej, 1863,9 cited in Treen, 9 p. 262e 
3 D*E*P, 7. Appendix 1. 
4 Treen, p. 263. Hopper's house was not approved by the Plans. 
Committee until April 1870, sea D*B. P, 241 and 244 (thesis 
references). 
5 It has been assumed thats on average, dwellings were erected 
within six months of approval unless other deposited plans 
indicated otherwise. For details of Rawden Lodge# see 
L. C*D. 8766. 
6 Fowler was most probably the architect from the 'style' of 
the drawing submitted for approval, however, the name was 
not evident due to damage of the tracing paper, Fowler 
altered one of the houses in 1881, 
7 LoC. D, 8861, Oak Lodge wa later to be re-named Gardenhurst, 
8 Henry Ludolfp a Leads flax spinner who purchased land an the 
nearby Fawcett Estate, purchased three lots of the Old Gardens 
including the former bear pit* He did not develop his holdings 
and when he died in 1877 he still owned nearly 4 acrosýof the 
estate. 
9 L*C*Dog 8854 and 8972o For other deeds relating to land 
sales on the Headinglay Old Gardens Estate, see LoC&Dov 21506 
and 8861* For a map of the estate in 1875, son Archivosý- 
AM 131, 
10 Archives, AM37 and L*C*Do, 9046* 
11 DotePos 8. Appendix 19 
12 See Appendix 10 and Appendix 11* 
13 For examples soo'houses and shops erected at the junction of 
Regent Park Road and Headingley Lane at Hyde Park, D, B, P., 
44/18 Feb*/1887,1 1 
14 Robert Arthington was called the 'Leeds millionaire miser'* 
He was a bachelor who had inherited and continued to receive 
great wealth from a family brewing business* He lived alone 
in his house allowing no one to enter and an the table he 
carefully saved bits of candles and spent matches@ He slept 
at night in a racking chair wrapped in an old coat and used 
only an uncarpeted room covered in thick dust. He gave away 
vast sums to Leeds charities including a bequest to build 
the Robert Arthington Convalescent Hospital at Cookridge, In 
1882 he hold the honorary position of Consul for the Republib 
of Liberia in Leeds. See Be & Do Payne# Leeds As it Was In, 
, 
Photograph!,, Vale Is 19740 pe 44, See also, D*B*Po, 320 
(thesis reference) for details of the house but note that the 
bay windows, which how'onliven the plain Headinglay Lane 
alevationowere added in 1899 after Arthington's death* 
15 For details, see L*C*D*s 9046* For other land sales an the 
Mansion House Estates see L*C*D*s 6939o 
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16 The large areas of glass covering greenhouseso conservatories, 
vineries and orchard houses can be clearly seen an the 1: 500 
O. S. maps of the area surveyed in 1889. See Fig* 151 
17 Archivea, AM 85, See also Appendix 17, 
18 D. E. P. 0 11, Appendix 1. See also Fig. 152. 
19 See P. 1. 
20 The first shop in the study area not situated in the shopping 
areas of Hyde Park Corner and Headingley Village, 
21 Where an estate had sewers constructed under, the roads, such, 
as the Headingley Old Gardens, septic tanks were not used. but 
the houses put on main drainage, 
22 L. C. D., 9355 and 10528. 
23 For further details of land sales on the Fawcett Estate, 
Victoria Roads Sea L. C. D. j 8489p 9423 and 9477, 
24. These fields comprised lot 31 of the original Fawcett sales in 
1837. 
25 D, E, P. 9 12 and 13p Appendix 1, See also Archives, AM 54 and 
Hepper Sala Plans 7* 
26 D, E, Pot 14, Appendix le 
27 Archives, AM 63. 
28 The only dead relating to the estate does not give this 
information, see L*C. D. s 21152. 
29 These 'interlaced terrace houses are described in more'detail 
in 3, Jo Raggetts A series of Plans of Labourers Cottages with 
Quantities for Estimating Their Approximate Cost 1904, Plate 1. 
Two other 'interlaced' houses were erected in Hyde Park Road 
an the Hill Top Estate - postal numbers 149 and 150, This 
type of house was common in other towns but the two houses in 
Ash Grove were the only ones found in the study area and no 
others were noticed in an examination of deposited. plans for. the 
whole of Leads which included some 7,000 houses approved over 
a 30 year. -period. See Appendix 19* 
30 The land formed lot 32 on the original Fawcett sale plans 
31 D*E*P, s 250 Appendix 1* 
32 Treens p. 193 - 195. Treen gives the date of Ludolf's death as 
1877 but he died in 3uly 1875, 
33 D*E, Pes 34p Appendix Is 
34 LoCoDep 12583, See also L. C*D., 15999 and 36564o 
35 The Fawcett sale plan gave this plot a number but stated that it 
had been sold prior to the sale. 
36 D*E*Pos 330 Appendix 1. 
37 L*C*Dop 19824. 
38 All of the buildings facing Headingley Lane were demolished'in 
the 1970's. See Appendix 18. 
39 D@E*P, s 412 Appendix 1, 
40 L*C*D*., 13592, 
41 D. B*Poj, 57/6th ouly/1888 (thesis reference 196), 
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42 Treens p. 306 - 308* 
43 Ibid.., p. 309. 
44 Archives, Hepper Sale Plans 79* 
45 Archives., Hepper Sale Plan, 250. 
46 D. E. P. p 9 and 10, Appendix le 
47 D, E, Pes 21, Appendix I* 
48 D, E, Pe., 28, Appendix le 
49 To be historically accurate in terms of estate boundaries the 
study area boundary should have been moved southwards from the 
centre line of Royal Park Road to the boundary of the Hill Top 
Estate, This would have included those houses described and 
the school. The thesis had progressed too far to make this 
change when the fact became evident. 
50 D, B, P, s 36/17 Oct/1890 
(thesis reference 822), 
51 See Appendix 14, 
52 D*E*P. p 17, Appendix 1 and Thoresby Societyp Map Collections 
Box Be 
53 For deed relating to the estate, see L. C. D. j 10703p 109632 
156739 38739, and 40243, 
54 D*E. P. $ 130 Appendix 1. 
55 D. E, P. p 19 Appendix 1* 
56 Archivesq AM 121. 
57 For typical details of the numerous land transactions involving 
the sale of individual building lots an the estate, see L. C. D. 0 
10882 and 40220. 
58 See Archives,, AM 379 for a plan of the gardens and a description 
of the buildings and fittings at this sale. 
59 This practice of the Ford family acting as mortgagees was started 
by his father as early as the 1850's and was common among 
solicitors in Leeds at the time* Se Appendix 14, 
60 D*E*P,,, 449 Appendix I* 
61 For details of land sales, S88 L. C. D. # 8601#-9200p 121669 12579p 
126969 153629 156532 158610 158969 181502 18254# 183370 187529 
189770 21610$ 218192 381579 38768,387960 40227e 
62 D*E*P*s 150 Appendix 1. and Archivess AM 66, 
63 Mopes 16 Appendix 1* 
64 D, E, Pop 18, Appendix Is 
65 D, E. P,, g 20, Appendix 1, 
66 Archives# AM 131, 
67 D*E*Pop 22, and 23s Appendix 1, 
68 For details of land sales, see L*C, D,, 9012 and 39047. 
69 Archives, DB/M 393, 
70 Archivess AM 548 and D, E, P,, 36s Appendix 1, 
71 DoEoP. 0 32, Appendix 1. 
72 D*E*P, s 43, Appendix 1. 
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It is possible that Isaac Earnshaw was a messenger for the 
Royal Insurance Buildings in Park Rowe 
For details, see L. C. D. s 6944, 
LoC. D*s 21882. 
For details of land sales, see L*C, Des 9146s 210682 21656s 
216579 298280 38391, 
D, E, P, o 24 and 26, Appendix 1. 
D, E, P, o 31, Appendix I* 
Archives, Hopper Sale Plans 39e 
A house appears to have existed an the site prior to 1873 and 
was shown on the 1850 O. S. For details of St, Michael's Towers 
see ArcHivess Hopper Sale Plan, 178 and AM 650. 
DoE*Pos 409 Appendix 1* 
Archiveas Hopper Sale Plans 14. 
Treens p. 333 and 444. There appears to be some confusion over 
the area bought by Bray, Treen states that he purchased lots 
17 and 17A9 a total of nearly 13 acres for L14,750 (4s. Bid, 
per sq, yd, )s whereas the Hopper Sale particulara stated that 
lot 17 was pearly 13 acres and lot 17A nearly 18 acres. The 
cricket and football ground was eventually sited on Lot 17A 
only. 
See Appendix 179 
Treen, pe 444o 
LoCoDep 94502 186020 18756, 
Treen p* 329. The land is now called Burley Park, 
0, E*Pos 390 Appendix 1. 
DoEoP, s 42, Appendix le 
Sea Chapter 29 
For details of land sales see L*C*Des 84882 86090 94500 106679 
107420 125500 18074s 185829 362989 36394s 36536 and 36570, 
See O*S* Map 1889* 
John Gordon Ounior was living in the Old Manor House in the 
189018, 
Treenp p, 322 - 324 
Archives, AM 631, 
Ibid, 9 P, 4, 
See Appendix 11, 
For details of land sales, see LoCoDes, 86989ý106530 109030 
123720 125340 211590 38741, 
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CHAPTER 6 BUILDING TRENDS. HOUSING STATISTICS AND PATTERNS 
OF DISTRIBUTION 
6.1 House-Building in Leads 
There are several sets of figures which have been examined concerning 
house building in Leeds: 
The number of houses which existed at any one point in time 
The number of houses which were approved on submitted plans 
The number*of houses actually built and certified for 
habitation. 
Professor Rimmer estimated thatjon average. 150 new houses were 
built annually in Leeds during the period 1774 - 1815; with 200 per 
annum for the period 1790 - 1795 and 900 per annum from 1800 - 1805 
These figures can be related to the total number of houses in the 
borough of Leeds taken from the Census Reports: 
Table 12 Houses in the BoroucAh of-Leads, 1801 - 1911 
2 
Inhabited Uninhabited Houses in Persons per 
houses houses course of inhabited 
erection house 
1801 llp258 341 nda, 4.73 
1811 13. t243 536 75 4,73 
1821 17,9419 1,165 114 4,82 
1831 25.0456 1,793 246 4,85 
1841 31j, 626 2,276 366 4,81 
1851 360165 1,646 259 4.76 
1861 44j651 1,204 319 4.64 
1871 55.9827 Z476 557 4,64 
1881 64., 981 4.. 997 428 4,76 
1891 789077 2,204 872 4,71 
1901 94,9760 6,300 1,155 4,53 
1911 1019933 %008 133 4,73 
It can be seen from Table 12 that the figures show the position 
an the day that the census was taken, at tan year intervalas and do 
not indicate the number of houses actually built each year. They 
do showshoweversthat on average from 1801 - 1901, some 835 houses 
were completed each year and that for the same period the average 
number of persons per dwellingýitayed fairly constant at around 
4,72 compared with the national average for the century of 5.45.3 
Statistics relating to the number of houses approved by, various 
committees of Leads Corporation prior to erection and certified 
after erection but prior to occupation are only available from 
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1866 onwards; even then there are large gaps in this information 
for the period prior to 1886, This can be compared with the 
situation in Bradford where detailed statistics, relating to houses 
and other buildings are available from 1854 onwards together with 
annual reports of the Building and Improvements Committee* 
4- 
The figures for Leeds prior to 1870 are not comparable with those 
after because it was not until 1870 that the new Bye-laws demanded 
plans to be approved for all buildings, Those plans-approved 
between 1866 and 1870 only related to houses which fronted onto public 
roads, a system which would have included the majority but not all 
of those proposed to be erected. 
The word house also requires some further clarification when related 
to statistics-of house building in Leads, Detached and semi- 
detached houses were usually described as 'villas' in statistics 
and reports prepared by various committees of the Corporationand 
the size of the dwelling was not indicated, The fact that the 
villas were detached or semi-detached was defined. 
5 The rather' 
vague term of 'mansion' was not used when describing detached villas 
even if they clearly qualified for this title, Likewise the 
statistics did not refer to terrace houses but always 'through 
houses' or 'back-to-back houses'. In this case annual reports did 
qualify these in terms of size by referring to 'small through houses' 
and 'large through housess but small back-to-backs were called 
'cottages' and larger back-te), -backs $scullery houses'. Fine 
distinctions between less common house types such as dwellings 
built over parades of shops, gardeneis or coachmer? s cottagess and 
entrance lodges were not defined, These were lumped together 
with through houses, detached villas or semi-detached villas 
whatever the case may have been# Finally, the reports included 
figures for other buildings such as shopso warehouses, factories 
and public buildingstall of which were described as 'other or 
miscellaneous' buildings. 
The major problem which J. P. arry. Lawis found when attempting to 
estimate the number of houses erected annually in various towns 
during the nineteenth century was that of differentiating between 
statistics for those approved and those actually erecteds-. This 
task was further complicated by the fact that there was also a time 
lag between the date of approval of the drawings and completion of 
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the buildings. Thus houses approved in December of one year could 
be completed in the following year and it was also possible for the 
developer to only erect a certain number of the houses approved or oven 
abandon the scheme entirely. 
Parry Lewis attempted to relate the number of houses approved in 
any town to those actually erected by taking into account both the 
time lag and the possibility of a certain number of abandoned 
schemes. This wes essential. for if the number of houses on 
approved plans only are considered the amount of building activity 
will be overstated. Where records existed giving all the relevant 
details of approvals and completions, he found that when a number 
of houses were approved an one set of plans few were all completed 
within 6 months and to complete all the houses on some large 
schemes took up to 2 years. Using the data on some 50 different 
towns Parry Lewis converted'plans approved' into 'erections' by 
multiplying by 0,85 and then lagging by 6 months, This meant that 
if nj house plans were approved in year 1. and n2 in year 20 then 
the estimated number of houses built in year 2 was given by the 
formula 0,85 (n, + n2)/2, The 0*85 being a figure to reduce the 
total based an his estimate of the percentage of houses never 
built, 6 
Two sets of figures have been compiled by the writer of this. 
thesis for the borough of Leeds, The first relate to house'p'lans 
approved between 1868 - 1915 and the second to those completed and 
certified as fit for human habitation between 1876 - 1915. 
Table 1 3 House Plans Approved, Borough of Leeds 1868 - 1915 
7 
Number of Number House types Number of 
plans of houses d. v. Sod*Vo - t', t,, -b. bo houses-per approved plan 
18688 nda,, 1,234 n,, d,, ao nodes, 1869 n, doa, 1,337 ndoaa n, d. a. 
1870 noda, 1,428 n. d, a, nodoa, 1671 n, daj- 
1872 n, dea, 
1873 nodoa. 
1874 nod,. a. 
1875 n, d. a. 2,074 nda,,. nodoa,, 1876 nda, 2.800 nd, a, nd, a, 1877- 557 2,812 nod, a, 5,0 1878 437 1,903 nodoao 4o3 
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1879 - 325 ,, 1,249 - n. doae 
3.8 
1880 342 1,393 n, d. a. 4.1 
1881 393 Z266 n. d. a. 5,8 
1882 273 1,708 n, d. a. 6,2 
1883 272 1,722 n, d, ae 6.3 
1884 282 1,422 n. d. a* 5,0 
b 1885 303 1,453 n, da, 48 
1886 291 1,596 13 10 - 441 1,132 5: 5, 
1807 323 1,847 18 16 693 1.120 5.7 
1888 363 Z058 14 8 620 1,416 -5.7' 
1889 388 2,010 13 12 605 1,380 5.2 
1890 372 , 1,990 
18 .' 26-- , 689 - 
1,257 
, 
5.3 -, 
1891c n, doa, 1,845 n. d. a. n. d. a. 
1892 385 2,097 15 35 . , 664 1,383 
5'4 
1893 447 2ý527 19 36 854 1.618 5: 6 
1894 351 2,017 9ý 30 586 10392 5.7 
1895 344 1,794 21, 28 391, 1,354 5.2 
1896 406 2,242 12 42 578 1670 5.5 
1897 413 V50 21 54 747 15528 5.7 
1898 563 3,318 21 84 1P33 Z180 5.9 
1899 n. d. a. 4,596 21 132 1,124 3,319 n. d. a. 
1900 n. d. a. 3,549 19 133 1,097 2,300 n. d. a. 
1901 n. d. a. Z947 19 88 812. 2,028 n. d. a. 
1902 nd. a. %635 18 140 728 1,749 n. d. a. 
1903 n. d. a. 3,529 38 177 912 Z402 n. d. a. 
1904 n, d, a, 3,144 54 134 1.291 1,665 ned. a. 
1905 458 2,559 21 133 1,403 1,002 5.6 d 1906 328 1,553 30 105 735 
' 
683 4.7 
1907 267 1,290 33 102 580 575 4.8 
1908 201 1074 22 87 439 526 5.3 
1909 181 724 19 67 332 306 4.0 
1910 200 903 28 87 411 377 4.5 
1911 128 . 441 25 78 
i64 74 3*4 
1912 ill 363 37 43 221 62 3.3 
1913 89 276 22 56 134- 64 3.1 
1914 118 356 32 71 196 57 3.0 
1915 110 240 34 109 83 14 2.2 
a Year ending 31st October , 1868 1884 b Year ending 31st August, 1885 1890' 
C Year ending 25th March, 1891 - 1905 
d Year ending 31st March, 1906 - 1915 
The above table shows that a total of 76,3ý0 houses were approved 
during the period 1876 - 1914 with an average of %958 approved each 
years The highest numbers were approved in 1899 and the lowest in 
1879 and from 1908 onwards, Based on the figures availablesthe 
average number of dwellings approved on each deposited plan was 
lower than might have been expected at 4.9, thus indicating the 
small scale of building operations that were undertaken at any one 
time even though developers in some cases owned large areas of land 
rips for development. 
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It should be noted that these statistics come from the minutes 
and annual reports of various committees over a period of nearly 
50 years and during this time the point at which the statistics 
were compiled (i, e. the year ending) changed at least four times. 
This means that the overall trends and total numbers are accurate 
but some caution should be exercised when comparing figures for 
individual years containing a different number of months, for 
example 1890 and 1891, 
Table 14 Buildinqs Comp leted and Certified, Borou qh of Leads 
1876 - 1915B 
Number of houses House types Other buildings 
completed d. v* s, d, v, tot. bob. completed 
a 1876 1.244 nodose nod. a. 
1877 1,903 n. d. a. nod, a, 
1678 Z228 n, doao 1,148ý 
1879 1,721 n. da. 886' 
1880 1,318 n, d, as 847 
1881 1012 n, d. a. 905 
1882 1,067 nd, a, 968 
1883 1.007 ndea, 1,245 
1884 
1885b 
IP30 
- 
nod. a. 1,101 
- 1.229 n, deas ' 
1301 
1886 1,103 3 3 378 19 7 711 
1887 1,208 10 2 413 783 672 
1888 1,723 6 13 620 1,084 586 
1889 1,571 111 4 378 1,179 781 
1890 1,728 9 7 518 1,194 1,069 c 1891 9988 n, d*a, ned, a, 1892 %876 10 10 644 1,212 708 
1893 %915 6 19 632 1,258 768 
1894 1,949 11 7 623 '1,308 729 
1895 1,707 11 10 552 1,134 964 
1896 1681 17 6 429 1,229 918 
1897 1,932 10 24 502 1,396 1,053 
1898 2,399 6 31 729 %633 1,289 
1899 2,903 10 62 797 Z034 1,266 
1900 3,059 16 59 841 2,143 1A23 
1901 3,030 14 74 907 2J335 1,591- 
1902 Z201 17 55 771 1,358 2,020 
1903 2ý572 18 99 892 1,563 1809 
1904 2,923 29 93 11050 1,751 1,515 
1905 
1906d 
2,442 31 94 11147 1,170 1493 
1,748 28 88 867 765 1593 1907 1,135 25 67 -539- 504, 1,546 1908 919 19 69 421 410 1260 1909 836 16 55 354 *411 1,390 
1910 584 27 63 274 226 1007 1911 505 22 67 294 122 856 1912 350 18 
1 
60 162 110 
., 
829 
138 1 
1; il 
1913 220 24 37 127 32 784 
1914 287 27 68 166 26 832 
1915 228 23 53 119 33 617 
a Year ending 31st Octobers 1868 - 1884 
b Year ending 31st August, 1885 - 1890 
c Year ending 25th March, 1891 - 1905 
d Year ending 31st March, 1906 - 1915 
8 No figuresexist for the year 1891 which was reduced 
to only 
7 months because of c above. An estimate has been made 
based 
on a comparison of those houses, approved and those erected 
for 
the period 1885 - 1895. Beresford estimated 
the figure to be 
812. 
The above table shows that a total of 61,263 houses were erected 
during 1876 - 1914 with an average of 1,571 erected each year* 
The highest numbers were completed in 1900 and the lowest in 
1883 
and from 1908 onwards (if the distorted figure for 1891 is omitted). 
Comparison with Table 13 shows that 76,358 houses were approved 
between 1876 - 1914 and 6q247 completed during the period 
1877 - 
1915. Thus, if the assumption is made that houses erected were 
completed within 12 months of approval, some 79% of all houses 
approved were actually erected, This figure is slightly lower 
than Parry Lewis's estimate which suggested that 85% of all 
houses approved were erected in the 50 towns he investigatsd'#ý- 
Based on the figures available for house types it can be seen that 
for the period 1886 - 1914 the following houses were erected: 
Table 15 House Types Completed and Certifiedl 1886 - 1914 
detached villas 
semi-detached villas 
through terraces 
back-to-backs 
Number completed % of total 
444 95 
1,246 2,79 
169027 34.46 
2BS789 ý61,90 
46,506 a 100,00% 
a omitting the figure-for the year 18gle --Ir. 
The above table shows that houses''in terraces represented 96% of 
the total number of houses erected, If all buildings are 
considered by combining houses and other buildings, terraced 
houses represented 57% of all construction work in Leads from 
1886 - 1914 which involved new works rangihg. from small sheds to 
large public buildings, 9 
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6.2 Buildinq Cycles-' 
Building economists have shown thatthýe building industry'in 
Britain has for long been subject to booms and depressions with 
graphs of activity against time clearly showing sine curve peaks 
and troughs, The typical cycle of building activity in the 
nineteenth century can be described as follows. -After several 
years of high activity, a period of time may follow with industry 
in general at a low ebb, possibly due to over-productionIn 
earlier years. Low levels of real wages and little investment 
may also follow with savings invested safely in Government-stocks. 
This state of affairs could be terminated either by a foreign 
country increasing its demand for our exports or a good harvest 
increasing domestic-spending power and reducing the need to 
import corn. Thus incomes begin to rise and the economy is 
stimulated with industry increasing production to meet demand, 
and with it, a demand being created for new households, Further 
factors in the equation are the attraction to, investors to put 
money into building compared with placing their investment in 
other ventures, especially abroads and, the effects which, followed 
the outbreak of war and declarations of peace an exportst imports 
and the economy as a whole. 
House building also followed general building cycles and was 
particularly affected by the long period of time from conception 
to completions the sluggishness of the industry to respond to 
'developmentseand the rise and fall of house national economic 
rents, For these reasons it was possible for a temporary recession 
in general trade to have little effect on the building of houses 
because of the long term investment involved and the long period 
of time between planning to completion, If a depression started 
labour and other costs may have been cheaper and rather than leave 
dwellings half completed the developer could take-advantage of the 
conditions and carry on buildings considering it more profitable to- 
embark on further building at"a time of low costs rather than-wait 
until materials and labour were scarce. To do this the builder 
or developer must have considered the recession to be short-lived 
in order to offset what he might lose in lose of rental dueýto 
houses standing empty against'the cheýper costs of erection. 
Rents for existing tenants word usually fixed by -earlier ýCOntracts 
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whereas the builder of the new houses would hope that he could 
charge at least existing rents and eventually higher ones* 
Factors such as thesemay have allowed house builders to overcome 
a minor but not a major recession. 
When a rise in demand caused a boom in the building industry the 
picture for house builders was a very different one, As the 
houses were completed so the attractions to investors became 
apparent and profits to be made out of speculative-building-and 
selling attracted more and more people to become involved. In the 
large towns tradesmen and craftsmen set up as builders employing 
their own men and a great number of merchantsl manufacturers, 
lawyers and professional man initiated speculative house building 
projects in the hope of profit and on the assumption that the 
general state of the economy would lead to a high demand for new 
houses. The first to build would succeed and their profits 
encourage others., until eventually the bubble would burst abruptly 
when the point was reached that supply exceeded-demand in any, one 
locality, Houses would stand empty for a while and then for long 
periods with rants ceasing to rises remaining'staticg'and eventually 
even beginning to fall in some areas, Further speculation in 
house building was no longer an attractive proposition, andoas so 
many builders worked on borrowed money for land purchase and credit 
for material supply. the inability to either sell or lot houses 
inevitably led to bankruptcies. When severe over-production of 
housing supply took place the number of bankruptcies were high and 
the thought that speculation in house building1was associated with 
financial ruin put off future speculators and builders for many ybers. 
This loss of confidence often prolonged a depression in house building 
for some years after trade in general and elsewhere in the building 
industry had begun to pick up, 10 
Nationally there was a general building boom in the early 1830's 
and full employment was coupled with an increased amount of building 
and construction activity* In 1839 there was a. depression when 
employment fell and by 1841 there was severe distress in many parts of 
northernEnglande 1843 saw signs of improvement with a good harvest 
and credit once again easier to obtain. In the same year a great 
railway boom began and in 1843 five Railway Acts*were passed for the 
building of new lines9to be followed in 1844 by a further. 26 being passed 
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together with 22 others to extend existing lines* 'A plentiful 
supply of funds became available to industry in general and there 
was an accompanying expansion of exports. 
11 1 
A depression which occurred in the late 1840's was general 
throughout England and Wales and resulted in high unemployment. 
This was followed by a considerable increase in building activity 
between 1848 and 18530 when railway building in particular rose 
to an all time peak. The turn of this tide of expansion came 
with the outbreak of the Crimean War which lasted from 1854 - 
1856; a war in which the Lord of the Manor of Headingley, the 
Earl of Cardigan, played one of, the leading roles, In 1853 there 
were bad harvests and the threat of the impending war drove the 
bank rate up to 5%, making investment less attractive. The Crimean 
War affected house building, producing a depressing effect by 
putting off would-be developers and investors who saw greater 
risks to their capital during troubled times. The end of the 
war saw the bank rate fall and by 1858 it had fallen as low as 
21%* This favoured expansion and led to a new cycle in which 
investment was accelerated and the new low rate of interest 
brought about a building boom exceeding that of 1850 - 1854, 
However, the situation did not last and as ever the building 
industry followed a cyclical path and a further depression followed 
with the bank rate rising from 3% in 1860 to 8% in'1861, 
The American Civil War from 1861 - 1865 did not affect the whole 
of Britain by causing widespread depression but was rather more 
local and selective, for example, the spinning and weaving towns 
of Lancashire and the cotton towns of the north were badly hit 
by the disruption of overseas trade, 
Within any region of the country both local and national forces 
were at work. A good harvest would be a national. influence where 
corn would be cheaper and the general increase in prosperity 
stimulated building activity. Whereas a decline or expansion 
in overseas trade would have its principle impact in those regions 
producing goods that were in high demand for export, The effect 
of war could be varied, for those regions with heavy industries 
geared to war needs could. be stimulated (e, g, the engineering 
industries of Leads) whereas oth, er. regions could run out of raw 
material (such as the'cotton industry 'in Lancashire. ), War also 
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had an effect on the credit situation and the bank rate. Credit 
for house building was raised largely. on a local basis but. the 
national picture and such factors as the level of bank rate had - 
their influence. So too did the fact that if high profits, could 
be made by investing, abroad or with the government, then, less money 
was available for speculation*in house building. 
3. Parry Lewis described the regional differences in bUilding 
cycles as follows: 
'Thus even national or international'events had differing 
consequences in different regionso The local factors 
were even more divergent. Different industries had 
different histories. and characteristics. Their 
production periods differed and their inventory cycles 
were quite special to them. Labour disputesjupsetting 
both production and incomes were often confined to a 
particular region, while innovations were introduced at 
different times. Briefly, the outcome of the inter- 
action of these forces may be summarisod in the 
statement that when the demand for a regio0s product 
increased so that new labour was needed, or when the 
prosperity of existing workers increased so that they 
could live under better conditions, a local housing 
boom would set in provided that materials and credit" 
were available at reasonable prices, The boom would 
cease in one of two ways. On the one hand the local 
demand might become exhausted because of a cessation 
of immigration, a wage-reduction or over-building 
leading to empty houses, On the other hand the 
combination of house and industrial investment co- 
inciding in their upward swings in many regions mightp 
after perhaps quite a long time, so strain the 
structure of credit that some exogenous event would 
-lead to a credit crisisp and the reduction of 
building almost everywhere, P'12 
A common observation by historians of, the nineteenth century is 
that building activity rose to'a peak in the mid 18701S, a few 
years after other industries had begun to enter a recession, and 
then it too descended into a trough of depresssion. from which it 
did not emerge until the 1890's. This, event has generally been 
termed the Great Victorian Depression by economic historians to 
distinguish it from the Great Depression Of the 1930's. 
The end of the American Civil War saw a boom in home and export 
trade with the bank rate coming down to 3% in 1865, after being 
as high as 9% in 1864, Howevers new wars an the continent of- 
Europe led to a further decline in trade from'1870 to 1873 and this 
was particularly influenced 13y the Franco-Prussian War of'1869. 
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After 1873 their was a great expansion-in, the economy with a 
resulting boom in the building industry,, -- This rise in the 
early 1870's has been attributed to many factors including 
transport 
developments such as the expansion of omnibus routes and the 
introduction of trams. This coupled with a great increase in the 
number of speculative house builders led to over building and the 
outstripping of demand. An increasing amount of property stood 
empty in the late 1870's and bythe early 1880's house production 
had been so overdone that the suburbs were glutted with new but 
tenantless houses, 
13 
Rents were lowered to attract tenants, 
often to no avail, and in Leeds nearly 4,600 houses were unoccupied 
in 1881, representing some 6% of the houses in the borough. In 
Birmingham in 1884 there were 5)300 empty houses. 
14 
The Great Victorian Depression was to last in the building industry 
until the early 1890's when a gradual improvement took place but 
even then there were further setbacks. In 1892 the Liberator 
Building Society. started by the M. P. I J. Se Balfour., crashed a' nd 
when there was some stir in house building activity between 1693 - 5., 
the role played by Building Societies was-less, than it should havp 
been because of, the, Liberator Society failure. From 1895 to 1900 
there was a general rise in home investment arrested by the onset 
of the Baer War. A decline started in 1900 and this was attribut'ed 
in general terms to dear money and the effect of the war on money 
supply, - These factors once again had an impact an building 
investment. 
When the Boer War was over in 1903, there followed a slight 
upswing in house building but the whole world was calling for 
capital investment and men to work on new projects. From 1905 
onwards fortunes could be made abroad at a'time when there was 
more or less stationary rents and rising costs at home. A 
decline in house building occurred in most large towns in the 
country from 1905 onwards, 
6.3 House-Building Cycles in Leeds 
From various sources such as newspaper articles 0- magazines, 
professional associations and written'works on nineteenth-century 
Leeds it is possible to draw up a rough "picture of the boomss 
depressionss peaks and troughs associated with house building 
in the town during the period. The assumption has been made 
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that house building followed in the fortunes of the building 
industry in general in Leeds and that comments, made about one 
would apply to the other. 
15 
Building activity in Leeds can be. summarised in broad terms as 
follows: 
Table 16 Buildinq Activity in Leeds, 1825 - 1914 
a 
I 
Rise from To peak at To fall to low at 
1825 1832 
1832 1837 1843 
1843 1848 1850 
1850 1854 n, d, a, 
n. d. a, n, d. a. 186B 
1868 1876 
. 
1879 
1879 1882 1886 
1886 1890 1894. 
1894 1901 1902 
1902 1904 1914 
I f, 
a The table is based on brick duty chargedin Leeds up to 
1850, and on comments made qg the state of the industry. 
in Leeds from 1850 to 1914. 
Comments made on the state'of the industry were graphic: 
'The bricklayers are full of orders and are unable 
to saýýsfactorily cope with demand' - The Builder. 
1876, 
'It is with great regret your Committee report a 
, -continuance of the long existing depression in the' 
state of the building. trades, and consequently the 
decreased demand for the services of our profession. ' 
. 18 L. Y. A. S, Report, 1885 
'State of building 16 rade 
in Leeds - not very bright' 
The Builder, 1695 
'things were quieter, than 2 
6hey had been for some 
time' - The Builder 1897 
It is posbible to relate information concerning house building to 
the overall state of the building trade in Leeds. st least--for 
the latter part of the nineteenth and early part--of the twentieth 
centuries. Some indication of the situation before 1870 can be 
deduced from the number of unoccupied houses given in Table12; z- 
these were 3% in 1801,4% in 1811,, 6o5% in 1821,, 7% in 1831,,. 7%- 
in 1841,4,5% in 1857,2,5% in 1861 and 4.5% in 1871. 
If comments. found in other works relating specifically to house' 
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building in Leeds are coupled with the statistics in Tables 13 
and 14., it would appear that house building activity 
in Leeds can 
be summarised in broad terms as follows: 
Table 17 House-Buildinq_Activity in Leeds, 1872 -1914 
Rise from To, peak at TO fall to low at 
1872 1878 1883 
1883 1885 1886 
1886 1888 1889 
1889 1894 1896 
1896 1900 1902 
1902 1904 1914a 
a Continuing to fall in 1915 
Compared with building activity as a whole, Table 17 shows that 
peaks in house building did not always coincide but followed 
very similar curve patterns. Generally, there was a depression 
in 1868 followed by a high level of building activity and a high 
demand for building land. There was a peak, in house building in 
1878, followed by a steep depression which stopped at 1881 but 
remained at this low level for 4 years, and it was not until 
1885 that things began to improve. There was a slight upturn 
in 1885, but the real recovery in activity did not come until 
two years later with a peak in 1888 almost as great as ten 
years earlier, The situation remained fairly static until 1892 
when a boom began with a high demand for house building# 
culminating in a peak in 1900 when over 3POO houses werelerected 
in Leeds for the first time. The 1890's were years of massive 
expansion in suburban housing with a slight setback in 1895 and 
1896. In 1902 there was a decline followed by a rise again in 
1904, This proved to be the last fling before the meteoric 
decline from that year onwards which resulted in fewer'than 250 
houses being completed in 1913. The number of unoccupied 
houses given in Table 12 shows that there were 7% in 18819 3% 
in 1891,6.5% in 1901 and 9% in 1911. These figures can be 
compared with those for London where the number of empty houses 
seldom fell below 4% of the total for London as a whole between 
1875 and 1900.21 
The situation in Leeds in 1912 was summed up in the Annual Report 
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of the Plans Committee: 
'The decline in the erection of houses during the last 
few years is pronounced; the fact that during the 
last decade the number of houses erected has been 
14,014 and the increase in the population 16,600 
being almost one house per person for the increase, 
must have had a det rring affect with the 
speculative builder:. 22 
The report went an to say that there were over 7,000empty houses 
in 1911 and 6,223 in 1912.23 
Finally a comparison has been made between figures produced by 
Jo Parry Lewis on house-building activity for the whole country 
and those for Leads. The former is in the form of a national 
index of all towns for which statistics have been compiled covering 
the period 1850 - 19139 with the year 1906 having a base of 100.1 
(this has been represented graphically in Fig, 62), Drawn on the 
same illustration is a graph of the number of houses erected in 
Leeds for the period 1876 - 1915o The abscissa is common to 
both graphs and shows time but the ordinate differs, however, a 
comparison of peaks and troughs can be made to show the regional 
differences from national trends, 
24 
It is clear from the two graphs that the Great Victorian Depression 
hit housing nationally in 1876, but not Leads until two years later, 
The decline nationally was gradual and lasted until 18909 but by 
1885 an upturn in demand had already taken place in Leads, The 
steep rise to a national all time peak started in 1890, but did 
not begin until two years later in Leeds. Both graphs exhibit 
the twin peaks at the turn of the century and the steep decline 
after IqO4. The peaks occurred within a year of each other in 
each case. 
6.4 House-Building in the Study Area 
From detailed examination of the deposited plans for the study 
area it was possible to draw up a detailed analysis of the way 
that houses were erected in a small area which only covered 265 
acres within one suburb, and at the same time to analyse the 
house types and their patterns of distribution. 
Taking into account the fact that some schemes were approved on 
plans and then abandonedo either wholly or partiallys and that 
certain building lots had several plans approved for the same 
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site., the following overall picture emerged: 
(a) The total number of houses found on approved plans for 
the study area between 1868 and 1914, came to Z447, 
(b) The number of houses found on approved plans for the study 
area between 1868 and 1914 which were actually erected, 
came to 2alý97. 
(c) The number of houses which were approved and erected 
in the study area, but the plans for which were missing 
from the archives, came to 103* 
(d) The number of houses found on approved plans for the 
study area and not erected, came to 250. 
Examination of O. S. maps and block plans'on drawings showed which 
of the houses wepe finally completed and for the study area it 
would appear that 90% of the houses on approved plans were actually 
built, compared with 80% for all Leads (see p. 139 )? 
5 From the 
statistics obtained it was possible to draw up a series of tables 
showing the number and types of houses approved and those erected 
for each year within the study area: 
Table 18 Houses. on Plans Approved and Inspected, 1868 - 19,426 
Year of deposit House types 
cot. ý lo. h*a*se dev. s, d. ij. ' 
1668 1 4' 
1869 75 
1870 3 12 
1871 1531 
1872 
1873 
1874 
1675 
1876 
1877 
1878 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1882 
1883 
1884 
1885 
1886 
1887 
1888 
1889 
1 
3 
1 
I 
2 
1 
1 
2 
7 
2 6 
I 9 
3 8 
4 2 
I 8 
5 4 
1 
4 
12 
1 
2 
6 
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Total 
t'. tb. b'* "' 1 
5-'1n 
12 
8 
is 
10 
73 
32 
16 
4 
58 
31 
66 
37 
16 
36 
18 
46 
65 
48 
16ý 
6 
18 
50 
102 
61 
21 
13 
27 
10 
7 
15 
24 
23 
84 
38 
26 
29 
66 
35 
66 
40 
34 
39 
70 
155 
132 
73 
1890 1 4 1 4 
35 
lie 
36 
16 
77 
140 
1891 1 1 
2 is 73 9 103 1892 1 2 47 36 85 1B93 
2 2 27 54 85 1894 
- 2 2 44 10 58 1895 
12 31 43 1896 
24 32 56 1897 
4 67 71 1898 83 83 1899 
1900 7 2 
59 68 
1901 1 6 45 
52 
1902 113 10 
124 
1903 2 86 
88 
1904 2 2 14 1 
19 
1905 1 1 12 65 
80 
1906 2 4 58 
65 
1907 1 45 
46 
190B 6 6 
1909 3 22 25 
1910 7 22 30 
1911 8 8 
1912 6 6 
1913 4 4 
1914 9 9 
Grand 10 13' 36 37- 192 1,670 489 2s447 
totals 
Percentage , 41 . 53 1.47 1.51 
7.85 68.25 19.98 
It can be seen from Table 18 that the most number of houses were 
approved in 1887 when drawings for 155 dwellings were submitted 
to the council for sites in the study area. Other boom periods 
for plans approved were in 1891 and 1902, It is also interesting 
to note that. on average. 52 houses were approved for the study 
area every year for a 47 year period. The lowest number being-4 
in 1913. Once again comparison with figures for house plans 
approved for all Leeds shows thatson average. there were 4.9 
dwellings approved per application whereas for the study area 
this was slightly lower at 4.6 dwellings per. plan. These figures 
clearly indicate that in Leeds and the study area it was not 
common practice to obtain approval for the erection of large 
numbers of dwellings at any one time. Even if a developer 
intended to develop many houses in terraces the plans were usually 
deposited in stagesoa process which not only allowed for slight 
variations in design but could also be related to the financial 
and building climate and especially to the number of unsold or 
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unlet dwellings in the area. Often the depositer of the drawings 
changed from one stage of development to another and this occurred 
even when the developer remained the same. 
The total number of different developers responsible for the 
2,447 approved houses was 197, representing an average of 12.4 
dwellings per developer. Some 65 developers had only one house 
approved, many of these being for owner-occupation. If these 
are removed from the totalthe average number of houses approved 
per developer rises to 18. The maximum number of houses were 
approved for the builders B. & W. Walmsley, who had 421'approved 
on the large areas of Cardigan land which they purchased for building 
development. 
The depositers of building plans who signeds stamped or wrote their 
names on them$and presumably were either the persons who drew the 
drawings or were responsible for their'production to the building 
developer,, could be separated into two distinct categories. There 
were 74 depositers of plans who described themselves on drawings 
as architects and 21 other depositers who did not use this style 
27 or title on any of the drawings inspected. Those depositers 
calling themselves architects were responsible for 2,281 approved 
houses-and the non-architects,, the majority of whom were builders., 
were responsible for 166. The maximum number of houses approved 
by one depositer was 364 by the architect Daniel Dodgson, who was 
responsible for most of the house designs used by B. & W. Walmsley. 
Some 17 depositers had plans approved for only 1 house. 
The number of houses approved within the study area which were 
actually erected can be summarised as follows: 
Table 19 Houses Erected from Approved plans Inspected. 1868 
1914 
Year of erection8 House types Total 
cot. 10. h. a. so d, v. S. d. v, t. t. ' b. b, 
1868 2 2 
1869 2 5 7 
1870 1 7 17 12 37' 
1871 2 13 6' 
1872 3 2 2 7 1873 3 5 8 1874 4 14' 18 1875 1 1 3 7 15 27 1876 2 1 6 44 53 1877 3 2 39 44 
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3 4 26 34 1878 
4 1 2 1879 
1 16 14 32 1880 
1 55 56 1881 
4 24 28 1882 
1 2 56 59 1883 24 34 1884 
1 26 8 36 1885 1 
2 22 25 1886 1 le 90 108 
1887 
1 1 3 82 64 151 1888 
37 48 85 1889 
1890 13 1 - 37 10 
52 
1891 15 4 83 44 137 
1892 2 2 10 73 9 96 
1893 8 44 22 74 
1894 2 2 34 30 68 
1895 2 2 25 40 69 
1896 40 40 
1897 16 34 50 
1898 20 33 53 
1899 2 98 100 
1900 7 2 48 57 
1901 1 6 53 60 
1902 100 100 
1903 1 83 lo 94 
1904 10 28 38 
1905 11 1 8 39 50 
1906 11 12 40 54 
1907 1 1 52 54 
1908 29 29 
1909 0 
1910 3 1 4 a 
1911 3 22 25- 
1912 8 8 
1913 4 4 
1914 9 9 
Grand totals 9 13 34 33 162 %525 421 21197 
Percentage , 40 . 59 1.55 110,50 7.37 69.41' 19.16 
aA basic assumption has been made that the dwellings were 
complated, on average, within 6 months of the date of approval. 
Plans approved between January and June were taken to be 
built in the same year but thosý. approved from July to 
December, in the year following, 
A comparison between Table 18 and Table 19 shows that3where houses 
were approved but not erected, the types involved ranged across 
the full housing spectrum. The percentage figures for house 
types approved and those for house types actually erected are 
remarkably similar, thus indicating that the houses abandoned 
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0'. 
before work started on site were not confined to any one type or 
social class; the detached villa and the small back-to-back, were 
equally at risk to the speculative nature of the development 
process, The tables also indicate that there were 250 dwellings 
whih were approved and not erected but this figure does not 
include statistics relating to a number of plans missing from the 
archives. What is known is that 103 dwellings were completed to 
plans which have been misplaced or are not to be found in the 
Leeds archives. Based on the deposited plans inspected it would 
appear that there would have been a further 113 dwellings, approved 
of which 103 were erected. 
29 
The'number of houses erected within the study area to plans which 
were not inspected can be summarised as follows: 
Table 20 Houses Erected from Approved Plans not Inspected 
186B - 1914 
Approximate year cot. lo. of erection 
1871 
1874 
1875 
1877 
1879 
1880 
1881 
1885 
1886 
1889 
1898 
1902 
1903 
House types - Total 
h. a, so d, v, s, d, vo teto'b, b., 
7 
2 
3 
4 
4 35 
6 
2 
3 
4 
14 
1 
: 59 
6 
2 
3 
6 
Totals 9 85 9 103 
The above table is significant only in so far as it shows that the 
house types most frequently built were naturally those most likely 
to have plans misplaced or lost. 
There is little to be-gained from comparing the graph showing 
the number of houses erected in all Leeds (see Fig. 62 ) and 
similar figures for the study area, for the latter covers too 
small an area to make any meaningful comparisons. 
30 
The peaks 
and troughs for-the study'area related to not only national 
economic trends but also to local conditions and above all to, 
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when individual, 'estates came an the market. In general terms 
1870s 1B76., 1BB19 1883s 1B8Bs 1B919 1B99 and 1902 were the peak 
years for the study area house builders with the most number of 
houses being erected in 1888. When compared with all Leeds it 
canýbe seen that the twin peaks of the study area, which were in 
1888 and 1891, occurred when Leeds was still recovering from and 
on the way out of the Great Victorian Depression.. This, as well 
as other 
' 
discrepancies between the study area and all Leeds, c8n 
be explained by the number of estates which were building at any, 
one time. Fig. 63 shows the various estates within the study 
area and illustrates the dates on which major housing development 
started and finished. It does not take into account individual 
houses or terraces built spasmodically over many years before 
major development began or isolated houses or alterations 
completed after it had finished. The estates were not all the 
same size and did not contain an equal number of houses when 
finished but the number of estates on which building was taking 
place at any one time indicates the general level of'building 
activity. The peak periods for house building in any one suburb 
was not only dependent on general economic-trends but also an the 
right land coming on the market at the right price and the right 
time. Thus the 1888 peak occurred as large areas of the Cardigan 
land were coming on the market coupled with a general upward swing 
in the house-building market. 
The total number of major estates in the study area was 17 and 
the following table shows the number of estates that were building 
in the peak years for house completions: 
Table 21 House-Building and Estates beinq DeveloDed 
Houses drected Estates building 
1870 37 4 
1876 53 9 
1881 56 13 
1883 59 13 
1888 151 14 
1891 137 11 
1899 100 8' 
1902 100 8 
The fact that fewer estates produced more, houses after 188B than 
I befores was because of the types of estates that were started, 
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For exampleg both the Royal Park Estate and the Manor House Estate 
had many small terrace houses erected on them, whereas the 
Headingley Old Gardens and Mansion House Estate were mainly large 
detached or semi-datechad. villas. 
What is clear-is that peaks and troughs do not always coincide 
in the study area with those for all Leads. However, the 
assumption can be made that when' building was at a low ebb in the 
study area it may not have been elsewhere in Leeds. A reverse , 
pattern could occur at peak house-building periods, and taken over 
the whole of Leads, these variations between one suburb andothers 
would create the general trends shown in Fig, 62. 
6.5 Housing Types and Distribution 
Reference to Tables 19 and 20 shows that 33 detached, 171, semi- 
detachedo 12610 through terraces, 430 back-to-back and 56 other 
dwellings were erected in the study area between 1868 and 1914, 
Only 1j% were detached villas,, 7% were semi-detached and nearly 
90% were in the form of terraces containing through or back-to- 
back houses. These figures can be compared with those for all' 
Leeds which were 1%., 3% and 96% respectivelys The majdr 
differancesbetween the housing in the study area and all Leeds was 
the slightly higher number of detached houses, the considerable- 
increase in the number. of sami-detached houses and the different 
mix of through and back-to-back terrace houses, In Leeds between 
1886 and 19140 back-to-backs represented 62% of all houses erected. 
In the study area this figure was only 19%, Similarly, in Leeds 
34% of all houses erected were through terraces whereas in the 
study area this figure was 69%, Therefore the mix of these two 
types was almost but not quite totally reversed within the study area, 
The distribution of the various house types and the numbers built 
of at least one, the back-to-back, can be shown to be directly 
related to the restrictive covenants imposed by successive land- 
owners. These covenants influenced the type of house erected 
in four ways: by restricting the size of the house by annual-rantal., 
by restricting the size of the house by value, by the total banning 
of particular house typess by the restricting of the number of 
houses built an any one plot. The first two of these produced 
areas of detached and semi-detached villas where'high annual 
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rentals'or overall values were demanded. The houses 
built in the 
Headingley Old Gardens was a typical result of this type of 
covenant. The restricting of house numbers can be seen along 
Cardigan Road where the Leeds Cricket, Football & Athletic Club 
Ltd. allowed no more than two houses per plot and a long row of 
semi-detached houses was the result. The banning of specific 
houses., usually back-to-backs, took place on several estates'such 
as Postill's Norwood Estate where'that particular house type'was 
specifically proscribed. 
Back-to-back houses were built only on those estates where their 
erection was allowed. Even if not actually banned, often they 
could not be built because the annual rental they attracted did 
not reach the minimum figure quoted in convenants. In some 
cases they were built an land which was mainly developed with 
through terraces butlas the development process was a lengthy one, 
the passage of time reduced the value of the minimum annual rental 
in real terms to such an extent that back-to-backs fell within its 
limits. Thus as the building time scale allowed red-brick 
terraced houses to be built on the Mansion House Estate, so too 
could back-to-backs be erected on the Walmsley Estate after 1900. 
There were two factors at work here, the fact that the minimum 
rental fixed in covenants was not regularly increased to keep pace 
with inflation and the increased standards of the better class 
back-to-back, which after 1880 had additional rooms and a small 
garden and could attract a weekly rental slightly greater than 
smaller or older through terraces. 
A general assumption has often been made that where a developer 
had a choice of any method of laying out streets for houses he 
would choose a street pattern to receive back-to-back houses, 
because by crowding on as many houses as possible on each acre of 
land the greatest profit would ensue. From the distribution 
patterns of back-to-back houses within the study areas adjacent 
to the study area, and examination of deposited plans for other 
areas of Leedsq it would appear that this is an over-simplification 
of the case. 
Beresford states that. the back-to-back house became common In 
Leeds because of cultural, factors and that it became a standard 
housing unit just like the through terraC80 the semi-detached or 
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the detached villa. He also suggests thatthey were not 
built in 
the second half of the nineteenth century as a resort 
by 
unscrupulous builders to produce below standard 
dwellings(when 
given the opportunity to do so)in order 
to make a greater profit. 
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They were to be found on cheap land and on dear 
land; if they were 
intended to provide cheap labourer's cottages other industrial 
areas did not build them. If the purpose of 
back-to-backs was to 
provide housing for those working persons who could only afford 
the cheapest rents, a distribution pattern would be expected which 
showed the majority of back-to-backs built either close 
to the 
mills and factories providing employment or close to cheap 
forms 
of transport giving easy access to such employment. 
In the study 
area this hypothesis would suggest that the industrial working 
classes were housed in back-to-backs which were built as near as 
possible to the mills and factories in Burley and Kirkstall or in 
close proximity to the Otley turnpike which carried the omnibus 
and later the tram. 
The distribution of back-to-backs in the study area is spasmodic, 
Ihere were only 8 built on the Teal estate, a terrace of 
' 
17 on the 
Chapel Lane Estate, several terraces on the Clapham/Pearson Estate and 
on the Cardigan/Walmsley Estate. However. the largest concentrations 
were on the Royal Park/Ford Estate and, on the Cardigan land which 
was known as Headingley Village Green (see Fig. 64 ). There 
would appear to be no clear connection between the siting of the 
houses and the location of industry or the roads acting as routes 
for public transport. What is clear is that if the estates just 
outside the study area boundary are examined the back-to-backs 
in the study area are situated near to similar estates outside it. 
There are concentrations of back-to-back houses to the immediate 
south on the Hill Top Estate and an Cardigan Land in Burley which 
was developed to become the Harolds. Similar concentrations occur 
to the west of the North Eastern Railway line in Burley where the 
Beechwoods contain a high proportion of this type of dwelling. 
Generally they were popular in Burley to the south and westp 
especially in the Burley Lodge Area of the Autumns and the Kelsalls. 
When the Headingley House Estate was sold for housing development 
in 1902 a few back-to-back terraces were built off Ash Road close 
to Headingley Village Green. I 
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The question must be asked whether the back-to-backs in the 
study I area were built'because of similar estates existing nearby 
but outside the area? This may have been the case with those 
nearest to Burley in-, the souths such as the houses built on the 
Royal Park Estates but it-was notýso with those erected on the 
Teal, Estate, Chapel Lane Estate and the Village Greens all of which 
preceded-those built nearbylbut outside the study area. It could 
be concluded that the houses were built near to the Burley boundary 
and that Burley wasi, nearer to and contained industry and that otherso 
such as those on Headingley Greenýformed a small pocket where the 
occupiers could find work at the oil mills in the Meanwood valley 
as these were in walking distance down Oil Mills Lane (later to be 
named'Wood Lane). 
The earliest back-to-backs were built in Kensington Terrace on the, 
Teal Estate c. 1861 and, due to, theivarious restrictive covenants 
banning or limiting their erection, no more. were built until 1880. 
The peak year was 1888 when 64 were builtýand-the last to be 
erected were completed in 1911. Howevers they continued to be 
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built on the Walmsley Estate after 1918, 
By'far the majority of houses built in the study area were through'' 
terrace's. and these were distributed fairly evenly over all of th8" 
estates with a few notable exceptions, such as the Fawcett Estate 
north of Vi6toria Road and the Headingley old Gardens Estate 
(see Fig. 64)o The houses-varied in size from very small ones, ý- 
which had less floor area-than some back-to-backs and others which 
were much larger than many semi-detached houses. Despite 
restrictive covenants9 as years-passed and rentals increased, it 
became-common practice for an estate., of large through terraces to 
be infiltrated by others of lesser. grandeur-and-dimensionso 
Another common occurrance'was-'for estate, 
owners or p- re-development 
landowners to restrict house'annual rentals or total values for 
dwellings built facing onto major roads and at the same time 
allow houses of a lesser value within the estate interior* In 
this way-major roads had a grander appearance to the casual 
observer and the passing stranger but-they hid from view the 
average sized dwelling and the narrower streets, -This effect 
was heightened by the fact that there was no point in stipulating 
larger better-class dwellings in specific positions without 
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allowing sufficiently sized plot sizes to accommodate them, 
Through terraces were built in the study area almost continuously 
throughout the period from 1868 - 1914. None were erected In 
1868,1871 and 1872-during a depression in house-building in 
Leeds. The only other year that none were built was in 1909, 
also during a period of severe recession, The peak years were 
1899 and 1902 with 98 and 100 being built in each year when house 
building activity was at its greatest heights, 
The semi-detached houses were interspersed in small estates within 
estates throughout different parts of the study areas however, there 
were both major and minor developments, Typical major ones ware 
to be found on the Mansion House Estate and the Headingley Old 
Gardens Estate. The former was developed with mainly stone-built 
semi-detached villas and the letter with a few even larger brick- 
built semi-detached villas. Less grand dwellings were built an 
Cardigan Road, adjacent to the Cricket Ground, and an the Mansion 
House Estate in the grounds of Richmond House. The semi-detached 
house was a popular house type in the study area throughout the 
period that house plans were inspected with a few built most years* 
The largest number to be erected were 20 in 1898 and the last were 
a small group of neat little houses developed by the builder, 
William Bower, off St. Michaels Road between 1896 and 1907, 
The detached houses were built on those estates where high annual 
rentals in covenants allowed no others and on other estates where 
the purchasers of plots were in the social and economic position 
to build what they wished* The houses were usually for owner- 
occupation and, although concentrated on the Fawcett Estate and 
the Headingley Old Gardens Estate, they represented less then 1% 
of all the houses built between 1868 - 1914, This remarkably 
low figure was in spite of the fact that Headingley was considered 
to be one of the best middle-class suburbs and the better half of 
the Hesdingley-cum-Burley combination. 
It is possible that there were far more detached. houses built 
generally throughout Leads before 1870 in comparison with other 
types, This was certainly the case in Headinglay an Headingley 
Hill, and in the study area a number of large detached houses 
were completed between 1838 and 1868,, such as Rose Court, 
, 
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Buckingham House, Spring Banks Broomfield House and Richmond House, In 
1870 seven smaller detached houses were-completed, a figure not to 
be achieved in any following years. 
6.6 Rentals, Wages and other Factors 
Housing costs and rentals during the nineteenth century are 
difficult subjects to snalyse, mainly because large variations - 
occurred between different parts of the country and also because 
of the different types of accommodation to which the same rental 
could apply. Thus few absolute standards can be applied and only 
general trends can be noted for the country as a whole and specific 
trends have to be restricted to a given locality. one certain 
fact is that, house rents for working people showed an almost 
undisturbed upward trend throughout the cei 
'However great the variation in annual 
is steadily upwardso very steep rises 
during boom conditions with only very 
falls during depressions., 33 
ntury: 
increase the trend 
in rents occurring 
slightp if any, 
As there was a gradual but definite improvement in the quality 
and size of the average house during the period 1838 - 19140 
it follows that this in itself would contribute towards an upward 
trend in house rents. Although rents showed a firm, long term 
rise,, rents were static or '*sticky' at certain times, Rents 
followed a course alternating between long periods of stability 
and relatively steady advance with few fluctuations other than in 
the rate of growth. Declines in rent were never sustained for 
longer than a year or two at the most and this absence of major 
decline over long periods may be attributed to the powerful upward 
trend which was associated with the increasing size and improving 
quality of the standard of houses built, This was a tendency 
which helped to offset any downward force which resulted from 
market conditions and the building cycle. 
34 
The relationship between rents and the building cycle is a-compiex 
one but in general terms rents rose when building was on the' 
increase and remained stable when building was on the declinee 
occasionally rents continued to expand for some years after a 
turndown in building activity. Nationally rents remained stable 
while house-building was depressed during the early 1880's and 
the early 1890's and from the middle of the 1890's to approximately 
1902 rents rose while house-building boomed, In the same way 
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rents again stayed stable during the period. 1903 - 1914 while 
house-building slumped. The biggest national annual increase in 
house rents occurred in 1865 - 1867.35 
Rents were different for houses in towns and country areas or if 
newly built houses were compared with existing houses. The newly 
erected row of houses could have first time rents immediately 
adjusted to prevailing market conditionswhereas existing houses 
were only gradually pulled up or forced down by the same conditions. 
As differences in rents could be attributed to the location and 
to the age of the property so too size played an important part, 
so much so that many rentals were calculated on the number of 
rooms within a dwelling ranging from the single room cellar 
dwelling to large mansions. 
6"0 The rents for. houses in London in 1840 varied between 1s* and 1se6d. 
per week and such was the differences between regions that houses 
in Wiltshire, Bristol and Exeter were still available at these 
rents in 1885.36 The change, however. 9 for the agricultural worker 
who was attracted to the towns by higher wages in the factories 
was a dramatic one. Not only did he leave behind his rural 
cottage for a house in the town (which might be called a cotta ge 
by name, and have two storeys but there the similarity ended), 
but also he left behind the free or low rent of the tied cottage 
and the extra food which a small garden and back-yard animals 
provided. His rent may have been between 30s. and L3.3s. per 
year in the country and he moved to a town with rents of at least 
52s. a year with no extras to augment the family income, 
Rents in northern towns can be seen in the following tablesg 
37 Table 22 Rents, Working-Class Housing. Nottinbham, 1825 - 1850 
Weekly rental 
Two-storey houses Three-storey houses Houses of 
'better sort$ 
1825 29.6d* 
1829 lso 6d* 
1833 29, 3d» 39.6d, 
1845 ls. 6de 2a. 2d. 39. Od. 
1850 18, 9d, 29.2d, 
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Table 23 House Rents. Liverpool, 1840 - 1q1338 
Houses Annual rantal - 
erected Under L12 L12-18 L18-25 L25-35 L35 and over 
1'840 1,576 623 760 131 62 
1845 3,728 1,212 2,007 332 177 
1850 420 41 297 41 41 
1855 1,355 63 1,144 99 49 
1860 %549 161 1,129 163 96 
1865 11496 - 1,185 170 141 
1,, 6a 1,199 7 944 204 44 
1900 1,573 - ý436 
602 402 133 
1905 2,186 78 394 872 638 204 
1910 1,710 - 119 1,279 168 144 
1913 767 68 92 537 43 27 
a. No data available for the period 1867 - 1895 
The tables are by no means representative of the whole country or 
of all house types but do give some indication of the levels of 
rents which were being paid during the periods they cover, Often 
the rental was based on the number of roomss'for example., 
in 1865 rents in London were calculated at the rate of L5 per 
annum per room. Hence an 8 roomed house fetched L40 per annumt 
which worked out at 1s. 11d. per room per week, 
39 
This can be 
compared with the basic back-to-back house built in Leeds in 1865 
which had two roams, one up and one down, and commanded a rent of 
L6 per annum, or in other words, is. 2d. per room per week, 
40 
When workers moved, from rural areas to the suburbs in search of 
work their first houses were usually situated in the town centres 
in lodgingsp later moving to rooms of-their own and, if families- 
were involved3into, larger but crowded accommodation in the central 
core of the towný -The prime importance was for the accommodation 
to be within walking distance of a place, of work, howeverif for 
some reason this-was not possible or if the worker chose to-live 
in better surroundings not near a place of work but, at someý 
distance from iti he had to find money for traint omnibus or tram. 
fares. Thiss the cost of fares, was aýnew necessity for town 
dwellers and money had to be, found for a new purpose which did not 
exist before. Fares tended to be a factor of more importance 
in the latter part of the century as in earlier years industry 
was more centralised and the transport systems did not exist 6r 
the working man to use regularly, 
For a great number. of people who earned the lowest wages and could 
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be termed the poorest of thR working-classespthere existed a 
continuing problem which was never really solved throughout 
the nineteenth century. The fact was that builders or 
speculators or even the well meaning philanthropic organisations 
could not afford to build new houses, especially as building 
costs rose, which could be let to poorer working people at low 
rentals: 
'The great difficulty lay in the discrepancy between the 
very, low sum of Is to Is 6d a week, at which level 
there was clearly a demand for rooms for families$ and 
the lowest sum at which builders of new houses could 
afford to let them. One was in fact at least double 
the othero, 41 
(the poor)'cannot afford to pay more than a rental of 
from Is to 2s per week, for their dwellings, 
of whatever size and construction, and wheresoever 
situate... but no practical plan has yet been 
devised by which dwellings can be built... 
which can be let at these low rentals and prove 
remunerative to builders. t42 
Builders of large numbers of new houses intended for the working 
classes told the 1885 Commissioners that they could not profit 
by letting at less tha 
,n 
2s. - 3s. weakly. 
43 Even the Peabody 
Charitable Trust and other philanthropic ventures could-not'provide 
homes for less than 2s, par week, The great variation in rentals 
was not between one town and another or the type of builder who 
erected the, houses, the real variation lay in the number of rooms 
rented. The price from London to the northern towns for the 
I rental of a single room varied very little-assuming a similar 
sized room, Indeed the poorest person often paid slightly more 
per week for one. room than the better-off tenant. In areas where 
one-roomed: dwellings were available they let readily, to, the poor. 
The demand for one-roomed h6uses could be seen in inhabited collar 
dwellings in towns like, Leeds, until banned by Bye-Lawsp and in 
the one room tenements built in, Glasgow, The letter fetched 
rents of 1s, 6d. per week in 1866,, -, 
ls,, 9d. in 1876,, 2s,, in 1891, 
2s. 5d. in 19019 and a brand new one-roomed tenement house fetched 
44 2s* 6d. per week minimum in 1902. 
For the working man the stop from'one-toom to two was a major'one 
involving at least double his usual outlay on rent,, assuming that 
the move did not also involve faresýto work. When hard times 
came in his particular, trade he. often returned to one room to 
reduce his outgoings. In Leeds a move from a cellar dwelling 
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to the smallest back-tol-back involved a change to two rooms for 
they were not built as one room dwellings. In 1865 this would 
, 
have meant a rent of 2s. 4d. per week., The Royal Commission 
on Housing in 1885 were told in evidence that no houses could be 
found in late nineteenth-century cities at weekly rents of less 
than 5s. This comprehensive investigation-also found that 
over 85% of the working classes paid over 
i of their income on 
rent and almost 50% paid between 14 and 
1. In central London in 
1850,, 2s. 6d. would rent a single room for a week. and by 1880 this 
had risen to 4s. 9d, with two rooms fetching 7s. 6d. to 10s., 
a sum which was often beyond even a semi-skilled artisano In 
1900 the rent in London for a single room was 5s. stwo rooms 6s. 6d,,,, 
three rooms 8s. 6d., and four rooms 10s. 6d, per week, 
45 
'Despite 
the findings of, the Royal Commission many working people 
, 
paid rents of 1s, 6d, to 4s* 6d., a week all over the country. ' 
This did not meanshowever, that cheap accommodation large enough 
for a family was available which was clean and in good repair,, 
The 1s. 6d. per week secured one room probably with no sink or 
firegrate, 
, 
The 2s. 6d. to 4s, 6d. might secure two rooms with 
an attic and shared water tap. The 5s. woul. d give a larger.., 
back-to-back in Leeds of the scullery type with basic amenities 
and a shared privy in a yard at the end of the block, The same 
rent would obtain 
,a 
tenancy of tworooms in a model dwelling-, with 
all the comfort and respectability that implieds or one of the 
larger back-to-back houses in other provincial towns., The rents 
in model dwellings were 5s, 6do per week for two rooms in a 
Peabody Building, In Sheffield cheaper rents existed because a 
4 roomed back-to-back could be got for-between 3s. and 4s. nor 
week in 1890, 
How did the rentals charged compare with'the incomes of tho se 
hoping to rent them? Incomes varied throughout, the century but 
by the time of the Royal Commission in 1885 
' 
vast numbers of 
working-class men were earning under 21s* per week and skilled 
tradesmen earned more then Ll per week, In 1901.9-Rowntree - 
classified four types of working class groups related to income: 
Group A with under 18s, per week, 8 with'18s, - 21s, per week,, '7' 
C with 21s. - 30s, 'per week and D with 30s, or above per week, 
I 
Only those in group D could afford to pay rent, adequate for the 
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housing of a family of four to six persons i. e. those on L83 per 
year incomes 
46 
Throughout the nineteenth century the working-class in Britain 
expended an average 16% of their income an rent, this worked out 
at dightly less then a sixth. Thus a man on Ll per week would 
pay no more than 4s, per week and those persons who, could only 
afford a rent of 2s. per week had an income of around 10s. per 
week. There were variations in different localities depending 
an local conditions, for example, working class families spent 
13% an rent and rates in Sheffield and 18% in Dundee. In 
comparison, howeverg,. middle-class families spent on average only 
8% to 9% of their incomes an rent, 
47 
If poor families who earned less than 219, a week could not afford 
houses, speculators would seem to have had a market with those who 
earned over this figure, If these expended 16% of their income 
on rent this meant they spent at least 3s. 3d. per week an rent 
and more if on a higher income, Those builders who provided now 
houses in the 39. - 59, a week bracket could make satisfactory 
profits by letting to the poorer tenants, but as costs rose and 
covenants restricted the minimum annual rental to L13 per annum 
or above the builder or speculator was looking for tenants who 
were earning L2 -0 per week to pay the weekly rent of a 
through house at nearly. 6s# per weak, If the RowMtree figures 
for 1901 are examined then it can be seen that these houses were 
not aimed at the lower working class but at the lower and middle 
classes. In Leeds for example, in the last twenty five years of 
the nineteenth century there was large scale building of low cost 
houses for the working classes in the form of back-to-backs of 
varying sizes with rentals which overlapped with those for through 
terraces which were also built in large numbers to cater for 
the more affluent artisans and the middle classes. 
The logic behind house-building during the period would appear to 
be simple when viewed from the point of view of the outsiders to 
the process. The house builder could be a builder or tradesman 
in his own right or a speculator paying tradesmen for materials 
and labour. When builders were involved in house-building they 
did not usually set about building houses with the'intention of 
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letting them but of getting them off their hands as quickly as 
possiblep usually selling them either individually or in blocks 
to local businessmens merchantsp widows etc* who in turn let them 
off as an investment* House-building depended upon the builders' 
estimate of how rent levels would affect the selling price of 
houses and on the investors estimate of how profits from rents 
would move in relation to other investments. 
The building industry was not. one based on sound logic when 
house-building was concerned. It was notorious for small under- 
C8Pitalised builders who were tempted during boom conditions to 
begin speculative building enterprises, often without calculating 
accurately the risks involved* The smaller firms had to sell 
quickly because they, were in a position where the sale of houses 
was necessary to pay for the materials obtained on credit. Often 
the rise in rents went hand-in-hand with a rise in building costs 
as more and more people chose to build in boom periods. Unfortunately 
a large number of houses to let at high rentals could also mean that 
the demand for the product may not have existed when the scheme 
was completed although it had done SO at the beginning. 
Rent, rates, building costsp tenants! wages, land costs and 
taxation all had a part to play in the complicated equation which 
would lead to success or failure. In mid-century the tax 
situation encouraged the purchase of land rather than the building 
of houses for house property tax was set at 101% and land tax at 
3%. 48 The price of land varied widely across the country and 
played an important part in building costs, In Liverpool in the 
1860ts land was 1s. per square yard yearly ground rent or 16s. per 
square yard freehold. At the same time freehold land was available 
in Leeds from 2s. 6d. to 5s. per square yard, In 1B85 the 
cheapest land in Liverpool was reported to be Ll per square yard, 
Rents and the price of land rose in growing nineteenth-century 
towns but house rents rose the most d4ring periods of prosperity 
when more people flocked to towns for employment. Land values 
on the contrary, very often controlled by speculators, rose in 
periods of depressions. Land values increased throughout the 
century, tending to rise most during periods of depression, the 
rise being due to the attraction of land when rents were depressed, 
Lower building costs in times of depression did not bring about a 
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proportionate fall in house rents, profit, could be made 
from"the 
owning of house property and land values accordingly 
increased. 
For builders and investors the complexities of the housing market 
made the choosi ng of the right moment to build very difficult, 
Building activity was affected by the condition of the capital 
market but the peaks and troughs of the general business cycle 
did not coincide with those of the building cycle. House builders 
often chose to build in the earliest phase of recovery from the 
low point of the business cycle, usually because interest rates 
were low and before prices of materials had begun to rise due to 
the general increase in prosperity. In contrast, the price of 
land had less of an affect on the decision to build but more on 
the quality and type of buildings erected. 
Often house-building peaked and the numbers erected began to fall 
because of the high cost of credit, materials and wages, but the 
demand for houses continued and the result was that the shortage 
of houses pressed up rents, The Royal Commission on Housing 
found in 1885 that a peak in house building had occurred in 1876 
but after it not enough houses were buil t to tide over the period 
1876 to 1890 when very little building took place. Before the 
next period of high activity which followed a general depression, 
a severe housing shortage resulted in high rents at a time 
when working people could least afford them, 
Building costs remained comparatively steady. throughout the century 
showing neither great reductions nor very steep, rises until 1914 
from which point costs rose up to 1920, The cost of materials 
took a very high jump in 1852 - 32 but even then costs of materials 
were still higher in 1846. Material prices. fell from 1853 onwards 
until 1872, when another large increase took place. There was 
another steady fall until 1889 and a slight rise in, 1890, Slight 
fluctuations followed until another steep rise came in 1900. A 
fall from 1900 to 1910 was followed by a rise up to 1920 and once 
again a steady fall until 1936. The price of materials in 1846 
was passed only on two occasions in 1873 -4 and after 1915.49 
The total cost of building was dependent more upon labour costs 
than an the prices of materials. If material costs remained 
remarkably steady during the nineteenth century building worker's 
wages showed a general but steady increase with only a few 
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fluctuations. 4 Thus falling prices of materials often coincided 
with periods when building operatives were receiving increases in 
wagese The way that the building workers steadily improved their 
position. throughout the century combined with fluctuations in 
material prices helped to keep total building costs steady. 
Building wages gradually increased and only fell for a short 
period in 1883 then to start rising again in 1889, a rise-which- 
continued until 1921. The rise in wages was not only 8bsoluteý 
but the building workers improved their position in society-in 
relation to other trades in general (see-Chapter 13). 
The biggest problem for the investor and the builder was the long 
time-lag between the decision to build,, acquiring land, erecting 
the houses and having them on the market. What may have seemed 
a propitious time to begin operations could be seen to be entirely 
wrong twelve months or even two years later. Falling prices of 
materials could tempt investors or speculators to undertake building 
work which involved little capital to start operations, In this 
situation with the building cycle operating. it was possible for 
houses to be put on the market at a time when building costs were 
lower than when their construction had been begun. There was 
no way that builders could profit from low material prices because 
it was virtually impossible for small builders to purchase and 
store large stocks of bricks and floarboards, stce, in readiness 
for future building operations. 
The difference between the national trends of the building CYC18 
and local or regional variations were often related to the , 
necessity of adequate supplies of short-term credit, Building 
costso theýlevels of rent, 9-the amount of empty property'. the. 
housing standards-imposed by the local Town Halls the-availability 
of lands labour and capital areýall factors which had an effect 
on the-building cycle in a given area. Later-in the century the. 
rapid expansion and'extension to the-suburban transport systems 
could also have an effect on house-building, Thus in,, Leeds the 
index of house-building had three peaks in 1878,19010and 1' 904 
with a major depression in 1881 to 1883. If compared with 
national trends it can be seen that the depression came earlier to 
Leeds than. the rest of the country and the peaks are close but do 
not coincide (S88 Fig, 62). 
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Whather, considered nationally or locally the rent which could 
be 
obtained was not the only measure of income from owning 
houses* 
There was always the possibility of capital gain through 
holding 
onto them and then selling at an inflated price, Rent rises 
encouraged private speculation in house-building but 
in the 1890's 
such rises were often an indication of increased costs. 
Property 
taxes were also rising. and after 1908, rose even further as a result 
of Lloyd George's budgets. Repairs and improvements were enforced 
an landlords by stricter municipal bye-laws andtwith increased 
wages being paid to the building trades, maintenance costs in 
general also rose. It became less profitable to own houses for 
rent after 1910 compared with the preceding century and Parry 
Lewis 
indicated this fact in his index of the profitabiliti'of house" 
ownership. . The index shows a steady rise in profiiability 
from 1870 to 1895 with a few 'sticky' periods in betweens followed 
by a'decline to 1900., another rise to 1905 followed by another fall, 
a--short upsurge'in 1909,, and then a continuation'in' tho'goneral 
decline p, 
6.7 House Rentals in Leeds, 
If a comparison is madelbetween Leeds and Liverpooll'An 1838', 
the building trade in the latter town was largely preoccupied with 
the construction of dwellings for the middle classes which could be 
let at rents of between L25 and L35 per annum, In 1848 houses for 
the working man in Liverpool lot at an annual rental of under L12 
per annum with cellar dwellings fetching Is. per week* The only 
answer therefore was for more than one family to move into one, 
house in order to make the step from the cheaper accommodations 
This practice may have been common elsewhere when there was no. 
intermediate accommodation between the one room and the through 
house. 51 - Leeds, howeverhad its back-to-backs which often acted 
as a bridge for the poorer workers between overcrowded and squalid 
conditions and somewhat better housing, 
Hole suggested that the demand for low rental back-to-backs hold 
firm because of the lack of any-alternatives and because the 
retreat from back-to-backs back to single. room cellar dwellings 
became difficult after 1860 because of the legislative campaign 
in Leeds against'them, 
52 
Beresford suggested that builders 
chose to erect back-to-back cottages because it was a more 
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profitable investment. 
By 1861 new model through houses built in Leads for the working 
classes which cost L150 to erect_. including land and building were 
for sale at 4s. 6d. per week and L25 deposit, In 1863 similar 
dwellings costing L180 - L190 were for sale at L40 deposit and 
59. to 5s. 6d. per week, 
53 These costs can be compared with 
those for superior back-to-backs which Hole described as fetching 
L20 per annum rental in 1665, From 1872 - 1876 there was an 
exceptionally high level of building activity in Leads and the 
period 1874 - 1877 saw the peak deMand for house-building prior 
to 1885. 
The principal building types for speculative builders were the 
back-to-back cottages and the small through house. The construction 
of the larger and more expensiýe custom-built houses tended to be 
a separate activity, From 1877 onwards houses were standing 
empty and rents were being reduced but the Leeds Mercury stated 
that in 1883 many houses worth above L20 per year were standing 
empty while new cottages and small houses were letting a' 9'soon' 
as they were completed. The situation changed in 1884 when houses 
in the L20 - L60 per annum range which had been empty since, 1880 
were gradually being let. These events took place between 1880 
and 1887 when very little house-building was taking'place in Leeds. 
From then an house-building steadily increased to 1694 and a 
slump In 1895 -6 saw houses costing LBOO to build only fetching 
a rental of L30 per annum, 
54 
From 1896 hous&-building once again 
rose steadily until 1901* Apart from a short upsurge in 1904 
the numbers of houses erected fall dramatically and, due to the 
over provision of houses after 1905, many were hard to let and 
thousands of houses stood empty, 
When figures were given for back-to-back cottages a9d through, 
houses at a weekly rental, this would include rates paid by the 
landlord, When rentals were given as a figure per annum, rates 
would usually be paid by the tenant. Treen estimated this to be 
a further on-cost of 30% per annum. 
55 
Lupton described the process of speculative house-building in 
Leeds in 1906 as follows: 
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IL . eeds . probably differs from some of the large Citiess 
where, the land is in the hands of large ground landlords 
unwilling to sell, and where the supply is in consequence 
restricted, 
Here, the great number of owners has enabled the building 
of cottages to keep up with the demand, large areas 
being constantly developed by the speculative or 00erry" 
builder, on all sides of the City, within easy reach 
of the centre, and in the neighbourhood of the works# 
whilst the access from every side is quicker and 
cheaper than in almost any other towns owing to the very 
efficient service of trams run by the municipality at 
minimum fares. 
By the aid of Building Societies large numbers of 
respectable and provident working men own the houses 
in which they live, and haves in many cases, invested 
their savings also in other cottage propertye 
These houses are, as a whole, of two classes: - 
First., through housesp consisting of kitchen, sitting 
room, and two or three bedroomst facing a 
front street 36 feet wides or by the now 
regulationsp 42 feet wide, These are built in 
rowsp and between each pair of front streets 
is a back street of 15 feet, separating the 
back yards from those of the next raw of houses. 
These are substantially according to Plan Nool 
and let at rentals of from 5s. 3do to 6s. 
The Second class of houses are built back to back and 
consist. of either a living room and a large'and 
small bedrooms or'of what are now more usual, 
the modern scullery houses, which contain a 
living room on one side of the door and a 
scullery on the other, a bedroom over each 
and usually a third attic bedroom with dormer 
window* These are built in blocks of eight, 
and with rentals 99, Sde'to 5se 6desv56 
In, 1909 the Leeds Master Builders Association petitioned against 
legislation which might ban the erection of back-to-backs, Their 
argument was that'theY should continue to be erected because rents 
for through houses were beyond the reach of t he'working-clasesso 
The medical officer of health had reported that he, believed the 
rise in rent for a through house of equivalent size would have to 
be about 20% if a landlord were to have the same'return an his 
capital. However# rents in general were not high in Leeds 
compared with other towns* ' The-Board. -of. Trado& survey, of wa§ss 
and prices in 1908 had sh owed. that Leeds ranked 32'out of-73 large 
_ 
towns in England and Wales in respect of its rent index and Leeds 
ranked 15 among 73 local price indexes* 
Rents based on figures given in various written works such as 
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Beresfords Holes Luptont Treens and those found in deedss solicitors 
papers and sale particulars have been drawn-together to 
indicate 
the ranges of rents which were common in Leeds during 
the period: 
Table 24 Typical Annual Rents in Leeds. 1827 - 1914 
House 
-types 
f; 
v* Small b. b. Large b, b, t. t. Large t, t, s, d, v, d 
1827 5 
. 
1841 L15 
1861 L4 V L9 LID 
1863 L13 
1865 L5-L8 LID L12 L35 L40 
1870 L6-LB L40 
1872 L45 
1874 LIO-L19 
1877 Ll I LI 2 
1880 L15-L19 L30-L45 
1883 E43 
1884 L20 L60 
1889 -L5 L9 LID 
L15-L20 
1893 L13 L30 
1895 L40 
1896 L13-LlB 
1899 L40 
1900 L26 
1901 L16 
1904 LIS L32 
1905 L11-L19 J27 L13-03 L30 -LIDO 
1906 L5-LB LID-L14 L13-L16 
1907 L11-L19 L15 L27-L28 L13-03 i30 - LIDO 
1908 L7-Lg 
1909 L13-L20 E17 L27-L28 L16-03 L30 - LIDO 
1911 L22-L23 
1912 L30 
1913 LIB-LI9 
1914 L13-L20 L17 ' L27 L16-03 L30- LIDO 
a No attempt has been made to indicate whether rates were 
included in the yearly rentals, 
b Where figures were given. as a weekly rental they have,. been 
changed to yearly figur*es for ease of comparison. 
C No attempt has been made to distinguish between the age of 
different properties. or the size of detached villas, Older 
properties let for a lower figure than newly built ones and 
large mansions attracted higher rents than those in the 
table# e. g, in 1883 the Manor House, Headingley was to be let 
at L150 per annum. 
d The table clearly shows the overlap between rents of the 
larger back-to-back-houses built in the latter part of the 
century with through houses of the same period. 
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CHAPTER 6 BUILDING TRENDS19'HOUSING STATISTICS AND PATTERNS OF'" 
DISTRIBUTION. 
I Source, Beresfords P, 104, 
2 Source., Cansus, Reports. 
3 E. - 'Giuldie, Cruel Habi 
' 
tations. A History of Working-Class HousLM 
1780 1918, Appendix 2, 
4 3. Parry Lewis, Building Cycles and Britaints Growth, P. 319 325. 
5 On sale particularalastata agents simply used the word villa 
without qualifying the degree of detachment, 
6 Parry Lewis, p, 302 - 303, 
7 Source, Annual Reports and minutes of Streets and Sewerage 
Committee, 1869 - 1900; Building Clauses Committee, 1869 - 1894; 
Sub-Building Clauses Committee, 1869 - 1874; Building Sub-Clauses 
Committee, 1894 - 1899; Sub-Improvements (Building Plans) 
Committee, 1849 - 1904; Plans Committees 1904 - 1910, See also 
similar figures given in Beresfords p. 117 - 118. 
8 Source, as note 7 above, See also similar figures in Bereeford, 
p, 117 - 118, Parry Lewis stated that 60,070 houses were erected 
in Leeds between 1877 - 1914; this compares with the writer's 
figure of 60,019 for the same period. Parry Lewis based his 
figures on information given to him by the Town Clerk of Leeds 
for calendar years, See 3. Parry Lewis, Table 19 Appendix-4, - 
p. 307 - 312. 
9 'Other buildings' could include anything approved on plans from 
wooden lock-up shopas sheds and greenhouses to factories, - 
commercial buildings or large civics educational or religious 
edificiea, 
10 For a general discussion on factors affecting building cycles, 
see Je Parry Lawisq'Chapter 3. p, 42 - 60, 
11 Ibid. p, 82. 
12 Ibid. 0 P. 101 - 102. - 
13 Dyass p. 82. 
14 See Table 12, and Parry Lewis, p, 137, 
15 Most sources Prior to 1876 refer to'general, building activity 
in Leeds and do not differentiate between various building 
types in the course of erection. After 
' 
that date more 
detailed records were kept by the Corporation. 
16 For an insight into the state of the building trade in Leeds 
at various times, see Parry Lewis, p. 62 and M. W. Beresford & 
G, R. J, Jones (editors), Leads and Its Region, p. 187. 
17ý The Builder, 1876, Vol. 34v p, 536, 
Is See Annual Rapart, of the L. Y. A. S. for 1885,, p, 12,9fl. I. B. A. 
Regional Office, Leeds, 
19 The-Builder, 1895, Vol. 680 p. 14. 
20 The Builder, 1897, Vol, 739 p. 227. 
21 DY09.9 P, 81, 
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22 Annual Report of the Plans Committee, Leeds Corporation, for the 
year ending 31st March 1912, 
23 These figures differ widely from the 9,008 unoccupied houses 
given in the 1911 Census Report. See Table 12. 
24 The majority of date used by Parry Lewis related to houses erected 
and only part of it to approved plans, see Parry Lewis, Appendix 
4v p. 316 - 317. The graph for Leeds is based on Table 14 of 
this thesis listing houses erected in the borough, 
25 The figure of 90% is obtained by dividing (b) by (a) and 
converting to a percentage, 
26 Source, deposited building plans. 
27 These figures do not include the names of depositera of, plans 
for other works such as shops, churches, extensions and 
alterations etc. 
28 Few examples were found of houses being built a long time after 
the approval of plans without a further set of drawings being 
submitted by new developers or the original landowners who 
wished to make some amendments to the scheme. 
29 This figure is based on the percentage of approved dwellings 
not erected for inspected plans - 10%@ If 103 houses were erected 
to missing plans, it is probable that a'further 10 houss were 
originally deposited but not built thus making a grand total of 
2,560 houses approved for the study area of which 2,300 were 
actually erected, 
30 The study area totalled 265 acres and the borough of Leeds was 
21,500 ecrest on average, during the period, 
31 See Chapter 2.9 P. 25-Z8. 
32 Back-to-back houses were built off Welton Road as late as 1933, 
33 Gauldie, p. 157. 
34 See Perry Lewis, p. 156 - 157. Lewis quotas Singer whole index 
of rents stood at approximately 85 per cent higher in 1910 then 
it stood in 1845, whereas neither wholesale prices or building 
costs were significantly higher just before the outbreak of 
World War I than they were in the late 1840's.. 
35 Ibid.. 9 p. 157 - . 158, 
36 Gauldis, p. 159. 
37 Source, S. D. Chapman (editor), The History of Workin; t-Clsss 
Housinq: A Symposium, 
-P, 
155. 
38 Source, Perry Lewis, Appendix B. p, 334 3360 
39 The Builder 186S. Vol, 23, p, 195, 
40 Sao Table 24. 
41 Gauldie, p, 161. 
42 Ibid, j, Gauldie was quoting from The Builder, 1884. 
43 First Report of the Royal Commission on the HousinQ of the Working 'Elass, 1885, 
44 Gauldie, p, 161, 
45 So Do Chapman (editor), The History of Working-Class Housing; 
A Symposium, p. ý26. 
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46 Gauldis, p, 164. 
47 Ibid. V p. 164 - 165. 
48 Ibid.. 9 p, 171, 
49 Ibid. 9 p, 174. 
50 See Perry Lewis, p, 160, The index was based an property prices,, 
rental income, and the return at current interest rates obtained 
by investing an amount equal to the current cost of 6uilding, 
51 This was suggested as being a common practice by Dr, Stefan 
Methesius at a symposium on Nineteenth-Century Speculative Housing 
hold in May 1981 at the Polytechnic of the South Bank, London, 
52 3, Hole, The Homes of the Workinq Classes with Sugqeations for 
their Improvement p. 22 - 23. 
53 The Builder, 1861, Vol* 19p po 289 and 1863, Vale 212 p, 284. 
The weekly payment was to last 131 years in each case, 
54 Treen, p. 377. 
55 Ibid... p. 429. Other documents consUlted referred to rents 
marked 'net' when the tenants paid the rates and marked 'gross' 
when the landlord paid the rates, 
56 F. M. Lupton. Housing Improvement. a Summary of Ton Years' Work 
in Leeds, pe 2-% 
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CHAPTER 7 BUILDING-REGULATIONS 
7.1 Legislation Relating to the Laying Out of Streets and Housing 
Estates. 
The Industrial Revolution changed Leeds and its neighbourhood from 
a rural area to a great industrial town. In 1775 Leeds Corporation 
set about improving the condition of the paving and lighting of 
the 
town streets. The special Act of Parliament the Corporation 
obtained in that year was requested on the grounds that robberies 
took place because of bad lighting and bad street conditions. Oil 
lamps were rigged up in the town centre streets in 1791 and were 
replaced by gas lights in 1819, Communications between the town 
and other centres of commerce were also improved. Poor parishes 
outside Leeds found 
it impossible to maintain the stretches of 
roads within their boundaries and therefore in the mid-eighteenth 
century a network of turnpike roads was developed around Leads. 
These roads were improved and extended during the period 1770 to 
1840 to form the major routes for freight transport and local land 
carriage. 
Practically no planning was applied to the urban growth of the 
town prior to 1635. A seventeenth century system of local 
government was carried out by the parish vestries under the 
supervision of the borough magistrates. These struggled with 
inadequate powers and machinery to cope with the problems raised 
by the massive increase in population. Such matters as street 
paving and maintenances lighting, water supply, and refuse clearance, 
were tackled in a haphazard and superficial manner. It was not 
until the Municipal Corporations Act of 1835 that the problems of 
unplanned growth could be tackled in a more meaningful way. 
The inhumanity of the conditions in which the working population 
lived had existed to some extent since the turn of the century, but 
further deterioration was caused by the rapid population growth. 
The middle class revolt against these conditions was prompted by 
the cholera epidemics-of 1832 and 1848 and the typhus epidemic in 
1847o Led by local doctors, with Robert Baker prominent among 
them, a campaign to improve the sewerages drainage and housing was 
started. Baker writing in 1633 spoke of: 
'three parallel streetsq which are neither sewered, 
drained, paved or cleansed,,, occupied entirely by 
cottage dwellings, with cellar dwellings to boat, for. 
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a population *a* of 386 persons, there are but 
two simple priviesp and these in such a state as to be 
totally unavaila. ble. 'l 
Appalling overcrowding was a major problem and the notorious Boot 
and Shoe Yard offKirkgate had seventy cart loads of manure removed 
from it in 1832 and still contained 341 people, living in 57 rooms, 
in 1839. 
or. Williamson, another social reformer from Leedsm gave evidence 
to a Factory Commission in 1833: 
'the greater part of cottage streets formed within the 
last fifteen years in most of the manufacturing towns 
are unpaved or very partially paved and sewered! 
2 
The problem was that the framework of existing legislation had been 
designed for a very different distribution of population, Conflicts 
of interest arose; councils could order that water courses should 
be kept clean but manufacturing industry could not function 
without polluting them. Where towns had a small number of 
existing sewerss councils attempted to restrict connections to 
them in order to avoid overloading, Dung and human refuse in 
some towns was a source of income if sold# therefore it was 
economic to leave it to accumulate until it grew into profitable 
cart loads, 
Following epidemics of cholera and typhoid in 1837 and 1838 in 
different parts of the country the Poor Law Commissioners were 
requested by the government to investigate the condition of 
towns throughout the country, A Select Committee was also set 
up by the goVernment in 1840 'to inýuire into the circumstances 
affecting the health of the inhabitants of large towns, with a 
view to improving sanitary arrangements for their benefits. ' 
The secretary of the Poor Law Board was Edwin Chadwick, who 
carried an his investigation despite the Select Committee 
producing its Report before him in July, 1840. This recommended 
a General Building Act, a Sewerage Act and that certain large 
towns should have boards of health with inspectors to enforce 
sanitary regulations. 
3 Following these recommendations three 
new Bills were hurriedly brought before Parliament, They were 
the Bill for the improvement of certain burghs, the Bill for the 
batter drainage of large towns and villagess and the Bill for 
regulating buildings in large towns. The House of Lords passed 
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all three and sent them to the Commons in May 1841, During 
May 
to August 1641 Select Committees were set up to consider the 
three Bills and these were petitioned by landowners and others 
with a vested interest in property, The Bills were stopped at 
their second reading and the Drainage Bill was lost altogether. 
The Building Regulations topic had yet another Select Committee 
appointed in March 1842, which reported in June of that year. 
Once again the Committee had heard witnesses, the majority of 
whom were horrified at, the idea of limiting the freedom of builders 
and developers. In July 1842 the Poor Law Board's Report was 
finally published, an epoch making document which was mainly the 
work of Chadwick and entitled the 'Report on the Sanitary Conditions 
of the Labouring'Population and on the Means of its Improvement' 
It contained a wealth of detailed information based an questionnaires 
andtotally eclipsed the work of the Select Committee which preceded 
it. 
The unsuccessful Building Regulations Bill of 1841, contained a 
clause banning back-to-backs: 
'it shall not be lawful to build any houseo except corner 
houses, on any new foundation unless there shall be a 
clear space of at least Twenty Feet wide between the 
back wall of such house and the back wall of any 
opposite house; 
The marginal rubric was even more to the point, adding 'Houses 
Not To Be Built Back-to-Backj4 
When the question of whether or not back-to-back dwellingsm caller 
dwellings and enclosed courtyards should be banned, evidence was 
given by Dr. James Williamson of Leeds to a Select Committee: 
'The working classes are now exposed to the evils 
arising from cupidity and defective arrangements of 
many of their landlords,, and they oppwr to me to 
require the protection of some general enactment o5 
A Royal Commission on the Health of Towns was appointed in 1843 
and its first report on the 'State of Large Towns and Populous 
Districts' was published in 1844; the second a year later. 
Despite these and other enquiries into the state of affairs the 
majority of public opinion operated against interference with the 
status quo. Where a particular town felt that it needed wider 
powers it could apply for a local Act of Parliament to, suit its 
own individual needs, Liverpool in 18250 and again in 1842, 
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passed Building Acts which laid down rules for the provision of 
space around new buildings, the construction of walls, and the 
height of rooms. Britofs Act of 1842, made regulations concerning 
building materials. London's Building Act was in some ways inferior 
to those in force in other towns and as the Building Regulation Bill 
took London's Act as a madel. this simply added to the number of 
reasons for it running into difficulties. 
It was against this background of national events and attempts at 
coming to grips with the problem in other towns that Leeds Corporation 
promoted the Leeds Improvement Act of 1842, At a time when the 
annual death rate had reached 30 per 1000 in the central Leeds 
Township, the new Acts containing 392 clauses, provided all the 
powers necessary to make a marked improvement on existing conditions, 
Unfortunately action did not follow the legislations and particulary 
in regard to housing, Leeds became synonymous with the evil social 
effects of the Industrial Revolution. Cellar dwellings still 
existed until late in the nineteenth century and the change to 
housing estates which gave a layout with adequate ventilation, 
drainage and water supply was a slow process* Enclosed courtyards 
with rows of houses whose fronts faced the blank walls of others 
only a few feet sways continued to be built. 
The reason why the Improvement Act of 1842 did not eradicate many 
of the evil social effects that come with industrial expansion was 
the lack of enforcement by the Corporation of the powers it had 
been given. When Oames Hole wrote his prize-winning assay in 
1865 entitled The Working_Classes of Lsedsy he was allowed to 
hold a public reading before the mayor in Leeds Town Hall and thiss 
followed by its subsequent publication in 1866, sparked off a loný 
debate in the local press over Hole's criticism of the efforts 
in Leeds to carry out housing reform, Although written in 1866 
his comments reflected the lack of action following the 1842 
Improvement Act: 
'But if the cottage speculator chooses to disregard such 
regulations, he may do so with impunity, No summons has been issued for many years for any breach of building 
regulations... The Council is applying for new 
powers, but the most extensive powers are valueless 
unless enforced#6 
'If the new Act is not to share the fate of its predecessors 
sanitary regulations must not be left to the caprices of a changing committee, but the machinery must be so arranged that they shall be carried out. 0 
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The conditions in Leeds in 1842 were clearly described by Robert 
Baker, the medical officer to the Poor Law Guardians, He 
produced reports in 1633,1838# 18399 1B40 and 18420the latter 
stating: 
'To build the largest number of. cottages on the smallest 
allowable space seems to have been the original view of 
the speculators*rltl'voing the houses up and tenanted .9 j% the new 'no plus ultra' of their desiresIB 
'The land has been disposed of in so many small lots 
to petty 0 ropr18tors who have subsequently built at 
pleasure; 
'Courts and cul do sac exist everywhere* The building 
of houses back-to-back occasions this in*great measure. 1% It is in fact part of the economy of buildings that 
are to pay a good percentage. 110 
Hole referred to Bakej? s report in 1866 and pointed out that 'many 
of the evils there depicted still remain' and that: 
'A large proportion of these houses still exists, all 
the worse for twenty-five years additional wear and 
tear, Some of the worst streets at the present day 
were at that time rather respectable, The houses 
now erecting are, in general, no better in character,. 
Hundreds of them are being run up by more building 
speculatorso who build them not for permanent 
investment, but for immediate sale, and hence put 
as little material and labour into them as they can. 
No effectual control or inspection exists to check 
such proceedings, '" 
The local Act of 1842 endowed the council with major powers to 
improve public health conditions and was described at the time as, 
'one of the most comprehensive and complete which had been obtained 
by local. authoriti8s! Yet the power to enforce at least minimum 
standards in the construction of now streets and houses did not 
result in action until the creation 20 years later of the Building 
Clauses Committee in 1863. Hole stated that regulations could be 
ignored with impunity and there would appear to be only 3 recorded 
instances of the sanctions of the 1842 Act being invoked. 
12 The 
reason for this reluctance to enforce the Act was that the penalty 
for erecting buildings which contravened the regulations was to 
order demolition, The clauses of the 1842 Act could have been 
amended to alter this situation but it was not until the Improvement 
Act of 1866 that the enforcement of building regulations became more 
feasible, During the intervening period amendments were made to 
the 1842 Act in 1847 and 1856, and a further 13,000 houses were 
added to the stock of the boroughs an increase of over a third, 
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No doubt a small number of these, as can be seen 
in Headingleys 
were well-built mansions and detached 
houses for the wealthyo 
but by far the majority were the result of speculative 
builders 
whose motives for building and the consequences of whose 
action 
differed little from those of earlier generations who built prior 
to 1842. 
The sanitary condition of Leeds between 1842 and 
1866 began to 
cause considerable disquiet not only 
in the town but in the country 
at large. Reports and articles appeared 
in national magazines such 
as The Builder and local newspapers such as 
the Leeds Mercury took 
up the challenge. 
13 
In 1858., 1865s 1870 and 1874 the town was the subject of a visit 
by officers of the Medical Department of the Privy 
Council. Their 
findings led to the following declaration: 
'in proportion to the importance of the town may perhaps 
bq deemed the worst that has ever come to the knowledge 
of this department! 
14 
The criticism by the officers singled out four aspects of municipal 
policy which were at fault: The sewerage systems refuse disposal,, 
water supply, and building regulations. The comments made by the 
Medical Officer of Health to the Privy Council in. 1859 are 
illuminating: I 
'The streets of Leeds have in fact been laid outs and 
the houses erected according to the interest or caprice 
of their owners, without reference to the healths 
comfort and convenience of their inhabitants., 
15 
'The principal streets are fewer than is common inýother 
great towns# and the interspaces between these principal 
roads are occupied by dense and often complicated 
congeries of ill-kept streets and courtas which have 
but seldom been adopted as highways by the municipal 
authority, and are often in a very foul state. 
06 
It is apparent from contemporary writings that almost throughout 
the nineteenth century the Corporation waged a constant battle 
with developers of housing estates to make them not only lay out 
new streets but to actually pave and sewer them, Many references 
can be found to the fact that rows of new houses had been completed 
and occupied'. but the drainage was totally inadequate or the 
' 
street 
giving access to them was a sei of mud at various seasons of the 
year, The construction of a sewerage system was started in the 
centre of Leeds in 1850 and continued until 1862, In 1854 the 
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the Streets and Sewerage Committee noted that the contractor 
carrying out the work was receiving few applications for house drains 
to be installed. The inspection sub-committee noted with regret 
in 1857 'the very large number of streets either wholly or 
inefficiently drained'. Despite providing main sewers in roads, 
landlords refused to connect (or more accurately to pay for) 
connecting their houses to the outlet sewer which had been provided, 
After 1857 the Streets Committee decided only to provide sewers in 
streets where two thirds of the house owners had made prior financial 
arrangements for connections. The majority of the population, and 
especially those in the expanding suburbs, relied on the privy-and- 
ashpit as'a means of both human and household refuse disposal. 
The use of cellars as dwellings was forbidden in those boroughs 
which had adopted the Public Health Act, 1848 or had made their 
own local regulations against them. They were by no means 
universally forbidden until the Housing, Town Planning Act of 1909, 
In 1658 Parliament amended the Public Health Act of 1848 to make 
further provision for the local government of towns and populous 
districts. Once again for those boroughs which adopted the Act 
there was a provision contained within it forbidding the building 
of new back-to-back houses. Although Sheffield waited until 1854 
to adopt the provision against back-to-back houses by introducing 
a bye-law forbidding their construction, other towns like Leeds 
who found arguements to defend them, could choose to ignore it, 
The state of Leads was described in 1860 as: 
'Leads, speaking. broadly, 46 a filthy and ill-contrived 
town. 117 
'Leeds is a surprising sights bringing to remembrance 
the condition of many English towns of twenty years 
agoI18 
'Few towns are so advantageously situate as Leeds for 
securing the health and comfort of a large Populations 
and in few localities are these advantages so 
sacrificed. 119 
'There exists no power to control the laying out of 
streets, except the often neglected one, that the levels 
must be satisfactory, and that the street must not be less than 10 yards wide* In other respects they 
may be laid out in every imaginable way, of any length, 
at any angle. The result is-the greatest confusion 
and ugliness, There have not been a dozen straight 
streets of any length laid out*within the last 30 
years.,, 20 
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It was against this background that 
the Leeds Improvement Act of 
1866 was ppssed which included regulations to more carefully control 
the laying out of streets and the erection of buildings, and 
to 
close some of the loopholes which existed under previous 
legislation, 
For examples The Act of 1842p Section 150, gave 
the Corporation the 
powers to demand that the owner or occupier of any 
building abutting 
any street should cause to be paved a footpath or causeway along 
the whole length of the property at least six 
feet wide. Sections 
157 and 158 of the same Act stated that no house was 
to be built 
on a site until a proper drain had been constructed and connected 
to a common sewer, watercourse or cesspool and that 
the drains so 
constructed were to be placed in the street at a lower level 
then 
the cellar or lowest floor of the house* All of these requirements 
were repeated in the 1866 Act, but as little action had followed 
their inclusion in previous years)it was intended to enforce them 
in the future. 
The Act of 1866 showed that the council was not prepared to 
interfere with established practices in two important respects. 
Although the Act contained a more detailed code of building 
regulations and generally tightened up on those that had been in 
force earlier)the building of back-to-back houses and the use of the 
midden, the cesspool and the privy-and-ashpit were all to be 
allowed to continue. If the latter, the sanitary arrangements 
are examined, it appears that the council had a prejudice against 
what they considered to be the water-wasting water-closet. Under 
the 1866 Act they could order an existing ashpit or privy to be 
removed and replaced by a water-closet but still allowed both to 
be used for new dwellings. In the same waysalthough the'r'agulations 
described how drainage should be connected to sewers, cesspools were 
still allowed provided they were constructed in accordance with the 
specification given. In the 1870's the Sanitary Committee began 
a systematic campaign against the midden and the C88SPOO1. which 
with the rise in the standard of new housess led to a considerable 
increase in the number of water-closets by the end of the 1880's. 
The question of regulating back-to-backsaroused even greater feelings 
due to their universal popularity among builders and the working- 
classes. In some respects the council ducked the issue and 
introduced a slight departure from existing practice by enacting that 
they were to be built in blocks of no more than four ppirs, with 
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each block separated by an open space which should contain privies* 
No copy of the 1866 set of regulations have been found but Beresford 
cites the clause as: 
'In no case shall dwelling houses be erected in blacks 
so that any block contain more than eight dwelling 
houses: ' Building byelaw no 11 of 1666,21 
Later legislation improved the ventilation and open space around 
the houses and the Bye-Laws of 1870 restricted the number of half 
or blind back-to-backs to four in a row. The standards laid down 
in the 1866 Act remained essentially the same for the building of 
back-to-backs for the next 40 years. What is not so readily 
appreciated, however, is that the limiting of blocks to eight 
dwellings was necessary hot to give them more open space or 
ventilation, but to contain the outside privies and ash pits. As 
the sewerage system was gradually extended to cover the whole 
borough from the late 1860's onwards, those builders who wished to 
install water-closets could build as many back-to-backs in a 
terrace as road layouts permitted. 
The Local Government Board wanted to see an end to the building of 
back-to-backs in the 1860's and the privy-and-ashpit system for 
new houses in the 18701s. Attempts to got the bye-laws amended 
in accordance with the Public Health Act of 1875 failed and. whilat 
the Sanitary Committee was abolishing privies in the poorer quarters 
of the town, houses were being built in the suburbs provided only 
with privy facilities. It was not until 1899 and yet another 
Improvement Act that the council obtained for itself the power to 
demand that all now buildings should have water-closets, 
Diring the period 1877 to 190OL600tOOO had been spent on sewerage 
and drainage and the drainage network stretched out to many of 
the suburbs including Armley, Wortleys Headingley and Chapel Allertone 
The 1866 Act attempted to further regulate against the worst evils of 
courtyard dwellings by insisting that courtyards containing dwellings 
should be at least 24 feat wide and 24 feet longs and that the 
passage or entrance to the court should be 12 feet wide and1bpen 
and uncovered for the whole length of such Passage or Entrance! 22 
This requirementlinsisting on an uncovered entrance to the courtyard, 
was an attempt to ban the infilling of open spaces behind houses, 
inns and shops which lined existing streets by not allowing the 
use of an existing carriage entrance archway or the construction of 
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a simple pedestrian tunnel. Back-to-backs may not 
have been 
banned but this, and other regulations relating to the space 
about buildings and the minimum width of streStB, made sure 
that 
from 1870 onwards the type of back-to-backs erected were 
to change 
for the better, 
It can be assumed that plans in some form or another had 
to be 
deposited for approval to the laying out of streets and sewers* 
This is evident from the fact that the Local Authority have 
deposited plans in Leads Archives Department dating from 1836 
onwards, These show proposed estates, building lots, roads, 
footpaths and sewers. From inspection of theses it would appear 
that the streets had to have the footpaths, land boundariess and 
widths indicated and that sections had to be furnished along the 
roads to indicate levels, gradients and the sewers beneath, The 
1866 Act took this requirement a stage further by requiring plans 
to be submitted for not only roadsm footpaths, and sewers, but for 
new buildings; Section 31 stated: 
'All Buildings or Parts of Buildings to be erected upon 
the Site of any Buildings or Land which, in consequence 
of any Improvement made by the Corporation, will become 
Front Land, or upon the Site of any other Land which 
may have been or may be purchased or taken by the 
Corporation, shall be erected according to such Plan 
for the Outside or Front Elevation thereof as the 
Corporation shall approve; Provided always, that in 
case the Corporation shall for the Space of Two Months 
after such Plan shall bave been submitted to them 
neglect to notify their Determination in Writing with 
reference thereto, then the Corporation shall be 
deemed to have approved such Plan! 23 
The Improvement Act of 1866 was amended in 1869 to read $a Design 
of such Building shall be submitted to the Corporation for their 
approval', referring once again to buildings on front lands. In 
this context the term 'Front Lands' used in both the 1866 and 
1869 Actsp referred to sites which faced on to streets which had 
been or were to be adopted by the council. This meant that should 
a new building be sited in a position not facing a street, such as 
in a yard or on private land, in a nursery garden or field etc,, 
plans and elevations were not required to be deposited, The Act 
of 1869 required that before any building facing or fronting onto 
front lands was commenced: 
$a Design of such Building shall be submitted to the 
Corporation for their approval, and the said Building 
. shall be erected of such Height and according to such design as to the Elevatiomthereof as the Corporation 
shall require! 24 
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The corporation also had powers under the 1869 Act to prescribe 
the line to which buildings fronting on or towards stroats should 
be erected. This meant that the council could decide how close 
to the back edge of pavement new building could take place and also 
allow for future road-widening schemes, On housing estates 
involving the laying out of rows of terrace hou seso a line could be 
fixed by them, and this building line would ensure that the distance 
between facing parallel blocks was kept to an acceptable minimum. 
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The Leeds Improvement Actq 1869 was followed by the Leeds Corporation 
Gas and Improvementsp Etc. 9 Act, 1870, and in August of that year 
the council met to approve and make a set of Bye-Laws, which would 
supercede and replace all tho existing sections of the various 
earlier Improvement Acts relating to new streets and buildings, 
Thesep the first comprehensive set of Building Regulations divorced 
from other regulations ware called, 'Bye-Laws With Sections of 
Acts relating to New Street, Buildings, etc. 20th October 1870.1 
They Included the relevant sections of the earlier Acts which 
were to remain in force and in addition many now regulations. 
The new Bye-Laws consolidated in one document all the relevant 
sections of the previous Improvement Acts of 18422 18470 16569 
1866p 1869 and 1870; 'With the view of shewing the whole of the 
Law in one place relating to matters of a like nature. ' These,, 
the first Bye-Laws solely relating to streets and buildings, were 
wide ranging and contained many new regulations, Although it 
Is not easy to separate those relating to streets and those to 
buildings because many had an impact on both, the following comments 
are made an those most affecting housing estate layouts. 
Hole suggested in 1865 that the regulations to control the layout 
of streets required that levels had to be satisfactory and that 
streets had to be at least 30 feet wide (see page 181), The 
now Bye-Lews defined the width of a street to mean: 
'the whole space dedicated or intended to be dedicated 
to the publiclexclusive of any steps., projections., or 
open areas, and measuring at right angles to the 
course or direction of such Street. ' 
The minimum width was to be increased to 36 feet when it was 
intended to erect dwellings with the principal doors opening or 
facing the street. Narrower back streets to the rear of dwellings 
were to be allowed, but where the back of houses in one street were 
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to be built opposite the back of houses in a parallel streets 
the 
back passage was to be at least 12 feet wide between 
the yards of 
the dwellings. To regulate further the amount of open space 
to 
dwellings, the Bye-Laws required that the back passage be open 
and uncovered throughout its length and also 
the minimum width 
between the rear faces of parallel rows of houses, including 
the 
yards and passage9was to be at least 36 feet as required at 
the 
front or principal Street, Restrictions were then placed on 
the 
amount of building that could take place in the open space at 
the 
rear of dwellings in the form of back additions, 
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As to the laying out of strbets, Bye-law 3 stated: 
'Every Street shall be laid out so as to afford the 
easiest practicable gradientsp and so as to form an 
easy and convenient communication with the other 
Streets or intended Streets with which it may be, or 
may become, in any way connected. No Street shall 
be laid out of more than one hundred and fiftj yards 
in length without a Street intersecting it*#2 
'In every new Street there shall be an each side of 
such Street, a good and sufficient footway, each of 
the width of not less than six inches for every yard 
of the entire width of the Street, and in the same 
proportion for every fractional part of a yard., 
28 
With the new regulations came new powers of enforcement and, whereas 
under earlier legislation standards were ignored with impunity, 
builders were to be forced by the inspection and legal processes 
at least to conform to the minimum standards laid down* The 
process had been begun to some extent by the introduction of the 
1866 Improvement Acts but streets of houses based an minimum 
standards really began with the 1870 Bye-Laws, Rows of parallel 
streets each conforming to the space standards but not allowing a 
single yard to be wasted to go beyond them, became known to 
generations of future historians as 'Bye-Law Housing'. The 
requirements of Bye-Law 3 and 4 set the parameters for this t)pe 
of housing in Leadsp measurements which were to be seen on thousands 
of drawings submitted to the council from then on; 'Principal street 
to be twelve yards wide', 'Back passage to be twelve feet wide', 
were all to become standard notes an block plans for proposed 
housing schemes. 
The 1870 Bye-Laws also changed the length of streets and made it 
more difficult than before to build in small courtyards, In'the 
case of the formers long streets of terrace houses running endlessly 
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onwards towards the skyline were to become a thing of the past 
becausa, if 5 yards was allocated to every house) the now 
regulations required a road to intersect at right angles every 30 
houses. In the case of courtyard housing the majority of open 
spaces of this nature had already been built on in the inner 
township and the new regulations made it not worthwhile to attempt 
developments in the expanding suburbs based an a series of court- 
yards, To begin with, back-to-backs had to be built in blocks 
of eight after the 1866 Act, and the 1870 regulations limited the 
number of blind or half back-to-backs to four. This meant that 
the house types most often used to line the walls of courtyards 
were restricted in number and the space within the courtyard was 
made more generous. In 1866 all courtyards had to be at least 
24 feet wide at all points and to be provided with an open and 
uncovered entrance passage 12 feet wide. These dimensions were 
altered in 1870, the courtyard was to be 25 feet wide at all points, 
but more significantly the court had to be open at each end 'for 
the full width thereof' and open into a publi c street. The reason 
for this change was given that the Act of 1866 was not adequate: 
'those Provisions have been found insufficient for 
remedying the evils by this Act proposed to be removedt29 
These changes sounded the death knoll for now courtyard dwellings 
in Leeds, The administrative headache which could follow a 
submission for a new street laid out# not 36 feet wides but 25 feet 
wide# which the developer described as a courtyard open at both 
ends can only be imagined, for this eventuality does not appear 
to have been catered for in the regulations, 
Space about now buildings was an important aspect of the new Bye-Laws. 
This was to secure 'a free circulation of air' and to provide 
ventilation to the buildings: 
'every building to be erected and used as a dwelling- 
house shall have at the backs or at the side thereof 
an open space exclusively belonging therstos to the 
extent of not less than one hundred and fifty square feats free from any erection thereon above the level 
of the ground, excepting privies. And the distance 
across such open space between every such building 
and the opposite property at the back or side shall be not lose than fifteen feet at all points, 00 
Such a regulation should have procluded the erection of back-to-backs 
but a Proviso was made that these were excepted under Bye-Law 3, 
Special requirements had to be met for houses on irregular shaped 
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plots., especially and terrace houses, to determine which was the 
back or the side of the property. The ventilation of back-to-backs 
by means of open space (the lack of which was a crucial point in 
the arguments used by sanitary reformers to have them banned) was 
left nicely to the discretion of the council: 
'in no case shall dwelling-houses be erected in blocks 
so that any block shall contain more than eight 
dwelling-houses when built back to back, and four 
dwelling-houses, not being through housesp when 
built in-a single row; and in case any dwelling- 
houses shall be formed or erected containing more 
than four, and any number not exceeding eight 
dwelling-houses, such means of ventilation shall be 
provided for each dwelling-house as shall be 
satisfactory to the Councilet3i 
The council intended the open space to dwellings to remain open and 
as they actually adopted the space given over to roads. 9 restrictions 
had to be imposed to stop building on the open space on private 
land to the rear of houses. 
'When the sanction of the Council has been obtained for 
erection of any building the open space belonging to 
such building shall never afterwards be built upon 
without the approval of the Council. j32 
3ust as proposed now buildings had to be shown an deposited plans 
to be approved by the councils so too had proposed new streets, 
courtyards and sewers. This requirement2unlike that-for new 
buildings, had existed since the 1842 Act, but the exact conditions 
imposed on would-be developers is not known other than the fact 
that road widthst levels and the method of drainage had to be 
approved, The Bya-Laws of 1870 were quite specific: 
'One month at least before any new Street or Court is 
laid out, written notice of the intention to lay out 
the sames specifying the materials proposed to be 
used in the completion thereof, and of the sewer to 
be made therein, shall be given to the Corporation, 
and such notice shall be accompanied by a plan and 
longitudinal section, referring to the Ordnance Datum, 
laid down to a scale of forty-four feet to an inch 
horizontals and twenty feet to an inch verticals which 
horizontal scale shall correspond with the plan, 
shewing the intended situations boundariess length, 
, level and width of such new Street or Courts and how much of such Street or Court is proposed to be 
laid out as a footway, and the 1'evel, and size, and form at and of which the sewer is proposed to be 
made in such Streets or Court, or connected 
therewith;, 33 
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The Corporation also had the power to vary or alter the position or 
direction of an intended new street in order to make it communicate 
in a direct line with any other street adjoining or leading to it. 
This provision could be applied to both plan and sections but it is 
not clear to what extent the council exercised these powers. When 
plans were approved work had to be commenced within 2 years otherwise 
the permission was deemed to have lapsed, and the person executing 
the works had to give 7 days notice in writing to the Surveyor 
before the actual commencement of the work in order that the 
inspection procedures could be set in motion* 
The critical dimensions relating to the laying out of now streets, 
courtyards and space about buildings following the introduction of 
the Bye-Laws in 1870 are shown on Figs* 65 - 67, 
rollowing the Bye-Laws of 1870 there were further new Acts and 
amendments to existing Actso which affected both the laying out 
of new streets and the erection of buildings* Improvement Acts 
were passed in 1872,18772 1893 and 1899, Where applicable new 
clauses were incorporated into the Building Bye-Laws and entirely 
new editions of the Bye-Laws ware produced in 1874,1878 and 1902. 
National legislation also had an influence on these changing 
regulations and this was especially the case with the Public Health 
Acts of 1875 and 1890. The Leads Bye-Laws were amended in the 
light of both of these general Acts and following the publication 
of the Code of Model ByeLaws on 25th July, 1877. The Local 
Government Board9which strenuously attempted to persuade Leeds 
to give up both the erection of back-to-back houses and the use of 
the privy-and-ashpit system for new housess asked the council to 
adopt the 'model' clauses being prepared for bye-laws following 
the Public Health Act, 1875. The council pressed ahead with its 
own clauses asserting its right to make bye-laws under its local 
Actsp and was: 
'so alarmed at the suggestion that their position as 
as ancient Corporation should be made subservient to a 
Central Authorityt34 
The revised version of the Qye-Laws which emerged in 1878 may have 
taken heed of the 'model' Bye-Laws but were definitely suited 
specifically to the prevailing attitudes in Leeds at the time. 
In 1893 the borough of Leeds became a city and in 1899 the Leeds 
Corporation Act was passed. It was under this more grandiose 
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title that the 'City of Leeds.. Bye-Laws With Respect to New Streets 
and Buildings' were published in May, 1902* These, comprising 
96 pages and containing the additions and revisions which had 
taken place over the years since 1870, included a number of 
illustrations to make them more understandable to the average 
reader, 
In respect of the laying out of housing estates. the widths of new 
streets and the space about new dwellings were amended, with the 
result that it became more difficult to build to the densities 
previously achieved, Bye-Law No, 4 stated -that. 9 streets which were 
not defined as back streets should be at least 42 feet wide between 
houses, including pavements, However, if an open space such as a 
garden was provided at least 6 feet wide an both sides, the street 
could be reduced to 36 feet wide, Even then the narrower street 
had to be sited within 75 yards of a street measuring 42 feet wide 
in order that at least a number of these principal thoroughfares 
would exist on every new estate. Allowances were made for 
projecting bay windows and porches but gardens forming part of the 
open space tiad to be surrounded, by walls or fences. 
35 
Footpaths remained at 6 inches in width for every yard of the 
entire width of the street, and had to be erected on both sides of 
the road, Back streets which were necessary for the removal of 
house refuse land other matters' had to be not. less than 15 feet 
wide and the distance from a house receptacle for refuse to a 
communicating street had to be no more than 75 yards, If an 
alternative means of access were provided around the side of the 
house or passages through to the rear, the back street which was 
usually provided for rows of terrace houses could be dispensed 
with. 
36 New streets often had imposed on them building lines and 
having first ascertained from the council the position of the line: 
'Every person who shall lay out any new street shall shew 
an any plan of su 
* 
ch new street which, in pursuance of the 
provisions of the Bye-Law in that behalfy he may be 
required to submit to the Corporation, a straight and 
continuous building line throughout the entire length 
and parallel to the line of such street, and no person 
shall erect or bring forward any house or building, or building any addition to any house or building in front 
of such building line. t37 
Space about domestic buildings was considered in detail in the 
1902 Bye-Laws only when the total width of a now street was less 
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than 50 feet. The regulation was concerned with keeping a 
balance between building height and the space separating the 
dwellings: 
'Every person who shall erect a new domestic building in 
any street of a less width than fifty feet shall erect 
such buildings so that the height of such building 
shall not exceed the measure of the distance between 
the front wall of such building and the opposite side 
of the street., 38 
Notice of intention to layout streets had to be given in a similar 
manner to that required under previous legislation. Notice in 
writing had to be sent to the Surveyor's Office together with 
a plan and sections of the intended street. The drawings were 
to be submitted in duplicate in ink on tracing cloth to a 
scale of not less than I" to 41.66 feet horizontal and I" to 10 feet 
vertical. The plans had to indicate: the name of the landowners 
involved, intended levels, width of the streets points of the 
compass, mods of construction, intended names position relative 
to adjoining streets, the sizes number and description of intended 
building lots, intended frontage lines, the sitingsnatureheight 
and class of buildings to be erectedt and the types of fences or 
walls to be built, The plan had to be then signed by the persons 
intending to lay out the street or his duly authorised agent, The 
section had to indicate the levels of the present ground and the 
intended levels of the new street related to ordnance datum., 
together with gradientap intersecting streets, the lowest floor 
levels of intended buildings and the depths forms size and falls 
of sewers, manhoXes and road gulleys, 
39 The critical dimensions 
relating to the laying out of new streets and space about buildings 
following the introduction of the Bye-Laws in 1902 are shown in 
Fig. 68. 
7.2 
-egislation_Relatinn 
to-the Construction of Domestic Buildinas 
Several aspects of the legislation discussed in 7,1 above related 
directly to buildings and not just to the laying out of streets 
and housing estates. The following attempts to highlight 
particular sections of the Bye-Laws of 1870 and 1902 specifically 
relating to the construction of houses. 
The Bye-Laws of 1870 not only introduced now regulations relating 
to the construction of domestic buildings but stated which of the 
earlier sections of Acts were still in force. Thuslunder the Act 
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of 1842.9 houses built in or near any street were not to 
be roofed 
in thatch, on penalty of a fine of 40s. per month for offenders. 
Every regulation cannot be summarised in a work of this nature 
but the speculative builders of Headingley were faced with meeting 
new requirements from 1870 onwards, and even where older regulations 
were simply raitarated, they had to contend with a now and much more 
vigorous inspection and enforcement procedure, 
Party walls to new houses were to be at least 9 inches thicksif 
built in brick, and 12 inches thick9if built in stonep in order to 
satisfactorily divide each tenement* 
40 Houses were not to be built 
below ground level without areas to provide ventilation# the area 
was to be open and not less than 3 feet wide extending the full 
width of the house. Ground floors of new dwellings were to be at 
least 6 inches above the level of the footpath adjoining the house, 
Both of the latter requirements had been in force since the Act of 
1842* 41 
Every room used as a dwelling or a sleeping room (except rooms in 
attics or roof spaces) had to have 8 feet floor-to-coiling height 
minimum, and if a room in a roof or attictthe average height was 
to be 6 feet and the minimum 4 feet at any point. Every room 
on lower floors had to have at least one window of not less than 
6j square feet, clear of sash and frame, and the top of the window 
was not to be less than 6 feet above the floor with the upper 
portion of the window constructed so as to be made to open. 
Similar but reduced requirements were required for rooms in attics, 
42 
Ventilation was considered to be of prime importance to the 
sanitary reformers of the day, and Bye-Law 12 required that every 
room without a fireplace had to belprovided with special means of 
ventilations to be approved by the Council of their Surveyor. ' 
Heights of buildings were restricted in terms of the number of 
storays that could be built in the roof space. Section 189 of 
the Act of 1842 was still in force stating that 'not more then 
One Storey in any Part of the roof of any House or Other Building 
which shall hereafter be built... j43 Cellars and vaults 
were not to be constructed so as to extend beyond the pavement 
and thus be below the street, but with the counciA permission, 
Cellars, arches and vaults could extend beneath the publically 
owned footpath, 44 
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Every now house was required to have drains to carry off water 
from the roof and waste water from within, The drains had to be 
to the satisfaction of the council and constructed of socket 
earthenware pipes of at least 6 inches diameter interior measurement, 
and connected to the nearest sewer. Cesspools were still to be 
allowed but only when an outlet sewer was more than 100 feet from 
the dwelling. Under the 1666 Act the Corporation had the Power 
to insist an the provision of a water-closet if it considered this 
necessary, however, the Bye-; Laws simply stated that: 
'Every two dwelling-bouses shall have, at the least, 
one water-closet or privy., 45 
The privies had to be placed outside the dwellings and theýreceptacls 
for the soil had to be at least 3 feet away from the wall of the 
house. The size of privies and ash pits and the ventilation to 
be provided to privies and water-closets was strictly laid down. 
Under Bye-Law 17 the increased control of the council to limit 
poorly built houses for the working classes was clearly demonstrated, 
From 1870 onwards no dwelling under the rateable value of L20 was 
to be occupied until, after completion, it had been certified by 
the Corporation as being fit for human habitation and being in 
accordance with the Bye-Laws in force at the time. 
46 
The 
Corporation could also prohibit any building. under the rateable 
value of L20 being occupied as a dwelling until the drainage had 
been made and completed to their satisfaction, 
47 
The roofs of'new houses were specifically mentioned in terms of the 
materials which would be allowed, This does not appear to be the 
case for walls or windows which were left for normal practice to 
prevail. Thatch was not to be allowed under the Act of 1842, but 
under the some Act flat roofs, gutters and pitched roofs, including 
turrets, dormers and lantern lights, had to be constructed in or 
covered with some incombustible material# (except for the woodwork 
necessary for doors and window frames or used in the construction 
of dormers or turrets). 
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The requirements concerning the deposit and approval of building 
plans were those in force under the Acts of 1866 and 1869 and 
quoted on p, 184, The ByEP-Laws of 1870 took these a stage further 
by requiring that any person intending to erect a now building or 
alter any existing building or rebuild any building which had been 
pulled down or burnt down had to give the Corporation 21 days notice 
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in writing* This notice was required on housing estates 
21 days 
before commencing to dig out foundations, The notice had to state 
the name and place of business or residence of the owner of the 
land and building, a description of the development, its intended 
use, made of drainage and water supply and the situation of the 
land. Deposited with the notice were to be plans and sections: 
land shall with such notice deposit plans and sectionst 
showing, by reference to some fixed point, adjacent 
to the said building or drain, the depth and level 
of the proposed foundations of such intended now or 
altered building, the heights of the rooms, the lines 
of the flues, the size and position of the windows, 
and the size, depths and level of the proposed drain, 
and also a block plan showing the proposed lines of 
drainage, their size, depth, and inclination, and the 
means of ventilation of such drains, and the materials 
of which such drains are to be made. A general 
ground plan and a plan showing the arrangement of 
each floorand a longitudinal and transverse section 
of the buildings showing the size and thickness of 
the walls and situation of the yard, and of the 
water-closet or privy, cesspools well, and ashpit, 
and all other appurtenances belonging to, or to be 
constructed for such building; and such sections and 
plans shall be drawn to a scale of not less than 
one-eighth of an inch to the foots and showing the 
lines of adjoining property, and such plans and tTacings 
thereof shall be deposited and remain with the said 
Borough Surveyors. the plans to be returned to the 
Owner when approved or disapproved of, but the tracings 
to remain with the Borough Surveyor and become the 
property of the Corporation* And a plan shall be 
left at the same time showing the position of the 
buildings, and appurtenances of the properties 
immediately adjoining, the width and level of the 
Street upon which the said buildings or the promises 
appurtenant thereto, are intended to abuts the 
level of the lowest floor of the intended bui 
re 
Iding, 
and of the yard or ground belonging the to. $ 9 
As the developer had to provide a plan of the estate drawn to a 
scale of 44 feet to 1 inch for approval to roads and sewerst this 
was the scale adopted by most depositers for the small inset block 
plan showing the location of the buildings in questione 
When'plans were approved the work had to be commenced within two 
years from the date of the notice given to the Corporation and a 
refusal of permission had to be given in writing within 21 days. 
The person intending to carry out the work was required to give 7 
days notice in writing before actual commencement of the work and 
a number of Bye-Laws were introduced to cover the inspection 
procedure to be carried out by the surveyors employed by the council* 
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The penalties for breaches or non observance of any or part of the 
Bye-Laws was set at a sum not to exceed L5. and for continuing offences, 
at any sum not to exceed 40 shillings per day that the offence 
continued. 
so The inspection of procedures and the imposition of 
penalties are discussed in Chapter 13 of this thesis. Some of the 
critical dimensions relating to the construction of dwellings 
according to the 1870 Bye-Laws are shown in Fig, 69, 
Inspection of the Bye-Laws of 1902 show that the number and complexity 
of regulations relating to the building of houses had greatly 
increased. A general synopsis of the major changes brought about 
by this now edition of the Bye-Laws was given in The Builder: 
tMany of the old bye-laws have been retpined, a considerable 
number have been materially modified, and there are some 
now regulations. o5l 
The Builder pointed out some of the major changes, listing the 
following: main thoroughfares to be not lose than 42 feet wide; 
dwelling houses erected in damp situations to have a layer of 
concrete 6 inches thick or a covering of asphalt; every now building 
to have a damp course inserted at a height of not less than 3 inches 
above the surface of the ground; no old bricks to be used in the 
erection of now dwellings; the quality of materials to be specified 
such as inortarb consist of J good lime and % sand; strengths, 
of'-timbers supporting roofs, floor joists, beams and girders to 
be specified; provision of ventilation to all buildings and not 
just todwelling houses; efforts to secure more efficient sewerage, 
and to provide ventilation to drains, 
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The 1870 Bye--Laws contained 29 pages and 30 Byep-Lawas the 1902 edition 
contained 96 pages and 130 Bye-Lawa. These figures clearly show 
the increase in complexity of building legislation during the 
thirty year period after the publication of the first set of 
Bye-Laws; a process which has continued up to the present day, In 
terms of house building the following changes era noteworthy, 
All now domestic buildings were to be, built an a ground surface 
which had been covered with a layer of concrete 6 inches thick or 
layer of asphalt. 
53 Walls to now houses were to be erected in 
rick 9 inches thick or stone 12 inches thick and this was to 
apply to both external and party walls, Half-timbered walls were 
to be allowed but, -only if infilled and backed by brickwork at 
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least 41 inches thick. Hollow cavity walls could also be 
constructed provided that both loaves were at least 41 inches thick, 
the cavity was no more than 3 inches maximum and galvanised iron, 
tarred and sanded iron, or 918Z8d stoneware ties were inS8rted, 
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All openings in external W811S Were to be bridged Over by a head, 
arch or some other form of incombustible lintel. 
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In the case of premises such as houses and shops where people were 
habitually employed or in dwelling houses exceeding 35 feet in 
heighto the party wall was to be carried up to at least 15 inches 
above the roof., whether flat or pitched. 
56 
In other cases of 
dwellings of a less height, the party wall was to be carried up to 
the underside of the slates and no woodwork of any description was to 
extend across any party wall. 
57 Staircases inside dwellings were 
to be constructed with a minimum finished width of 2 feet 6 inches 
and windows had to be provided of sufficient number and in such a 
manner and position that 'each of such windows shall afford effectual 
means of ventilation by communication with the external air. 158 
The need for ventilation was expressed in easily understood 
language, every habitable room in a now dwelling was to have at 
least one window equal to :ý of the floor area of the room and 
at least ý of this was to open. If a room had no fireplace an 
adequate means of permanent ventilation had to be provided by means 
of an air shaft of sectional area equal to 100 square inches, 
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The construction of privies was still to be allowed provided they 
were at least 6 feet away from any wall of a dwelling house and, if 
water-closets were built with access from outside the house and 
under flights of stepes the ceiling 
at least 3 feet above ground level. 
be used Provided they'were sited at 
and not within 80 feet of any means 
of the water-closet had to be 
50 
Cesspools could also still 
least 50 feet away from houses 
of water supply. 
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Plans 
which were submitted for approval had to be considered and a 
decision given by the council within one month from the date of 
the notice of intention to 18Y out a street or erect a building, 
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Houses had to be certified before being occupied: 
'A person shall not lot or occupy any new dwelling-house 
until the drainage thereof shall have been made and 
completed, or until such dwelling-houses shallq after 
examination, have been certified by an officer of the 
Corporation, authorised to give such certificate, to 
be, in his opinion, in every respect fit for human 
habitation. o63 
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Fig. 70 Through houses erected 
on the Teal Estate prior to the 
1670 Bye-Laws. 
Fig. 72 Through houses erected 
on the Manor House Estate after 
the Bye-Laws of 1902 had come 
into force (F. & J. A. Wright 
1903). 
Fig. 71 Through houses erected 
in St. Michael's Road after the 
introduction of Bye-Laws 
(G. F. Bowman & E. Lilson 1887 - 
1893). 
7.3 The Continuing Effects of Legislation 
The Leeds Improvement Acts of 1866,18699 1870 and 
1872t gradually 
transferred control of building development to 
Leeds Corporation. 
The Act of 1866 gave the Corporation the right 
to vat elevations of 
all buildingsoverlooking roads to be adopted 
by them. It also 
transferred the Highway Surveyor's responsibilities to the Corporation 
and one highway rate was to be levied 
throughout the borough. The 
turnpike tolls had been removed entirely from within the borough 
boundary and the Corporation and not local townships was 
in future 
to have sole control over the making, sewering and maintaining of 
streets. The Act of 1869 allowed the Corporation 
to levy a main 
sewer rate and increased the upper level of the 
highway rate, By 
1870 the Borough Surveyor and a Sub-Committee of the Town Council 
were responsible for the examination and the passing or rejecting of 
all plans for new buildings and proposed streets within the borough. 
The introduction of the Bye-Laws increased the powers of the 
Corporationgbacked up as they were by a far more efficient inspection 
and enforcement procedure, From, 1870 onwards the power to really 
control future suburban development passed from townships like 
Headingley to the Corporation of Leeds, 
Although the Bye--Laws were amended in 1902 there 
' 
was no active, 
policy of town planning or local authority houss-building carried 
out in Leeds in the latter part of the ninoteenth, century other 
then a number of slum clearance 3chames. The Housing of the 
Working Classes Act, 1885, allowad local authorities to erect houses 
or cottages for the labouring classes and attempted to initiate 
improvement schemes in slum areas, Fears were expressed at the 
time that competition in house-building would put private builders 
out of business,, butin fact very littla of the sort happened, for 
local authorities did not rush to bagin building houses. 
Improvement schemes and clearance of inner areas in towns like Leads 
continued in the some muddled way as they had done before. The 
Housing of the Working Classes Act, 1890* went further than the 
1885 Act and paved the way for the more progressive local 
authorities to bojin development schemes in their areas in order 
to bring about a change in housing policy, The Act did not 
envisage the continuing ownership of the completed houses by local 
authorities but assumed that after erection they should ba sold 
or disposed of to privata owners within ton years. 
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The crucial piece of legislation as far as most towns and cities 
were concerned was the Housing and Town Planning Act, 1909 which 
contained one clause which was to become important for the history 
of housing in Britain. 
'it shall not be obligatory upon any local authority 
to sell or dispose of an 94 lands or dwellings acquired 
or constructed by them! 
Following this Act there was a very marked increase in the number 
of local authorities who responded to the pressure to undertake 
housing schemes. After the 1914 - 1918 war the country: 
'found itself firmly set upon the way to council house 
dwelling as an ordinary rather than an exceptional 
way of life for working people... Awareness of 
the sacrifice of lives and health of young men in 
the trenches led to an enthusiastic if not very 
practical campaign for Homes for Heroes! 65 
Leeds Corporation carried out slum clearance schemes under the 
Improvement Act of 1870o In 1871 houses were demolished in the 
area of the Old Post Office Yards near Kirkgate Market and work was 
completed by 18740 A second schema in the Union Street area, and 
a third in Meadow Lane, Holbeck, completed the schemes undertaken 
before 1885, The tentative manner in which the council approached 
the problem of slum clearance changed after the Housing of the Working 
Classes Act, 1890, and a much greater programme was put into effect, 
These culminated in two major clearance schemesq the York Street 
insanitary area., and the Quarry Hill insanitary-area., Purchasing 
began in 1902 and eventually the council owned nearly 67 acres of 
the worst alums in. the cityo The problem of how to rehouse. persons 
displaced by slum clearance had not been solved in the earlier schemes 
carried out in the 1870's and now loomed large because of the scale 
of demolition involved. In 1897 it was the intention to build 50 
houses to plans approved by the Local Government Board and then 
this was amended to sell the land by auction to builders who w ere 
prepared to build to the agreed specifications. The arguments 
raged as to whether the Corporation should compete with private 
builders by using public money to do so, and the problem of the 
rents being too high for those persons who were to be displaced 
could not be ignored. It was at this stage in the proceedings 
that in 1898 a deputation went to the Local Government Board to 
attempt to persuade it to allow the erection of now back-to-back 
houses on the York Street site when it was cleared, Permission 
was refused, 
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By 1900 the council had rehoused few of the displaced persons 
from the Yotk Street area but had provided alternative accommodation 
intended for but beyond the means of them* Some 906 houses and 
2 blacks of tenements were erected, not by the authority but by 
private builders an their behalf. A similar pattern followed 
in the Quarry Hill area and it was not until after 1914 that Leeds 
Corporation came to provide alternative accommodation through 
subsidised municipal housing with the Corporation remaining the 
66 landlord, 
In Leeds there was little or no municipal housing policy before 
1919, but under the Housing and Town Planning Act of that year 
several cottage estates were built in Meanwood, Middleton and 
elsewhere. Town Planning as such to create now housing schemes 
was late in coming to the city but a report by the 1912 Plans 
Committee suggested that the over-building that took place up- to 
the year 1901 had meant that town planning had not. been required as 
early in Leads as in other towns. But, new forces were at work 
and same landowners wished to take advantage of the now legislation 
to throw the not inconsiderable burden of having the layout of an 
estate drawn up and approved entirely on the shoulders of the 
Corporation: 
'In consequence of the over-building during the past 
decade, Leeds has not been obliged to move in the 
matter of Town Planning as rapidly as some other 
towns, but there are indications that considerable 
areas will shortly have to be dealt with under the 
powers of the Housing and Town Planning Act of 19099 
as the owners of estates appear to be anxious to 
avoid some of the obligations thrown upon them by the 
present bye-laws for laying out estates, and this 
Act furnishes the opportunity for so doing if the 
proposals are approved by the Local Government Board, 
In the case of the Buckingham House Estates off 
Headingley Lane, the owners and the Corporation have 
agreeds and plans were prepared for the application 
to the Local Government Board for the laying out of 
the Estate and relaxation of the existing bye-laws. 
The proposal will allow for the widening of Headinglay 
Lane without purchase of the necessary land by the 
Corporation* In this instance, as no doubt in 
other cases, the owners and the Corporation will 
benefit financially by the adoption of the Act, 967 
Thus one of the earliest town planning schemes carried out in the 
city was in the study area at Headingley and it proposed the 
demolition of Buckingham House and covering the site with a network 
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of roads and semi-detached housess Plans of 
the scheme can be 
seen in deeds and it was the subject of further comments 
in annual 
68 
repor s: 
'An enquiry was held by Mro Thomas Adams, an behalf of 
the local Government Board on the 11th March, 1913, 
with respect to the application oý the Corporation 
for authority to prepare a scheme for the Buckingham 69 House Estate'* 
ITOWN PLANNING 
No. 1 Schome 
BUCKINGHAM HOUSE - Authority was given by the Local Government 
Board on the 26th May 1913 9 to prSpare a Town 
Planning Scheme 
in connection with this Estate " 17 
By 1914 at least four other town planning schemes were being 
prepared and these were at Harehillss Osmondthorpsq Gledhow and 
Temple Newsame In 1915 a rough draft scheme was submitted to the 
Local Government Board for the Buckingham House Scheme and, after 
several amendments and alterationsm the estate of houses and a new 
church were built in the inter-war period. 
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7,49 A Summary of Loqislation Affecting Estates and House-Buildinq 
Several Acts. both local and nationalhave been quoted in the 
preceding sections of this chapter* These have all been brought 
together in one place in the form of tables for ease of reference. 
The tables indicate those Acts passed by Parliament which related 
to Leeds only and also those national Acts which had an influence 
on the way that estates were laid out or houses erected within the 
town. No attempt hAs been made to include all the Acts which were 
passed during the period which were numerous and often of only 
marginal significance, The following would appear to have been 
the most relevant for the purposes of this thesis: 
Table 25 Regulations Directly Influencinq Now Streets and-Buildings 
in Leeds, 1842 - 1902 
Act or Regulation Date 
Leads Improvement Act 1842 
Leeds Improvement Amendment Act 1847 
Leads Improvement Amendment Act 1656 
Leeds Improvement Act 1866 
Leads Improvement Act 1869 
L eeds Corporation Gas and I mprovements Etc, Act 1870 
Borough of Leeds Bye a -Laws 1870 
Leeds Improvement Act 1872 
Borough of Leeds Bye-Laws 1874 
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Leeds Improvement Act 1877 
Borough of Leeds Bye-Laws 
1878 
Leeds Improvement Act 1893 
Leeds Corporation Act 1899 
City of Leads Bye-Laws 
1902 
a Where Bye-Laws are listed in the table they refer 
to those 
laws relating to now streets and buildings. 
Table 26 National Requlations Indirectl)t Influencinq New Streets 
and Buildinqs in Leads. 1835 - 1919 
Act or Regulation 
a 
The Municipal Corporations Act 
Town Improvement Clauses Act 
Public Health Act 
Common Lodging Houses Act 
Lodging Houses Act 
Common Lodging Houses Act 
Labourers Dwellings Act 
Labouring Classes Dwelling Houses 
Sanitary Act 
Labouring Classes Dwellings Act 
Artisans' and Labourers' Dwellings 
Public Health Act 
Building Societies Act 
Working Men's Dwellings Act 
Artisans$ and Labourers' Dwellings 
Public Health Act 
Artisans' Dwellings Acg 
Code of Model Bye-L8ws 
Housing of the Working Classes Act 
Local Government Act 
Working Classes Dwellings Act 
Public Health Amendments Act 
Settled Land Act 
Housing of the Working Classes Act 
Housing of the Working Classes Act 
Housing of the Working Classes Act 
Housing and Town Planning Act 
Housing Act 
Housing and Town Planning Act 
Act 
Act 
Improvement Act 
Date 
1835 
1847 
1848 
1851 
1851 
1853 
1855 
1866 
1866 
1867 
1868 
1872 
1874 
1874 
1875 
1875 
1882 
1877 
1885 
1888 
1890 
1890 
1890 
1890 
1900 
1903 
1909 
1914 
1919 
a There were many other Acts which applied only to Scotland 
or LandgO as well as a series of Amendment Acts to those 
liated. " 
b Not officially an Act or law but included for reasons 
of completeness, 
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-he 
Need For Professional Advisors 
Throughout the nineteenth century the laying out of estates and the 
erection of now houses came under the control of an ever increasing 
number of PLOces of legislation and inevitably the process became 
more and more complex with the passage of time, The important 
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point that historians like Dyos have noted is that many of the 
housing developers were amateurs and not builders, and therefore 
changing circumstances, such as the power to control future suburban 
development passing from the hands of the often slipshod township 
officials to the Corporation of Leeds, meant that an increase in the 
number of Professional advisors became inevitable. Professional 
advisors had been used since the beginning of the century but as 
the legislation grew and the number of houses built increased, man 
with different skills were necessary in order that the requirements 
of the Corporation were to be met. 
The pre-development landowner, the land speculator and the developer 
all used the services of land surveyors, lawyers, estate agents and 
auctioneers. The land surveyors measured the estates and advised 
the landowner an the best method of drawing up an estate plan with 
road layouts and building plots, The lawyers were not only 
necessary to draw up the legal documents for land sales, but due 
to their position at the interface of buyers and sellers, were 
usually able to give advice an and arrange finance in order that 
purchasers could borrow the" , money io finalise deals. The estate 
agents and auctioneers were another group of advisors who would 
comment on estate layout and especially an plot sizes in relation 
to the land or housing market at the time of sale. 
The introduction of building regulations demanding the submission 
of' and the approval of not only roads and sewers, but buildings, 
called for either. a knowledge of the new regulations and the ability 
to put. this in the form of scale drawings by the developer or by 
one of his existing professional advisors, The builder was not 
immune from this change; for even those that duejo their training 
and experience could produce scale drawings and sketch out house 
plans, elevations and details of the fixtures and fittings to go 
into a now dwelling, were faced with an ever increasing number of 
new Acts and Bye-Laws with which they had to conform. Inspection 
of the deposited plans for the study area shows that after 1866 a 
new advisor had entered the scene and was involved in the process of 
the erection of even the smallest of back-to-back cottages -the 
architect. 
Many of the deposited plans were drawn up by architects who were 
also surveyors and fulfilled the dual role of estate or land surveyor 
and depositor of building plans, Gradually, however, more and more 
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plans were submitted by architects as a separate process from the 
drawing up of the roads and building lots. The requirement to 
deposit plans of proposed roads, footpaths, sewers and building lots 
dated back to at least the Improvement Act of 1842, but it was not 
until the Act of 1866 that elevations of buildings on front lands 
were required and the Act of 1869 that plans and elevations of buildings 
an-front lands had to be submitted. Bye-Law 21 of 1870 brought 
these separate requirements together to insist on proper scale drawings, 
including plans and sections of all new buildings wherever sited. 
The 1870 Bye-Laws also required a block plang drawn to a smaller 
scale, indicating the now building and its relationship to other 
buildings and roads, both existing and proposed, Identification of 
earlier drawings prepared before 1870 is extremely difficult because 
often the exact position of a particular building can not be pinpointed 
in a road or on an estate from plans and elevations only, 
Prior to 1866 it was common practice to submit a notice to the 
Council 14 days before work commenced on any house, With this 
notice was an accompanying plan showing not the whole building but 
the level at which the foundations were proposed to be constructed. 
Attached too but not forming part of a deposited plan for the 
Period 1866 - 18709, the writer found a pre-printed notice which 
had probably been used as a piece of scrap paper by one of the 
surveyors or clerks; the contents were as follows: 
'Dated the., day of 186 
To the Council of the Borough of Leeds 
And to 
Mr, Alfred Mountain Fowler, the Surveyor of. 
the said Borough. 
Ilthe undersigned, residing at No street, 
in the Township of within the Borough 
of Leads, Hereby Give You Notice, that after the 
expiration of Fourteen days from the date hereof, 
I intend to build Dwelling House, in 
in the Township of within the said 
Borough, and a Plan accompanies this Notice, 
showing the level at which the Foundation of such 
House is proposed to be laid t etc, in accordance 
with the 38th Section of the Towns Improvement 
Clauses Act, 184V 
signed, 73 
No examples of these early deposited plans showing foundations have 
been found-but several examples of foundation plans'thowing basements 
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and work below ground have been'found for houses submitted for 
approval after 1870. This was particularly the case an the Norwood 
Estate off. Victoria Road, but a more detailed plan always followed 
within a few weeks to conform with the new Bye-Laws. The plans were 
usually marked 'basement plan only of proposed houses. #74 The 
majority of deposited plans at Leads Archives Department for the period 
1867 to 1914 were deposited by architects-and the question must be 
asked to what extent were architects used as professional ad4isors by 
house developers prior to 1866? There is little doubt that large 
mansions and detached villas were designed by the more well known 
architects in the town, but the possibility must be faced that less 
well known architects or certain builders were employed to draw up 
at least deposited foundation plans during the period 1847 to 1866, 
Certainly some knowledge of building and the currant building 
legislation was necessary, and for middle-class or working-class 
housing, this may not have been available from land or estate 
surveyors, It would have presented no problem to the architect 
designing the custom-built house and could have been part of his normal 
service, 
Plans submitted under the 1902 Bye-Laws were similar in terms of the 
information required for houses under the 1870 Bye--Laws, What was 
different was the number of regulations in force which the depOsiter 
had to understand before submission if a refusal was to be avoided. 
Bye-Law, 116 stated that complete plans and sections of every floor 
of a now building were required in duplicate in ink on tracing cloth, 
to a scale of not less than 8 feet to 1 inch. Also required was a 
description in writing of the materials of which it was intended 
to construct the building and the mods of drainage and means of water 
supply, The written information had to be furnished on a set of 
forms which accompanied the plans. Block plans were also to be in 
duplicate in ink or tracing cloths, to a scale of not less than I" 
to 41.66 feet. 
The drainage of housess the ventilation of roomst daylighting, correct 
provision of flues,, the size of beams and the space about buildings 
were all carefully checked and the work in progress regularly 
inspected. But by this time the role of architects as professional 
advisors had become firmly established in order to guide the developer 
through at least the plans approval if not the construction process. 
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CHAPTER 8 ESTATE LAYOUT AND THE CREATION OF THE SUBURBAN MOSAIC 
8.1 Land Costs 
The average price of an acre of agricultural land in England and 
Wales between 1820 and 1829 was L31. This meant that it fetched 
Ii pence per iquare yard* Agricultural land which was ripe for 
building upon could be worth up to five or six times its agricultural 
value and even higher prices could be obtained depending upon the 
amount of preparation carried out to fit it for its now purpose. 
The price which could be obtained by pro-development landowners who 
put up large areas of land for sale did not compare with small plats 
sold to builders or developers after roads and sewers had been 
approved or constructed* Because of this, the owners of large 
estates had to choose between a quick sale by disposing of large 
areas to others., who were usually land speculators, or to become 
involved themselves in the preparation of the land in order to 
attempt to dispose of it in smaller lots* 
The prices that land which was put an the market could fetch during 
the nineteenth century depended upon the way in which it was offered 
for sale and these can be broken down into four major categories: 
(a) Agricultural land used for crops or grazing. 
(b) Large parcels of land ripe for building but with 
no road pattern established. 
(c) Building land with a. road and sewer pattern established 
and divided into lots for sale, all in accordance with 
a plan approved by the local authority, 
(d) Building land as (c) above but with some part or 
all of the seweras roads and footpaths already 
constructed before the sale, 
As far as the land speculator was concerned, the intention was to 
make a profit on the deal and his profit-was the difference between 
the selling price per square yard and the purchase price per square 
yard plus expenditure an preparation. Thus the peefit could be 
easily calculated for land in categories (a) and (b) but the costs 
of professional serVicess such as fees to'surveyoFs. had to be 
taken into account in categories (c) and (d) and the latter had 
the additional expense of physical preparation of the land* 
Other factors could affedthe price of land gonerallys such as an 
sconsmic depression or a recession in house-building* One of these 
influencing factors was the-availability or otherwise of suitable 
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building plots an adjacent estates. Too much building 
land 
coming onto the market at any one time tended 
to reduce the price 
per square yard which could be realised, The amount of 
frontage 
a building plot had onto roads, including side roads and 
back streets, 
was also important in relation to the asking price. The normal 
practice was that building lots were measured to the centre 
lines 
of such roads and the purchaser had to pay a sum towards the 
cost of making up of the roads, sewers and footpaths in direct 
relation to the amount of road frontage the plot contained. The 
actual plot of land sold could have a large road frontage, 
especially in the case of detached villas or houses on corner plots 
such as end terrace houses. This would mean that in such cases 
land prices would be reduced if the road had not been made up and 
greatly increased if the work had already been carried out. The 
great attraction of the small terrace house was that. with 5 yards 
frontage, the total area of a typical plot given over to roads 
was approximately 40 square yards for a through dwelling and 60 
square yards for two houses built back-to-back, 
Treen discusses at length the prices which land fetched. in Headingley 
at various times during the nineteenth century, these with other 
examples found by the writer in deeds and in sale, particulars are 
worth describing in order to illustrate the great price variation 
that Was involved'. 
In 1826 all the land on the Bainbrigge Estate comprising 81 acres 
had an anoual value of L370 per annum and therefore produced an. 
income of L4,10so per acre per year, 
' When sold for villas in 18272 just 
25 acres of this land on Headingley Hill, fetched L205 per acre* 
2 
When the Leeds Zoological-Gardens Company purchased 17 acres of 
the Bainbrigge estate in 1837 they paid LýPOO or 1s, 3d, per square 
yard, 
3 The sale of the Fawcett Estates between 1838 and 1847 
fetched prices from 9d. to 11jd. per square yard for large lots, and 
Is@ 10jdeto 2s. 2jd. for smaller lots, The Fawcett sales in the 
1850's realised L242 per acre or Is* per square yard, 
4 
The 1850's saw increased competition in Headingley due to large 
areas of land being put on the market at the same time producing 
low Prices throughout the decade, The auction of the Earl of 
Cardigan's land, which came about due to the enclosure of Headingley 
Moor In 18509 fetched low prices ranging from 11d, to Is, 6d, per 
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square yard. Land sold at 
further auctions hold in 1054 and 
yard 
5 Further Fawcett Estate 
1855 fetched 4jd. to Bde per square 0 
sales hold between 1851 and 1860 
fetched prices ranging from 6d. 
per square yard to 2s. 3d*y the cheapest price 
being for one sale 
of nearly 9 acres, 
6 
Land an the Hill Top Estate was 
for sale by Lloyd for 2s. to 2se 6de 
per square yard in 1854 and by 1861 
it was re-salling at 2s@ 6de per 
square yard, 
7 In 1866 Hole stated that freehold land could 
be 
obtained for ý9,6d, to 5s. per square yard 
in Leads, 
8 these prices can 
be compared with plats for sale on the Headingley 
Old Gardens Estate 
where lots for detached villas fetched 4s. 
6d. to 6s, per square 
yard in 1869,9 Plots were still being sold on 
the Hill Top 
Estate for 2s. per square yard in 1866 when T. Clapham sold 
lots 
an the steep slopes to the north for 11d. per yard and charged' 
2s. 6d. for the best sites on the southerly portion, When in the 
same year Clapham attempted to sell off more land to clear 
his 
debts, one of his mortgagees T Styring, insisted that no sales 
should take place for-less then 2s. 6d, per square yard, 
10 
In 1869 the Leads and Yorkshire Lands Building and Investment 
Company, who had purchased large areas of the Hill Top Estates 
sold part of their land for 3s, Djd. per square yard and by 1879 
were obtaining 4s, 2dý' The Headinglay Globe land sales*held in 
1874 realised the low sum of 1se 31d, per square yard for some 
plats at 8 time when the Leeds School Board regularly paid 69.6d, for 
12 
school sites. The Corp9ration continued to pay top prices for 
land required for educational or recreational purposes. paying 7s, 
a yard for land to form Burley Park in the 1890'ss 10s. a square 
yard for land to complete Victoria Roads Headinglay in 1877 and 
Be* 6d. a square yard for a site for a school an the Hill Top 
Estate in 1889,13 
During the 1880's and the 1890's somewhat lower general prices 
prevailed for land sold on residential estates in Leeds, In 
London land in the suburbs could fetch L500 per acre in areas like 
14 
Hendon and Hampstead in 18819 however# this was probably for large 
areas and cannot be compared with the LOOO'per acre that small lots 
were fetChing-in Headingley where land an the Fawcett Estate was 
being sold to. builders at 49. to 5s, 2jd. p9r yard in 1875, 
Whenever large estates 'and not small building plats wers'affered,, 
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they still only attracted low prices due to the added expense 
necessary to carry out physical preparation before raselling. 
Thus the major sales of the Cardigan land in Headingley-cum-Burley 
between 1884 and 1893 disposed of 211 acres for L9429trealising 
L438 per acres or Is. IOd* per square yard, 
15 Agricultural land, 
which was not ripe for building development due to its location, 
still fetched small sums, In 1890 three Cardigan Estate farms 
an the oute r fringe of the Headinglay township were sold for L69 
to L79 per acre including Span Lane Farm, 
16 This was only twice 
the average price for agricultural land in 1830, 
When the builders Be & We Walmsley emerged from the Cardigan sales 
in 1891 with 224,182 square yards of Cardigan land, they had paid 
an average price of 1s. 11Jd. per square yard for 46 acres and 
benefited by buying in bulk. Little preparation of the land had 
been carried out by the Earl! s trustees prior to-the sale other than 
the creation of a few major roads. 
17 
By creating the infra- '' 
structure and selling off in small lots, the Walmsley brothers made 
a considerable profit from the deals. In 1891 and 1893 they 
received 6s, 3d, to 7so 9de a square yard for building blocks of 
1,200 square yards and by 1901 they were charging 10so a square yard for 
similar lots in Hessle Terraces 
18 
Another purchaser of land at the Cardigan sales was Charles Stott 
who bought 40 acres at auction in 1888 for laid, per square yard 
and resold it at Iso 7d, to 29* per square yard after laying out 
a pattern of streets an a plan which was approved by Leeds Corporation, 
Stott purchased the Manor House Estate in 1898 and his most 
expensive purchase was the Marshall Headingley House'Estatecosting 
L33pDOO or 4s. 4jd. per square yard in 1900,19. By 1901 large 
areas of the Manor House Estatewere for sale at 6so 6d. per square 
yard after Stott had paid only around 3s* 4do per square yard in 
order to purchase it, 
20 The Royal Park Estate followed a similar 
pattern when JoR. Ford took over the Horticultural Gardens for 
4s. 5d. a square yard in 1885 but sold building blacks at 7so a 
square yard after laying out a street pattern in 1888o 21 
Despite the high prices that the Walmsley brothers were charging 
for small lots3the prevailing cost of building I. and was 7s, 6d, 
per square yard by 1900, The profit which could be obtained by 
simply laying out a street pattern and, having it approved by the 
Corporation before reselling was in the order of 1s, per square 
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yard. In this case the costs of the making up of the streets* would 
be payable by the purchasers If plots had a long road frontage 
with correspondingly high road, sewer and footpath charges, land 
could change hands in 1900 for as little as 39.6d. per square yard. 
During the nineteenth century land development in Leeds was carried 
out almost entirely upon the basis of freehold tenure. In this 
respect Leeds was like Liverpool and Bradford, whereas Manchester 
had perpetual chief rents and Sheffields Birmingham and London 
operated primarily on leasshbld tenure* Leeds people who were 
involved in estate development did not like land to be bought and 
sold an building leases and there was a strong prejudice against 
them, In 18450 when 210 acres of Hawksworth Wood at Kirkstall were 
put on the market by the Earl of Cardigan, 9 there were. no persons 
willing to purchase the 99 year building leases because freehold 
land was available elsewhere in Headingley and Burley. John 
Hepper, of the local firm of auctioneers and estate agentes summed 
up the situation in 1900s 
'The city is almost entirely freehold, and the instances of 
copyhold and leasehold and of freehold ground rents are 
so infrequent that we are sometimes in danger of 
overlooking them', and so unpopular are they that 
building societies and martgagees are charý of lending 
money upon them and buyers discount them, e 2 
It is important to ascertain the role of the landowner prior to 
the-building land being put on the market, His preparation of the 
land and the amount of roa 
'd 
frontage which resulted had an important 
affect an the price which could be achieved* 
8*2. The Role of the Landowners 
The owners of agricultural estates in Headingley and in the other 
expanding suburbs of Leads were faced with the primary decision of 
when to put their land on the market and offer it for sale as 
building ground. This was the first but perhaps the more 
straightforward decision to be taken. It would be based on 
calculations of what the land produced in annual income from letting 
related to what the total sale price would be worth as a lump sum 
and what income that sum could earn per year if invested elsewhere. 
The second and perhaps more crucial decision was. in-what form should 
the land be offered for sale? - Chapter 6 discussea'many factors 
which affected both of these decisionse.. Market trends,, the amount 
of land available elsewhere, the building cycle, local land 
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values., the number and type of houses erecteds 
the amount of 
empty property and transport developments all 
influenced the owner 
in his decision when to sell and the way in which he sold 
land for 
building, 
The Fawcett estate was first put on the market in 1838 and 
lots were 
still being sold over 20 years later, This 
followed careful 
preparation of the site, including the construction of new roads, 
but 
resulted in a very protracted time period for the actual sale, 
Cardigan land was sold off in small lots throughout the nineteenth 
century culminating in the sale of major holdingsin 1888, Dr. Tharp 
attempted to sell his estate for the erection of villas as early as 
1845 but with the Fawcett land not selling. even with roads erected, 
his timing was premature. 
As the change from rural urban fringe conditions to built-up 
suburbs gradually took place matters became more complicated as 
more and more landowners decided to sell at a time when stricter 
regulations ware being introduced affecting the laying out of estates. 
From 1866 onwards local Acts controlled more closely the street 
widths and the open space between now buildings, these in turn 
dict. ated to some extent the maximum number of houses which could 
be erected on a given estate* The introduction of Bye-Laws in 
1870 took this a stage further by allowing greater control by the 
local authority over the buildings erected in terms of construction, 
materials, ventilation and sanitation, 
The general parameters were set therefore for the eventual builders 
of the housing stock by two interacting agencies, firstly, th8 
pre-development lan0owner who put up the land for sale in the 
form of building lots9and secondly, the local council who enforced 
national and local legislation relating to the finished buildings 
ýBnd also dictated to some extent the layout of the estate prior to 
building, 
The landowners had to pass -through various stag*es between 
deciding to put their land an the market and actually di . sposing of 
its Notleast of these was to select the overall tone of the 
proposed development. This had to be done with the right 
balance between the type of housing they desired to see erected and 
the type of housing which a prospective purchaser would wish to 
erects bearing in mind the price paid per square yard. In order 
to select the quality and type of houses which would be allowed 
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the landowner would rely heavily an his professional advisors, A 
decision to allow only detached villas meant that plot sizes had to 
be large enough to receive the dwellings and still leave sufficient 
space for gardens and roads which had to be designed to give carriage 
access to every dwelling* 
In most cases the first estates put an the market within the study 
area were divided up into large plats intended to receive detached 
villas of varying sizes, After attempts had been made to sell 
with the upper middle classess wealthy merchants and manufacturers 
in mind, estate layouts were often changed. to accommodate smaller 
plats and less grand houses* The attempt to sell in large villa 
lots first was a logical one because this reduced the number of legal 
transactions by selling land in the largest lots possible and also 
reduced the number of roads which had to be approved and eventually 
constructed. The process of gradually increasing the number of 
plots and the number of roads to give at least some form of carriage 
access to the garden gate, if no longer to the front door, was an 
some occasions a deliberate policy of the landowner and in other 
cases a natural result of land speculation, Where large lots were 
purchased and subdivided for resales some land speculators simply 
resold in smaller lots without considering accesss whereas others 
submitted and had approved plans for minor access roads in order 
that the subdivided land would more readily sell, 
The Fawcett Estate when put an the market in 1638 offered large 
villa lots for sale and the houses such as Rose Courtp Buckingham 
Housep Morley House and Longfield were typical of those that were 
first erected (see Figs* 36 - 38), Graduallyp however, as sales 
became protracted the Fawcett family or its trustees allowed plots 
to be subdivided or purchasers carried out their own subdivision, 
By 1850 terrace houses were being built an the Fawcett Estate. In 
the same way the Teal Estate was first put an the market in 1845 
for sale as large villa lotas but after an apparent lack of interest 
by would-be purchasers and because terrace houses had begun to be 
built on the nearby Fawcett land, it was re-offered in 1853 as 
sites for terrace housing. 
Nearat to 4adingley Village Or* Thorp attempted to sell all his 
estate in 1845 as small villa lots with a pattern c'f roads in the 
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shape of crescentso After he too 
had been unsuccessful he did not 
subdivide into smaller lots but sold his entire estate 
to A, Titley, 
It was not until 1902 that his land was 
to be covered with terrace 
housing. The Mansion House Estate when first offered for sale 
in 
1869 was quite clearly intended to receive small detached or semi- 
detached villas. however, in later years purchasers of more 
than one 
plot erected short terraces. 
It cauld be said that the tons of the housing set 
by pro-development 
landowners gradually decreased on the estates within the study area 
from the 1860's onwards, This can be judged by the quality of the 
houses which landowners hoped to see erected on land that they, 
first 
put on the market. When the major portion of the Cardigan 
land came 
onto the market for the first time in 1888 it was quite clear the 
vendors did not expect to see anything but terrace housing erected 
in one form or another. 
This gradual lowering of the tone of the houses expected and actually 
arected, from large mansions and detached villas in the early yeares 
to rows of small terrace houses by the end of the century, meant 
that the overall standard of construction and habitability of the 
dwellings remained high. This was because the developers of the 
custom-built villas employed local architects to design their houses 
and a high standard of workmanship and materials was generally'expected 
and achieved, The smaller semi-detached villas and terrace housing 
that followed came late enough in the century to fall under the 
sphere Of influence of greatly increased building legislation. 
Only on the Teal Estate were a large number of terrace houses 
erected which fell between the influence of either wealthy individual 
developers building one-off houses or the hawk-like eye of the 
local building inspector. 
For some estate owners setting the tons of the intended development 
was important in so fa'r. as. -they had a reputation to live up to in 
the local community. The-reasons for setting high-standards for 
proposed housing developments were not entirely 4, ltruisticv families 
like the Fewcetts, the Sainbriggess the Thorps and the Marshalls 
had a vested interest in seeing that this was the caset for poorer 
quality houses once erected would detract from the value of other 
land still in their possession' 0 Once one owner or his heirs 
allowed the erection of smaller terrace houses or back-to-backaj 
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others followed the lead set, because they could no longer attract 
the villa developers. This could not come abouts howavers without 
transport developments allowing the lower middle classes to move 
out of the town centre and into the new suburbs. 
Once a decision was taken, to *sell., the normal procedure was to 
agree a. read pattern, for lack of easy access to building sites 
simply rendered the land suitable for agricultural purposes. After 
having an estate plan approved by the local authority, the purchaser 
would be restricted in what he could build by the plot size in 
relation to adjoining roads and by building lines, A plot bought 
for one villa residence would be measured and sold as a number of 
square yards but could have a considerable area given over to the 
making up of roads and footpaths, It could also have a proportion 
of the land in front of a building line and behind the footpath; an 
corner plots this could mean that 50% of the land bought was not 
available for building on. These sort of considerations demanded 
great skill by the land surveyors or architects who drew up the 
estate plans, otherwise the plot would not attract the intended 
purchaser because its size had been insufficient in the first 
instance. 
It is not known whether building lines were enforced before the 
Improvement Act of 1869 which stated that 'The Corporation of 
Leeds could prescribe the line of Building. j23 Certainly the 
Qst8te plan approved for the Mansion House Estate in November 1869 
had building lines agreed prior to sales by the owners and the 
24 Corporation, 
There was. ons device which could be-used by the landowner to set 
the tone of the building development even when subsequent resales 
were involved - the use of restrictive covenants, 
8.3. The Use of Restrictive Covenants 
Restrictive Covenants, could be introduced into the sale of a whole 
estate or the sale of a few square yards of land* They were . 
binding agreements between the vendor andýthe purchaser and intended 
to have two main functions, tAo set the overall. tone of the estate 
and to protect the value of the remaining unsold plots or adjacent 
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land not yet ripe for development. As it was normal practice 
for 
the vendoA solicitors to arrange for the prospective purchasers to 
sign an agreements not only to the effect that they would abide 
by the restrictions imposeds but also build in the same restrictions 
into any subsequent resales, a crude form of town planning or 
development control came into existence. The local authority were 
not the instigators of the system and what was or was not allowed 
was left entirely at the discretion of the landowners or in most 
cases their professional advisorse 
The covenants fell into three main categories: those relating to 
what could be built, those relating to th .e materials or appearance 
of the completed buildings, and those banning other forms of 
development. The first category generally spelled out the type of 
new development envisaged by the vendarp often the type of houses 
to be allowed were specified or alternatively specific types banned: 
$only dwelling houses to be erected' 
'houses to be detabhed or semi-detached' 
'Not more than one dwelling or two semi-detached' 
'No more than two buildings on any lot' 
'through houses only', 
'no back-to-back houses'shall be erected' 
Another alternative to stating in writing what type of dwellings 
were to be erected. was to allow any kind of dwelling provided that 
those erected were Of a specified total value: - 
'No house to be of less value than E3501 
Alternatively, and far more common, was to restrict house types by 
specifying the minimum annual rental that houses should be let 
for on the completed buildings lots. A figure was given which 
was usually exclusive of rates: , 
'no house to be of less value than L40 per annum' 
The most common method of restricting what could be built in'the 
way of now housing in the study area was the use of minimum annual 
rentals. The following table. gives some indication of the 
minimum annual rentals fixed by landowners in the study area: 
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Table 27 Minimum Annual Rentals Given in-Restrictive 
Covenants for the Study Area a 
Estate Minimum annual 
rental 
1838 Fawcett Estate 
L15 
1852 Thorp Estate 
L30 
1856 Fawcett Estate 
L15 
1859 Fawcett Estate 
L15 
1868 Cardigan Estate 
E15 b 
1869 Headingley Old Gardens Estate 
L35 b 
1870 Headingley Old Gardens Estate L40 
1870 Mansion House Estate L40 
1872 Chapel Lane Estate L45 
1875 Chapel Lane Estate Li5 
1875 HatteraleyRoyal Park-Estate LIO L15 b 
1875 Headingley Old Gardens Estate L35 L40 
1880 Cardigan Estate L19 
1880 Fawcett/Postill Estate E15 
1891 Cardigan Estate L45 
1888 Ford, Royal Park Estate L15 
1889 HattersleyRoyal Park Estate L15 
1890 Hattersley. Royal Park Estate E15 
1891 Cardigan Estate L45 
1891 Cardigan/Walmsley Estate L20 
1893 Cardigan/Pearson Estate L13 
1893 Hattersley, Royal Park Estate L15 
1895 Mansion House Estate L40 
1901 Cardigan/Walmsley Estate L16 
1912 Fawcett Estate E30 
1913, rdigan/Walmsley Estate C L18o 4s. 
1931 
: 
C rdigan/Walmsley Estate E22o 109. 
a Source, the deeds of properties owned by Leeds Corporation in 
the study area, 
b Two other dwellings were allowed of less value if provided 
for servants, gardeners or coachmen etc. 
The above table clearly indicates that$in general terms. houses 
which would comply with the reptrictiVe covenants were not intended 
for the working classes, The figures quoted were minimum annual 
rentals, not including rates, and would have been beyond the means 
of those with lesser incomes than the skilled artisans and lower 
middle classes prior to 1914. 
There was nothing to stop. a land speculator from increasing the 
amount specifieds provided he maintained the minimum figure, Thus 
when the owners of Buckingham House 
' 
put land on the market in 1912, 
they increased the figure of L15 set in 1838'6y the,. Fawcatt owners, 
to L30,25- This, however. was not generally the case becauseas the 
years-passed and more land came on the market, it became increasingly 
more difficult to dispose of land which had high annual rentals fixed 
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if surrounded by other land available with a lower figure stipulated, 
The significant point is, that given the passage of times a high 
figure of L15 set in 1838 was still being insisted upon an parts 
of the Fawcett Estate in 18802 when L15 would allow much smaller 
dwellings to be erected and still comply with the legal requirements, 
As land was bought and sold several times after the first sale and 
subdivided into smaller lots, the original covenant restricting 
a developer to a detached or semi-detached villa would allow a 
large through terrace by 18412 a small through terrace by 1873, and 
a large back-to-back by 1905 (see Table 24). 
An estate which was developed over a long period of time with sub- 
division and resales could have been begun with large detached 
villas and end with small through houses in terraces being erected 
if in the intervening years owners simply passed on the covenant 
without increasing the amount stated* Apart from the Buckingham 
House Sale in 1912, few other examples of the annual rental being 
moved up market were found in the deeds inspected, One of the last 
was on the land purchased by the Walmsley brothers off Brudenell 
Road on which the Mayvilles were developed; here the original 
figure was increased'from L18* 4s. to L22* 10s. between 1913 and 1931, 
An article in the Leeds Mercury in 1862 stated that land: 
$sells best when it is subject to no restrictions 
as to the style of house to be built, and when it can 
be disposed of in small lots 26 
The restrictions which were placed by'vendors an the actual materials 
to be used and on the appearance of elevations of the intended houses, 
are described in Chapter 13. 
Further restrictions were necessary to prohibit development which 
could create a nuisance to existing houses and to safeguard future 
Plot sales. All of the house deeds inspected included this type 
Of covenant even when all others were omitted* Generally they 
prohibited all manufacturing premises# including dye works# glue 
workas tanneries and mills, as wall as other buildings likely to 
cause nuisance such 89 innsp taverns, ale houses and in several 
cases shops, were also considered to be in the same categorye A 
great fear was that a purchaser would install a steam engine with 
its coal-fired boiler and smoking chimney. Many merchants had 
moved to Headingley from more central sites because of the nuisance 
caused by smake, from factory chimneys and had no wish to buy land 
to simply repeat the experience* 
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Some landowners placed restrictions on the materials that could be 
excavated from the land they sold. The digging of clay, sand or 
gravel as well as the opening up of quarries or the making of bricks 
were forbidden, Cemeteries or burial grounds were equally unpopular, 
The problems facing an estate agent or auctioneer attempting to draw 
up an advertisement to sell attractive villa lots adjacent to a 
brickworks or quarry can be imaginede 
When J, W, H# Richardson bought plots numbers 9 and 10 on the Teal 
Estate in 1853, he agreed to the following convenant on the land: 
1J. H. Richardson his heirs or assigns would not permit 
any buildings erected upon the said land to be used 
for a mill, manufactorys Weaving Shops Tavern, Steam 
or Fire Engine, Dyehouse, Alehouse, Slaughterhouse, 
Glasshouse or Distillery, nor for a place for melting 
tallow, making candles, boiling soap, burning bloods 
making or refining sugar, or making glue or for a 
shop for blacksmith, whitesmith, Tanner, Skinner or 
Farrie or for exercising any other noisome or dangerous 
1ý7 ýradee 
On the Fawcett Estate in 1859 when He Ludolf was buying plots1he 
had to agree to convenants banning all quarries for slate or stone 
or for making bricks(other than for the houses being erected)and 
no 'Inn, Tavern, Common Beerhouses Slaughterhouses Soap Boiling, 
Tallow Candle or Glue Manufactory' was to be built and also 'no 
trade or business or calling which could be deemed a nuisance' was 
to be allowed, 
28 
When J, R, Ford conveyed 445 square yards to Cornelius Frederick 
Wilkinson, a Leeds. architect in 1888, Wilkinson agreed. to convenant 
that, except with the special consent in writing of the vendor his 
heirs or assignss no building would be used as a public house, 
beerhouse or for any purpose other than a dwellinghouse. The 
manufacture of woollen or cotton goods, leather and melting tallow, 
boiling soap,, burning blood, baking or refining sugar or making 
glue were all prohibited together with qny other Inoisys noisome 
or offensive trade or calling' and the digging of clays making of 
bricks or burning of bricks on the land was prohibited, 
The widespread effects of these and similar covenants, drawn up by-. 
major landowners in the first instance# and then perpetuated in 
, future sales should not be underestimated. Often the same lawyers 
who drew up the legal conveyances acted for different landowners and 
and degree ofuniformity in the warding of what should be prohibited 
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is apparent in deeds, If just one example is taken., that of the 
prohibiting of public houses which was a covenant built into most 
conveyances: nearly 150 years after the first estate was put on the 
market for housing, there is only one public house within the study 
area boundary which contains some 260 acres of suburban housing. 
In Headingley village The Skyrack was in existence prior to the 
development of the estates and The Oak and The Hyde Park Hotel are 
close to but just outside the boundary and were both probably 
in existence prior to 1838,29 The only now public house is the 
Royal Park Hotelt built after 1918 and also just outside the boundary. 
Further restrictions on the amount of building rather than the type 
of building were imposed by the owner who indicated an conveyancing 
documents the area of land which could be built on. Building lines, 
the amount of land to be devoted entirely to roads, and to footpaths, 
the parts of a plot to remain as gardenss both at the front and 
often the rear of dwellings, all reduced the size of the plot as 
far as the future developer was concerned, Such restrictions tended 
to be few in the case of large villas and mansions when one large 
house was to be builts but they were considered very necessary when 
subdivision of plats was taking place and developers were attempting 
to got as many houses as possible an the land they considered they 
had so dearly purchased* 
The purchaser of a plot intending to erect typical speculative 
terraces had to sign a covenant that he would at all times leave 
open and unbuilt upon the land set apart for the purpose of forming 
reads# footpaths and gardens* ' These would be indicated an the sale 
plan and doeds,. often by means of various coloured washes with a 
colour key. Usually exceptions were made in the case of fences, 
boundary walls, porches and bay windows of limited sizee The 
covenants relating to gardens stated that no building should be 
erected an the portion of land marked. or coloured to indicate 
gardens, except bay windows, and no building should be erected on 
the portion of land marked or coloured to indicate yards, except 
conveniences., without the written consent of the vendor his heirs 
or trustees. Often the Same colour code was used; land to be made 
into strestso reads, back streets and footpaths - coloured brown, 
land to be used for front gardens or rear yards - colourad green,, 
land to be used for buildings - coloured pink (see Fig. 73),. 
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The responsibility forsor the costs ofmaking up the roads., sewers 
and footpaths could be passed on to the purchasers of plots 
in a 
variety of ways. It was probably this lack of a standard method 
of procedure that caused Leeds to be so heavily criticised 
for 
the way in which streets were occupied as soon as houses were 
built 
but footpaths and roads remained only completed in parts or not at 
all. 
The simplest method by which costs could be distributed was for the 
pr8-development landowner to construct all the sewers and make up 
the roads and footpaths to the satisfaction of the Corporation. 
When a plot was sold the amount of road frontage was measured and 
the purchaser would be charged a total sum which would include the 
costs of roads, sewers and footpaths contiguous with his plate 
This is what happened on the early sales of the Fawcett Estate and 
on the Headingley Old Gardens Estate. 
Another method which involved the laridi3wner in far less preparation 
costs and less financial risk was to agree the road layout with 
the Corporation and insist that each purchaser was responsible for 
the making up of the roads and footpaths to the satisfaction of 
the Corporation. This meant that a purchaser had to ensure thatý 
half th a width of any street was completed only for the length-of 
his particular piece of road frontage. The confusion that could 
arise where some carried this out and several neighbours did notq 
resulting in a chequarboard pattern of made and un-made road can 
be imagined, Another alternative was for the purchaser to sign 
an agreement to the effect that the landowner carried out or caused 
the work to be carried out for whole sections of a street as plats 
were sold and half the cost was charged to the purchasers related 
to their lengths of road froniagee 
Whichever method was adopted, it made sound common sense to ask the 
Corporation to carry out the work either for the landowner, a group 
of purchasers or an individual, as they could do large sections of. 
a street at a time and the work would be correctly carried out. 
Howevers if others did the work there was no, objection provided 
it was done to the correct specification and to a satisfactory 
standard, 1f this was not the case the Corporation would refuse 
to adopt it and take over the future maintenance and repairs* This 
in fact happened in many cases and some streets in Leads remain 
unadopted to this day* The way that streetworks were carried out 
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in Leeds was discussed in The Builder in 1876: 
'When houses are built,, and new streets laid out by the 
owners of the land, these are paved and flagged at the 
expense of these owners. They may do the work 
themselves, if they please, provided it be done under 
the directions and according to the rules, of the 
Corporation; but as they cannot in general do the 
work for less money than the Corporation can do it 
for under their periodical contracts, the custom is that, 
in general, the Corporation pave and flag the now 
streetss and charge the expenses to the owners. It is 
usual to allow the greater number of houses intended 
to be built in a new street to be built before the 
paving or flagging isdone2 but in as much as, without 
some guidet the levels of the several door-sills would 
not be at all uniform, the ground is roughly levelled, 
and the curbstones set from end to end of the intended 
street, from which, opposite to them, the levels of 
the several door-sills are fixed., 
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The inherent problems of plots sold at various times to a number of 
different owners, each attempting to carry out the work themselves 
to only the centre line of the road, are obvious, To have large 
sections carried out at one time was necessary if levels were to 
line through correctly, and a few lots still remaining unsoldj 
involving half the road, created difficulties. The above 
quotation would suggest that the normal practice W88 for the 
Corporation to carry out the work on behalf of the landowner who 
then passed an half of the cost to each developer in proportion 
to the road frontage involved. Even then, when a street took 
many years to complete the Corporation could wait until enough 
plots had been sold, after carrying out the rough ; evelling process, 
before completing the work* Some indication of the length of 
time that streets remained unpaved can still be seen today by 
the number of houses, especially the smaller back-to-backs entered 
straight off the street which'. have footscrapers built into the 
outside wall. 
How a new sewer could be carried out down the centre line of an 
intended street by aýgroup of purchasers getting together and 
agreeing to construct it when plats remained unsold is not clear, 
The most sensible solution was for the landowner'or vendor to 
do the work fitsts even if he did, no work an the roads or footpaths, 
and then charge an apportioned cost to purchasers* Howeverj this 
meant that fees would have to be paid by the vendor'for supervision 
of the work, as W811 as paying for the cost of constructions and-the 
sewers had to be maintained until passed on to the Corporation or 
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to the owners of lots that were sold. As land often went on 
the 
market several times without being sold this, even if less costly 
than constructing all the roads prior to sales, could mean financial 
loss. 
The chairman of the Streets and Sewerage Committee reported 
that from 
1874 to 1876s 25 miles, 4 furlongs and 148 yards of sewers had been 
laid and 'over 5 miles of branch pipes from the sewers towards the 
houses'. the branches ended at the curbstones of the footpaths, 
This clearly shows how much sewering work was carried out by the 
Corporation as L29,390 was spent on sewers, branches and road gullies 
in two years. Flagging and kerbing amounted to L34,310 for the 
same period of which L329450 was charged to owners, 
When Henry Teal', a surveyor by professionssold land opposite Woodhouse 
Moor in 1654 he constructed Hyde Park Roadscarrying out the paving 
of the footpath and then made each purchaser pay towards its upkeepe 
Robert Eeles, a tobacconist of Leedssagreed: 
'to pay to the said Henry Toole 1/26 part of the expense 
of for ever therein keeping in good repair and condition 
the said street or road and the causeway thereof'then 
lately made and formed over part of Woodhouse Moore, 
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Plots were sold on the Headingley Old Gardens site from 1869 onwards 
after a new road named Cardigan Road had been pushed through the 
estate by-the owner to open it up for building. The road was 
sewered and paved and plots were sold not to the centre line of 
the road, but to the back edge of pavement, Nevertheless, when 
Henry Williamson purchased lot 17 from HoCe. Marshall he agreed to: 
'lay down a good cau:: waý nine feet wide an the West 
side of Cardigan Ro 0 
The fdotpath was to be constructed to the satisfaction of the Leeds 
Borough Surveyor although Williamson had not purchased the land an 
which it was to be formed* In comparison, when James Hutton, a 
builder, purchased a building block comprising 1,123 square yards 
of the Fawcatt/Postill Estate in 18809 ho. agreed to: 
-'form and macadamiss or flags pave and lay and afterwards keep such parts of the said parcel of land as were 
intended 
, 
to be set apart for Norwood Roads Enmoor View 
and Norwood Place afed and the sewers thereunder in 
good repair in such man , nor and with such materials as should be approved of by the Corporation of Leeds: 
The choice was given to Hutton for him to pay the vendors to do the 
work, for him if he so wished, . 
It is also interesting that Hutton 
agreed not to remove subsoil from foundations but place it elsewhere 
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an the site for the vendors to use in the construction of roads. 
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In 1888 when O. R. Ford sold a plot of the Royal Park Estate 
to the 
architect C. F. Wilkinson, he agreed -bo: 
'And also shd whenever reqd by the Vdor his hrs or assns so 
to do make form & complete accordg to the plans lines 
and levels to be provided by & to the satisfon of the 
Vdar his hrs or assns or his or their Surveyor & of 
the Corporon of the Borol of Leeds such portions of 
the streets shewn on the plan throu endorsed & of the 
sewers intd to be made thrunder as were comprised in 
the lands thrby conv1d & shd for ever thrar until the 
same shd be taken over by the Corporon of Leedsj 
maintain the same in good repair & condon, ' 
There was the alternative option agreed to, that if Ford chose to 
he could construct and afterwards repair and clean the streets 
and sewers until the Corporation took them over and then charge 
such proportion of the expense incurred by him as fixed by a 
surveyor (Fords), with a 5% per annum rate of interest for unpaid 
billse 
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The situation had not changed much by 1913p for a purchaser wishing 
to buy a plot in Mayville Place an the Walmaley Estate was required 
to agree to the following: 
'that the Purchasers their heirs and assigns should leave 
open and unbuilt upon and at their own expense set out 
so much of the said plot of land... to form the 
halves in width of Mayville'Place and Back Mayville 
Place aforesaid coloured brown *.. so far as such 
streets respectively co-extensive with the said plot 
of land and should also at their own expense 
when required by the said Wm Walmsley and the Trustees 
and to the satisfaction of their Surveyor form flag pave 
or macadamise and thereafter keep in good repair such 
portion of the said streets and also bear and pay one 
half of the expense of cleaning and repairing the 
sewers down so much of the said streets as were 
conti W us to and included in the said plot of 
land' 
The above clause in the deeds would suggest that the sewers had 
already been provided and the purchaser would only have to pay 
towards their upkeep. 
Before 1866 it was common practice for a developer to wait until 
several adjacent lots of his estate had been sold before either 
instructing the Corporation or a contractor to carry out works to 
roads and footpaths, This meant that the bulk of the expense could 
be passed on directly to the new occupiers. Where plats were sold 
spasmodically or when roads were made up by groups of purchasers, 
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streets could remain unmade for many years. Often the Corporation 
had to serve enforcement notices for sewering and paving to 
remedy the situation, After 1866 it became more difficult for 
an owner to wait until he had completed a large number of sales 
because the 1866 Improvement Act required the passing of plans, 
and the Corporation could defer the approval of buildings facing 
streets where the developers were refusing to make up roads, Many 
deposited plans from 1866 onwards refer to the 'street made up' 
or 'street made up and footpath paved'. thus indicating the state 
of the roads adjacent to the development. 
rrom 1876 onwards the Corporation rigorously enforced pavingp 
flagging'and levelling orders and by 1898 controls were further 
tightened, for by then it was necessary for the complete length of 
a street to be kerbed and sewered all in one operation and not 
merely in parts adjoining plots which had been sold, Because of 
thisIdevelopers of housing on estates attempted to transfer the 
collecting of the costs of roads constructed by the Corporation 
to each plot purchaser; but in 1906 the Town Clark of Leeds ruled 
that it was the developerlb duty'to collect the expense of making 
roads and 
. 
sewers from their purchasers, 
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8.4 Professional Advisors on Estate Layout 
The pre-development landowner required the services of at least three 
groups of professional advisors: land surveyorss estate'agents orxi 
auctionsers)and lawyers, The land surveyor would measure the 
land, draw up a, n estate plan and be used to draw up revised plans 
sh6wing plats subdivided or new roads if and when required (The 
speculative nature of the sale of estates often involved alterations 
or 'amendments to an overall estate plan previously approved), The 
same land surveyors could draw up. plans for use in sets of sale 
particulars and for individual plots to be shown, in legal 
conveyancing* 
The estate agents and auctioneers were another group of advisors 
who would comment an estate layout and could advise' , an 
the type 
of development that would sell* Bbsed an their knowledge of the 
land and housing marketthey could suggest whether to aim for the 
sals. of large villa lots with few roads or smaller lots and 
a corresponding increase in the number of roads to provide access. 
They might also suggest to owners when the time was right to lay 
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out an estate for detached villas and when to lay it Out 
for 
through terraces, a crucial decision often related to other estates 
on the market in the vicinity or about to come, on the markete 
There 
are many examples of estates being withdrawn from sale because 
the 
reserve price was not reached mainly because the house type aimed 
at was not suited to the housing market at the time. As a general 
rule when an estate was put on the market several times, the house 
type aimed at was frequently changed to make it mor8'attracfive to 
would-be purchasers. 
The family lawyers probably gave financial advice to the landowner 
as to the risks involved in the different types of schemes possibles 
and especially regarding the point in time when a larger income 
could be, achieved by selling rather than maintaining an agricultural 
holdings Lawyers had other roles including carrying out the legal 
transactions 
, 
involved in the sales and also in arranging means of 
finance for prospective purchasers of either land or buildings, 
The network of lawyers who corresponded with one another across 
the country, many with clients wishing to invest and others with 
clients wishing to borrow,, is an area of nineteenth-century business 
life which needs far greater investigation, The de8dsof houses 
situated in the study area are full of references to this financial 
dealing which put builders in Leads in touch with widows in Cork' 
or clerics in GlouceSt8r (see Appendix 14), .. I. 
The major role prior to land sales was carried out by the professional 
land surveyors. Their work consisted of two specific stagess to 
measure the agricultural land to be sold or developed and to lay 
out a pattern of streets, building lots, building lines and gardens, 
The first stage involved taking, existing levels, platting 
geographical features such as watercoursess hedgqso buildings etc, 
and the boundary positions, ý These. were then used as the basis for 
plans showing existing buildings, roads, fields and land boundarisse 
When estate plans were prepared to show not only the existing 
features but the proposed development, this involved getting 
approval forthe scheme from the Corporation, The Corporation 
required details of the construction of the roads including 
proposed levels, the pavements, the sewers, and the position of 
manholes* Sometimes several estate plans were prepared for the 
same land, the Chapel Lane Estate had at least five different estate 
plans submitted to the Corporation between 1872 - 1876 with some 
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amending the whole estate and others only small parts of it. There 
is no doubt that certain land surveyors obtained further work when 
a large portion of an original estate was sold to one purchaser 
who then had plans drawn up to sUbdivide his holding into a number 
of smaller building lots requiring additional roads to those already 
approved* 
Examination of the estate plans for Headingley would suggest that, 
although-various regulations were introduced demanding minimum widths 
of reads and space about buildingso tho'complexity of drawing up 
a typical plan for approval changed little between 1850 and 1914* 
The information requested and the manner it was presented showed 
remarkably little change between early estate plans and those of 
later years. Thus the majority of roads an the Fawcett Estate 
Plan$ drawn in 1637, were at least 36 feet wide and the estate plan 
would have complied with the regulations in force 50 years later 
(see Fig, 15), - 
Some landowners used local architects to draw up estate plans, but 
they were using their expertise as surveyors rather than as 
architects, Many architects described, themselves as architects and 
surveyors and throughout the nineteenth century there was considerable 
overlapping of the two activities, 'There was also an overlapping 
of the activities of architectss land surveyoras building surveyors, 
quantity survsyoýrss estate agents and civil engineers. Estate 
agents draw up estate plans, engineers designed buildings, 
architects surveyed land and only the solicitors seemed to refrain 
from becoming involved in fields of activity other than the financial 
and legal advice which was generally expected of them, Even then 
a few solicitors became housing developers or land speculators, 
but this was purely for personal financial gain and was not an 
bdvartised service for other people, 
Many architects'who prepared estate plans and deposited building 
plans descr. ibed themselves as architects and surveyors: T, -Amblers 
We Beavers# F, Bowman, Do Dodgsons We Hobson, To Howdill, re Mitchell, 
P* Robinson, and C*F. Wilkinson were among those who advertised 
their services as surveyors as well as architects, William 
Billinghams who designed the layout for the new Zoological and 
Botanical Gardens in Headinglays described himself as an architect 
and civil engineers Charles Fowler and his son Charles John Fowler 
were both trained civil engineers but their practice in Leeds became 
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well known for its architectural works especially 
for large 
detached end semi-detached villas* Fox and Sons of Albion 
Streets 
Leeds, described themselves as civil and sanitary engineerss architects 
land agents and valuers. W. N. Wynn described himself as a civil 
and consulting engineers building and quantity surveyor. 
The land surveyors, who were not architect surveyors, used by 
landowners varied in size and expertise from one man offices to 
large concerns such as Martin and Fenwick who were civil engineers, 
surveyors and land agents. John Henry Fawcett employed T. Newsam, 
surveyor of Leedsvin 1837 
37- 
and R. D, Thorp used Martin & Foxi 
surveyors)with offices in Leeds and London to draw up his estate 
plan in 1845 
38 The Teal Estate fronting Woodhouse Moor was laid 
out by Joseph Thompson, surveyor, in 1852 although Teal was himself 
0 
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a'land surveyor. The Ste Johr? s Hill Estate was laid out to a 
plan'prepared by S. D. Martin (later Martin & Fenwick) in 1866 
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and Martin & Fenwick were employed on the Zoological Gardens. by 
H. C. Marshall: in 1869 to develop the gardens for housing by 
constructing Cardigan Road through the middle of the estate. 
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Later estates such as the Clapham and Hattersley Estates used 
James rox & Sons but the Chapel Lane Estate was drawn up by a 
relation of the owners, Je Eddison, surveyor of Leeds, The 
Cardigan Estate regularly used Martin & renwick of Park Lane, Leeds 
and Westminster, London$ however, the major sale of the Cardigan 
Land held in 1888 was handled by Messrs, Chinnocks Galsworthy 
Chinnock, land agents and surveyors of Pall Malls London. The 
last estate plan to be drawn up in the study area for a whole 
estate was prepared in 1900 for the Manor House Estate by Newsam 
42 & Gott, land agents & surveyors of East Parades Leeds, 
The involvement of local architects in the drawing up of eatatb 
plans can be seen in the following table which refers only to 
estates situated within or adjacent to the study area boundary. 
Table 2a Architects Who Acted as Est-ate Surveyors in or 
Name Estate Year 
Wilson and Bailey Hill Top Estate 1870 
James Charles Fawcett Estates Victoria Road 1871 
Thomas Ambler Royal P; rk/Hattersley Estate 1875 
Tom Anderson Fawcett Postill EstategEbberston Terr, 1876 - 79 Daniel Dodgson Regent Park Estate 1877 
William Wheater Royal Park Estate 1877 
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Wilson and Bailey Fawcett/Atkinson Estate 
1878 
Thomas Winn Cardigan Estate# Headingley Village 
1882 
John Porter Royal Park/Ford Estate 
18B4 
Thomas Winn Fawcett/H8Wling Estate 
1886 
James Charles' Cardigan Estates Headingley Village 1886 
Smith and Tweedale Cardigan Estate, Cardigan R oad 
1891. 
G, W, AtkPson Manor House Estate 1900 
a Source, deposited estate plans (see Appendix 1)9 and sale 
particularse 
In almost every case where architects were used to draw up estate 
plans subdivision had taken place after the original estate plan 
had 
been drawn up by a land surveyor and the architect surveyor was 
used for only a small portion of what had been a larger holding* 
This explains why architects names do not appear on estate plans 
drawn prior to 1870, 
The skill of the surveyor was to divide up the land into lots which 
would accommodate house types of a size and quality that the 
prospective purchaser wished to erect* At the same time adequate 
road access was required which would conform to the regulations 
in force without giving too much road frontage to building plots 
which would make them difficult to sell. The costs of making up 
roads and sewers were passed on to the purchasers andthe relation- 
ship between plot size and road frontage could be a critical one 
and cause great difficulty with corner plots an road junctions, 
If the estate was small or intended to have a few very large plats, 
one central spine road was an obvious solution which provided 
access and reduced road frontage* The house type intended to be 
built (or allowed to be built) dictated how many roads were 
required, large semi-detached villas could manage with only a few 
major roads, large through terrace with one to the front of every 
block, but back-to-backs required major road to both sides of every 
block. The direction of the streets, once the number and widths 
'of each had been ascertained, would depend upon the topography of 
and land and. as many of the estates in Headingley were constructed 
on hillsides. where rows of terraces were to be built, the 
topography and not the amount of daylight settled the orientation 
of the dwellings. The normal practice was to construct straight 
roads parallel to the contours of slopes when laying out building 
blocks to receive terraces,, however$Bys-laws requiring roads 
intersecting at right angles at regular intervalas often resulted 
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in steep and dangerous slopes being constructed similar to Royal 
Park Road on the Royal Park Estate. 
As a general rule the width of road frontage or total length of 
road frontage was related directly to the-annual rental that houses 
could realise. The estate surveyor worked on the principal that 
the narrowest road frontage was required for the cheapest end of 
the market and it is significant that the larger scullery back-to- 
backs with a frontage of 19 feet could be let for more than smaller 
through terraces with a frontage of 15 feet or less. Similarly 
sami-detached villas usually fetched more rental than through 
terraces but they in turn required access at the side and had wider 
road frontages. 
Just who could be considered responsible for the final street pattern 
and mixture of house types of the completed estates is a difficult 
question to answer, So often well meaning intentions when the 
land was first put an the market were thwarted by the passage of 
time, which negated restrictive covenants relating to minimum 
annual rentalss and by subdivision and resales which introduced 
now roads and smaller building lots into the original design concept* 
A writer in The Builder was quite sure who was to blame for the lack 
of order in the completed estates: 
'Three people seemed to be responsible for the production 
and arrangement of suburban towns, viz. )the land 
speculator, the financial agent, and the estate agent, 
These three personages determined what should be the 
character of a suburbs and no one else appeared to be 
approached in the matter. Consequently all manner of 
shapelessness resulted from the formation of roads in 
order that more frontage and more money could be 
obtained, 43 
8.5 The Subdivision of Estates and the Results of Spasmodic 
Development 
That there was a lack of order in completed estates is not in question, 
whether it is detrimental to the estates today is more doubtful. 
The key factor was the time scale of the development-process, 
Where estates such as the Mansion House Estates the Royal Park 
Ford Estate and the Manor House Estate were developed over a 
relatively short period of time (relat. ea to other estates in the 
area) streets and houses were constructed, all be it by'many 
different developers, basically as the pro-development landowner 
intended. On other estates such as the Fawcett Estate and the 
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Cardigan Estates Headinglay Villages the time scale of development 
was much longer and subdivision of the land occurred with smaller 
estates being created within the original larger ones. 
44 The 
degree to which an estate lacks cohesion today is often in direct 
relation to the time scale of building and the degree to which 
subdivision took place with subsequent land resales. 
Even if an estate simply took a long time to build with little or 
no subdivision there was usually a lack of continuity in the size 
and shape of the housing stock erected, simply caused by the passage 
of time. What could be built and realise a profit by selling or 
letting in one decade may not have been the case ton years later* 
The situations however, was compounded when a long time scale was 
combined with subdivision and subsequent resale of land offered 
in a different form to that which the developer purchased, When 
this happened it was common to see plots offered for sale at auction 
an a miniature estates complete with its own network of roadas 
footpaths, and sawersp set within a larger estate with no relaiian- 
ship to it other than road access at one' particular point, if 
the purchaser complied with the restrictive covenants that went 
with the land, especially relating to what could or could not be 
built$ there was little that the original estate owner could do to 
stop this happening, Certainly the Corporation of' Leads did not 
consider it to be undesirable or if they did they did not attempt 
to curtail it. The developer who'created miniature estates still 
had to comply with all the legislation currently in force when 
obtaining approval for his proposals. 
The submission to the Corporation of an estate plan for approval 
relating to a miniature estate within a larger one was commonplaces 
The reaction of the Town Hall officials was to ensure that the now 
estate complied with the regulations relating to the setting out 
of sewers, roadso footpathst building lines and space about 
buildings. The fact that the plats were obviously intended to 
receive through terrace houses in an area predominantly built up 
with semi-detached or detached villas was beyond their jurisdiction. 
If the passage of time had allowed smaller houses to attract the 
same minimum annual rental as those first built on adjacent plots, 
the developer was perfectly-within his rights* In the same way, 
if road and building layouts were correct when current legislation 
was applied to thems the fact that roads ended in'6ul -do-sacs because 
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adjoining plots were occupied by large villas or were part of an 
estate which was used for grazing and not for sale was something 
which had to be tolerated in an age when town planning legislation 
did not exist, 
45 
The character of the suburb of Headingley is very much influenced 
by the subdivision of estates and spasmodic building development 
resulting in areas of a diverse nature within the same suburb. In 
this respect the study area is no exception. The results of sub- 
division and the length of time involved between the start of building 
operations and the completion of estates no doubt dismayed the first 
occupiers of the large villas and mansions built on Headingley Hill, 
Nevertheless the integration of smaller dwellings, literally over 
the garden wall from the houses of the wealthy, created a social 
mix which many town planners wish they could emulate today. The 
bankers, the manufacturers and the merchants who occupied houses 
such as Buckingham Houses Longfield, Morley House and Rose Court 
looked down an vacant plots'to the south and saw red-brick terraces 
being erected from the 1870's onwards, Despite this it was not 
until after 1900 that some of them considered that the area had 
changed sufficiently to sell'up and leave. 
The effects of spasmodic building development combined with 
land changing hands several times and often being subdivided can 
be seen more clearly in the Fawcett Estate than on any other in 
the study area, Other estates have similar characteristics but 
none were so long in the building from first being put on, the market, 
8.6 Estate Plans and Buildinq Plots 
The estate plans for Headingley in general and the study area in 
particular comprise three main types, Those estate plans which 
have been'deposited for approval, those which were prepared for 
auctions and sales, and those plans which were incorporated into 
deeds or legal conveyancing documents. From these three sources a 
comprehensive picture of the estate development of the suburb can 
be reconstructed, Each of the three sources usually used the same 
basic plan prepared by a surveyor and in some cases an identical 
plan was used for obtaining approval from the Corporations for sale 
particulars and for legal documents. Coloured washes were added 
to tracings of the original estate plan to indicate roads and gardens 
and red lines delineated boundaries of plats or land for sale or 
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the subject of conveyances* 
The following descriptions of estate plans are included to illustrate 
typical examplesýof those found for the study area and adjacent to 
it, However, because they are diffioult to describe n words, 
illustrations of several different selected examples have been 
included with only a few comments to highlight the salient points 
or unusual features, 
The earliest estate plan shows the land belonging to Mrs. Barbara 
Marshall to the north of the Otley turnpike road. It was prepared 
for her by the land surveyor Nathaniel Sharpe in 1836 and the lots which 
were intended for villas vari; ta- in size from I to 2 acres in extent, 
The layout was extravagant in so far as 9 now roads, including a 
central spine road, were proposed to provide access to only 17 plats. 
The scheme was not carried out and remains in part open fields to this 
day (see Fig, 74), 
The most significant estate plan as far as the study area is 
concerned was-that prepared for John Henry Fawcett by the surveyor 
To Newsam in 1837. Like Mrs. Barbara Marshall, Fawcett put his 
land on the market for sale as villa lots but his family trustees 
constructed the roads prior to the sale. Note the width of Victoria 
Road which at 50 feet wide was meant to be a grand main access road 
and also lot 330 which because of land boundaries to the south, was 
offered for Sale as a villa lot but patently was not of sufficient 
depth to accommodate one, The largest lot was over 5 acres but 
the sale plan stated that several lots would be divided to suit 
prospective purchasers (see Fig. 15). 
In 1845 Robert Disney Thorp MoD, had Martin & Faxsengineering' 
surveyors, draw up an estate plan for his land ajoining that of 
J*Ho Fawcett. This$ the first attempt to sell the Manor House 
Estates proposed two gently curving crescents off access roads from 
the turnpike to the north, The lots were approximately I acre 
each and part of the estate was to be sold as fields . no t laid out 
for houses. An important point to note is that garden's were 
indicated and a building lines called alFrontage Line' on the plan., 
indicated which Part of individual plots coul'd be utilised for the 
erection of dwellings, This new feature on an estate plan may 
have been due to a clause in the Leeds Impro 
, 
vement Act of*1842 giving 
the Corporation the right to impose's building lines'or simply 
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something agreed between Thorp and his advisors. Whatever the case 
the plots'did not sell and the scheme was not carried out (see 
Fig'O 16). 
Henry Teals a land surveyors owned several fields adjoining the estate 
of J. H, Fawcett and Woodhouse Moor. He also considered the time 
rips to develop his land and in 1845 he drew up an estate plan to 
sell it in 4 large villa lots of 2 acres each, By this time 2 stone 
terrace houses had been built an the Fawcett Estate adjoining his 
northern boundary. The lots did not sell and in 1852 he had a 
new estate plan drawn up to divide the land into 26 lots and by 
1853 it was being offered for villa or other residencas46(see 
Fig, 75)o 
In 1869 an estate plan was drawn up for the Mansion HoUS8 Estate, 
the property of the Misses Francis and Elizabeth Marshall, The 
plan was prepared by H. Clarksons a land and mineral agent, and 
proposed only one new major road to give access to the site and 20 
Ville late. Several lots were affected by the Leeds Waterwork's 
easement crossing the site (an 18 feet wide strip which could not 
be built upon) and all but lot 2 affected by proposed building 
lines (see Fig. 32). 
When the Chapel Lane Estate was pu t an the market in 1872 the land 
surveyor Je Eddison draw up a plan for the owners showing over 47 
latex all quite small in area, and a number of roads, The fact that 
back streets 12 feet in width were indicated suggest that, as this 
was a minimum requirement under the 1870 eye-Lawss the plats were 
intended to receive terrace housing. The scheme in an amended 
form was eventually carried out and the majority of the completed 
dwellings were through terraces (see Fig, 76)o 
The gradual deterioration in the Width of major roads can be 
directly attributed to'the fact that when laying out estates for 
villas a few wide roads were acceptables but when terrace houses 
were envisaged, this necessitated a greater number of access roads 
and if same could be reduced to the minimum of 12 feet wide it 
allowed larger areas to be devoted ýo the building plots and reduced 
road costs. The principal road on the Fawcett Estate was 50 
feet wide in 1837 and other roads were 42 feet wide* -All roads 
an the Tharp Estate were 40 feet wide* Sainbrigge Road on the 
Mansion House Estate was also 40 feet wide but the maximum width 
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of any roads on the Chapel Lane Estate was 36 feet wide. A pattern 
had been set based an the 1870 Bye-Laws* 
Thomas Claphams the proprietor of the Royal Parks was ordered to sell 
his land holdings by his mortgagees in 1871s and after one unsuccessful 
sale, another attempt was made in 1872. The 1871 estate plan 
showed 8 various sized lots with two new proposed access roads and. 
lot 7 comprised just over 4 acres situated between Victoria Road 
and Clapham Road, Lots an the Royal Park were described at the 
time as: 
'They are situate about one mile from the centre of Leedsp 
in the best locality, and the land unbuilt on is 
admirably adapted for the sites of residences of a 
superior class. A very extensive and beautiful view 
can be obtained from nearly every part of the estate, t47 
In 1872 a second estate plan was drawn up by the surveyor James Fox 
and it divided up the original lot 7 comprising 4.4 acres off. 
Victoria Road into 24 lots for terrace houses* Access was 
to be by a central road 36 feet wide and by back streets 12 feet 
wide, The description of the lots had changed somewhat: 
'the present sale affords an opportunity to speculators 
or persons wishing to purchase single plots rarely 
to be met with,, 4 
Plats were around 310 square yards in area and intended for terrace 
housing, but the central portion of the estate was Aot to be built 
upon and was on offer as 4 large lots of -g-of an acre each (see Fig, 77)o 
It is interesting to note that this miniature estate was originally 
an entire lot (lot 31) an the Fawcett Estate Plan of 1837* It was 
intended to accommodate one large villa but was destined to become 
a central street lined an both sides with through terraces and a 
recreational club some 50 years after being put an the market. 
A similar course of events occurred with lot 18 on the Fawcett 
Estate* In 1871 the architect James Charles-and.. Squire Holroydj, a 
Leads Hairdresser, went in to partnership to purcha as and develop a 
miniature estate to the north of Victoria Road, They submitted 
an estate plan to the Corporation showing 27 lots with road access 
off Victoria Road, What is interesting is that three roads an 
the estate all terminated abruptly against the northern boundary and 
Buckingham Mount was gated in front of two proposed, building blocks 
. 
to make it into a private carriageway. No atteiipt was made to make 
this read communicate with any other existing on Thomas Marshall's 
land already developed to the north* 
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After the sale of some of Claphads land below the Royal Park, the 
new owners were the Messrs. Grimston and they laid out their 
estate, in 1874 to receive terrace houses. James Fox and Sons were 
the surveyors and the plots were generally 403 square yards when 
facing Clapham Road (later Bruden8ll Road) and 270 square yards in 
the interior portion. There were 44 lots in total and. as the back 
roads as well as the front roads were shown as 36 feet wideit is 
probable that the vendors wished to leave the developer the option 
of building either through houses or back-to-backs. Note that 
gardens were only indicated on one side of the dwellings (see 
Fig. 78 ). 
A different approach was adopted by Thomas Hattersley the purchaser 
of the lower half of the Royal Park from Claphads mortgagees. He 
had the architect Thomas Ambler draw up an estate plan in 1875 with 
lots quite obviously intended to receive terrace housing with major 
roads 36 feet wide and back roads, 15 feet wide, but instead of 
selling individual building lots these were divided up into building 
blacks. The blocks were not the complete length of a street but 
around 1,000 square yards eacho Lots facing Clapham road Were 
large and intended to accommodate larger dwellingst the interior 
of the site was marked up to show that each building. block was designed 
-for 
'Through Houses' and the lots which abutted the Leeds Horticultural 
Gardens (which had been formed out of the top half of the Royal Park) 
were intended to receive back-to-backs, In the latter case every 
street was 36 feet wide and no note was added referring to through 
houses (see Fig. 79 )o 
Another attempt was made to sell the Chapel Lane Estate in 1875 when 
a'new estate plan was prepared by 3, Eddison. The original attempt 
to lay out lots was amended to cut down the number of major roads 
36 feet wide. and because of-thisýlots were generally larger than 
before at around 1,400 square yards each* This was an unusual trend 
'because in all other examples of estate plans inspectedsthe pattern 
was that successive estate plans increased the number of roads and 
generally added extra plots and reduced existing ones in size, 
The vendors were to construct one short length of road to provide 
access and: 
'The remainder of the-several proposed roads Shown upon the Vendors' Sale Plans and the proposed sewers or drains thereunder, are intended to be constructed 
and completed as and when the several Lots adjoining 
such roads are sold. 50 ... 
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Despite the large plats the estate was eventually covered by mainly 
. 
through terrace houses with only a few detached or semi-detached 
villas. 
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The Leeds Crickets Football and Athletic Co, Ltd, purchased Lots 
17 and 17A of the Cardigan Estates in 1888 and, after laying out 
cricket and football grbunds2they had Smith and Tweadales architects 
and surveyors, draw up a small estate of semi-detached houses which 
were to be erected on land surplus to their requirements. The plan 
drawn in 1891 shows 11 lots each approximately 1,300 square yards 
with shared access roads 12 feet wide between each pair of dwellings, 
The sale particulars stated that no more than two houses were to 
be erected on each plot and the minimum annual rental of each was 
to be L45 
52 (see Fig, '80 ),. 
The last estate to be developed in the study area was the'hanor 
House Estate which had first been put on the market by Thorp in 
1845 (see Fig. 81 ). The owner was Charles Stott a retired builder 
from Armley and he had Newsam & &otts surveyorspdraw up an estate 
plan in 1900 with all major roads 36 feet wide and back roads 15 
feet wide. Like the Mansion House Estate further down the Otley 
Road3several plots were affected by the 18 feet wide easement which 
was granted to the Leeds Waterworks Co, in order to gain access to 
their main crossing the Sit8o The 23 Lots Were intended to receive 
terrace houses but were sold off in large building blocks of 1,500 
square yards to 5POO square yards in area, What Stott envisaged 
would be erected on his land was more clearly spelt out than on 
many other estate sale particulars 
'Lots 22 and 23 afford excellent sites for shops fronting 
to Headingley Lane, Lots 20 and 21 are available for 
the erection of through houses* All other lots are 
laid out an the plan approvedl'by the Corporation as 
sites for theerection of back-to-back houses, With 
gardens of the width of 15 feet and upwards. 15 
Stott did not stipulate a minimum annual rental which may have 
precluded the erection of back-to-backs but despite this the estate 
when developed was completed entirely with through houses or small 
semi-detached villas, No back-to-backs weTe erected. 
'All the above examples relate to whole estates,, howeversmost house 
deeds had plans attached showing not only whole estates but also 
plans of lots which were the subject of individual sales, A few 
examples have been included to indicate the sizes of typical plots, 
and 
. 
how they were illustrated on conveyancing documents or sale plans. 
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Part of lot 27 on the Fawcett Estate was sold in 1859 with its 
boundary extending to the contra line of Victoria Road and a 
building line which prohibited building on the southern half of the 
site (see Fig* 82). Lot 24 on the Headingley Old Gardens Estate 
wassold in-1870 with the boundary stopping at the back edge of 
footpath as the surrounding roads had already been constructed, 
It too had a building line which virtually cut the site in half 
(see rig, 83). In 1875 lot 15 was a building block for sale on' 
the Royal Park. Hattersley Estate coloured to indicate the area to be 
used for houses and the land to be given over to roads and footpaths 
(see Fig, 84). When T* Hattersley died and his property was to be 
sold in 1893, his family still owned the parts of his estate which had 
not been sold for building development. Lot 6 was a corner site at 
the junction of Brudenell Road and Brudenell Grove. It was offered 
for sale and the area of land which extended to the centre line 
oi 6ree roads had only a small proportion of the total which could 
be developed for housing (see Fig. 85). - 
8,7 Housinp Densities 
With the exception of the Teal Estates there does not appear to 
have been restrictive covenants applied to land sales with the 
express purpose of limiting the heights of new buildings, The 
normal practice was to build dwellings with a maximum of four storeys, 
usually comprising a cellar floor, two major living floors and an 
attic in the roofspace. Some houses were built on the Teal Estate 
and elsewhere with four storsys but without a basement, whereas others 
had either no attics or basements reducing the number of storays to 
three, or in some cases to two if both were omitted. Teals a land 
surveyor, was more concerned to achieve a minimum height of 21 feet 
from ground level to the saves than he was in regulating maximum 
54 
heights, The fact that developers did not attempt to build 
multi-storey tenements or houses of five or-aix storsys in height 
requires some explanatione 
The height of domestic buildings was not governed by regulations 
until the introduction of Bye-Law 69 in the 1902 edition of the 
Leeds Bye-Laws with respect to Now Streets and Buildings, This 
stated that: in streets of less width than 50 feet, domestic buildings 
had to be of a height which did not exceed'the distance between the 
front wall and the opposite side of the street* Prior to this 
regulation. the goVerning factor on heights of domestic 
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buildings appears to have been local custom. 
55 Unlike office 
accommodation in the town centre, it would appear that if a developer 
built more floors than were customary in a specific house, type he 
would have great difficulty in letting it at a higher annual rental 
when similar properties which covered the same ground floor area 
were to let nearby at a lower figure. Higher rentals could only 
be achieved if the building was lot as more than one dwelling, and 
because of the abundant supply of back-to-back dwellings at various 
rents all situated an the ground, demand for flats or tenements in 
Leads was almost nil (sea Chapter 6)* If a more spacious house 
was, re 
, 
quired by an owner-occupier or by a developer wishing to 
charge a higher rentals the'-standard practice was to increase the 
ground floor arealrather than expanding upwards, In terrace 
housing, both through and back-to-backs this was achieved by 
increasing the width between party walls rather than by increasing 
the depth from front to backo 
Densities of the existing housing stock measured in dwallings., per. 
acre can-be related to the way in which early plots on an estate 
were developed for large villas and subsequent subdivision and - 
land resales allowed smaller house types to be erected with a, 
corresponding increase in persons per acre, A series of density 
calculations have been carried out by the writer by measuring land 
areas to the contre line of roads and counting the number and types 
of dwellings erected either an individual plates complete building 
blacks, $ parte, cf-estates involving several blacks and whole estates. 
Areas of housing erected since 1914 have been emitted from the 
calculations by only considering parts of estates or whole estates 
which were completed before this date* Figures indicating densities 
were produced which, could be related to specific house types 
wherever, situated or to parts of estates containing a mixture of 
different house types. 
The large mansions , built in the first-half of the century off 
Victoria Road were generally built at a density of. *4 to 96 
dwellings per acre. Mansions such as Spring Bank and Buckingham 
House were set in 3*3 and 7 acres respectively giving very low 
densities. The density quoted includes lodges and cottages erected 
for butlerss gardeners and coachmen* The whole of the Heedinglay 
Old Gardens Estates containing a mixture of various sized detached 
and somi-detached villass produced a figure of 1*8 dwellings per 
acres whereas the nearby Mansion House Estates which contained 
240 
generally smaller semi-detached and some terraced 
housingýhad a 
density of 6.6 dwellings per acre. Smaller semi-detached 
houseso 
especially when built in miniature estates situated an 
larger 
estates, were built at various densities depending upon 
the size 
of the dwellings. On the Cardigan Road Estate they were 
large 
and at 8*2 per acre, on the Walmsley Estate off Brudenell 
Road 
they were constricted 15.5 to the acre and a small estate off 
St. Michael? s Lane built after 1900 produced 17.6 to the acre. 
There was a wide variation in through terraces because the ground 
floor area. 'the width of roads and back strests. the number of roads 
and the size of gardens all influenced individual plot sizes and 
the ultimate density per acreo The first through terraces built 
in stone off Victoria Road in the period 1840 to 1870 had road 
access to one side only and rear gardens of varying lengths. They 
were built at 8,7 - 21.5 dwellings per acre. Further down Victoria 
Road the whole of the Norwood Estate was completed to give an 
estate of through houses at a density of 25ol dwellings per acree 
The'highest density was achieved on a building block in School View 
on the Walmeley Estate where small through houses were erected 
with front entrances off the street and very small rear gardens, 
giving a density of 43.6 dwellings per acre* 
Back-to, -back dwellings had a reputation for being the most desirable 
house type to use when high densities were required, This was not 
always the case in the study area because often the minimum annual 
rental stipulated in restrictive covenants forced the developer 
into building the better quality scullery back-to-backs, especially 
on the Royal Park. Ford Estate. On that particular estate the streets 
were laid out with a road 36 feet wide on both sides of building 
blocks together with gardens to front and rear* This meant that 
developers bould choose whether to develop a single plot with one 
through dwelling or two back-to-backs each with a garden* The 
back-to-backs erected on the Royal Park Ford Estate produced a 
density of 34,4 dwellings per acre* 
Some estates of back-to-backs, especially those which did not 
contain scullery houses, produced a greater density than these achieved 
an estates in the study areas On estates in Burley covered with 
streets named the Harolds and the-Thornvilles, where all the blocks 
ýwara entered directly off the street with no gardens, densities of 
50 dwellings'per acre wero'commonly achieved. This figure was only 
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achieved on one small part of an estate in the study areat'that 
covered by John Street, Elizabeth Street and William Str. eet on 
the 
Clapham/Pearson Estates Here just four rows of back-to-backs with 
privies in yards were laid out at 50 dwellings per acrese 
Different densities are achieved depending on the area of land taken 
as a measuring point, A single building block 15 houses in length 
will produce a different figure to several similar blacks, a mixture 
of different house types tends to reduce the density and figures 
for a whole estate reduce the density even fur. ther, To illustrate 
this the following example can be used. Through terrace houses could 
vary in density from 15 to 44 dwellings per acre depending upon the 
size'of building plots and on the Royal Park Estate they varied 
from 15 to 40 per acre from the perimeter to the interior of the 
-site. 
If the whole of the Royal Park Estatesincluding the top 
half owned by Ford and the bottom by Hattersley (some 20.76 acres)ý 
is examined, it can be seen to have been developed at a density of 23*5 
dwellings per acre, This figure includes a number of back-to- 
back houses and a Methodist church on the Ford part of the estate, 
If large open areassuch as school playing fields, public parks or 
private open spaces are included in calculationsq densities are 
considerably reduced. In the study area this only occurred where 
the Headingley Cricket and Football Grounds were created an the 
Cardigan Estate because other large open spaces such as Woodhousa 
M oor and Burley Park were outside the boundary. 
By multiplying the number of dwellings per acre by the"everage 
number of persons per. dwelling for a givan. decade (obtainable from 
census-raturn, s)san, approximate estimate can be, made of the density 
in persons per acre for any given point in time, In a similar 
'way. to housing densities,, the greater the land area measured in a 
suburb. the lower the density in persons per acre resulted. Where 
whole wards were concerned the Harehills Ward of Leeds had the 
dubious distinction of having the highest density figure for the 
West Riding of Yorkshire in 1961 at sixty-eight persons per acre's 
56 
If small parts of estates are considered in isolation for the study 
areasconsiderably higher figures than this were achieved but these. 
hsve'been based on individual building blocks or single streets 
and the actual number of persons living in the'dwellings may have 
been less than the average-for all Leeds, 
Uhatever may have been the case in reality there is little doubt 
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that the study area contains areas of great contrasts between large 
mansions and small back-to-backs, between lodge gates set in high 
walls-and parlours entered directly off the public footpaths of 
sweeping drives with the crunch of coach wheels an gravel, and the 
long walk home from town and the scraping of muddy shoes on the 
footscraper outside. There can be no greater contrast., given the 
economic circumstances which precluded the very poor from occupying 
the areathan mansions-like Buckingham House with one dwellingevery 
2 acres and only a little way down the hill from them the small 
through terraces of School View with 88 dwellings on a similar two 
acres. 
To giV8 an'indication of the range of densities found in the study 
area the following table has been included. 
Table 29 Densities of Selected Parts of the Study Area in 1914 
House Types Location Dwellings Person as 
per Acre per Acre 
Detached villa and 
servants lodges 
Detached-villa and 
servants lodges 
Detached villa and 
servants lodges 
Detached and semi- 
detached villas and 
servants lodges 
Detached and semi- 
detached villas with 
some through terraces 
Buckingham House - 42' 2 
Torridon , 57.. -ý, -, ýý3 
Spring Bank 59 3 
Headinqlay Old Gardensc 1,83 9 
Mansion House Estate 6.68 32 
Semi-detached villas Cardigan Road 8,16 38 
Semi-detached villas Brudenell Road 15,55 73 
Semi-detached villds St. Michaelts Lane 17.61 83 
Through terraces Hyde Park Road (Teal 8*73 41 
estate) 
Through terraces Hyde Park Road (Ford 14,97 70 
estate) 
Through terraces Victoria Road 21,50 101 
Through Terraces The Ashvilles 23,82 112 
Through Terraces Queens Road 24,80 116 
Through Terraces Fawcett/PoatillEstatp. 
. The Norwoodac 25,13 118 
Through Terraces. The Manors 28*62 134 
Through Terraces The Hassles 31,09 146 
Through Terraces Meadow View 35o63 167 
Through Terraces Royal Park Road 39,71 187 
Through* Terraces School View 43,62 205 
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Back-to-back houses 
Back-to-back terraces 
Back-to-back terraces 
Back-to-back terraces 
Back-to-back terraces 
Through terraces and 
8 back-to-backs 
Through terraces and 
back-to-backs 
Through terraces and 
back-to-backs 
Hyde Park Road 
Brudenell Grove 
Brudenell Street 34.45 162 
The Beechwoods d 38.50 181 
The Thornviýlesd 49.87 234 
The Harolds 49.87 234 
John Streeto Elizabeth 50100 235 
Street, William Street 
Teal Estatec 12985 60 
Royal Park Estate 23,50 110 
The Granbys 36,41 171 
a The dwellings existing on the ground in 1914 were used far 
calculation purposes* 
b The figure 4.7 persons per dwelling as calculated from the 
1911 census returns for Leeds has been used, 
c Those locations and figures underlined represent the density 
of a whole estate. 
d Areas of housing just outside the study area boundary in 
Burley but included for comparative purposes, 
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